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SUMMÀRY

This thesis has concentrated on the investigation of the x-ray crystal
structure of three minerals (namely scholzite, hopeite and adamite), with
supplemenÈary inforrnation being supplied by electron probe micro-analysis,
sythesis, thermal dehydration and. infrared absorpÈion spectroscopy.

The solution of the crystal structure of scholzite presents a nu¡nber

of interesting, if not unique, problems, caused mainly by the presence of
a three-fold sr:bstructure parallel to b*, and quite severe one-dimensional

stacking dísorder parallel Eo ax. Pseudosymmetry produced by the trans-
lational periodicity is further complicated by the fact that the heavy

atoms lie in special positions within the unit cell, necessitating the

use of a number of unconventional techniques (e.9. steric hindrance,
successive approximations and optimisation of interatomic distances) during
refinement.

The results of this study indicate that the atomic displacements from
ideal, high syruneÈry positions responsible for the superstructure diffrac-
tion,effects are of comparable magrnitude to the r.m.s. amplitude of thermal

vibration. The one-dimensional disorder is interpreted, on the basis cf
x-ray and thermal dehydration experiments, as arising due to the presence

of stacking faults paralle1 to (100) passing through the planes of
Ca (H, octahedra in the unit cell.

The atomic framework of the mineral hopeiÈe has been refíned using

two sets of diffractometer-collected x-ray diffraction intensities.
These experiments indicate the existence of a unique non-hydrogen atom

architecture, but thermal dehydration and infrared. absorption stud.ies

de¡nonstrate the presence of a number of different modifications as sub-

microscopic intergrowths in both natural and synthetic material. These

forms differ only in the nature of the hydrogen bonding schemes and are

formed during crystal growth as a result of slight fluctuations in pH

ard/or temperature.

The crystal structure of the mineral adamite, containing Zn in
both five-and six-fold coordination, has been determined by Direct
tlethods. The infrared absorption frequencies of the ZnOU group are

discussed in relaÈion to those of equivalent groups in tarbuttite, its
phosphate analogue.

o) 
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GENERÃL INTRODUCTTON

Bones, guano, excrement and fish have been used as fertiliser since

antiquity. The constituent in these substances responsible for the

increase in crop yield was not discovered r¡ntil 1669' when Hennig Brandt

isolated the element phosphorus while carrying out alchemical experiments

with urine. The discovery of phosphorus in minerals (pyromorphite) in

1779 erçanded the sources of this elen'.ent to inorganic materials, and at

the present time most of the world supply is obtained from rock phosphate.

Phosphorus is now known to be an essential ingredient of all celI

protoplasm, nervous tissue and bones, and the importance of phosphate

mineralog'y in understanding the role of phosphorus in soils, fertilisers

and plant and animal nutrition is well recognised. However, soh:ble phos-

phates added to soil soon become largely r:navailable to plants' and there

is little doubt that the formation of insoh:ble iron, aluminium and zinc

phosphates is a contributing facÈor to this process. In fact, zinc itself

is essential to both plant a¡rd animal life, and indeed, the formation of

ínsoluble zinc phosphates has been widely implicated as being responsible

for the (availa-ble) zinc deficiency in many soils.

For ttrese reasons, and also because of the use of zínc orthophosphates

as binding media, as components in luminophores, and in the phosphatising

of metals, a study of this family of compounds is of considerable practical

and geochernical interest.

This thesis presents an investigation of the x-ray, chemical, thermal

dehydration and infrared absorption properties of a number of zinc phos-

phate species, all having either a direct or ar-r indirect relationship to

the Reaphook Hill phosphate deposit, Flinders Ranges, South Australia. The

rare mineral scholzilue, from this locality, has tended to dorr-inate the

study in view of the presence of a nr¡riber of rather unusual crystal effects

in its atomic framework.



CTIAPTER I TIÍE GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY OF REAPHOOK HILL SOUTH

1. I ABSTRACT

Several uncomnìon phosphate minerals including tarbuttite, pa,rvhopeite,

seholzite and zíneiøt eoLLinsíte occur in near-surface gossans at

Reaphook HiIl, South Australia. Electron probe microanalyses of the

t¿rbuttite and scholzite compare well with published analyses of specimens

of these minerals from the tlpe localities ín Zambia and Bavaria respec-

tively. However, parahopeite and zincian collinsite from Reaphook Hill

have chemical compositions which depart from the ideal formulae and are,

in addition, chemically zoned. Microanalyses of parahopeite suggest that

it may be one member of an isomorphous series in which six-coordinated Zn

can be replaced, by other cations, including Fe, Mg and Mn. Zincian col-

linsite occurs as concentric crusts composed of very fine grained radially

oriented plates. Microanalyses of this material indicate that it may be

part of an isornorphous series in which the six-coordinated cation can be

replaced by Zn, Mg, l,[í¡, Fe and NÍ, incorporaÈing t]re minerals fairfieldite

and cassidyite.

The deposit itself seems to have developed as a result of the action

of groundwater causing near-surface enrichment of Zn and P derived from

originally low grade mineralisation within the Cambrian host rocks. Sub-

sequent alteration has produced a suite of minerals reflecting a decrease

ín Zn content and paralleI increase in Ca, ì49, l"fr¡ and Fe within the

mineralising fluids.

I.2 INTRODUCTION

Interest in the geologry of the Reaphook HiIl area of the Flinders

Ranges, South Australia, vÍas originally aroused when specimens of the rare

mineral scholzite t CaZnr(PO4) 2.2H2O, taken from this locality, were presented

by Mr. C.C. Brooks to the Department of Geology, University of Adelaide.

A crystal structu¡e detenn-ination of the ¡nineral was undertaken by the
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candidate during 1970 but an investigation of the source locality was

delayed until 1-97I, by which time attention had been drawn to the associa-

tion of a number of other rare phosphate minerals with the scholzite.

Mr. D. McColl, of the DeparEment of Geology, had identified these species,

on the basis of x-ray powder diffraction, from hand specimens donated to

the University by Mr. C. Johnston, holder of mining rights to the area.

!{ith ttre idea of collecting further material for crystal structure

e>çeriments on these minerals, and of examining the paragenesis of the

deposit' a nu¡nber of field trips to Reaphook Hill were carried out during

1971 and 1972. The results of these investigations and. subsequent analytical

and crysta1 chemical studies of the mineralogy of the phosphate deposit are

reported in this chapter. Much of this work has already been published

(HitI et aL., 1973; Hill and lr{ilnes, L974).

1.3 GEOLOGICAL SETTTNG

În 1966' during geochemical e>çloration by the South Australian

Geological Survey and Kennecott E:çloratíons (Australia) pty. Ltd.,

scholzite was discovered as prisrnatic needles in three discrete near-

surface mineralised zones in unmetamorphosed sediments of the Lower Ca¡ribrian

Parachilna Formation at Reaphook Hitl, approximately lOO km north-east of

Hawker in the Flinders Ranges, South Australia (Jotu:s, Ig72).

The physiography of the area is dominated by quartzite ridges, of

which Reaphook Hill is Èhe highest (387 m ahove sea level), separated by

gently sloping rock-strewn ped,iments, and sandy alluvial fans. The drain-

age pattern and vegetation is characteristic of arid and semi-arid regions

of south-central Australia.

lltrese rocks, outcropping on the eastern margin of the Adelaide

Geosyncline at a latitude of 31o23rS and a longitude of 139016'8, are

sandy, poorly sorted, argillaceous siltstones with conglomerate lenses

containing well rounded quartz pebbles dispersed in a matrix of weakly

consolidated sand and grit. The formation forms a topographic 1ow between
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the Pound Quartzite (Precambrian, Adelaid,e System), and the overlying

VJilkawillína Limestone (Hawker Group). Outcrop is poor and the formation

is almost completely obscured by locally derived gravels. $lÏrite and

mottled weathering profiles, and alteration associated with mineralisation,

are tlpical of erçosed portions of the seguence.

The basal beds of the Wilkawillina Limestone conformably overlie the

Parachilna Formation and are characterised by brorun or buff coloured,

manganese stained, sandy dolomites. Sorne of the basal beds at this locality

contain voids lined with siderite, FeCorr ankerite, ca(MgrMn,Fe) (Cor) , and,

huntite, Cil93(CO3)4. Elsewhere in this metallogenic province the basal

!{ilkawilli¡ra Limestone contains economic deposits of willemite t ZnrSíOn,

associated with hedyphane, (CarPb)r(AsOn)rClr and other rare minerals

(Grr.¡bb, L97I¡ Barclay and Jones, 1971). Lead, copper and silver are

present in trace amounts; cobalt and nickel are present in anomalously high

concentrations, but the manganese content is high throughout (Johns, L972).

Except for the three "gossanous" masses, the zinc content of the

Parachilna Formation is low. The mineralised zones have resistant furrugi-

nous and manganiferous cappings and grade downwards ínto complexly fractured

phosphatic pebble conglomerates, sandstones and siltstones less than

2O metres stratigraphically above the top of the Pound Quartzite. They

seem to have developed as a result of the action ef ground water causÍng

near-surface enrichment of tr/!r, Fe, Zn and P derived from originally low

grade mineralisation within the Parachilna Formation (McNeil, 1968).

Faulting appears to have exerted some control on rnineralisation and localisa-

tíon of l"tn, which has an affinity for Zn (Loganathan and Burau, 1973).

Many other phosphate rninerals, in addition to schotzite, have been

iclentified in the mineralised. zones by x-ray powder diffraction. These

i¡rclude tarbuttite, para\Dpeite, eoLLinsite, suítzeríte, phosphophyLlíte,

ea?cops¿de and toclcbridgeite. SmithsonÍte a¡ld gypsun occur in minor amor:nts,

but manganese minerals are very common and include chalcophanite,
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cryptomelane, psilomerane, manganite and pyrolusite. The minerars are

found in some places as isolated masses of well crystallised rnaterÍal

lining voíds in the argillaceous manganese wad, but elsewhere as complex

intergrowths andr/or compositionally zoned, less well crystallised material.

A comparison of the Reaphook HilI phosphate occurrence with the

Broken Hill deposit, Zambia, has been made in :f.i,rr et aL. (1973), in view

of the similarities in mineral assemblage and geologry. Both contain a

number of rare phosphate minerals a¡rd it is suspected that the paragenesis

of both deposits is similar, except for the "biologicarly" precipitated

hopeite eccurrence at Broken Hill (McConnell, 1969).

I.4 E)GERIMENTAL TECHNIOUES

Natural phosphates are nesophosphates (island structures) and are

anisodesmic. rn short, the oxygen atoms are more strongly bonded to

phosphorus (and less strongly to the other cations) in phosphaÈes than

they are to silicon in silicates, relative to the other anions. I{s a

result, phosphates are, in general, softer than silicates.

ThÍs effect was the cause of some concern during the collection of

powder diffraction d.ata since too much grinding produced unacceptabty

broad peaks at high angles. !{ith too littre grinding, large creavage

fragments in the powder resulted in the dominance of certain grain orienta-

tions over others, producing misleading relative intensities. Consequently,

powdered specimens of the phosphates had to be carefully prepared to ensure

a compromise between these two effects.

X-ray data were obtained with a 19 cm camera using CoKa rað,lation,

or alternatively with a Philips x-ray powder diffractometer incorporating

a focussíng monochromator and usíng Cúoradiation. Indexing and least-

squares refinement of cell dimensions Ì{ere carried. out usjlg the procedure

of Evans et aL. (1963).

Microanalyses tì¡ere obtained on a Cambridge Instruments "Geoscar¡"
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electron probe microanalyser. Under normal conditions of analysis using

a focussed electron beam, significant systematic drifts in count rate with

time have been observed for elements in many minerals, including phosphates.

This effect is probably due to a combination of photochemical degradation

(McConnell, 1969) and thermal decomposition of the minerals turder the

influence of the electron beam in the evacuated specimen chamber (Sweatman

and Long, 1969). During the present study, the effect was minirnised by

analysing the phosphate minerals with the el-ectron beam expandêd to an area

50 microns in diameter. The accelerating voltage and beam current were

maintained at 20 Kv and 50 nA respectively.

Eight elements, selected on the basis of reconnaissance spectrometer

sc¿rns, were determined in each mineral. zn metal, Mn metal, and analysed

specimens of apatite (Ca,P), barytes (BarS), and olivine (Fe,Mg,Si) were

used as standards. Corrections to the raw data were made according to

the method of Sweatman and Long (1969) using the procedure of Oertel (f971).

I.5 THE MAJOR PHOSPHATE MINERALS

1.5.1 Tarbuttite - Zn PO OH

Tarbuttite occurs in the Reaphook Hill mineralised zones mainly

as compact aggregates of crystals up to 5 nun along their maximum dimension.

Euhedral crystals lining voids are colourless and transparent with an

equant to prismatic habit, and, are deeply grooved (figures 1.1 and L.2l .

Many crystals appear to be pseudo-isometric, although the mineral has

triclinic symmetry. In these respects, Reaphook Hill tarbuttite is very

similar to the type material from the Broken Hill rnine i¡r Zambia (Spencer,

1908; Richnond, 1938).

X-ray powder diffraction data for the Reaphook Híll tarbuttite

(tables 1.1 and I.2) agree well with both the ASTM data and with the data

of Richmond (1938) for Zambian material. Cocco et aL. (1966) redetermined

the lattice parameters using a different orientation of the elementary cell.



TABT.E I.1 I,EAST SQTßRES CEI,T. DIMENSIONS OF REÀPHOOK HILI. PHOSPHAIE ITIINERÀI.S

Space Group rRl ¡ t8l ,(ß

Reaphook HilI tarbuttite

ÀSTM L2-2OO

Reaphook HiIl tarbuttite
(r¡rit cell orientation
after Cocco et al.l

Cncco et aZ. tarbuttite

Reaphook Hill parahopeite

ÀsrM 9-491

Reaphook Hill scholzite

Bavarian scholzite
(Taxer' 1970)

ASÎM 13-445

Reaphook Hill zincia¡¡
collinsite

ASTM 14-314

Magnesian collinsite
(Brotherton et aL., L974,

Cassictyite (nickelian
collinsite)
(Ûrhire et aL. , L967)

Pi

PT

Pi

8.130 (r)

8. rt3

5. s38 (r)

5.499

s.763 (1)

5.766

17. 164 (6)

17.149 (3)

L7.L4

s.7L2 (3'

5. 71

s.7344 (e)

5.71

L2.8e6(2',)

12.93

5.726 (2]'

5.654

7.537 (2','

?.5so

22.244ßl

22.236(2)

22.t9

6.830 (3)

6.73

6.780 (r)

6.73

rRl

7.754(Ll

7.703

6.4s6 (2)

6.465

5.292(L'

5. 303

6.673(2'

6.667 (1)

6.61

s.3e3(2)

5. 39

s.4413 (9)

5.41

c

9oo9 (l) '.

g9o34'

Lozo 46 (21 '

lo205l'

93o20(2)'

93017. 5'

goooo(3)'

98o3g(3)'

96048.5'

s7.2s (Lro

96049.5'

91o36(2)'

91o37'

102035 (2) '

Lo2o46'

91021 (t) '

9ro55'

106050(3)'

107016. 5'

ro8. s6 (1) o

107021. 5'

107044(1)'

LO704?'

87045 (21 .

86050'

91ot8 (1) '

9rol9'

to3o23(2)'

104032,

1O7.28 (1)o

104034. g'

Voh¡¡re rR3r

773.9 (2','

769.L4
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One set of the refined celI dimensions also relates to a cell in this

orientation.

Electron probe microanalyses of selected tarbuttite euhedra gave

the average composition presented in table 1.3. The structr¡ral formula

of tarbuttite calculated from these data is close to the ideat formula.

L.5.2 Pa ite - Zn Zn PO .4H o

Parahopeite is present only as a rn-inor phase in the mineralised

zones at Reaphook HilI. It occurs as white to yellow-brown euhedral

crystals with an equant to prismatic habit and a well developed (OOI) clea-

vage (figure 1.3), but is commonly encrusted with chalcophanite, scholzite,

glpsum and smithsonite.

X-ray powder diffraction data for the Reaphook HilI parahopeite

(tables 1.I and 1.2) are similar to ASTM data for parahopeite from the

tlpe locality in Zambia. Ho$Iever, electron probe microanalyses indicate

that euhedral crystals of the Reaphook Hill parahopeite are sigmificantly

different in composition from the t1'pe material, a¡rd, are compositionally

zoned. Random microanalyses of parahopeite crystal aggregates, and of

the core and rim of an euhedral crystal are given, along with a calculated

structural for¡nu1a, in table 1.4. On the basis of these data, the formula

for the Reaphook Hill parahopeite can be e><pressed as zr,2x(Foì 2.4H2o,
where x represents Zn, Fê, l,ln and Mg. zoned parahopeite euhedra are

characterised by cores enriched in Fe and l4n, and outer zones enriched in

Mg. Zn appears Èo be uniformly distributed throughout the euhedra

(figures I.4 - 1.8).

1.5.3 Scholzite - CaZn PO

Scholzite is the rnost common and conspicuous phosphate mineral in

the mineralised zones at Reaphook HiII. It occurs in voids as sprays of

radiating pale green, yellow or colourless prismatic needles up to 3crn long

(figures 1.9 and I.10) or as interpenetrating groups of white fibres. It
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Euhedral tarbuttite crystals lining
void.

Euhedral parahoPeite crYstals
lining void.

Fig1.2 0.2mm

Tarbuttite euhedra in polished thin
section prepared for electron probe
microanalysis. Note equant ha-bit
and deeply grooved faces.

Scanning electron image of euhedral
parahopeite crystals.
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cm

Rosettes of scholzite needles in
void.

Roman sword habit of scholzite
crystals in rosettes in void.

Radiating cluster of scholzite
needles overgrowing very fine
grained scholzite and collinsiÈe
in void.

Collinsite crusts overgro\Âtl-ng
cryptomelane and goethite in void
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hras discovered in surface exposures of the mineralised zorìes by C.c. Brooks

of Kennecott E>çlorations (Austratía) Pty. Ltd. in 1966. The onry other

localities in which scholzite is known to occur are Hagendorf Nord (no

longer in production) and Sud, Bavaria (Strunz, 1948), Transbaikal, U.S.S.R.,

and Domazlice, Otov, south-west Bohemia. Reaphook Hill scholzite needles

are generally pseudohexagonal Ín cross section, although the nuineral has

monoclinic symmetry (chapter 2; Hitl et aL., L973). some crystars have

a "Roman sword" or linear-planar habit as a result of the dominance of

(100) and (h31) ptanes (figure t.11).

TABLE 1.3 Electron probe rnicroanalvses of tarbut Èite and scholzite
from Reaphook Hill

Tarbuttite Scholzite Tarbuttite Scholzite

ZnO

FeO

MnO

Mgo

CaO

sio2

SO

66.9

o.o2

0.01

0.03

0.04

30. 3

0.06

0.01

40.3

0. 01

0.01

0.01

].4.7

36-7

0.04

o. oo

3.9r

2

3.91

2.O3

Zn

Fe

I'fn

Mg

Ca

tr

tr

tr

L.02

tr

tr

tr

tr

o3

tr

tr

1.93

1.93

L.02

2.O2

tr 2.O2

o. o0

PPzos

s

Si

3

TOTAL 97.4

Hzo
by dif-
ference

91.8

8.22.6 H L.4 3.6

Atomic ratios calculated on an igmited basis of 9 oxygen atoms for tarbuttite,
8 for scholzite, using averages of 15 a¡ld 6 spot analyses respectively.

Analyses are given to wíthín calculated counting error.
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Fe0
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H20 by
difference
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42.4
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33.3
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00

0

o
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Ca

FE
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st

tr
o. 19

o. 07

2.26

o.37

o.00

tr
2.04
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8.O

0.00
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0.09
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o.33

0. 00
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2. 03
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o.29

0.1r
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0.00
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0. 03
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2
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Suggested llaJ.ahopelte structultal fo¡mula: Zn 2l7Ã'îe,Wr !{9) (POn) 
2. 48 20

Ànalyses are given to withln calculated cou¡tLng error. tsÈ
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X'ray powder diffraction data for the Reaphook HilI scholzite

(tables 1.1 and 1.2) were collected using a Philips x-ray powder diffracto-

meter, incorporating a LiF diffracted-beam focussing monochromator and

usi.nq Cult radiation. Si was used as an internal standard. Since the- cx,

scholzite monoclinic cell is presented in an orientation with the d-axis

as the unique symmetry axis, but has orthorhombic shape (as measured on

several x-ray precession photographs), indexing and least-squares refine-

ment of cell dimensions were carried out with the cl angle fixed at 9Oo.

Several cycles of refinement with d released confirmed suspicions that Èhis

parameter would tend to absorb errors in the cell lengths and deviate

r:nrealistically from its observed value (deviations of similar magrnitude

were obtaíned when ß ana Y were released).

For d-spacings less than 4.3R, the data so obtained is in good agree-

ment with the ASTM data for the type scholzite from Bavaria. Ho\.tever,

for the low angle data Èhere are sigrnifÍcant discrepancies between observed

and calculated d-spacings for the Reaphook Hill material and between the

observed values for the data from both localities. These discrepancíes

are discussed more futly in Chapter 2.

Electron probe microanalyses of several scholzite needles have been

averaged to give the analyses in tal¡Ie 1.3. The result is consistent with

the ideal formula.

L.5.4 Zincian Collinsite - Ca Zn PO .2H o

Zincian collinsite from Reaphook HiIl was oraiginally identified,

on ttre basis of morphological and x-ray powder diffraction data, as

collinsite. It occurs as greyish-b1ue or white concentric crusts with a

radial platey habit (figures 1.I2 and 1.13). The crusts commonly occur

on botryoidal cryptomela¡re or on goethite within voids. In this respect,

the Reaphook Hill collinsite is similar to the type collinsite from

FranEois Lake, British Columbia (Poitevin, L927). However' the
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Terminations of plates in collinsite
crust fragrment in polished thin
section prepared for electron probe
rnicroanalysis.

Scanning x-ray image showing dist-
ribution of Mg in field of figure
I.14. An enrichment of Mg in the
zone that appears dark (low electron
density) in 1.14 can be seen.

Scanning electron image of part of
collinsite crust. Concentric
growth banding can be discerned due
to differences in electron density.

Scanning x-ray image showing the
distribution of Zn in the field of
figure 1.14. Zn is depleted in the
Mg-rich zone shown in 1.15.
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Reaphook HilI collínsite also occurs as crystal overgrowths on parahopeite

and scholzite. A magnesian variety of collinsite from Milgun Station,

Western Australia (Bridge and Pryce, L974) crystallises as prisms composed

of multiple blades with complex faces, while a nickel analogue described

by lvhite et aL. (1967) occurs as thin crusts and smalr spherules in

cavities and cracks in oxidised material of the Wolfe Creek (Western

Australia) meteorite.

The composiÈion of the Reaphook Hill collinsite differs considerably

from the composition of the tlpe collinsiter Car(Mg,Fe) (pO4) 
2.2H2O

(Poitevin, L927; Wolfe, L94O) in that it contains Zn in place of Fe

(table 1.5). On this basis, the ideal formula of Reaphook Hill collinsite

can be given as ca, (Mg,Zn) (PO4) 2.2H2O. Furthermore, the microanalyses

indicate the crusts are compositionally zoned.: the Zn:Mg ratio varies from

about 0.6 near the base to about 1.4 at the outer edges. Ihe collinsite

is very fine grained and, to prevent its decomposition, was analysed with

a 50 micron diameter beam in the electron microprobe. This condition for

analysis was used for all the phosphates, but it precluded the analysis

of single collinsite crystals. The compositional variation is therefore

interpreted as the result of growth banding of the crusts, and this is

supported by the distribution of Mg and Zn seen in the scanning x-ray

images Ín figures 1.15 - 1.16. The possibility that the compositional

variation is due to the presence of more than one phosphate rnineral in the

crusts can be discounted on the basis of x-ray powder diffraction data

(tables 1.1 and l-.2) which agree closely with the ASTM data for collinsite

from the tlpe locatity.

llhe term "zincian collinsite" is not intend,ed as a new n¿Lme. The

Reaphook Hill material bears such close morphological, structural and

chemical affinities with collinsite that, rather than coining a new name

for the mineral, iÈ was felt these affinities should remain obvious by the

addition of an adjective denoting the difference in chemical composition
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t¡
2.OO

4.1

2.OO

tr
0.00

0.50

0.48

0.98

o;P4

tr
2. 00

3.7

2.05

tr
tr

0.49

o.44

0.93

0.05
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2.00

4.O

2.O2

tr
tr

0.5r
o.44

0.95

0.05

tr
2.OO

3.7

0

0
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0
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3
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5

Suggested zincian collinsite structu¡al formula: Car(Zn,l9l (PO 
4, 2.2H2O

Ànalyses are given to wiÈhfur calculated countíng error.
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between it and the type cotlinsíte from British Columbia. "Zincian col-

linsite" was used by Hill et aL. (1973) and by Hill and Milnes (1974) to

emphasise this difference, and the term has been used in the same sense in

this thesis. The magrnesian variety of collinsite has a cell content close

to CarMg(PO4) 2.2H2O and therefore represents an end member of the

"collinsite group." This material has been termed "magnesiØt coLLínsite"

along the same línes of argument. Had White et aL. (1967) used this logic,

the name cass¿dAit¿ need not have been proposed for material which may be

discribed as "n'ickeLíøt coLLinsíte. "

A sample of collinsite from FranEois Lake, British Coluribia. was

obtained through the courtesy of the South Australian Museum (specimen

number 4860). Etectron probe microanalysis of crusts of collinsite from

ttris locality indicate that they are also compositionally zoned, but the

zoning in this case is due to variable Fe:Mg ratios (table 1.6). Only trace

amorrnts of Zn were detected. For the reasons discussed in relation to

the Reaphook Hill collinsite, the variation in composition within the col-

linsite crusts from British Columbia is also interpreted as the result of

growth banding. The structural formula of this material closely approaches

the ideal formula.

On the basis of x-ray powder diffraction data and chenr-ical data' it

is concluded that both the Reaphook HiIl and British Cohunl¡ia collinsite

crusts are composed of a single phase in which the divalent cations Zn

and Mg, and Fe and Mg respectively are able to continuously substitute

for each other. The observed compositional zoning vtas very like1y control-

led by the availability of Zn or Fe with respect to Mg during crystal growth

of the crusts.

1.6 ASPECTS OF THE CRYSTAL CIIEMISTRY OF THE MAJOR PHOSPHATE MÏNERALS

A crystal structure determination by Cocco et aL. (1966) shows

that tarbuttite has a framework structure with two crystallographically
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TABI,E I.6 ELECTRON PROBE MICROANAIYSIS OF COLLINSITE T'ROM

FRAN IS LAKE BRITTSH COLUMBIA

Core of Clump Edge

Z¡rO

Fe0

Mn0

Ca0

tog

'zos
sio2

Mgo

I

0. 05

4. OO

o.20

33.8

o. 08

42.5

0.05

8.9

o.04

a.52

o.26

33. 4

0.01

40.6

q.03

6.6

0. 08

6.66

o-27

33. 3

0.07

4L.9

0.01

7.4

4

0.04

6.32

o-25

33.3

0.11

41.8

0.03

7.5

0.04

5. 60

o.32

33.4

0.00

4r.9
0.00

7.9

0.03

4.36

0. 31

33.8

0.13

42.6

0.03

9.I

0.05

5. 91

o.27

33.5

0.07

4I.9
0. 03

7.9

Av2 3 5 6

TOTAT

HrO by diff.
89.6

10.4

89.5

10- 5

89.7

10.3

89. 3

ro.7
89-2

10.8

90.4

9-6

89.6

ro.4

Structural formulae calculated on an ignited basis (8 oxygen atoms)
according to the ideal formula: Car(Fe,lag) (POn) 

2.2H2O

Ca

Fe

¡/¡n

?rn

l{g

S

Si
P

Fe+Ì"Ín+Mg+Zn

s+si+P

H

2.O2

0.19

0. 01

tr
o.74

tr
tr

2.OL

o.94

2.OL

3.9

2.06

o.41

0.01

tr
o.56

tr
tr

1.98

0.98

1.98

4.O

2.02

o.32

0.01

tr
o.62

tr
tr

2.OL

0.95

2.OL

3.9

2.02

o.30

0.01

tr
0. 63

tr
tr

2.Ot

o-94

2.OL

4.O

2.03

o.27

0.02

tr
o.67

0.00

o. oo

2.OI

0.96

2.OL

4.L

2.OL

0.20

0.01

tr
0. 75

tr
tr

2.OO

0. 96

2.OO

3.6

2.03

0.28

0.01

tr
o.66

tr
tr

2-OO

0.96

2 -OO

3.9

Suggested collinsite structural formula: Ca, (Fe,l"lnrMg) (POù 
2.2H

Analyses are quoted to within calculated counting error.
0
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distinct sets of Zn coordination polyhedra: the Zn atoms are bonded to

five O atoms lying at the corners of distorted trigonal bipyramids. One

set of these polyhedra share edges to produce infinite zig-zag chains in

the b-axis direction, and share corners with a separate set of Zn polyhedra

(and POn groups) to produce a three-dimensional array. The PO4 tetrahedra

act as stabilísing bridges between the two sets of Zn polyhedra, resulting

in a relatively tight structure (G = 4.21) with no six-fold coordination

sites. This may account for the observed lack of compositional variations

in Reaphook HilI material and contrasts with the more open structural styles

of the other phosphate minerals at this locality.

Kumbasar and Finney (1968) have shown that the crystal structure of

parahopeite is similar to that of phosphophyllite (Kleber et aL., I96t) ,

and also to that of hopeite (Liebau, 1965), the dimorph of parahopeite.

In fact, the chemical composition of the Reaphook Hill parahopeite bears

some resemblance to that of phosphophyllite, Zn2(Ferl4¡r) (PO4) 
2.4H2O.

Parahopeite, hopeite and phosphophyllite contain two crystallographically

distinct Zn sites (one Zn and one Fe in phosphophyllite). Or¡e of these

has six-fold coordination with oxygen atoms and water molecules, whereas

the other has four-fold coordination with o:q¿gen atoms. On the basis of

radius ratio consÍderations, Fê, Mg and Mn present in the Reaphook Hill

parahopeite will be accommodated in the six-fold coordination sites, and

any vacant six-fold sites may be filled witl¡ excess Zn from the four-fold

sites. Therefore it seems likely thatparahopeite,with the ideal formula

ZnrZn* (PO4) 
2.4H2O, may be part of an isomorphous series in which the six-

fold coordinated Zn* atom can be replaced by other divalent cations includ-

ing Fe, I'ln and Mg.

The crystal structure of scholzíte was determined by Taxer (1970).

A refinement of this structure in a different space group is presented

in Chapter 2 and in Hill et aL. (1973). ChaÍns of ZnQn tetrahedra parallel

to the e-axis are the most obvious feature of the framework. The tetrahedra

share corners with each other and with PO
4 tetrahedra to form sheets ín the
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(fOO) p1ane. The Ca atoms are present at the centre of distorted oxygen

and water octahedra, which serve to link the (100) sheets in the ø-axis

dÍrection. The structure shows seveJ.e stacking disorder of these (100)

sheets, evidenced by the presence of diffuse streaks paraltel to a* in

x-ray diffraction photographs, and by the results of dehydration experiments

(Chapters 2 and 7). The absence of variation in the composition of scholzite

ís thought to reflect the rather narro\¡r range of conditions required for

the formation of what is interpreted as a delícately balanced structure.

A crysta1 structure determination has been carried out on magnesian

collinsite by Brotherton et aL. (1974). The Ca atom is irregularly co-

ordinated by seven O atoms and a water molecule, while the Mg environment

is a tetragonally distorted octahedral array of four O atoms and two

water molecules. Phosphorus is tetrahedrally coordinated by O atoms and

serves to connect the other polyhedra in the direction of the c-axis. The

crystal structure of fairfieldite, Ca2(I{nrFe) (PO4) 2.2H2O, (Mrose and

Appleman, 1960; Fanfani et aL., 1970) appears to be identical with the

collinsite architecture except that the Ca atom is interpreted as being

eight-fold coordinated in the latter case. Indeed, the eigth O atom in

the fairfieldite structure is 2. Z2R from Ca and, as such, is significantly

more distant than the remaining seven atoms (2.34 - 2,501). Brotherton

et aL. (1974) have, in fact, excluded the equivalent atom (in collinsite)

from the first coordination sphere of Ca. Nevertheless, isotypy of col-

linsite with the fairfietdite group of phosphate minerals (Palache et aL.,

195f) is confirmed. Similarity of cell dimensions and syrunetry suggest

that zincian collinsite and cassidyite also belong to this group. It

therefore appears that the collinsite crystal structure may incorporate

a number of different ions in the six-fold site, including !ln, Mg, Fe,

Ni and Zn. However, only a limited amount of substitution would be e:çected

to take place between the two crystallographically distinct cation sites

in the structure because of the appreciably greater ionic radius of Ca

compared with these other ions. Hence the variation in Znzbg ratio observed
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in Reaphook HilI collinsite; the varial¡le Mg:Fe ratio in Frangois Lake

collinsite; the variable Mg:Ni ratio in cassidyite; and the variable

I"ln:Fe ratio in fairfieldite - all with constant Ca content. These results

suggest that collinsite may form an isomorphous series with a structural-

fornrula of the type CarX(Po4) 2.2H2o' where the six-coordinated X atom

represents the diadochic grouP Mn, Mg' Fe' Ni and Zn.

T.7 PARAGENESTS

The genetic relationships of the minerals in the phosphate zones at

Reaphook HilI are complex. A considerable amount of weathering and altera-

tion has taken place within the zones, making the selection of fresh

material difficult, not only for the purpose of chemical and x-ray analysis,

but also for the interpretation of relationships during paragenesis studies.

The zones are spatially and mineralogically distinct' collinsite' for

example, only occurring in one of the three zones. Relationshíps within

the zones tend to vary on the scale of the micro-mount, and many species

are coated with l"ln mineralisationr €[ypsum or salt crystals.

However, the major phosphate species do show a general trend in their

relative crystallisation within the deposit as a whole.

I.7.1 Major Minerals

In view of the occurrence of detrital phosphate in the earliest

Cambrian strata elsewhere in the Adelaide Geosyncline (Mt. Terrilcle Forma-

tion and its equivalents), there is a possibility that the P content of

the Parachilna Formation has been derived from reworking of originally

detrital phosphorite (pers. com.' B. Daily, 1975). Localisation of l"In

within these rocks, typical of the area, has resulted in the scavengíng of

otherwise 1ow grade Zn into high concentrations associated with the lfn.

This effect has been described by Loganathan and Burau (1973).

It is proposed that tarbuttite was initially the most dominant mineral
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aÈ Reaphook Hill and that it was produced by tocalised enrichment of Zn

and P wíthin the Parachilna Formation. Subsequent changes in the prevail-

ing environment (including composition, temperature and pH) within grognd

Iñrater has resulted in the disappearance of all the tarbuttite save that in

the uppermost portions of the deposit, unaffected by the water tab1e. Atl

other phosphate minerals have a lower Zn content than tarbuttite, are

normal (whereas tarbuttite is basic), and were probably formed by the leach-

ing of Zn from that mineral at a later stage. Thís proposal is supported

by field and laboratory observations, and is discussed in greater detail

in section 6.5, in the light of the results of the slmthesis of Reaphook Hill

minerals.

Rather than lining the walls of voids, tarbuttite is obser-ved to

constitute the bulk of the rocks in which it is found. Voids in this mas-

sive tarbuttite remain essentially devoid of other minerals and reveal the

excellent morphology of the species. It has not been found as over-growths

on other phosphate minerals, but does appear to be altering to parahopeite

ín a number of specimens. This is probably a result of its rather tightty

bonded framework crystal structure: the presence of only one kind of co-

ordination site prevents the entrance of Ca, Mg or Fe into the framework.

The presence of ligand hydroxyl groups rather than water molecules, and

its dense structure, suggests a moderately high crystallisation temperature

(Moore, r97o). rn view of the fact that the hydroxyr group is lost from

tarbuttite at around 52OoC (Chapter 7) the mineralising solutions could

have had a temperature of anything up to this value.

Scholzite, r:nlike tarbuttite, is considerably altered in many areas

of the deposit, and has e:q>erienced at least two generations of growth. It

occurs npst conunonly as massive materiaÌ underlyÍng the tarbuttite.

The firsË generation of growth probably occurred at an early stage, produc-

ing large nasses of subparatlel, variously stained, fibres, due most likely

to the influx of Ca into an environment hitherto dominated by Zn and, p.
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Voids in this material contain crystals of every other phosphate species

(except tarbuttite) identified at Reaphook HiIl. The second generation of

growth produced Èhe characteristic needle habit of scholzite, exemplified

by the spectacular sprays and rosettes which occur in voids throughout

the mineralised zone. This generation is observed overgrowing all other

phosphate species in various parts of the deposit and is therefore inter-

preted as occurring at a late stage in the mineralisation. The open

structure of scholzite and the presence of ligand water (lost between 170

and 4OOoC from DTA experiments) suggests that it was precipitated from

mineralising solutions at a relatively 1ow temperature. This fall in

crystallisation temperature may suggest that Ca mineralisation followed

some considerable time after the original tarbuttite phase.

parahopeite at Reaphook Hill is only rarely found as well crystallised

material. For the most part ít is highly altered and Çoated wiÈh second

generation scholzite, collinsite, g1psum and smithsonite. Spencer (1908)

reported that parahopeite from Broken Hill, Zambia, was produced by altera-

tion of tarbuttite, but at Reaphook Hill the situation is not as c1ear.

parahopeite is found in association with tarbuttite only rarely, and it

seems rnuch more ]íkely that parahopeite at this locatity is an alteration

product of massive scholzite, with which iÈ shows a much ¡nore common

association. The more open crystal strucÈure of scholzite makes alteration

of that mineral far more likely than tarbuttite. Chemical zoning suggests

that the Zn content of the mineralising solutions remained essentially

constant during paratropeite formation, but that the l"tn and Fe content

decreased, while the Mg content increased. The presence of a six-fold

coordination site in parahopeite may be responsible for its observed

readiness to break down into other phosphate minerals.

Zincian collinsite is always present as minutely crystallised

mammil-lary crusts on botryoidal, poorly crystaltised phosphatic material-

Like parahopeite, it occurs in voids in host material which is essentially

massive scholzite. ft therefore post-dates at least tarbuttite and
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scholzite at Reaphook HiIl. In some cases it is observed growing on

parahopeite, but in others this relationship is reversed, suggesting that

the deposition of collinsite and parahopeite was synchronous over the

deposit as a whole. Its formation after scholzite conforms with the

overall trend of increasing Ca content relative to Zn in the mineralising

solutions. However, chemical zoning in collinsite demonstrates that the

ZnzMg ratio was increasing during crystallisation of individual collinsite

crusts. The Reaphook Hill "white" collinsite is sigrnificantly enriched in

Zn relative to the "blue-grey" form, and is believed to represent an

extension of the zoning observed in the latter variety. OnIy second

generation scholzite is observed overgrowing collinsite. It is therefore

considered to be a late-stage mineral, possibly produced by reworking of

the minutely crystallised mammillary phosphate material by ground water

solutions.

L.7.2 Other Minerals

The less well crystallised phosphates have been observed in all

areas of the deposit but have been identified only on the basis of x-ray

powder diffraction. They occur as mínutely crystallised "goethitic"

material, mainly in association with collinsite, and are variously coloured

from deep red to bright green. They include the minerals switzerite,

(lkr,Fe) 
3 

(PO4) 
2.4H2O, phosphophyllite , Zn2(Fe,l4n) (PO4) 

2.4H2O, rockbrÍdgeite,

(re,2+l,ln)u.l*t"on) 3(oH)5, and sarcopside, (Fe,Mn,Mg) (Po4) 2- rf the com-

position of the analysed minerals is extrapolated to these species then

it ís likely that the Fe has been replaced by Zn ín their crystal structures

also. Ttrey could not be isolated to permit accurate electron probe micro-

analyses in order to test,this suggestion, but are interpreted as alteration

products of the major phosphate species or as crystallisation products of

the residual mineralising fluids.

Manganese mineralisation is common throughout the deposit and

appears to have taken place at all stages of its formation. The material
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is associated particutarly with second generation scholzite and. zincian

collinsite: in many cases chalcophanite has been observed completely

enveloping needles of scholzite (figure 1.17) and as pseudomorphs after

parahopeíte. This is interpreted as suggesting that the I'ln minerals were

selectively precipitated, or that there was an increase in the amou¡rt of

lln in the precipitating solutions, at the scholzite-collinsite stage of

the paragenesis. Smithsonite was the last minerat deposited i¡r the

sequence' although precipitation of gypsum and various salts is taking

place at the present time.

I.7.3 Conclusions

fn view of the complexity of mineral relationships at Reaphook HiIl,

a single sequence of deposition cannot be proposed. Fisher (1958) has

poínted out that the "large number of phosphate species simply points out

the relatively limited range of stability of any one phosphate in general.

Many of them can be considered. as delicate indicators of the particular

conditions present at the time of their formation. " As one species gives

way to another "v¡e have conditions in existence of more or less temporary

approximate equilibrium for one or another phosphate." Minor fluctuations

i¡ the character of precipitating solutions would therefore be expected,

to produce a large range of phosphates, the sigmificance of which in Èerms

of the paragenesis of the deposit as a wholer tnây be somewhat limited.

However, from the sequences of mj-nerals observed it appears that

the major phosphates, at least, subscribe to an overall trend: with

increasing time there has been a decrease in the Zn:P ratio, and a parallel

and complementary increase in the ca, Mn, Mg and Fe content of the phos-

phates deposited. Figure l-.I8 summarises the proposed seguence, although

minor fluctuations and reversals have been excluded for obvious reasons.

The deposit demonstrates some control on mineralisation by stratigraphy,

but this more likely reflects the nature and leve1 of ground water solutions

rather than the original chemistry of the host rocks. Movement of these
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CHAPTBR 2 THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF SCHOLZTTE, CAZN (PO ) .2H o

2.L ABSTRACT

The hydrated orthophosphate mineral scholzite t CaZnr(PO4) ,.2HrOt has

a distribution of diffracted intensities dominated by the presence of a

three-fold substructure parallel to b*, and quite severe one-dimensional

disorder parallel to a*. Pseudosymmetry produced by the translational

periodicity is further complicated by the fact that both Zn and Ca occur

in special positions within the unit cell. These effects have presented

a number of interesting, if not unigue, problems during solution of the

detaÍled crystal structure of the mineral.

Scholzite is pseudo-orthorhombic (Pbc2r; a, = L7.164(6) , b = 22.244(81,

ê = 6.673Q)R¡ Z = L2l but its true sl,mmetry is probably monoclinic
t

P¿Vb (a-axis uniquei o, = gOoO(3)'). The "averag:e" subcell structure

(Pbcn; O, = b/r) has been solved by the Heavy Atom method to a final

residual of 0.097 using 704 equi-inctinatíon Vteissenberg Ct'tKo dat.a. It

consists of chains of corner-sharing ZnOn tetrahedra. lltre Ca is coordinated

by O atoms from the POn groups and water molecules to produce zíg-zag

chaÍns of edge-sharing, distorted octahedra which also run parallel to the

c-axis.

The phases of the 1920 "difference" reflections, representing scatter-

ing due to displacements of the atoms from their "averagre," high-symmetry

posítions in the main cell, Ììrere determined by a method of successive

approximations, conventional refinement by least-squares then proceeding

to a final residuat of 0.144 in space group Pbe2r. The method of Distance

Least Squares proved unsuitable for this analysis since the atomic displace-

ments are of equivalent magrnitude to the r.m.s. amplitudes of thermal

vib:ration and occur in combination with a significant level of distortion in

the main cell structure.

The origin of the diffuse streaks is discussed in relation to the

presence of stacking disorder paralle1 to (I00).
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2.2 INTRODUCTION

A calcium-zínc phosphate mj-neraI, later to be named scVnLzíte' was

first identified as a unique species in 1924 (t"lüIlbauer, 1925), in a

pegmatite at Hagendorf, Bavaria. It has subsequently been identified at

a number of other localities, including Transbaikal, U.S.S.R., Domazlice,

Bohemia and Reaphook HilI, South Australia.

The mineral was named after a Regensberg mineral collector,

Dr. Adolf Scholz (1894-1950) and is classified as a Ca-Zn hydrated normal

orthophosphate. Of secondary origin, scholzite crystallises in the mono-

ì

clinic prismatic class 2/*, atthough early morphological and x-ray powder

diffraction studies placed it in the orthorhombic crystal system (Stnrnz'

L948¡ Strunz and Tennyson, 1956). It occurs as transparent to milky-white

crystals with two predominanthabits: prismatic parallel to *¡e [OOf]

direction (P1ate 2.1) and linear-planar perpendicular to [fOO].

The comparative rarity of this species, its relevance to the study

of zinc orthophosphate crystal chenistry, and the occurrence of superior

crystals at Reaphook HiIl, South Australia, prompted the selection of

r¡aterial suitable for single crystal x-ray diffraction ex¡leriments. These

experiments had proceeded to a late stage of refinement before the work of

Taxer (1970) came to the attention of the author.

2.3 DATA COLLECTION AND DATA REDUCTTON

A data set of 1878 integrated intensities was collected during 1970

by equi-inclination lVeissenberg photography using the multiple-film tech-

nique. This raw data was sr¡bmitted in partial fulfilment of the Honours

Degree of Bachelor of Science at the University of Adelaide (Hi11, I97O),

and a sunmary of the results is presented in table 2.1. Data reduction,

and solution of the scholzite crystal structure did not commence until

1971 and the work is therefore eligible for inclusion ín this thesis.

The data set described above was supplemented by 974 accidentally
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absent reflections estimated by procedures described in Àppendix II. I'

addition, 64 reflections measured at high sinO as integrated a1 peaks \r¡ere

converted. to weighted averages of 01 and 01 using the rerationship
-g, = Tz d1r and were incruded in the d.ata set, the reflections in which

then totalled 2916.

TABLE 2.1 PREVIOUSLY COLLECTED DATA FOR SCHOLZI TE

Cell dimensions: a = L7.164(6), b = 22.244(8), c = 6.673Q)R

Unit cell volume = 2547.73,

(Calculated for an orthorhornbic ce1l by

Ieast-squares refinement of 22 reflections

measured on a powder diffractometer with

Pb(NO3)2 as an internal standard).

Díffracted intensiÈies: The data was collected. about two axes of a

single crystal (0.08 mm cr:be) using /Vi-filtered

CUL^. radiation and a Nonius !,leissenberg0

integrating equi-inclination camera, incorporat-

ing multifilm packs (four films). Ttre :

intensities of 1878 reftections were neasured

using a Nonius II Microdensitometer linked to

a Kipp and Zonen light spot galvanometer.

Reciprocal lattice
levels recorded:

c-axis

b-axis

L=O+

k=Or3,

6

6

Using the computer program ALIFAC (Appendix I), the reflection i¡ten-

sities were scaled to the top film of each reciprocal lattice layer film
pack by a non-iterative least-squares procedure modífied to incorporate

esti¡nation of the standard deviation of each observation. All data were
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initially fittecl to an AUFAC weighting scheme havj-ng a. = 0.034, b = 0.009,

ê = 0.013, d = 0.119. The method is described in detail in Appendix IT.

fhe weighted, mean intensity, corrected for Lorentz and polarisation effects

but without application of absorption corrections, ü¡as output for each

reflection together with its standard deviation.

In order to correct for different e>{posure times and different crystal-

to-film distances, the data for each layer was ptaced on the same scale by

means of the large nu¡nber of cross-referencing reflections measured from
\

the b-axis of the crystal. The interlayer scale factors were again obtained

by a non-iterative least-squares procedure, this time using the program

AULAC (described in detail in Appenclix II). T'he output from AULAC consisted

of weighted mean intensities and standard deviations in a format suitable

for introduction to the structure factor calculating program (FUORI'LS) and

the programs for computing Patterson a¡rd Fourier maps (FORDAPB).

A preliminarlf examination of the morphology of the scholzite single

crystals obtained from Reaphook HilI, arrd. of the intensity distribution,

indicated that the mineral belonged to the orthorhombic dipyramidal crystal

cLass 2¡^ 
'/^ '/^, confirming the resurts presented in the literature

(Strunz, 1948; Strunz and Tennyson, 1956). Consequently the entire data

set was merged into the positive quadrant of the reflecting sphere during

execution of AUIÃC. This produced an unique data set of 2624 reflections.

A summary of the data reduction statistics ís presented in table 2.2

TABLE' 2.2 STATISTTCS OF DATA REDUCTION

Total number of reflections measured:

Merged via AULAC to a unique data set of:
Number of unigue unobserveds in data:
Number of a-t1pe reflections (unobserveds):

Nurnber of b-type reflections (unobserveds):

Error of fit (AULAC):

Average .R factor (AULAC):

2916

2624

974

7O4 (r92)

I92O (782)

IO.08

0.053
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The small size of the crystal used for data collection (0.08 run

on edge), its uniform shape, and the moderate linear absorption coefficient

(calculated to be I74.I on-I f.or CuKo radiation), suggested that absorption

corrections need not be applied. The agreement of symmetry equivalent

intensities to within 5? confirme,J this suggestion.

2.4 DISCUSSION OF THE INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION

2.4.L Subcell Structure and Pseudosymmetry

lltre first indication of the problems that were to be e><perienced

during solution of the crysta1 structure of scholzite arose after close

examination of oscillation photographs taken about the b-axis. Layer lines

with k = 3lz were observed to be more intense, statistically,, than those

with k f 3n, implying the presence of a three-fold sr:b-period parallel to

the b-axis. The effect was evident in every crystal chosen for x-ray

examination.

This property may be referred to as trø¿sLationaL pseudpsAïrnetrA

si¡rce it involves the presence of three subceLLs which may be translate'l

Ínto geometrical coincidence by movements of b/3 parallel to the b-axis.

The effect of translational pseudosymmetry is to increase the average

intensity of that class of reflection whose Miller Indices are integral

rnultiples of the translational periodicity. The degree of intensity

increase depends on the "d.egree of difference" between the atonr-ic structure

wÍthin each of the sr:bcel1s, and is complernented by an equivalent decrease

in the íntensíty of the remaining class of reflections. In the scholzite

case the k = 3n reflections are, on average, approximateLy 2\ times the

intensity of the k I 3n class, and on this basis the differences between

each of the subcells was expected to be only slight.

For the extreme case in which the subcells are all idenÈicaI, the

translational pseudosymmetry is exact and the k I 3n tefLections will be

absent. fhe subcell is then the true cell of the structure. On the other
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hand, when both classes of reflection have the same average intensity all

traces of pseudosymmetry vanish and the larger superceLL is the true repeat-

ing unit. The intermediate case involves a situation in which the crystal

has a relatively complex pattern of atoms, but the arrangement is based

upon a complication of a simpler pattern. The simpler pattern ís called

t;fle substructtúe while the set of atoms responsible for the complication

is called tlhe cornpLement structWe (Buerger, 1956). These terms were

originally used by Buerger in dealing with differences in atomic oeeu.pa.t¿on

between sr:bcel.ls. However, no disorder between Zn and ! in the tetrahedral

sites is expected in view of the significant difference in size of the Zn

and p ions, and therefore the problem at hand with scholzite involves dif-

ferences in atomic eoo"d¿nates - The terms auerage st?Ttctwe and. diffe?€rtce

stTltßttÆe, coined by Kempster et aL. (L962) r êr€ therefore more appropriate

in this case. Using this terminology, the sr¡bstructure represents the average

electron density of the subcells comprising the complete supe"stn)cture,

while the complement or difference structure, is obtained by subtracting

this substructure from each of the subcells.

In terms of slzmmetry Èheory, a superstructure may be derived from a

sr:bstructure by suppression of certain sets of the operations of translation

in the space group of the substructure (Buerger, L947). In this case r:he

superstructure becomes a dez,íuatiue struettpe. The symmetry of the deri-

vative structure is composed of some, but not all, of the operations of

t!1e basie structure, with the requirement that these remaining operaÈi.ons

also form a group. The space group of the superstructure is therefore a

sub-group of the space group of the basic structure.

llhe terms basie structwe/substraetwe/auera,ge ¡t?uctttre' dev'iuatíue

straeture/compLement stnueture/differenee struetwe, and nwín ceLL stz'uetzæe/

slrperstr.uetWe have all been used at various times throughout the literature

but, in view of the absence of any differences in atomic occupation within

the scholzite framework, the use of the term cortpLement st?uctt'tt'e will be

avoided throughout the discussion presented in this thesis. In summary,
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the average structure is defined as comprising that part of the electron

density which conforms to the substructure periods, while the difference

structure comprises that portion which does not (i.e. has only the

periodicity of the true celI).

In the case of scholzite, this means that the k = 3n class of reflec-

tions is produced by that portion of the electron density which has the

substructure periodicity of b/3, while the k I 3n cLass is a result of

electron density which has been distorted out of the ideal high symmetry

substructure positions and which does not have this perìodicity'

If this distortion is minimal (i.e. the subcells are alnrost ídentical)

then most of the electron density wilt be related by the sr:bcel1 periodicity

and wiII contribute predominantly to the substructure reflections (i.e.

k = 3n). Very litÈIe of the electron density will therefore remain to

contribute to the difference structure reflections (k / 3n) and this class

will be relatively much weaker. In the sense that the degree of distortion

of the substructure determines the electron density lost from the k = 3n

reflections (hereafter called E:ne a-type reflections) the a-type structure

factors wil-l contain information about the substructure qrld t'b'e difference

structure. On the o+-her hand the k I Zn reflections (hereafter referred

to as ü:re b-type reflections) are solely a product of the distortion and

contain information about the difference structure aIone. Only when con-

sidered together do the two classes of reflection indícate the true syr,rnetry

and structure of the main ceII or superstructure'

The problems in dealing with the solution of pseudosl'mmetric crystal

structures have been documented by many workers (Buerger, L947, 1954, 1956,

1959; Newnham and Megaw, 1960; Kempster et q,L. , L962; Qurashi, L963,

Jeffrey, 1964¡ Takéuchi, Lg72). A well known group of minerals possessing

a superstructure is the feldspars. In anorthite, for example, there are

three sets of difference reflections P' c ana d) in addition to the set

of main (a) reflect.ions (Smith and Ribbe, L96g). In tJ:is case the ilif-

ference reflections are a result of a doubl-ing of the c-axis combined with



changes in the symmetry of the resultant lattice.

referred to later in this chaPter.
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Other examples will be

In many cases the superstructure has cell edges which are non unity

integral multiples of those of the substructure (as in the case of scholzite

and the feldspars), but this is not always true. A number of structures

have been described (Katz and Megaw, 1967¡ McDonald and Cruickshank, I97L¡

Lin and Burley, 1973) in which the lower symmetry superstructure, or

hettotype, has the same ceII dimensions as the idealised high symmetry

basic structure, or a!ístotype. For these crystals most of the_intensity

distribution subscribes to the aristotlpe symmetry, but a small number of

reflections exist in violation of these rules. The offending reflections

are analogous to the b-t1pe reflections mentioned previously in that they

are produced by small displacements of the atoms from the idealised high

symmetry positions in the aristotype, although the concept of translation

between subcells no longer appties. In fact, the two situations may be

treated in exactly the same way if the concept of translation is removed

from consideration by re-indexing the set of main ceII Miller Indices cor-

responding to the translational periodicity.

Buerger (1959) has suggeste¿f that when a substrucÈure is present,

it is often helpful to discover íts details first, using only the a-type

reflections, before considering the structure within the entire r:¡rit cell.

Since the ø-type reflections conform to tJ:e symmetry of the basic structure,

and are usually far more intense, on average, than the b-type reflections,

they are often nearly independent of the subcell differences, and transform

into a structure which is a syrnnetny auenage of the individual subcells

(i.e. the aristotype). Under these circumstances líttle is to be gaineC

by referencing these planes to the complete main ceII. The a-Eype structure

amplitudes nay, instead, be indexed with reference to a cell of the same

size as one of the individual subcells by dividing each term in the Miller

Index of the plane by the transtational periodicity in that direction. In

so doing the sr¡bcells become superimposed on each other, and the resultant
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electron density corresponds to a traneLationaT aue?a,ge over all s1¡bcells.

If there are N subcells in the main ceII, then, during the process of re-

indexing, each atom of the average subcelL becomes a "projection" of iÈs

N component atoms about a "centre of gravity." In principle, these atoms

then have a scattering power N times the value they would normally possess

in any individual sr¡bcell. Under these circumstances symmetry and, trans-

lational averaging of atomic coordinates occur together, and the already

small amor¡nt of information contained in the a-type structure amplitudes

about the difference structure is thereby reduced. The method has the

advantage that the nrrnber of atomic parameters to be determined (in the

smaller unit cell) is markedly decreased. In any case, the refinement can

stíII provide information about the difference structure in the sense

that each subcell atom possesses a pseudo thermal vibration ellipsoid,

combining the effects of true thermal motion of the índividual component

atoms and their "spread" about the position of gravity. Where the displace-

ments from this centre are small the anisotropic temperature factor produced

during refínement of the re-indexed a-type reflections may be indistinguish-

able analytically from a single anisotropic atom at its centre. On the

other hand, where the spread is large iÈ may not be possible to fit a

realistic anisotropic temperature factor to the projected atomic group and

it may be necessary Èo "split" the group into its N component atoms. This

technique is well documented (Ribbe et aL., I969i.T'scherry et aL.,L972; Schulz,

1972) and will be discussed again in reference to the scholzite sr:bstructure

refinement in section 2.5. In either case, the detailed analysis of the

directions of splitting, or of the najor axes of the anisotropic "thermal"

ellipsoids, can provide valuable information about the displacements of

the individual atoms from their average position in the high symmeÈry basic

structure.

For the simplest case, in which N = 2, each average subcell atom

will consist of two individuals, one from each subcell. The two component

atoms will be Ìocated approxímately at the positions of the split atorns
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or, alternatively, near each end of the longest axis of Èhe "thermal"

ellipsoid. In this way an indication of ttte magnitud.es of the displacements

is obtained, but the problem then remains to aflocate each individual to

one of the two subceLls of the derivative structure, by deter¡n-íning the

direction, or sigm, of the displacement along the major axis of the

"thermal" ellipsoid or the line of "splitting. " For a reflection of the

strong class (i.e. ø-type), the structure amplitude depends on the magnitudes

of the displacements from the basic structure, but is independent of the

sigrns of these displacements (McDonald and Cruickshank, 1971) . v'¡ith

n atoms disptaced from their pseudosymmetric positions there uí" Z'-I

eqmLLA Iikely combinations of signs which will satisfy the a-type intensity

distribution. They are indistinguishable in so far as these intensities

are concerned, thus making any attempt at refinement of the main cell

structure using only this class of reflections totally fruitless.

- On the other hand, the b-type reflection structure amplitudes depend

on both the magnitude and the sigrn of the displacements. Their inclusion

in the refinement should therefore enable the true structure to be four¡d.

Àlthough an arbitrary choice of sign may be made for the first difference

parameter (since this is equivalent to choosing the origin in one or

other of the two sr.rbcells), thereafter, sig,ns must be chosen for the n-1

remaining atoms so as to satisfy the intensity distribution of the b-type

reflections.

ft is at this point that conventional methods of structure analysis,

in general, no longer app1y. Katz and Megaw (1967) have pointed out that

"automatic refinement procedures cannot legitimately take the high symrnetry

aristotype as a starting point, because they cannot generate displacements

which lower the slzrunetryi" the assumption that the structure factors varaz

linearty with atomic coordinates "throughout the range exanined, is certainly

not valid when the range íncludes special values. " When no displacement

parameter is given a sigrn deliberately, the refinement procedure must rely

on random error to provide one, with the result that several inconsistent
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signs may be accepted, and may persist, with little chance of detection

at a later stage. Similar problems occur when incorrect magnitudes of

dispracements are províded. rn fact, it is onry when atr displacement

parameters have been clearly established that automatic refinement is a

safe procedure.

MeÈhods used for the determination of displacement parameters in

a number of pseudosymmetric structures, and their application or othen^¡ise

to the solution of the scholzite main cell, are discussed in section 2.7.

2.4.2 Determination of the True Symmetry

The results of the least-squares determination of ceII dimensions

and a study of oscillation and Vteissenberg photographs suggest that the

scholzite unit cell conforms to an orthorhombic shape. This conclusion

was confirmed by a number of precession photographs from which all inter-

axial angles were determined at 90oO(3)'.

In order to determine the space group symmetry of the superstructure,

the compleÈe reciprocal lattice intensity distribution was examined for

systematic x-Tay reflection absences. The lattice was found to be primitive,

while the presence of a b-glide place perpendicular to the ø-axis \¡ì/as

indicated by the systematic absence of OkL reflections with k = 2n + I.

All other classes of reflection (other than the principal zones) contained

MiIIer rndices of mixed parity. However, it soon became obvious that the

hOL cLass would be the cause of some concern: only eight of the 65 reflec-

tions in this class were found to have L = 2n * 1, and these were aII very

weak, i¡iU¡lying a very close approximation to a c-glide plane perpendicular

to the b-axis. This effect was considered to be an e>pression of the

pseudosymmetry of the average srrbcell structure. However, the situation

is somewhat unclear since the reflections in the hOL cLass qualify equally

well for classification as average subcell reflections or as main cell

reflections and, therefore, contribute equally to the deterrnination of the

symrnetry of both cells.
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As already stated, Buerger (1947), has d.emonstrated that the symmetry

of the derivative (main cell) structure must be a subgroup of the space

group of the basic (average subcell) structure. The intensity distribution

of the a-type reflections was therefore examined in order to establish

the diffraction s)rnmetry of the pseudosymmetric cell, in the hope of

obtaining further information about the true main cell symmetry. (In fact,

the relationships between the Miller Indices are unchanged whether the

a-type reflections are reindexed or not, and so the resultant symmetry Ís

equally applicable to the symmetry average main cell structure, and to

the symmetry-p1us-translational average subcell structure) .

The b-g1ide plane perpendicular to the 4-axis was still implied by

this data set as, of course, h¡as the close approximation to the c-g1ide

plane perpendicular to the b-axis. However, tùl..e 74 ø-type hkO refLections

atl had h + k = 2Tt, indicating the presence of an z-glide plane perpendicular

to the c-axis. This symmetry element constitutes the main difference

between the symmetry of the superstructure and the average structure. It

represents the symmetry possessed by that part of the electron density

conforming to the substructure periods and, if the d-tlpe reflections are

reindexed, then it also represents the symmetry of the "centre of gravity"

aton¡-ic posiiions.

However, the problem again arose as to whether the c-glide plane

should be included, this time as part of the average structure synmetry.

With the e-glide present, the space group is Pbcn (point group mmm),

but in its absence, the groups Pbmn and Pb2n (point group nunm and m2m

respectively) are equally like1y.

At this stage, the best method of discrimination seemed to be the

wel I known statistical tests for a centre of s1zmmetry. A loeally ncdified

version of the computer program SUSTAT1 (Appendix I) was utilised to carry

out these tests on the a-type data. With eleven partially overlapping

ranges of sinO, each containing about 70 unique reflectíons, the N(z) test
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of Howells et a.L. (1950) and the P(y) test of Ramachand.ran and Srinivasa¡

(1959), along with the classic Vtilson (1949) plot, were executed on this

data set. Both the N(z) and P(y) tests (figure 2.1) indicated the presence

of a centre of symmetry in the structure (i.e. point group mmm rather than

m2m). The possibility therefore remained that the average structure space

group could be either Pbmn or Pbcn. In view of the very close approxima-

tion to a c-glide demonstrated by the hOL class of reflection, and the

unlikely event of a mirror plane existing under this condition, the space

group Pbmn was rejected and the symmetry of the average structure was

concluded to be Pbcn, or, more fully,

2y/n, (number 60) .p2L/a I4
Dzt?"

This conclusion was sr:bsequently confirmed when refinement of the average

subcell structure proceeded to.R, = 0.0969 in space group Pbcn.

Ttre problem then remained to determine a subgroup of Pbcn consistent

with the distribution of main cell diffraction intensities. In fact, the

presence of a b-gLide plane perpendicular to the a-axis is the only

certainty about the derivative structure. With the assumption that this

structure has orthorhornl¡ic point grorlp symmetry, the absence of any

indication of a glide plane perpendicular to the c-axis in the main ceII

precludes the possibility of it being centrosymmetric: this is because

the presence of a mirror plane in -olace of the n-gJ-J-de would require a

structure radically different from that determined by average sr:bcelI

refinement. However, the simple loss of the n-g1ide to produce point

group mm2 does not require a radical change of structure, and was therefore

accepted as the only possi-bJ.e orthorhonbie subgroup of Pbcn.

It is at this point ttat tne presence or otherwise of the c-glide

plane perpendicular to the ä-axis in the main cell becomes crucial. lf

it exists then the maÍn cell point group symmetry must be mrn2 (as discussed

above). However, if ít, aoes íot exist then the symmetry must be npnoeLinic
t

m or -/^ (with the a-axís as the unigue symmetry axis and with g = 90o).
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A mirror plane cannot be accomrnodated in place of the c-glide to produce

orthorhombic Pbm2 slmmetry for the main celI since its inclusion, once

again, would require a drastic change in the structure of the main cell

when compared to that of the average structure.

Statistical Èests applied to the main cell data would normally have

provided information which would have enabled the distinction to be made

between the centrosymmetric and non-centrosymmetric point groups (i.e. mm2,

m, or '/^). However, because of the large proportion (974 out of a total
data set of 2624 reflections) of intensities below the observable limit
(Kempster et aL., 1962), and because of the existence of pseudosymmetry

(srinivasan and Ribbe, 1965; Rollett, 1965, p.r32), rittle reliance can be

placed on the results of the Wilson plot and the N(z) test. Nevertheless,

Kempster et aL. (L962) state that the P (y) test is still of use und.er these

circumstances, and consequently the main ceIl data was submitted to the

program SUSTATI for the pur?ose of this calculation.

Although rather ambiguous, the results (figure 2.2), if anything,

indicate that the superstructure is non-centrosymmetric (i.e. mm2 or m)

rather than centrosymmetric l2/^). However, before a definite d.ecision

could be mad.e between the three alternatives it was obvious that further

experimentation would need to take place. It is of interest to note in

this regard that raxer (1970) makes no mention of the presence of a

D-glide plane perpendicular to the ø-axis in the main cell structure.

The first of these additional tests was a statistical analysis of

the b-t1pe reflections alone. fhese reflections are a direct result of the

dÍfferences between the aristotlpe and hettotype and, as such, it was hoped

tl:at the distribution of their observed intensities would reflect these

dissimilarities. P(y) and N(z) tests executed on the b-type data set of

1920 reflections were, as e:<pected, inconclusive (figure 2.3) but, if

anything, pointed towards a noncentrosymmetric structure. The similarity

of the P(y) distribution to those of the (a + b) and a-type data sets does,

however, suggest that the heavy atoms have an approximately equal contribu-
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tion to the intensity distributions of the strong and weak reflections.

This suggestion is supported by the fact that b-tlpe reflections are observed

as far out in reciprocal space as the more intense a-type class (Kempster

et aL. , 1962).

In addition to these statistical analyses, several physical tests

for an inversion centre were carried ouÈ, despite the fact that the

pseudosymmetry possessed by the average structure was expected to negate

any departure from centrosymmetry in the main ceIl. Following the method

of Martin (1931) a crystal of scholzite was mounted on a glass fibre and

suspended und.er liquid nitrogen in a Dewar f1ask. A small piece of ah:r¡inium

foil, mounted on a glass rod and pivoted at the top of the flask, was

slowly moved towards the crystal while submerged in the nitrogen. No

attraction of the crystals to the ptate was observed, despite variation of

crystal orientation, size and habit, and. of fibre diameter. An equivalent

e:4>eriment using tourmaline crystals produced strong attraction under

all experimental conditions, demonstrating that the apparatus was capable

of giving evidence for the absence of a centre of inversion Ín crystals of

known synmetry. It was concluded Èhat the observatíon of these effects

in scholzite (if present at all) would require greater sensitivity than

is possible with normal physical tests of this kind.

A very sensitive test for the alrsence of an inversion centre,

described originally by Kurtz and Perry (1968), and subsequently by Abrahams

(1972'), came to the attention of the candidate after refinement of the

scholzite main ceII had begrun. The method relies on the detection of

second harmonics generated in microcrystalline samples by their interaction

wíth a laser beam. After attempting unsuccessfully to manufacture the

appropriate apparatus at the UniversiÈy of Adelaide' a specimen of schoLzíte

was snbmitted during L972 to Dr. S.C. Abrahams at the Bell Telephone

Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey, following his generous offer to

carry out the e>çeriments there. In a personal communication he reported

that, I'There are no sigrns of (second harmonic) generation and hence you can
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safely assume the material possesses an inversion centre.t'

In the light of this infonnation, the true symmetry of the scholzite

main cell is almosÈ certainly monoclini c v2I/O (a-axis unique). However,

by the time these results came to hand, most of the main cell refinement

had already been carried out in space group Pbc2, (noncentrosynunetric)

in consequence of the results of the earlier statisÈical and physical

tests. The problems arising from a late-stage switch to point n=orrp ?*

are discussed in sections 2.8 and 2.9.

2.4.3 Structural Disorder

In addition to the complicating effect of the pseudosymmetry and

subcetl structure there is a second characteristic of the scholzite

intensity distribution which was also detected in the first x-ray photo-

graphs. The effect is one of general blurring and smearing of the x-ray

díffraction intensities parallel Eo a*. An example of this property,

as it appears in Weissenberg photographs, ís given in figure 2.4 (which

also serves to demonstrate the marked intensity difference between

k = 3n a¡d k I 3n Iayers of reciprocat space). A totaL of 24 crystals

from Reaphook HiII, exhibiting all t119es of habit, were observed to display

disorder of the same kind, in the same distribution, and to the same e:<cent.

lfhe same effect has been described in scholzite from Bavaria (Taxer, 1970),

and it is therefore concluded thaÈ the smearing is intrinsic to the crystal

structure of this rnineral.

The amount and distribution of this characteristic may be summarised

by the following points:

(i) The smearing is strictly one-dimensional, paralleL to a*.

(ii) llhere is no smearing for reflections of the type hkO-

(iii) The smearing occurs for both a- and b-type

reflections, but not all reflections of these



Fi gure 2.4 !*lei ssenberg x-ray photographs of schol zi te show'ing smeared i ntensi ti es para'l 1 el- to a* (for-layer-HK2, but not HK0) and ìntens'ity djfference between k = 3n

and k f 3nreflections.
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t]¡pes are smeared (contrast stilpnomelane - Eggleton and

Bailey, L964).

(iv) For layers hkZ, hkA and. hkí smearing is present only for

reflections with h + k + L = 2n.

(v) Stronger reflections are less prone to smearing than weaker

ones (although this may be a self-generating effect).

Measurements of transmission, using a Nonius II Microdensitometer,

were made at intervals of 0.1 mm along festoons of constant k and Z on

the integrated Weissenberg photographs used for data collection. The

resultant scans are given on figure 2.5. They illustrate several points:

(i) In certain cases (e.g. festoon h32) the smeared intensity

is continuous between main ceII reciprocal lattice points'

but in general it is concentrated about these positions and

- shows a rapid faIl-off to the background intensity level with

increasing distance from them.

(íi) Smeared reflections on some festoons alternate regularly with

unsmeared reflections (an example of the effect of (iv) above).

(iií) In some cases up to 60% of the diffracted Íntensity has been

Iost from the plateau region of the integrated reflections.

Tvuo factors suggest that there is a correlation between the observed

smearing of diffracted intensities and the presence of the subcell structure.

Firstly, reflections of the class hkO are independent of the disorder, and

it is this class of reflection which is affected by the existance of the

n-gLide plane (which represents the major difference betwèen the slmmetry

of the main celI and the average sr:bceIl structures). Secondly, su.bseguent

refinement of the averaçJe structure (section 2.5) demonstrates that the

predomi.nant dírection of displacernent of the Zn, Ca and 03 atoms from their

average structure positions is in the ø-axis direction, and is therefore

parallel to the direction of one-dimensional disorder: it is possible that
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the presen"e of displacements of this kind destroys the periodicity in

ttris direction and produces the observed smearing of intensities.

An explanation of the disorder may therefore be proposed which i-s

related to the displacements of the atoms from their idealised high symmetry

positions. It involves the presence of stacking faults para1lel to the

(100) plane: rather than the superstructure unit cells stacking together

by unit translations parallel to axial directions, they translate only

Urb on a yz net. This effect results in the three discrete subcells occurr-

ing in any sequence parallel to the a-axis, while maintaining their strict

superstructure array parallel to the b- and c-axis directions. The

sequence para1lel to the d-axis must be random in this case, otherwise

new "reflections" would be produced appropriate to an even larger super-

cell or "domain structure. " If the disorder is a function of this kind of

stacking fault then one would e>qgecÈ the amount of smearing to be directly

related to the structural differences between the sr-rbceIls. T'I:e observed

concentration of disorder around the superstructure reciprocal lattice

positions (in npst cases) suggests that these differences are not large'

and is therefore in agreement with the conclusions reached on the basis

of the relative magnítudes of the a- and b-t1pe reflections.

The theory correlates with the development of a very strong (100)

cleavage in the mineral, and also with tlle presence of a (I00) tabular

habit for some crystals.

Taxer (1970) has discussed the origin of the smearing in relation to

coherent building of twins ínmonoclinic regions of the structure, and

resultanÈ order-disorder effects parallel to (100). This proposal, along

with a rnore detaited discussion of the stacking fault ¡nodel, is given in

section 2.9.

Aside from the obvious interesÈ in the disorder from the point of

view of its origin, the main concern at all stages of the refinement

involved the affect of the resultant loss of diffracted intensity from
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main cel-l reciprocal lattice points on the sr:bsequent ability to distin-

guish between the structures of the individual subcells. This point is

discussed in sections 2.5 and 2.6.

2.5 STRUCTURE SOLUTTON AND REFTNEMENT OF THE AVERAGE SUBCELL

The 704 ø-type reflections \¡/ere removed from the main cell data set

and reindexed with respect to the dimensions of the subcell (a, = L7.L64,

bs = 7.415 = b/3, 
" = 6.673R, z = 4). Accidentally absent reflections

were not included in this subset.

The structure was solved by the Heavy Atom method in space group

Pbcn. With chemical formul-a CaZnr(PO4) 2.2H2O and Z = 4, the asymmetríc un-it

of the subcell has the contents C.O.5rr(PO4).rr9, implying that the Ca atom

(at least) occurs in a position with a special relationship to the synunetry

elements.

Harker Sections (uu\), (\ua) and (u4o) were calculated using the

program FORDAPB (see Appendix I) and revealed several large peaks inter-

preted as resulting from vectors reiating Zn and Ca atoms at the positions

(O.22, 0.00, 0.19) and (0, 0.38, t) respectively. The ease with v¡hich the

structure was solved by the lieavy Atom technique is a product of the favour-

able atomic number of Zn compared with the "Iight" atoms in the asymmetric

unit. In fact, according to a rule of thumb proposed by Sim (1957), with

,2n/Er?rnn, = O.95 (where Z = atomic number), the structure factors are

still e>rpected to be quite sensitive to the positions of the 1i9ht atoms,

despite the fact that the phase problem was sol-ved quite readily. This

suggestion \,vas subsequently confirmed by Fourier synthesis calculations.

Using a SusTATl-estimated scale factor of 0.1, and MacGillavry and

Rieck (1968) neutral atom scattering factors for Zn (assigned an isotropic

temperature factor of 1.082), a set of structure factors r{as calculated

using the program FUORI'LS (Appendix I). (For details of the operation of

this program and of the terminologry used to summarize the results produced
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by it, the reader is referred. to Appendix IV). The resultant fr, factor

was 0.64 and, although high, is well below the figure 0.83 expected for a

model with all atoms placed randomly in the celI (Vfilson, 1950), and

suggests that the Zn position is probably correct. The Ca atom was then

included in the atoms list with an isotropic temperature factor of Z.OR2

and neutral atom scattering factors. However, in víew of its special

positíon in the unit cell (i.e. on the two-fold axis at æ = O and z = t)

it was assigrned a multiplier of 0.5 instead of the normal 1.0. With 418

of the scattering matter now located, the .R, factor dropped to 0.56.

Nevertheless, subsequent attempts to locate the P atoms from Fourier

maps, calculated with the program FoRDAPB (Appendix I), failed to produce

a unique position for this atom due to the presence of a large number of

"ghost" peaks and pseudosymmetry. The effect was rationalÍsed in terms

of the position of the Zn atom in the asymmetric unit: since this aton is

located on the æa plane, the action of the c-gliile perpendicular to the

b-axis in fact reduces to a close approximation to a mirror plane (in the

absence of the bulk of the remaining scattering matter). The calculated

structure f,actors therefore subscril¡e to an intensity distribution approp-

riate to the presence of a pseudosyrmnetric mirror plane in this position,

with resultant implications in terms of the synunetry of the Fourier ¡naps.

ftris effect is also the reason why the hOL class of reflections do not

subscribe completely to the presence of a c-glide plane (section 2.4.2).

1\rro P atom locations were eventually resolved from the maps and

produced.R, factors of 0.484 and 0.467 when submitted to a structure factor
J-

calculation (neutral atoms and B = Z.OR2) using FUORI'LS. Not only were

these models indistinguishable from the point of view of.R factor statisÈics,

but the required ntunber of O atoms (five) could be located on Fourier maps

cornputed from both. However, structure factor calculations using isotropic

temperature factors of 2.OR for o, producecl'rR, values of 0.465 and O.4I4

for these models, and on the basis of these results the first nrodel was

rejected. It was subsequently established that the two models are both
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present in the unit cell (displaced by z + t with respect to each other),

and owe their simultaneous appearance in Fourier maps to the presence

of the pseudosymmetric rnirror plane perpendicular to the b-axis.

Fourier maps indicated that the temperature factors of the O atoms

had been overestimated by a factor of 2 but did not imply any further

changes to coordinates. Refinement of the structure then proceeded by the

method of least-squares (descrjJced in detail in Appendix IV), again using

FUORFLS. tüeights \,vere assigrned according to the stand.ard deviations cal-

culated during the data reduction stage (section 2.3). One cycle on scale

factor and. atomic coordinates (n = 23) produced * frl factor of 0.239, which

furthe:r decreased to 0.193 when isotropic temperature factors hrere released

(RZ= O.2I9, G = 5.057, n = 3L).

At this stage bond lengths and angles for the nrodel v¿ere calculated

using the program BLANDA (Appendix I) and were all found to be chenically

reasona-l¡le. In ord.er to confirm that the symmetry of the average subcell

was not Pbmn, a structure factor calcul-ation \"¡as carried out in this space

group and prod.uced an R, factor of 0.48. Atom contacts, again calculated

usíng BLANDA, were not acceptable, and it was concluded that the decision

to accept the e-glide plane, in spite of the violation of the extinction

rule for hOL refLections, had been correct.

Exarnination of the isotropíc ternperature factors for all O atoms in

ttre.R, = 0.193 model indicated that the 03 atom, with B = 2.2, probablyI

represents the water molecule in the asymmetric unit. However, as pointed.

out by Newnham and Megaw (1960), in average structures, where each "atom"

ís a projection of its component atoms about a centre of gravity, the

question arises as to whether these "temperature" factors have a real mean-

ing. Only in situations where the displacements of the component atoms

from the centre of gravity are zero (i.e. the atom positions are identical

in the individual subcells), or are very much smaller than the root-me¿rn-

square amplitude of thermal vibrations can it be said that the temperature

factor derived from the refinement of the average structure is real. rn
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the scholzite structure the amplitudes of the b-type structure factors are

sufficiently large to suggest that the atom displacements are significant,

with the resulÈ that the "Èhermal" parameters, although not unreasonably

large themselves (in relation to those of equivalent atoms in other struc-

tures), frây represent "spread" of the component atoms, rather than true

temperature effects. In this respect, the structure is capable of reavealing

information about the direction and magmitude of these displacements, which

can then be utilised in the refinement of the main cell sÈructure.

Consequently, an attempt was made to refine the thermal parameters

of the average structure anisotropically. A least-squares cycle with aníso-

tropic temperature factor coefficients released for the Zn atom alone gave

an .R, value of 0.151, while subsequent cycles on scale factor, temperature
I

factors and coordinates produced a model withÊ, = 0.137, R2:0.157,

G = 3.58. Conversion of the coefficients for the anisotropic temperature

factor into root-mean-square amplitudes of vibration (according to the

oçressions given in Appendix ivl, gives amplitudes of 0.222,0.125 and

O.O8OÂ parallel to the a-, b- and c-axes respectively. The primary direc-

tion of "vibration" of the Zn atom is therefore parallel to the ø-axis ' cor-

relating with the direction of smearing of Èhe observed intensity. If this

vibration is actually a representation of the spread of the six component

main cell zn atoms (three frorn translatíonal averaging, and three from

symrretry averaging) about the centre of gravity, then the displacements of

these atoms are predominantly in the ø-axis direction.

An attempt to establish a similar conclusion with the Ca atom

produced "non-positive-definite" anisotropic temperature factor coef-

ficients and implied that the least-squares process had resulted in the

fitting of a physically unreasonable triaxial ellipsoid to Èhe observed

intensity distribution. A difference synthesis map, computed by the progran

FORDAPB e>çlained this result: the largest residual peak in the m¿Ip ïras

in fact 0.54Â away from the input Ca atom position in the direction of the

a'axis (figure 2.61. With a synrmetrically equivalent peak 18Oo away on



There is an error in figure 2.6 on page 56. The negative contours
of electron density shouìd be labelled as dashed lines in the
small key - the dots and dashes are in fact the zero contours.
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the other side of the two-fold axis at (O, A, \) , the least-squares progran

was unable to account for the distribution with a realistic thermal vibra-

tion model. It was apparent that, although the centre of gravity of the

substructure Ca atom lies on the two-fold axis, in reality, the component

atoms are considerably removed. from this centre in the individual sr:bcells.

To allow the refinement to proceed, Èhe Ca atom \,üas split into two half-

atoms, related to each other by the two-fold axis. This proced.ure has

already been described in relation to the feldspar structures by Ribbe

et aL. (1969). The half-atom positÍoned within the asymmetric unit was

assigned a multiptier of 0.5 and an isotropic temperature factor of O.SR2.

Two least-squares cycles, varying only Ca coordinates and temperature

factor, resulted in a model with .R = 0.113, R = 0.133 and G = 3.012.
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During these cycles there v¡as very little movement of the half-atom

parallel to the b- or c-axis directions but, as expected from the dif-

ference maps, the change to its ø coordinate was quite sigmificant

(O.2O6R) . The direction of Ca half-atom "splitting" therefore correlates

with the direction of the major axis of the anisotropic "thermal" ellipsoid

fitted to the Zn atom. The common direction of displacement of the Zn

and Ca atoms from their respective centres of gravity was considered to

indicate enough about the main cell sÈructure to justify an attempt at

phasing the b-type reflections and, conseguently, refinement of Èhe average

structure was terrninated at this point.

Refinement of the superstructure had proceeded to a late stage when

a return to the average subcell refinement was made in an attempt to obtain

further information about the anisotropism of "thermal" vibration of the

O atoms. This information \das need.ed to supplement and corroborate a

displacement ¡rod.el suggested from Distance Least Squares calculations

carried out on the main cell structure (section 2.7.2). The re-refinemenÈ

was also undertaken in order to ascertain what differences, if any, arose

in the model when only unsmeared reflections were used. For consistency,

and also to facilitate comparisons of the results, these refinements are

included in this section rather than in their chronological position in the

text.

In order to establish the affect of ionised atom scattering factors

on the accuracy of the previously refined model, values for zn2+, P3+ and
't-

O- were obtained from Cromer and Waber (1965) r and corrected for anomalous

dispersion (Cromer, f965). Several cycles of least-squares refinement on

scale factor, coordinates and isoÈropic temperature factors resulted in a

converged model with R, = 0.173, R2 = o.L92, G = 4.46. This represents

an improvement of about 0.02 in the.R factors obtained with neutral atom

scattering factors, and consequently the ionised model was retained through-

out the remainder of the calculations,

rnformation obtained during the cor¡rse of main cell refinement
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(section 2.7) indicated that the Zn and 03 atoms were ofmost concern in

relation to the intensity disÈribuÈion of the b-type structure amplitudes.

These atoms were therefore fitted with anisotropic temperature factors, and

the model converged in three cycles to produce the values RI = 0.097 '

R^ = 0.114, G = 2.64 (n = 43). vùith the P atom refined anisotropically,
¿

the model converged to.R, = 0.094, R2= 0.110, G = 2.50, but attempts to

fit the O atoms with triaxial thermal ellipsoids produced several physically

meaningless thermal parameters. Difference maps revealed regions of

residual electron density between -2.1 and +f.SeÂ-3, but many of the peaks

h'ere apparently unassociated with input atom positions. Their presence

reduced the significance of any interpretation (in terms of directions of

"splitting") placed on those peaks which did occr:r in association with input

positions. No attempt was therefore made to replace any of the atoms by

groups of "one-sixth-atoms" following the method of Vlilliams (1961) and

Ribbe et aL. (1969).

It shoutd be pointed out at this stage that the Ca half-atorn, described

above, was not introduced (in the first instance) to account for the presence

of the component aÈoms projected al¡out the centre of gravity - this wou1d,

of course, involve splitting the Ca into three individuals - but rather, to

enal¡le the Ca atom present in the asymmetric r:nit to move away from the

position (O, U, \) while stitl maintaining the two-fold syrnmetry axis in

the average sr:bcell. The need to do this does, however, arise from the

fact that the índividual Ca atoms ín the main ceIl do not st¡bscrilce to the

restrictions of a two-fold axis, with the result that their "spread" (about

the axis) ís partly accounted for by the half-atom model.

Smearing of intensity implies that the measured values of l¡"1 are

less than the ideal (i.e. completely ordered) values for these reflections.

The process of least-squares refinement automatically produces the best fit

between aLL observed and calculated structure amplitudes (whether smeared

or not) and the resultant structure is therefore an "averagie" of the smeared

a¡ld unsrneared models. An examination of the smeared and r¡nsmeared classes

of reflection sr:bstantiated this conclusion in that lf"l>lfol fcr al.most all
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smeared reflections, whereas the reverse relationship was found for the

unsmeared planes. In fact, because the disorder is extreme only for certain

classes of reflections, a complete compromise is not reached, ancl the Ã

factors for unsmeared classes are significantly lower than for smeared

classes. For example, refrections with h +k+ L = 2n and,h +k+ L= 2n + L

have .R factors of 0.119 and O.O92 respectively (from the last cycle of

refinement) since tor L = 3, 4 and 5, the refrections are smeared when

h + k + L = 2n buL are not when h + k + L = 2n + L.

An examination of the contribution of both Ca and Zn to the individual

smeared structure amplitudes revealed that neither of these atoms dominate

the intensity of the smeared. planes. This result, when co¡ribined with the

fact that several of the O atoms could not be fitted with realistic

thermal vibration ellipsoids (yet they were assigned quiÈe acceptable

isotropic temperature factors), suggests that the cause and,/or affect

of the smearing is associated more with the light atoms than with zn or

Ca.

In an attempt to allow for the loss of observed intensity due to

smearing of the low angle reflections an empírical second.ary extinction

correction r^Ias applied to the data during full matrix refinemenÈ using

FUORFLS (for details of this parameter refer to Appendix IV). The model

converged to R., = 0.079, Rn = 0.085, G = 2.27 (n = 74), but physically
L¿

unreal temperature factors persisted for atoms 01 and 05. It vras therefore

concluded that no additional information could be obtained from the data

set so long as it contained both smeared and unsmeared reflections. However,

by removing the smeared data it was hoped that resultant changes to co-

ordinates and/or Èemperature factors would allow the isolation of those

elements of the structure responsible for, or influenced by, the associated

disorder.

The r:nsmeared data set consists of 308 observed structure amplitudes.

Using the .P, = 0.173 model as input, isotropic least-squares refinement-L
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converged at -RI = 0. 152 , R

coordinates. Temperature

for all atoms except 05.

a model with .R, = 0.088,

, = 0.181r G = 4.31, with only minor changes to

factors, however, showed significant increases

AnisoÈropic refinement of Zn and 03 resulted in

Ã^ = 0.097, G = 2.48 (n - 43).
z

Full matrix anisotropic refinement, incorporating the release of

the empirical exÈinction correction, converged to .R, = O.061r R, = O.O64t

G = L.79 (n = 74) but physically meaningless thermal vibration parameters

were again obtained, this time for the 01 atom only. Refinement of the

unsmeared. data set terminated at this poínt.

To avoid the influence of physically unreal temperature factors the

smeared a¡¡d unsmeared models described and compared in the following

discussion are those in which only Zn and 03 were anisotropically refined

(Ef O.Og7 and 0.088 respectively). A lisr of lf"l and lf"l, borh x tO,

for each of these models is presented in Appendix VIa.

2.6 DESCRTPTION AND DISCUSSION OF THE AVERAGE SUBCEI,L STRUCTURE

Details of the final refinement parameters for the smeared a¡d un-

smeared models are given in table 2.3, white table 2.4 contains their

calculated bond distances a¡d bond angles. A unit celt diagram of the

smeared data model, drawn using the program ORTEP (Appendix f), is

presented in figure 2.7.

2.6.I Topology

Since the displacements of all atoms from their "centre of gravity"

positions are expected to be less than about O.25R, the overall features

of the framework of atoms are not expected to change in the superstructure

from those in the average subcell. The architecture of the subcell is

therefore described here, rather than with the discussion of the main cell

structure at the end of this chapter.

The most obvious feature of the structure (figure 2.7) is the presence

of single chains of corner-sharing znoy tetrahedra parallel to the c-axis.
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TABLE 2.3 ATOMIC COORDINATES AND TEMPERATURE !'ACTOR COBFFICIENTS
FOR THE SCHOLZTTE AVERAGE SUBCELL - S}IEARED AND UNSMEARED IIODELS

No. of ScaIe
reflections El \

Total data

Unsmeared data

Set 1

Set 2

704

308

o -o97

0.088

0. 114

0. 097

z

1884 ( 3)

1883 (23)

2494( e)

24e7 (L2)

43e1( s)

4411(tr)

4404 (74)

4393 (4s)

4444 (r4)

4496 (37)

4502 (L7)

4sos (38)

2489 (15)

2472 (27 )

1286 (rs)

1277 (23)

G

2.63

2.48

Êr_,

-Is ( 2)

-18 ( 10)

-23 (1r)

-22 (2L)

Factor

o.L67

o.r72

o.46 (8)

0.36 (10)

0.82 ( 6)

o-e7 ( 7)

0. 8e (Is)

r.02 (le)

1.38 (17)

r.40 (23)

1.14 (r7)

0. 66 ( 30)

1. 68 (20)

1. sr (46)

9r,

27( 3)

24( 4)

3 (2s)

-6s (68)

Atom

ol

03 (H2O)

Atom

03 (H o)
2

Data
Set

Set

22t2( L)

22rO( 2)

0130 ( 2)

0126 ( 3)

3s00 ( 2)

3s00 ( 2)

2780( s)

277s( e)

42ss( 6)

4260( 7\

0489 ( 7)

0496 ( 8)

3442( sl

3370 (10)

1570 ( 6)

1473 (11)

u

-0010 ( 4)

-0003 ( 8)

37e3 ( 6)

3788 ( e)

1786 ( s)

1786 ( 6)

osoo (14)

os22 (2O)

0742 (L6)

oiLq (2L',)

143s (Ie)

L436 (28)

2es8 ( 15 )

28e5 (2e)

2083 (18)

1987 (38)

B

Zn

Lca

I
2

t
2

I
2

1

2

I
2

I
2

I
2

I
2

P

02

o4

o5

Data
Êtt-

30(1)

31(1)

31(s)

27 (6)

9r,

s6( 4)

64( 6)

86 (2e)

113 (40)

9tt

L4( 4)

28( s)

L56 (2s)

rse (31)

9r,,

-25 ( 2)

-30 ( 4)

27 (r0l
34 (13)

Zn
1

2

1

2

Positional parameters and anisotropic temperature factors x 1O

Error in the final figure is indicated in parenthesis

4



TABLE

PO tetrahedron

2.4 BOND I,ENGTHS A¡{D BOND ANGLES IN THE A\ZERAGE SUBCELI, OF SCHOLZTTE

ZnQ tetrahed.ron

I
Ca o) o octahedron

P

Average

o2

o4

Average

01 -P-

02

o4

Average

t
L.562
1. 509
1. 541
L.522

1.534

2-539
2.499
2.457
2.5t9
2.473
2.534

2

1. 558
1.530
I.549
r.542
1.545

2.555
2.405
2.58I
2.603
2.429
2.555

Zn-OL
ol'
o4
o5

1.955
1. 980
1.922
L.944

3.418
3. 153
3. 165
3. 095
3.091
3-162

3. 181

120.60
108. 85
104. 89
I05.00
107.51
]-O9.77

2

L.962
L.974
1.890
1.985

3.425
3.075
3.240
3.049
3.L67
3.r49

3.184

]-20.96
105.93
106.72
104. 18
I09.83
108.67

1

2.325
2.432
2.355

2.37L

.882

.224

.79L

2.330
2.40L
2.357

2.363

3.500
2.832
3.200
2.804

2

OI
o2
o4
o5

Ca - 02 (x2)
O2t (x2)
03 (x2)

Average
Average

o4

Average

01 - oll
o4
o5

olr 04
o5
o5

1. 950 1.953

o2
o4
o5
o4
o5
o5

o1 02 - 02 (x2)
O2t (x4)
03 (x2)
o3' (x2)

3

2

3
2

523

Average

02-Ca-C2
02'
02"
o3
03'

o3

Average

3.059 3.039

2.504 2.52r

73.
)

)

)

)

)

x2
x2
x2
x2
x2
x2o3

o2
o4
o5
o4
o5
o5

109.45 109.53

01-Zn-01'
o4
o5

ol'! 04
o5

04 05

Average =

111.50
IO7.32
105.61
111.35
IO9.32
111. 6 I

TIL.67
101.4 r
LL2.67
LLs.44
104. 51
11I.46

95. t8
103. 14
74.53
87 -O7
79 .47
84.L4

95.
LOA.

) 44
35
53
1386

80.26
84. 55

LOg.44 109. 38

All distances given in Â; All angles given in
1 smeared model;

unsmeared model.

87.26 87.38

cl
N

2

o
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Each O atom of these tetrahedra is shared with a P atom, which is itseif

in tetrahedral coordination. The Zn atoms are therefore surrounded by

?-
four POn' ligands, producing Z\ (PO4), tetrahedral tetradentate clusters.

The PO, groups not only act as bridges between Zn atoms in the individual
â-(ZnO^)- chains, but also serve to link these chains to each other in the5n

b-axis direction, and to distorted Ca(H2O)rOn octahedra in the ¿-axís

direction. The Ca octahedra share edges with each other to produce zig-

zag chains parallel to the c-axis thereby consolidating the strong chain

character of the framework. In fact, the Zn and Ca chains (connected by

PO. groups), form the walls of large channels in the structure, which are
4

occupied only by the HrO groups from the Ca octahedra.

In detail, two of the O atoms bonded to Zn (O4 and 05) are shared

only with P, while the remaining two O atoms (both OI) are in trigonal co-

ordination with two Zn aÈoms and a P atom, thereby e>q>laining the relatively

lower isotropic temperature factor observed for OI in structure refinenent

(table 2.3). On the other hand, the 04 and 05 atoms, in two-fold coordina-

tion, occupy more relaxed positions and are apparently al¡le to play a part

in the structural changes associated with the smearing of the diffracted

intensities (section 2.6.2) .

The P atom is bonded to an 04 and an 05 atom (each shared with Zn)

and to an OI atom (shared with two Zn atoms), while the remaining 02 atom

is shared with two Ca atoms in trígonal array. The 02 atom is in fact

one of,the two individuals constituting the shared Ca octahedron edge and'

as such, occupies a moderately stable position in the scholzite framework.

Four of the O atoms surrounding each Ca are 02 atoms, the shared

edges having a length Q.g€i2R in model 1) consíderably shorter than the

average unshared edge (3.147fi). The remaining two atoms bonded to Ca

(both 03) are interpreted as Hro groups, firstly because of their

relatively higher isotropic temperature factors (although this criterion

is unreliable in view of the concept of subcell averaging), and secondly
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because they are the only aLoms in the structure bonded to orrly ole cation

(ignoring the hydrogen atoms). Further evidence is provided by the fact

that their separation distance is significantly shorter (2.7gf() tha¡ the

remainder of the unshared edges of the octahedron (presumably due to the

affects of hydrogen bonding within the channers in the framework).

This structure quite adequatery accounts for the morphology and

cleavage of natural crystals occurring at Reaphook HiIl. The prismatic

habit is a direct result of the chain character of the Zn tetrahedra and

ca octahedra pararrel to the c-axis, while the good (100) cleavage is

related to the planes of rather loosely bonded, distorted Ca ocÈahedra

and open tunners, arternating wíth the more densely occupied lznr(eolr)2^
layers perpendicular to the a-axis. The tabular (r00) habit is also a

function of this layering.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the compositional homogeneity of this

mineral at Reaphook Hill is somewhat surprising in view of the presence of

six-fold coordination sites and open channels in the crystal structure.

This can only be interpreted as implying that the scholzite structure

is delicately balanced and requires a rather narro\¡/ range of environmental

conditions in order to form. In fact, it may already be in a highly

strained state considering the degree of distortion of the Ca octahedra,

the structural disorder (exemplified by streaked x-ray diffraction inten-

sities), and the considerable pseudosymmetry possessed by the structure.

2.6.2 Disorder

In the light of the refinements of the average subcell structure

using both smeared and unsmeared d.ata a nurnber of suggestions can be mad,e

concerning the orígin of the smearing.

There are considera-ble changes rendered to the difference maps when

the smeared data ís removed from consideration: whereas the residual

electron density environments of Zn, 04 and 05 are relatively high in

relief in the case of the smeared data refinement, they are almost
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featureless when the disordered reflections are excluded from consid.eratíon.

The environments of the other atoms are relatively little affected, although

the major residual peak (of density 1. ¿.R-3) switches its association f:rom

P to 02. These differences suggest that the atoms Zn, 04 and 05 are the

ones most affected by (and therefore, perhaps, most involved in the produc-

tion of) the smearing.

fnsofar as the refinements themselves are concerned (tab1e 2.3) the

most obvious differences (aside from the lower R factors obtained for the

r:nsmeared data set), involve the errors assigned by the least-squares process

to the calculated parameters: the errors are considera-bly larger for data

set 2. This represents the effect of the smaller number of observations

used, and is interpreted as having no significance in terms of the

structure. (Errors for æ coordínates are, of course, smaller than those

for g and z coordinates in view of the larger cell dimension in this direc-

tíon). Hov¡ever, when the structural parameters are examined in detail,

not all are equivalent to r,¡ithin calculated errors. In fact, the æ and

y coordinates of atoms 04 and 05 vary by up to 17 standard deviations

(0.178). This is further evidence for the suggestion that it is these

atoms which most reflect the effects of smearing in the data. The fact

that the z coordinates display relatively little variation between the

two models is not surçrising since tlne hkO class of reflections (which

are not smeared and constitute 23eø of the unsmeared data) exerts no

influence on these parameters. It is also significant that 04 and 05 are

the only atoms, other than the Ca half-atom, to experience a decreasecl

isotropic temperature factor when the smeared data is removed (although

the changes are within the calculated errors).

Further evidence of the affect of the removal of the smea::ed data

from the refinement may be obtained by examínation of the size and shape

of the coordination polyhedra as outlined in tal¡Ie 2.4. I¡lhereas the Ca

octahedron is aLmost identical in the two models, the Zn (and to a lesser

extent the P) Èetrahedron displays a considerable variation: in the smeared
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data model the ZnO4 group is reasonably regular in síze, but in the

unsmeared case it is considerably distorted. The Zn-OA bond distance is

significantly shortened (1.8908) in model 2 relative to the average Zn-O

distance for the rernaining bonds in the group (1.974R). In fact, the

smearing may be a direct result of an attempt by the structure to relieve

this condition of obvious stress within the framework, thereby producing

a nore regular zn) 
 E)oLyhedron. In the sense that the 04, 05 and 03 atoms

Iie in "wave-Iike" planes perpendicular to the b-axis, the adjustments

giving rise to the disorder may result from small changes in the amplitude

of these "waves" with a minimum of distruption to the remainder of the

structure.

2.6.3 t'Thermal" Parameters

The orientation of the average sr:bcell "thermal" ellipsoids, in

relaÈíon to the framework as a whole, may be examined in fígute 2.7. At

this point it should be e>çlained that, in order to simplify the diagram,

the Ca half-atom pairs have each been replaced by a single Ca atom on the

two-fold axis possessing an artificial thermal ellipsoid of dimensions such

that the component half-atoms occur at either end of the major axis. Frcm

the figure it can be readily appreciated that the predominant direction of

"vibration" or splitting is roughly parallel to the a-axisr and that this

direction does not appear Èo be related to steric restrictions within the

structure.

With their relevance to the determination of displacements of the

atoms from average structure positions in the main celI, the "thermal"

parameters of the Zn, c3, P and Ca atoms (the others havíng only been

refined isotropically) have been converted to amplitudes of vibration or

splitting parallel to the axial directions for both the smeared (1) and

lursmeared (2) models. The results are sunmarised in the following

table:
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vi¡r-tG" tRl
z\ 03 P Lca

r.m, s.

parallel Èo: L

0. 211

0. 125

0. 058

2

o.22I
0.143

0.093

L

o.234

0.156

0.186

2

o.2L9

0.175

o.L92

(frI = 0.094) L 2

0.136

0.085

0. 069

o.225 0.2l"6

o.005 0.009

This analysis again confirms the a-axis as the do¡ninant d.irection of
anisotropism and splittingr but indicates, in addition, that for all atoms

except 03, the c-axis is retativety unimportant in this regard. The ca

atom, of course, has no "sprit" in the b-axis direction since the two

half-atoms are related by Èhe two-fold axis, but for the other atoms the

anisotropism is quite significant in this direction. Moreover, the mag-

nitude of the spJ-it is relativety little affected by the removal of the

smeared data.

The remarkable consistency of the direction of elongation of the

"thermar" elripsoids (and direction of half-atom splitting) seems to

indicate that the average subcell structure represents the superposition

of three subcells containing atoms whose coord.inates are very similar except

for small (0.2R) displacements, predominantly in the ø-axis direction. rt

is this theory which is used in sectíon 2.7 as the basis for the allocation

of dísplacements from the high symmetry average subcell atomic positions, in

order to account for the intensities of the main cell d.ifference (k / 3n)

reflections. However, the possibility stiIl remains that the subcell

ellipsoids (and splitting) represent true thermal effects within the struc-

ture, and that the displacements of the atoms giving rise to the differene

reflections are smaller than the root-mean-square amplitudes of thermal

vibrationr and are therefore obscured. The validity of these proposals

can onry be tested by the main cell refinement described below.

2.7 STRUCTURN SOLUTION AND REFINEMENT OF THE MATN CELL

A discussion of the problems involved in the determination of crystal

structures displaying pseudosymmetry has been given in section 2.4 In

q

b

c
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sunìmary, a pseudosynnetric structure may be defined as one in which the

atoms are only slightly displaced from positions corresponding to higher

synunetry. The distortion from the high symmetry, or idealised structure

may cause a change in unit cell dimensions, correr:ponding to the resultant

decrease in symmetry. In this case the distortion is referred to as a

superstructure, and the repeating unit may be termed a subcell. The presence

of the substructure gives rise to specialised x-ray diffraction effects:

the reciprocal latÈice is characterised by a seÈ of weaker superlattice

reflections in combination with another set of relatively ¡nore intense sub-

lattice reflections.

Once the subcell structure has been solved. by conventional techniques

the problem remains of correctly allocating displacements to the atoms from

their high symmetry, idealised positions so as to account for the intensity

distribution of the superstructure reflections. However, in pseudosymmetric

txrit ce1ls the structure factors do not vary línearly with atomic coordinates

with the result that the phases of the difference reflections cannot be

determined by routine methods of structure analysis alone. (Katz and

Megaw, 1967).

Although the sources of supplementary inforrr.aticn are as varied as

the structures solved with them, certain methods have been used more

cornmonly than others. These include the Partial Patterson Function

(Takéuchi, 1972), the Minimum Residual (Bhuiya and Stantey, 1963), the

Àntisymmetric Function (Quarashi, 1963), the isolation of groups of atoms

related by pseudosymnetry elements (!Íaldrop, 1970), DÍrect Method phasing

of the superstructure (b-t¡pe) reflections (Stephens and Calvo, l-969),

optical diffraction (Eggleton I 1972), and the Distance L€ast Squares method

(Meier and Vi1liger, 1969).

2.7.7 Method of Successive Approximations

Most of the above-mentioned proced.ures require certain specialised

computer programs and/or equipment which were not available at the time
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when refinement began. ConsequentJ-y, a method of successive approximations

(Katz and Megaw, 1967) was attempted using the major d.isplacement parameters

whose magnitudes (but not signs) had been estimated from refinement of the

average structure.

The average subcell refinement confirmed that space group

P2rb 'r" "rn 
is appropriate for the high symmetry structure, rather than

the alternative Pbmn. This means thaÈ the eight hOL refLections with

L = 2n + I are artefacts of the pseudosymmetry or a product of double

reflection (Renninger effect), rather than indicators of the presence of

a mirror plane perpendicular to the b-axis. Since these reflections also

quarify as main celt pranes, a similar argument was assumed to apply in

the case of the superstructure unit cell symmetry. AII information to

hand at this stage (i.e. without the results of the Second llarmonic

Generation test) therefore indicated that the main cell was orthorhombic,

non-centrosymmetric, and possessed a b-glide plane perpendicular to the

4-axis, and a c-glide perpendicular to the b-axis. Even íf the c-gtide is
not present in the main cell, it was considered that the approximation

was sufficiently close to permit its incorporation in the refinement, at

least initiati-y. lVith two glide planes in the orthorhombic rurit cell,

synunetry theory demands the presence of another element associated with

the c-axis. Consequently, the two-fold. screw axis frorn Pbcn was held over

into the main cell, producing the group pbc2, (number 29). This space

group is a subgroup of Pbcn and is therefore consistent with Buergerrs

(L9471 discussion on derivative crystal structures. Refinement of the

superstructure therefore commenced in this space group.

The group Pbc2, has a syrnmetry-unique volume represented by
b, c,a x -/2 x -/2, consisting of six average subcell asymmetric units (45 non-

hydrogen atoms). As a starting model for the refinement the coordinates

of the atoms in the que?age nnin ceLL stz,uctuye asymmetric unit were

generated from the atomic positions in the a,verage subcell structure by a

combination of subcell symmetry transforrnations and unít ceII translations.
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However, because of the ambiguous nature of the average subcell "tem-

perature" factors, the values assigned to these parameters in the initial

stages of main cell refinement were those approprj.ate for normal atoms ín

chemically sirnilar compounds. The resultant model is presented in table

2.5. In view of the large number of reflections (2624) and asymmetric

r:¡rit atoms (representing a total of 180 variable parameters in least-squares

isotropic refinement) it was decided to begin with either a restricted

data set (i.e. projections, low angle data on1y, observeds only) and,/or a

restricted number of atoms, in order to reduce comput-ing time and faciÌitate

turnaround of information. Approximate directions and magnitudes of dis-

placement were at hand for Zn and Ca from the aristotype refinement and

therefore initial attempts at phasing Èhe b-type reflections were under-

taken in consideration of these atoms alone.

fn the main cell structure the six Ca half-atoms in the asymmetric

unit revert to three complete atoms, displaced from their centre of gravity

on the average subcell two-fold axis by displacements predominantly parallel

to the ø-axis. The nurnber of possible sigm combinations for these Ca atoms,

when the direction of displacement is limited only to the a-axis, is

therefore 22 (i.e. 2n-L, where n is the number of atoms displaced) , while

the corresponding nurnber lor Zn (and all other atom types) is 25. The

smaller nu¡nber of Ca combinatíons represented a more easily handled

situation and so the initial experiments !ìrere executed in consideration

of this atom tlpe on1y.

Attempts were made (on paper) to allocate displacements from the

average main cell structure positions such that the n-glide plane, two-fo1d.

screw axis and two-fold axis in the average structure space group (Pbcn)

were destroyed, while keeping the elements of Pbc2, intact. These models

were tested by structure factor caLculations (FUORFLS) carried out on the

full data set of 2624 retLections using neutral atom scattering factor

curves for Ca (obtained from MacGillavry and Rieck, 1968) and a scale

factor one-third of the value used in sr:bcell refinement (since the amount
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of main cell scattering matter is triple that in the subcell). From the

amount of Ca "splitting" in the subcell refinement, l-he expected displace-

ment magnitude is about O.22R in the ø-axis directionr and so initial shífts

of this size were assigned to the Ca atoms for the four combinations of

sign. All models produced.R, factors in the range 0.75-0.80, despite

variations in displacement magnitudes from 0.17 to 0.34R.

At this stage the ,R, factor was considered to be the best estimate

of the validÍty of the displacements since the framework of atoms had

already been verified as chenically and geometrically reasonable (from

subcell refinement), and only sma1l displacements from these positions

were deemed necessary. In addition, the atoms were being moved only in

dírections strictly in accordance with aristotype suggestions. The high

values for Ã, obtained for all models, and the absence of any combination
t_

of displacements having * Ã1 factor significantly lower than the others,

suggested that no further conclus-ions could. be made in consideration of

the Ca atoms alone.

Attention was then turned to the six asymrnetric unit Zn atoms, which

rvere expected to have dispiacements of the order of O.ZfR in the a-axis

direction. Of the 32 possible sign combinations, 16 models were eliminated

from consideration on the basis of:

(Í) Subcell averaging effects: over the whole main cell the

sum of the. clisplacements should be zero for any particular atom¡

(ii) Steric hindrance: imposed by the fact that the Ca atom is

also confined to move only in the ø-axis direction;

(iii) Similar Zn environments: since certain of these atoms were

produced by straight-forward translation of the subcell asyrnnetric

unit paralle1 to t]¡e b-axis, and,

(iv) Change of origin effects: some combinations merely represent

a change of origin from one subcell aslzmmetric unit to another.
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Of the 16 possibilities remaining, four gave no contribution to b-type

reflections since the combination of their displacements was such as to

maintain the presence of the average structure n-glide plane within the

superstructure. Because Zn was believed to be a Comina¡rt scatterer in

the production of the difference reflections (a¡d, in any case, the atoruic

displacements should result in the elinination of the average structure

n-glide), these combinations v¡ere eliminated from consideration. The remain-

ing 12 possibilities were submitted to structure factor calculatio¡rs, using

neutral atom scattering factors for Zn, anä displacement magmitudes within

the range O.O7 to 0.28R (in accordance with the results of average subcell

refinement) . R- factors in the range 0.64 to 0.76 were obtained, but'1

two sigrn combinations stood out from the rest as having significantly lower

values. The displacement magnitude was optimised at O.tSÂ tor these two

¡ncdels and produced final .R, factors of 0.62.

' A detaited analysis of the .R, factors at this stage indicated that

ttre q,- and b-type data had values of 0.59 and 0.73 respectively. The sub-

cell refinement had produced a value of 0.64 with Zn alone contributing to

the scattering, and so it was felt that the main cell model showed some

degree of promise. However, at.R, = O.73, ¡nany of the b-type reflections

are probably phased incorrectly and any attempt at least-squares refinement

was expected to be influenced by random errors in the signs and. magrnitudes

of the Zn atom displacements already assigned: the situation would then

vùorsen by the subsequent allocation of incorrect signs and magnitudes to

tJ.e displacements of P and O atoms. In fact, this is the reason vrhy the

a-type reflections rÂrere included in the data set rather than concentrating

on b-type intensities only: the a-type data, although giving no inforrna-

tion about displacement signs, do hel-p in the determination of their mag-

nitudes, and have the advantage that their inclusion prevents any gross

departure of the model from that of the arisototype. Nevertheless, at

these levels of R, it is obvious that litt1e reliance ca.n be placed on

the phases of the å-t1pe reflections and an attempt h¡as therefore made to
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tackle the problem from a slightly different direction.

xhe hkO projection of the structure has certain properties rt'hich

allow the determination of the r and. y displacements for Zn and Ca rvithout

the encumberence of a large number of reflections:

(i) It contains only 424 reflections, of which l-50 are a-type

(71 observeds) and. 274 are b-type (81 observeds), thereby

implying considerably reduced computing time.

(ií) It is centrosymmetric, p2gm (number 7 of the two-dimensional

space groups), with the result that there is no B component

of the structure factor, a¡rd the phases are either O or II

(i.e. right or wrong).

(iíi) It is not affected by the structural disorder cornmon to other

reflection classes (the degree of intensity loss due to smearing

is, in fact, about the same, in rnany cases, as the changes in

intensity produced as a result of main cell displacements).

(iv) Most of the intense b-type reflections (17 out of the largest

20) are of type hkO.

IVíth the data set reduced to this extent, and the structure factor

calculation considerably simplified, Èhe full list of asymmetric unit atoms

was included for the firsÈ time. All four Ca displacement models were

tried, with zero displacements from tt¡e average structure positions assignecl

to the remaining 42 atoms. Tvo Ca combinations stood out from the rest:

one with al-l three atoms displaced in the positive æ direction, and one

with all three in the negative r direction. Both these models produced

-R. values of 0.36, compared to values of up to 0.46 for the other sign
l_

combinations. Even more pleasing was the fact that both models showed

signifÍcantly improved fits between observed and calculated structure

factors for the h + k = 2n + I class of reflection, representing movement

of the atoms away from n-glide-plane-relatecl positions.
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In order to establish the positions of the Ca atoms in relation to

the b-type plartes within the cell, the 41 most intense "difference" planes

were plotted on a (001) projection of the unit cell. fn this way it was

hoped to get an idea of the d.irections of displacement which shoulcl be

griven to Ca, (and also to Zn), in order to move them into positions which

would increase the scattering in b-type planes, and at the same time account

for those a,-type planes which had calculated íntensities at variance with

their observed values. For instance, for a sr:bcell plane having

lf"ltlf"l. movement of the atoms away from this plane toward.s an adjacent

supercell plane should take p1ace.

The results of this analysis were quite promising in that the Ca

:nodels givíng the lowest Ã, factors in the refinement above, corresponded

to situations in which the Ca atoms were colinear with the most intense

b-type plane (14 I O). Although the Ca contribution to the intensity of

this reflection was only à of the observed value, it was anticipated that

Zn (in particular) would be responsible for a significant proportion of

the scatteríng, once dispraced from its average position. This may be

inferred from the fact that, for strong reflections, the intensity is more

likely to represent the sum of contributions from a number of atoms, rather

than arising through the doninating influence of a particular type. With

this in mind, several of the more likely Zn disptacement models from the

three-di¡nensional analysis described a-bove were ex¿rmined to ascertain

those which contributed approximately equally to the 10 most intense

D-type reflections. I\¿o combinations of Zn di.splacement sigrns were found.

which accounted for more than one-third of the intensity in each of these

10 planes. These models were then input to a structure factor calculation

with the two most promising hkO Ca rnodels (the remaíning 36 atorns in the

aslanrnetric unit were assigned zero displacements). One model was obviously

superi.or to the others, having Rr= 0.26. tfith zero displacements on all

atoms the value of R, is 0.46, irnprying that this model represents a

significant improvenent to the fit between the calculate,f structure
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amplitudes and the observed data.

Difference maps were calculated, using FORDAPB, in an attempt to

make additional adjustments to the displacements of. Zn and Ca, and to

propose disptacement models for the lighter atoms (relying on the fact

that enough of the b-t1pe reflections had been correctly phased by Ca and

Zn). The situation was complicated by the severe overlap of all Zn atoms

in the (001) projection. However, the positions of two pairs of Zn atoms

could be adjusted, despite the overlap, since the individual atorns in these

pairs are related by a mirror plane in two dimensions (equivalenÈ to the

main ce1l c-glide). By this process F, was reduced to O.2O' but correc-

tions applied to P and O atoms on the basis of steric effects and difference

map indications failed to produce a significant decrease in .Rr. It was

concluded that the light atoms are either not involved with the production

of b-t1pe reflections, or an insufficient number of them have as yet been

correctly phased to aIlow adjustments to be made. For these reasons least-

sguares refinement of the æ and y coorainates was not attempted at this

stage.

A detailed breakdown of .R factor data for the.R, = 0.26 and

-R- = 0.20 rnodels indicate'f an equal improvement to the fitting of both
-t

ø- and b-type data, but the value of R, for the difference reflections was

still too high (0.32) to allow the resumption of three-dimensional refine-

ment. The remaining projections were therefore exann-ined in an attempt to

refine the ø- and b-axis displacements already approximately deterrnined

from the hkO aata. Ttre (010) projection is, of course, ttseless for this

purpose since aLJ- hOL reflections are d-type, and are therefore independent

of dispJ-acement signs. Horrrever, the (100) projection is quite suitable and,

in addition, is almost devoid of atomic overlap.

This projection contains 86 reflections of which 31 are a-type

(28 observeds) and 55 are b-type (24 observeds). Using atomic coordinates

from the final (O01) projection ¡nodel, a value of 0.26 was obtained for
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Fr, corresponding to 0.14 for 4-type and 0.77 f.or b-type reflections. TLre

high value for the b-type ,R, factor is to be expected since the predominant

displacements so far assigned were in the a-axis direction and therefore

have no influence on the OkL d,ata. Using difference maps for this projec-

tion, in conjunction with those from (001), ad,justments to coordinates

and isotropic temperature factors for Zn and Ca in the hkO model were made,

eventually resulting in a new value of 0.185 for,R, (o.27 for b-type data

alone) .

rn víew of the now quite reasonable R, factor for tne hko b-type

reflections, it was decided to concentrate on this data alone. Fourier

synthesis maps' calculated using only these 274 data, quite clearry

showed the positions of most atoms in the asymmetric unit, indicating

that a considerable number of the "difference" reflections were, in fact,

correctly phased. It was therefore decided to begin least-squares refine-

¡nent in this projection.

Because the b-type data are statistically less intense than the

a-E}pe data, the scale factor was held constant during all stages of the

b-type refinement of the main cell structure. In addition, for obvious

reasons' overlapping atorns in the (001) projection were excluded from the

least-squares process, leaving the coordinates of six p, three ca and

tweLve O atoms as adjustable parameters. Íhree cycles of least-squares

refinemenÈ converged to a mod.el with .Ra = O.22I , R2 = 0.2'75, G = 2.L5

(n = 42) ' representing a fall of about O.O5 in the.R factor of all classes

of reflection. The statistical weightÍng scheme outlined in section 2.3

was used during these calculations, and unobserved reflections were included

in the refinement.

Despite the fact that the predominant displacements were maintained

parallel to the ø-axis, consistent with subcell refinernent results, an .R

factor calculated for the furl hko aata (i.e. ¿- and b-type refrections)

indicated very little improvement in the overall fit between observed and

calculated structure factors. Moreover, a calculation of bond lengths
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and angles in the main cell (BLANDA) indicated that a considerable degree

of distortion of the Zn and P tetrahed.ra had been introduced by the release

of the coordinates of O atoms duri-ng the refinemenÈ. This was interpreted

as implying that the Zn and Ca displacement modeL was stiLl incorrect and.

that false minima had been found for the O atoms as a result of these

errors. Consequently, a return to the fuLI hko data was made, with a

resumption of "trial-and-error" adjustments to Zn atoms alone.

À total of 69 different Zn displacement sigm and magnitude combina-

tions were tried, producínV ,R, factors in the range 0.428 to 0.608. Of

these models, 22 },rad. ut,ÃI factor lower than 0.460 (t.J:e value obtained

when Zn is placed in "average" positions in the (OOI) projection), and

represent possible solutions. On the basis of the results of the projection

experiments described previously, several of these Zn models were selected

as being more likely than the others, and were submitted to structure

factor calculations in combination with various Ca disptacement models.

One assemblage of Zn and Ca atoms r^¡as eventually isolated which was clearly

superior to aII the rest: it produced an R, factor of 0.393 and was

characterised by relatively uniform contributions to the nnjority of the

more intense b-t1pe reflections in t,hLe hkO daÈa set. fn view of the fact

that with only Zn and Ca located in the average sr:bcell structure, the

equivalent.R., factor was 0.56, this model was considered to have correctlyI

phased enough of the b-type data to warrant an aÈtempt at least-squares

refinement using the complete (1920) main ceII b-t1'pe reflections.

Using the 1138 observed b-type data in the least-squares cycles, and

varying only the æ- and y-coordinates of Zn and Ca (all other atoms being

in average positions), the model converged with .R, = 0.329, RZ = 0.350,

G = 3.99 (n = I8l. The a-coordinates were not released at this stage

since the results of average subcell- refinement indicated that displacements

in the e-axis direction were insignificant. Any attempt at their refinement

rnay have Èended to absorb the effects of as yet uncertain shifts in æ- and

y-coordinates.
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To discern the effect of initialising the model by assigning a

displacement to one Zn atom only, ánd then allowing the least-squaïes process

to allocate a-axis shifts from ideal positions for the remaining Zn and Ca

atoms, several cycles of refinement h¡ere executed under these conditions

on the observed b-type reflections (a11 atoms other than one Zn being in

average positions). The data converged in two cycles to .R, = O.44I,

R2 = 0.495, G = 4.98 (n = L2). When a comparison was made between the

trial-and-eTror (F1 = 0-329) model, and the new "objective" model, it was

found that the displacement signs were equivalent for all but one Zn atom.

rhe magnitudes of the dísplacements for the two Zn atoms in the imnediate

vicinity of the input-displaced Zn atom were in excellent ag:reement with

the magnitudes suggested from a¡isotropic subcell refinement, but the

three Zn atoms farthest removed had been assigmed displacements which

were far too large. This was interpreted as resulting from the fact that

the b-type data contains no information concerning the average structure

n-g1ide plane, a¡td therefore the least-squares process is not bound

(indirectly) by the same symmetry restrictions that it would be if d-tlrpe

data was present. The displacement signs for two of the three Ca atoms

were reversed when compared with their trial-and-error values, but the

magnitudes of their displacements were quite acceptable in terms of the

subcell refinement.

When the new sígn combinations for Zn and Ca were input to a structure

factor calcul-ation using the complete hko data set and nw.gnitudes appropriate

to the main ceII b-t1'pe refinement (Rr 0-329), it was found that the

.R factors \r¡ere considerably higher than those from equivalent ru¡¡s using

the previous sign combinations (o.449 and 0.234 respectively). The old

sign combination model was therefore accepted as being correct.

Refinements then began in the main ceIl using the observed ø- and

b-type data (1650 reflections), and incorporating the Zn and Ca sign com-

bination from the Fl = 0.329 b-type model (with zero displacements on all

other atoms). The initial.R, factor was 0.244, whích may be compared with
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a varue of 0.493 obtained in space group Pbc2, wt..en aLL atoms are in

average main cell positions. Considerable improvement has therefore been

obtained for this data by the successive approximations method outlined

above. Three cycles on the æ-coordinates of all atoms convergeC to a

model with fr, = O.2O4, R2 = 0.200, G = 3.202 (n = 45). Three further

cycles on all y-coordinates converged at .R, = 0.186, R2 = O.I77, G = 2.938

(n= 451, but attempts to vary a-coordinates of all atoms alone, or in

combination with other parameters, produced correlation coefficients of

1.0 for aLL z - z interactions. In space group Pbc2, the ã-coordinates are

not independent since there is only translational symmetry paralLel to the

c- axis (two-fold screw). The origin must therefore be defined by fixing

the a-coordinate of at least one atom before refinement can proceed. Tþo

cycles of least-squares on u-coordinates (O2 fixed) gave Rl = 0.I77,

R, = 0.168r G = 2.694 (n = 39) and a further cycte on aII three coordinates

of Zn, Ca and P, and the z-coordinate of 02 produced 
-an 

essentially con-

ve.rged model with Ãa = O.I72, R2 = 0.165, G = 2.713 (n = 5;-).

A calculatíon of bond lengths and angles at this stage of the refine-

ment revealed that the polyhed.ra had become somewhat more irregular than

their equivalents in the average subcell, although the average val-ues for

each polyhedron were very similar. A detailed analysis of the shifts

applied to the 45 aslzmmetric unit atoms from their ideal-, or high symmetry,

positions within the main celI gave the following values for the mean and

resultant displaceroents parallel to the axial directions:

au. l^æl = 0.124R au. lLAl = o. oe6R au. l^z,l = o. o63R

tAæ = +O.O15R tka = -o.o16R ïL,z = +0.O1OR

These results reveal that the directional average is close to zero over

the asymmetric unit, a¡rd therefore that the superposition of the three

subcells would produce a structure essentially j.dentical to that obtained

in section 2.5 by refinement of the reindexed ø-type data alone. This is

interpreted as implying that the d:'-splacements produced by least-squares
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refinement of the main cell structure factor data are physically meaning-

ful. Moreover, the relative and a-bsolute magnitudes of the displacements

parallel to the a-, b- and c-axes are in agreement with the "thermal.',

ellipsoid and split-aÈom magnitudes and orientations obtained at the comple-

tion of average sr:bcefl refinenent, and further suggest that the least-

squares displacements represent a physical reality in the rnain cell structure.

Refinement of the main cell data therefore continued with some confidence.

The correct stage for beginning the refinement of thermal parameters

is very important in structures displaying pseudosymmetry. As noted by

Katz and Megaw (1967), it is not legitimate to a1low them to increase

âl.ove the values e>q)ected for normal atoms in chemicatly sinilar compounds

until the displacement parameters are known in both sign and approximate

magnitude. Where the ilisplacements are small (as in scholzite) an increase

in thermal parameter Ítay readily substitute for an increase in displacement,

thereby preventing the allocation of correct shifts to atomic coordinates.

However, in view of t-he considerably improved fit between observed and

calculated structure factors already obtained by the allocation of dis-

placements as a result of trial-and-error and least-squares methods, it

was felt that the b-type reflection phases were determined with sufficient

certainty to all-ow thermal refinement to begin.

Isotropic temperature factor refinement of Zn and Ca produced quite

acceptable values for B, but with the release of P and O thermal parameters

several physically unreasonable (i.e. negative) values were obtained.

These values persisted in the calculations, despite the application of an

empirical extinction correction and the introduction of ionised atom scat-

tering factors (Ãf 0.150, R2= 0.138, G= 2.305). In fact, there was a

consistent correlation between those atoms refining with negative Brs and

the ones showing greatest deviation from the average bond length within

their particular coordination polyheCron. This was interpreted as

impl-ying that certain of the O atom positions had responded to false minima

in the least-squares process, possibly produced by as yet inexact displace-
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ment par¿rmeters assigned to the heavier atoms.

A return to the trial-and-error displacements for Zn and Ca

(fr, = 0.329) was therefore made (all other atoms being in "average" subcellI

positions) and least-squares refinement was attempted using a unit weíghting

scheme. By this means the ø- and b-type data were forced. to exert an equal

influence on the final parameters produced, irrespective of their individual

statistical weights. The positional a¡d thermal parameters of Zn and Ca

were determined initialJ-y, and when converged, the coordinates of the O

atoms were released. The resultant model hadÃ1 = 0.L64, R2= 0.162 and.

G = I.075, but the subsequent release of P and O temperature factors again

produced negative Brs. This model was essentially identical to that w-ith

F, = 0.150 in so far as the coordinates were concerned, implying that theI

displacement model is independent of weighting scheme, and rnay therefore

be valid after all.

In a further attempt to eliminate the physically unreal ttrermal

parameters, the original isotropi,c temperature factors were reinstated,

followed by cycles of least-squares refinement on coordinates, exÈinction

parameter, and Zn and Ca isotropic temperature factors. At this stage a

sufficient nurnber of the b-type reflections v/ere considered to be correctly

phased to allow the release of the scale factor for the first time. Tl¡is

parameter must remain fixed until this condition is satisfied since the

b-type reflections are statistically far less intense than the a-type and

a change in scale factor may, under these condÍtions, substitute for atomic

movements in the least-sguares process (Granlich and Meier, l'97J-). Several

cycles of refinement produced a model with Ã, = 0.151, R2 = O. I49 and

G = I.279.

Since the low intensity data often contain information of equal

importance to that in the more intense amplitudes the r:r¡observed r'.ffu.tio.r"

were included in the data set (giving a total of 2624 reflections) for

a cycle of refinement on coordinates, extinction parameter, scale factor,

and Zn and Ca isotropic temperature factors. The model converged with
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.R, = 0.145 (frt aoa.r= 0.214) , R2 = 0.146 (fi2 aoa"t= 0.206) , G = 1.143 and,

again, very little change in coordinates was observed. Ho\^rever, with the

release of all isotropic temperature factors in least-squares refinement,

seven of the 45 Brs assumed negative values, while an addítional three aÈoms

had unrealistically small posi.Èive values. Íhe standard errors of all

thermal parameters (although proba-bly not a true indication of the absolute

ellrors since the fulL matrix could not be accommodated within the computer),

were greater in magrnitude than the final parameter changes and, in facÈ,

!ì¡ere greater in magrnitude to the parameters themselves in some cases.

ft was therefore assumed that convergence had been achieved, and no further

refinement of this data set was attempted. The final model gave

R = O.I44 (F
1 total = O.2O7), R = 0.141 (F

2 total = 0.198) and G = I.071.
1 2

Details of the structural parameters are presented in section 2.8,

while a list of l¡"1 and lf.l, both x I0, appears in Appendix vra.

Although the atomic coordinates converged quite readily to a con-

sistent model irrespective of the weighting scheme or method used to

generate the displacements, the thermal parameters were by no means as well

behaved. Their inability, in many cases, to converge to physically

realistic values is j-ntcrpreted as arising due to the presence of measure-

ment errors in the original photographic intensities, and to the effect of

the severe streaking of the data between the main-cell-indexed reciprocal

Iattice points (at both high and low values of sinO/À). Moreover, the

neglect to correct intensity data for absorption is X.rå* to produce

temperature factors which are systematically Iow (Coppens' 1969), and in

extreme cases may produce negative B values for light atoms. This effect

rnay also be partially responsible for the appearance of negative B's for

the O atoms in scholzite.

In order to test the influence of the structural disorder on the

temperature factors and coordinates, the smeared reflections were removed

from the data set, leaving a total of 664 (ø- and b-type) observed reflec-

tions. With all coordinates released as parameters in least-squares
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refinement this data set still has an observations : variables ratio of

4.9 and therefore represents an overdetermined situation (although some

increase in the errors associated with each parameter are to be expected).

Using a unit weighting scheme, ionised atom scattering factors, and

average subcell coordinates for all atoms except Zn, the data produced an

initial .P. factor of 0.228 (Ã. = 0.242). Cycles of least-squares refine-L2
ment on Zn coordinates (RI = 0.223, R, = 0.236) and then on Zn and Ca

coordinaÈes (FI = o.2o2, R2 = o.2I4) suggested that the scattering from

the Ca atoms was relatively insigrnificant in determining the intensity

of the b-type unsmeared reflections. Nevertheless, t]¡e results confirme<1

the model of Ca displacements obtained by the independent trial-and,-error

techniques described a-bove.

Refinement of the coordinates of all O and P atoms then followed

(Rl = O.I79, R2= 0.186)' while Èhe subsequent release of scale factor,

extinction parameter and coordinates of all atoms except P (fixed to

define the origin), produced a model with,R, = 0.146, R2= 0.143. Isotropic

temperature factor refinement again resulted in the assignment of physically

unreal thermal parameters to a nurnber of O atoms, but in this case the

errors associaÈed with the B's vrere generally far greater in ma.grnitude

than the temperature factors themselves. The parameters were therefore

able to oscillate between posiiive and negative values uithín the range

of their correspondÍng errors, with the result that they ceased to have

any physical meaning, regardless of sigm. Therefore throughout the remainder

of the refinement, those atoms with large errors associated with their

temperature factors (í.e. all excepE Zn), were assigned thermal parameters

fixed at the average (posiÈive) of their least-squares-produced values.

The coordinates converged at.R, = 0.139, R2= 0.140, while release

of the temperature factors of Zn, along with the scale factor and extinc-

tion parameter, gave a model witn r?, = 0.111, Ã, = O.II0. A final cycle

on all coordinates, scale factor, extinction parameter and isotropic tem-

perature factors of Zn converged at .R, = 0.102, R2 = 0.104, G = 0.822.
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Refinement ceased at this Point.

A list of lf"l and lf"l, both x 10, for the unsmeared data set is

given in Appendix VÌa. Coordinates and temperature factors of the 45

asymmetric unit atoms are presented Ín section 2.8, along with the structural

parameters of the smeared data set and "average" main cell. A discussíon

of these results is contained in section 2.9.

2.7.2 Optimisation of Interatomic Distances

In the conventional least-squares refinement of crystal structures,

as described in the preceeding section, an attempt is made, by adjustment-s

to the atomic coordinates and thermal paranreters, to improve the agreement

between the observed and calculated struct-ure amplitudes. The ultimaÈe

accuracy achieved by this method depends on the quality and quantíty of

the intensity data. Both the translational pseudosymmetry and disorder

present in the scholzite observed reflections have dominated the refirtement

by conventional methods and have clounded the details of the structure.

The determination of the main cell structure of scholzite from first

principles, independent of this data set, would therefore be a distinct

advantage.

As yet, the predicÈion of the details of complicated inorganic

crystal structures (i.e. unit cell parameters and the coordinates of

atomic positions) purely from first principles is not possible. The Born

model, based on el-ectrostatic interactions between ions, seems to be of

lirnited value as a general method of calculaÈing crystal structures,

although it has been of use in special situations such as the calculation

of H atom positions in hydrogen containing compounds (Baur, 1965), and

the prediction of Èhe structures of some simple compounds (Baur' 1961;

Busing, L97O). The main problem with the Born model is that most compor-rnds

are ionic only to a first approximation, and the atoms within them carry

only a fraction of their formal charges (postulate of electroneutrality -

Pauling, 1948). However, one aspect of the prediction of crystal structures
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which has only recently been explored. systematically, and which is virtually

independent of bonding models (ionic versus covalent), is the influence

of purely geometrical factors on interatomic distances and bond angles.

The distance between atoms in crystall-ine structures can be predicte¿ to

an accuracy of O. OIR or better if consideration is taken of the coordina-

tion nunrbers of both anions and cations (Shannon and prewitt, 1969), the

extended electrostatic valence rule (Baur, L97O¡ Baur, 197Ia), ar¡d the

effects of shared edges between different coordination polyhedra (Baur,

I972a). Moreover, the volume of interatomic distance data now available

from accurate single crysta1 diffraction studies has shown that contact

distances are remarkably uniform.

Meier and Villiger (l-969) realised that the number of crystallo-

graphically independent interatomic distances in inorganic framework

structures exceeds the number of positional coordinates of atoms and. the

number of unit cell parameters, which together define the complete

structure. They described a least-squares procedure for adjusting the co-

ordinates (wittr ceIl dimensions and ratios of interatomic distances as

optional additional variabl-es), to rninimise the spread of distances of a

given type about any predicted varue. rf the weights assigned to the

predicted cation-anion distances are chosen as proportional to the strengths

of these bonds, and the weights assigned to the anion-anion d.istances are

taken as smarl in comparison, then the dista¡rce reast-squares (DLS) refine-

ment is analogous to a simpLe force model (Tilrmanns et aL. , L973¡ Baur,

f971a) in which the input consists of coordination potyhedra (defined by

cation and anion separations) with certain flexibilities (defined by the

assigned weigrhts).

lfhe method has the advantage that it altows the investigation of

crystal structures geornetrically, without recourse to a particular bonding

model, and has therefore been applied to a number of special problems

which conventional refinernent procedures have been unable to so1ve. These

include the comparison of simulated with actual structures (Meier and
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Villiger, 1969; Baur, l-972a)¡ the refinement of structures where only a

Iimited amouÌrt of diffraction data is available (Barrer and \zilliger' 1969;

Baur, 1971b); the study of crystal structures under sin¡rlated conditions

for which their investigation is experimental-ly difficult or impossible

(Baur, I972a)¡ and the refinement of pseudosymmetric structures which

cannot be deduced from x-ray data alone (Gramlich and Meier t l97L¡

Tillma¡rns et aL. , L9731 .

The main cell crystal structure of the rnineral scholzite appeared

to be yet another situation to which the DLS method would find application:

the b-type data are a resul-t of displacements of atoms from their idealised,

high slmmetry average structure positions and it was hoped that, using the

topology of the substructure as a trial modeL in the main ceII, the sigms

and magrnitudes of these ctisplacements could be obtained by a least-squares

fit of the polyhedron interatomic distances to prescribed val-ues. The

approximate displacement magnitudes obtained from the sr¡bstructure refine-

ment (i.e. split atoms and "temperature" factors) could then be checked

against the geometrically producecl displacement model. Once an acceptable

result had been obtained, normal structure factor least-squares refinement

could then resume.

Professor W.M. Meier kindly supplied a copy of the DLS computer

progr¿Lm and manual (written by Villiger, 1969) , which was locally modifj-ed

by the candidate to run on the CDC 6400 computer at the University of

Adelaide. The theoretical background to the method has been outl-ined in

detail by Villiger (1969) and is summarised in Appendix IVþ.

With 45 atoms in the asymmetric unit of the scholzite main cell,

there are 135 posiÈional parameters which must be deterrnined in order to

define the framework. However, the number of interatomic distances

(Zn-Q, Ca-O, P-O and O-O) contained within this unit is onl.y 81- The set

of "observations" therefore had to be supplemented by an additional set of

distances obtained by cornpleting coordination polyhedra on the boundaries

of the asynunetric unit. This process had the unfortunate implieation that
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an assunption had to be made concerning the symmetry of the main cell

structure: the new atoms \¡¡ere generated using the space group tra¡rsforma-

tions appropriate to Pbc21, and remained related to their counterparts

within the asymmetric unit by these transformations throughout the refine-

ment (they could not be released as variables since the problem of under-

determination would then automatically return) .

By completing the coordination polyhedra in this way, and by includíng

a number of Zn-Zn and Zn-P distances, the number of observations was

increased to 197, while the number of variables remained at I35. fn the

initial DLS cycles the coordinates of one Zn atom were held. constant in

order to define the origin, leaving a total of. J-32 variables (in later

cycles the six P atoms were fixed, representing a further reduction to I17).

llhe observations : variables ratio of I.5 (1.7), although low, represents

amoïefavourable situation than that used byTillmannset aL, (1973) in

their successful DLS refinement of the silicondiphosphate crystal structure.

The DLS trial model atomic coordinates were the values from the fi.nal

average subcell refinement (Ãf 0.097), translated and transformed to

produce the main cell asymmetric unit (and the additional boundary atoms).

The input ("ideal") bond lengi'-hs were obtained from a variety of sources.

Values from the subcell refinement were not used since it is generally

accepted that highly symmetrical, or "averaget' structr¡res, possess bond

lengths which are appreciably shorter than accepted values in normal

structures (Tillmanns et aL. , L973¡ shannon and Prewitt, 1969). The main

ceIl structure factor least-squares values were also not used since their

incorporation in the DLS refínement may have tended to bias the resul-ts in

favour of that model. The P-O bond distance was chosen as the weighted

mean for 61 phosphate structures given by Shannon and Cafvo (1973). The

Zn-O and Ca-O bond lengths were obtained by averaging literature values

for a number of phosphate compounds determined by accurate crystal structure

analysis. The values differ only marginally from those deríved from

empirical effecti.¡e ionic radii tabulated by Shannon and Prewitt (1969) 
'
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and are listed in table 2.5. The O-O distances for each polyhedron \Ârere

calculated from the cation-anion distances assuming completely regular

tetrahedral and octahedral shapes, and were close to the average values

observed in a number of analogous compounds. This data also appears ín

tab1e.2.5.

TABI,E 2.5 PREDICTED INTERATOMIC DISTANCES AND CORRESPONDING

V'IEIGHTS USED AS INPUT TO THE DLS REFINEMENT

oistance (R)

Shannon &
Weight

Prewitt (1969 DLS

P-O

Z¡-¡-O

Ca-O

(o-o)

(o-o)
Zn tet.

P tet.

r.52

1. 95

2.3s

3. 184

2.482

3.323

1.536

L.954

2.367

3. 191

2. 508

3.347

3.r97

3.377

3.337

3. 837

t.25

0.50

0.33

0. 09

o.09

0.09

0.09

0.09

(o-o)
Ca oct.

ideal

shared edge

unshared edge

Zn-Zn 0.09

Zn-P 0. 09

The results obtained by DLS refinement depend critically on the

weights assigned to the predicted (input) distances (Baur, 1971b) since

it ís these weighÈs that determine the flexibility of the polyhedra.

Ideat1y, the cation-anion bond distance weights should be proportional

to the (Pauling) electrostatic bond strengths if the refinement is Èo

approximate a force model, and an attempt was therefore made to apply this

scheme to the scholzite sítuation. However, there is some variation of

opinion concerning the weights which are most appropriate for the O-O

contact distances. The values used cìepend on the desired rigidity of the

coordination polyhedra (i.e. on the observed variation of O-O d.istances
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found in analogous corpounds), and on this basis have been assigmed values

between 7 and 503 of the weights given to cation-anion distances in the

tetrahedra of the framework. From the average subcell refinement there is

considerable distortion of the Ca octahedron in scholzite, probably as a

result of the well known shortening of shared edges (Pauling, 1960),

and of hydrogen bonding effects between the 03 and 02 atoms. However, the

fact that this structure is an average over three suJrcells suggests that

sigmificant movements of all atoms away from their average positions will

take place once the ær¡straints of subcell averaging are removed. Moreover,

the presence of structural- disorder due to stacking faults implies that

the scholzite frame\^¡ork may be in a state of distortion due to misfitting

along the fault planes. These effects \^¡ere assumed to influence the

angular relationships within the polyhedra more tha¡ cation-anion distances,

and. for this reason the weights assigned Èo O-O contacts were given small

values to a1low considerahle flexibility of the polyhedra: a weight equal

to 7e" of that assigned to the P-O distance was therefore chosen, following

the arguments of Baur (1972a). Similar weíghts were given to the Zn-Zn

and Zn-P distances since these groups were also expected to exert only

minor controls on the framework rigidity. No account was taken of dif-

ferences in O coordination or of individual variations in cation-anion

distances within polyhedra in the early stages of the refinement.

With one Zn atom fixed to define the origin, DLS converged in Èwo

cycles from an initial standard error (Appendix IV) of 0.0306 to a value

of 0.0165, representing a considerable improvement to the regularity of

the polyhedra. The nlcst significant changes occurred in the æ- and, z-

coordinates of the 03 atom, a result which was to be expected from the

distorted nature of the Ca octahedron in the subcell structure. These shifts

were abou| O.7 and O.5l respectively. However, the maximum shifts in the

coordinates of the other atoms were 0.13, O.2O and O.O7Â f.or æ, y anð, z

respectively, with most being considerably smaller. T'he signs and magnitudes

of the changes to the æ- and z-coordinates of aI1 atoms were such that the
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resultant shift, averaged over the entire asymmetric unit, was almost

zero. This is a result of the fact that the six atoms of any one type in

the main cell asymmetric r¡nit have similar (although differently orientated)

environments since they were produced by translati¡n and transformation from

the same average subcetl asymmetric unit. Consequently, there was no need

to invoke sr¡bsidiary conditions in the least-squares process to ensure

that the generated main cell displacement model remained compatible with

the average structure (Meier and Villiger, 1969¡ Gramtich and Meier, 197I).

The y-coordinate shifts are a notable exception to this rule, in that a

consistent movement in one direction, ej-ther up oï down the b-axis' occurred

for aII atom types. This is because the main cell asymmetric unit is

composed of three subcell aslanmetric units with identical frameworks' packed

together para1lel to the-b-axis, and therefore displacements produced by

steric effects in one, repeat additively in the others.

- In order to allow all six Zn atoms to be released during refinement

it was decided to fix the origin using anoiher atom which was not as

obviously involved in the subcell averaging effects. The P atom was chosen

in preference to any of the others because it refined with the lowest iso-

tropic temperature factor in the average subcell structure: this means

that the "spread" of the six component P atoms about the cenÈre of gravity

is s¡nall, and that the atoms probably have very similar positions ín the

three subcells (contrasting with Zn). With all six P atoms fixe<1, any

departure from the overalL size and shape of the input asymmetric unit

during DLS is prevented, thereby imposing an additional control on the

compatibility of the generated structure wiÈh the basic framework.

Refinement of this ¡nodel produced no change from the result obtained

when one Zn atom was fixed. A weighÈing scheme analogous to that used

by Meier andVilliger (1969), md another in which the weights were propor-

tio¡ral to bond lengths rather than bond strengths, also produced insÍg-

nificant changes to the resultant structure.
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At this stage the major DLS residuals (i.e. the difference between

the prescríbed and adjusted bond distances), involved the 02 atoms

participating in the shared edges of the Ca octahedron. These differences

(O.O¿R, on average) were interpreted as a reflection of the shortening of

these shared edges described previously. Therefore' following the method

of Baur (L972a), the input O2-O2 disÈances were each reduced in length by

0.158. The shortening of shared edges has no effect on the sum of the

lengths of the edges in the polyhedron (Drits, 1-97I), and consequently

the total length of the unshared edges was increased by the same amor:nt by

which the shared edges were shortened. Under these circumstances, the

length of an unshared edge is then given by the algoriÈhm

x - n [a(o-ol - o. lsl
d (o-o) mean

Âunsh 12-n

where: n is the nurnlcer of shared edges in ttre octahedron,

d(O-O) is the O-O distance in an ideal isolated Camean octahedrou,

X is the sum of the edge lengths in an isolated Ca octahedron

= L2 Æ (ca-o)

The resultant values appear in table 2.6. Using the new O-O distances

for the Ca octahedra, DLS converged in two cycles to a final standard error

of 0.0135, with very little change to the overall displacement model

previously obtained. A list of tJ:e input atomic coordinates and the final

DLS converged coordinates is presented in section 2.8.

'An attempt was then made to correlate the DLS displacement results

with the structure factor least-squares refinements of both the average

subcell and the main cell. These results are presented in table 2.6
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(averaged' in the case of DLS and the main cell, over equivalent at-om types

in the asymmetric unit), but unforÈur¡ately, comparisons can only be made

for those atoms which were refined anisotropically, or as half-atom pairs,

in the average subcell.

TABLE 2.6 MAGNITUDES OF ATOMIC DTSPLACE}{ENTS

Axial Av. subcell
Direction DLS (F = 0.097)

rRr

Zn

Atom

Ca

P

o3

a

b

c

a

b

c

a.

b

c

a

b

e

0.084

0. oI3

0.011

0. 0I0

0. 009

0.005

o.626

o.o82

0. 533

O.2LT

o.r25
0.058

o.225

0. 005

o. 136

0. 085

o.069

o.2L4

0. 156

0.186

Main cell
Refinement

o.]-49

o.062

0. 060

o.268

o.009

0.040

0.096

o.o47

0. 040

o. 154

o. 156

o.L27

The npst encouraging feature of this comparison is the excellent

agreement between the relative magnitudes of the displacements parallel to

the axial directions for all models. However, although the absolute mag-

nitudes of the shifÈs are in reasonable agreement for the average subcell

and main cell, the DLS results are considerably dífferent: the DLS shifts

for Zn and Ca are smaller, while those 03 are larger, than the corresponding

values from the other refinements.

In addition, signs of the DLS displacements of the individual componenÈ

atoms from their subcell centre of gravity show some degree of disparity

with the signs obtained by the method of successive approximations in the

main cell (described in sec'tion 2.7.L). In fact, three of the six Zn atom

æ-coor<linates, two of the three Ca ø-coordinates, two of the six 03
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æ-coordinates, and five of the six 03 u-coordinates, have DLS dísplacement

directions opposite to those obtained from the main cell refinement.

Despite these differences between the dista¡rce and structure factor

least-squares refinements, an attempt was made to refine the DLS model in

space group Pbc2a using the a- and b-type diffraction data and statistícal

weights. The initial R, factor of 0.551 dropped to 0.507 during one cycle

on scale factor æ- and y-coordinates, but the parameter changes were in

many cases of comparable magrritude to the original DLS shifts, and of

opposite sign. Atthough improving the fit for b-type reflections, the

refinement caused a marked deterioration in the agreement between l¡"1 and

lf"l for the a-t]æe data. An equivalent cycle of least-squares using only

the b-type data lowered the R, factor from 0.944 to 0.509, but resulted

in several atonr-ic shifts of magrnittrde greater than one unit cell dimension,

produced as a result of very high correlations between the coordinates of

atoms approximately related by average subcell symmetry elements. Similar

results were obtained when DLS shifts $¡ere assigrned to Zn, Ca and 03 alone,

with all other atoms in average sr:bcelI positions.

It was concluded that although the DLS displacement sigrns nay be

correct, the marked dÍscrepancies between the magrnitud-es obtained by DLS

refinement and those obtained from average sr:bcell "thermal" ellipsoid data

may have been responsible for Èhe inability of the DLS models to refine

during structure factor least-squares. Consequently, a new displacement

model was chosen, combining the average subcell displacement magrnibu<les

with DLS sigms. Only Zn and 03 were shifted from their average positions

in this analysis. C)zc1es of least-squares refinement on all three co-

ordinates of these two atorns, together and separately, reduced,R, from

0.649 to about 0.550, but the resultant changes to the y-coord.inates of

the 03 atom were again unacceptably large.

The DLS model R factors are all well above the value obtained at

the completion of the successive approximations least-squares refinement
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(rl = 0.144). In fact, they represent a worse fit between the observed a¡rd

calculated intensitites than that obtaine¡f (R = 0.493) when no attempt at

all is made to phase the b-type reflections (i.e. zero displacements). In

view of the success of the DLS method in solving a number of similar pseudo-

symmetric structures (Gram1ich ancl Meier, I97L¡ Tillmanns et aL. I Ig73), its

failure to do so in the case of scholzite is somewhat surprising. However,

the reason becomes clear when consideration is given to the nature of the

crysta1 framework.

Tt¡e main cell structure factor refinement produced (average) displace-

ments which are in very good agreement with the subcell amplitudes of thermal

vibration (table 2.6). This suggests that a significant proportion of each

ellípsoid may represent the "spread" of the component atoms a-bout the centre

of gravity. Moreover, the thermal data. is a reflection of the amount by

which the structure is able to accommodate atomic movements (whether thermal

in origin or not), and since this is a function of steric constraints, it

is not surprisíng that DLS produced a displacement model which is at least

partially compatible with the thermal ellipsoict data. However, both the

main ceII and average subcell refinements produced polyhedra which are con-

siderably distorted, and if the main cel1 displacements are accepted as

indicating the d.egree to which the framework is able to tolerate this

distortion, then it is obvious that ÐLS has attempted to remove all of the

irregularity, when in fact most of it is intrinsic to the structure.

rmplicit in the DLS method is the assurnption that the idiosyncrasies of the

end-product structure are known with sufficient certainty to allow their

definition in terms of the prescribed atomic distances. This situation

does not apply in the case of scholzite, where the leveI of inherent distor-

tion could only be estimated in the case of Èhe Ca octahed.ron shared edge.

The optirnisation of interatomic distances under these circumstances therefcre

represents a useless exercise, and may explain why the DLS model faí1ed Èo

converge when an attempt was made to refine it with dÍffraction data.
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2.7.3 Refinement in

The discussion in section 2.4 pointed out that the rnain ceIl symmet-ry

of scholzite was only a close approximation to Pbc2, and that, in the light

of a sensitive second harmonic generation test carried out for the detection

of an inversion centre, the true symmetry is probably monoclini c, pzVb

(ø-axis unique; g = gOoO' t 3).

This space group represents the retention of all the syrunetry parallel

to, and perpendicular to, the a-axis in the average sr¡bcell space group

(Pbcn). Taxer (1970), on the other hand, found no evidence of a b-glide

plane in the main ce1l structure a¡rd described its symmetry as V2/" (b-axis

unÍque; ß = 9Oo), representing retention of all the symmetry associated

with the sr¡bcell b-axis. Both of these space groups have poínt group

synunetry {, and are therefore "allowed" subgroups of Pbcn (point group mmn),

as indicated in figure 2.8 (after Ner:büser and. lVondratschek, 1966).

mmm

mm2

P2

I

î

2
I

m

m

I

1

m222

I

2

22

I

2

I

I

2

\
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/l\ I
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I
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\

/\
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I

I

2 2 m 2 I

Schol z'ite subgroup diagramsFigure 2.8
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Vb is ttot a subgroup of Pbc2, (poinÈ group mm2). The esÈablished

displacement model in Pbc2, is therefore incompatibte wittr n2f,, and a

return to the average subcell structure would have to be made prior to any

allocation of displacements in the monoclinic ceII by the method of succes-

sive approximations. The situation is further complicated by the fact that

the entire data set was moved into the positive octant of the reflecÈing

sphere during data reduction, at which time the point group was assumed to

be mm2 (fortunately no reflections with negative Z index v/ere measured).

The symmetry equÍvalences which permit this process no longer apply in

point group 2/^, anð. refinemenl ín P2L/bwould. therefore require a repetition

of the data reduction process. Rather than return to this stage it was

decided to attempt DLS refinement of the Pbcn atomic positions in space

a_
group p'L/A, despite the arguments presented in the previous section concern-

ing the applicability of the method to the scholzite sÍtuation. The

justification for this step lies in the fact that the failure of the afore-

mentioned refinement may yet be a result of the assurnption of Pbc2I symmetry

during generation of the atomic positions on the boundaries of the asym-

metric unit (needed to complete the coordination polyhedra and hence increase

the number of "observed" bond distances).

The asymmetric unit of ,2VA (a non-standard. setting in space group

number 14) is different from that of Pbc2, in that the unique volume is

defined fy a/Z * Ur, * c. However, 24 of the 45 atoms in this volume are

identical to the first 24 in the atom list of Pbc2t. The remaining 21

atoms in the new as]¡mmetric unit were obtained from the set in common using

the pbcn two-fold scre\4¡ axis parallel to [OOf]. A structure factor calcula-

tÍon using the new "average" structure and the complete (ø- and b-type) main

cell data set, produced an ,R, factor of 0.493, confirming that this process

had generated the correct atomic arrangement (in Pbc2, the average structure

.R, factor is 0.499).

rn the sense that DLS has no inbuilt symmetry operators of its own'

it will act upon atomic positions in such a r.tay as to minimíse polyhedron
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distortion independent of the symmetry operators used to generate them in

the first place (except in the case of syrnmetry related boundary atoms).

It has already been established in section 2-7.2 that the individual atomic

dísplacements in DLS average out over the asymmetric unit of pbc2, because

of the presence of similar ato¡n-ic environments in the six component Pbcn

asymmetrj-c units. It was therefore assumed that ttre (Pbc21) DLS displace-

ments appropriate to the first 24 atoms in the asymmetric unit of p2rb

would be repeated, as a frrnction of environment, for the remaining 2I atoms.

Consequently, a new DLS displacement model lvas generated, using the slzmmetry

transformations of the new monoctinic space group, which could Èhen be used

ín structure factor least-squares without the need to return to Pbcn.

fnitial structure factor calculations were carried out in space
,-

group p-L/A using only the b-type data and incorporating DLS signs and

average subcell magrniÈudes for displacements to the Zn and 03 atoms (all

others being in average posÍtions). During one cycle of refinement on the

coordinates of l.tre Zn aÈoms the R, factor decreased from 0.715 to 0.579,

but with the release of the 03 coordinates the shifts produced v¡ere un-

realisticalty Iarge. A comparison of lf"l rittr lfol for individual reftec-

tions indicated that intensity variations in lfol *"re not being matched

by equivalent variations in lf.l, a situation analogous to that observed

in the previous DLS refinement.

It was therefore concluded that DLS had failed to produce a viable
)_alternative, in either Pbc2, or p-lA, to the successir¡e approximations

model. T{ith an .R value of 0.144 as a result of structure factor leasf--I
squares refinement in space group Pbc2a a return to the average structure

in order to begin refinement in p2VA using the successive approximations

method was considered unnecessary. The fínal pbc2 model is thereforeI
presented as the main cell structure of scholzite, despite the fact that

the symmetry of the cell is p2I/A.
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2.8 STRUCTURE FÎGURES AND T'ABLES

The figures and tables of scholzite main ceII structural parameters

are collected together in this section preliminary to the discussion of

section 2.9. Details of the average subcell structr¡re have already been

described and. discussed in section 2.6.

Table 2.7 contains a list of the progressive R factor data at

various stages of the average subcell and main cell refinements. Atomic

coordinates and thermal parameters for the total data (smeared), and

unsmeared data, structure factor least-squares refinements, as well as

for the (Pbc2,) DLS model, are presented in table 2.8. Bond lengths and
I

bond angles for the total data model are given in table 2.9, while the

appropriate unit cell diagram is displayed in figure 2.9 (with the individual

sr:bcells indicated by dashed lines). Figure 2.10 denonstrates the relation-

ship between the total data (RI = O.L44) structure factor least-squares

refinement and the main celI average structure projected down the c-axis

in both cases.
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Data

Subcell Êtruqtwe (Pbcn)

totål d-tlErc

usn. 4-t)æe

llaln cell structue (Pbc2a)

total (c+b)-tyfÞ

total (l¡fto)

D-trÍÞ (åko)

(a+br-rwe (hko)

¿-t!'trn (obs. only)

(¿íã)-type (obs. only)

total- (a+å)-t!pe

usn. (¿+b)-tt¡rrc

varLous ca split-aton rcdels
various Zn displacerenÈ mdels
various Ca displ. rcdels (a11 other atons in

average positions)
b€st zn, Ca tlispl. rcdeL (othe¡s averaged)

Hith difference mp adjustænts to zn

sith (ok¿) dJ-ff . mp adjustrents to zî. ca

l-s on non-overlapping atoG
69 zn disp1. rc¿lels

best Zn, Ca rcdel
l-s on cJ y æords. of zn' ca (othe¡s averaged)

l-s on ãr, ca with only one zn atoE displaced

using 0.329 rcdel¡ zn' ca disPl. (others averaged)

l-s on all rcoords.
l-s on al]- y-cærds.
1-Ê on all z-cærds (except 02)

l-s on B I s of. 7Ã, Ca ætl enp. ext. corr.
(ionlsed atore)

usf ng O. 329 rcdel ! l-s on all cærds ðal B I s
of zn. Ca (uit weights)

l-s on a'lL coords æd B's of zn, ca Ðd ext. ed
scale factor

L-s on all cærds 4d B' s of zn ' Ca and scale factor
l-s on all B's
l-s on zri æords. (411 oÈhers averaged)

l--s on Zn, Ca @rds.
l-s on all o, P

l-s on all coords. (excePt P)

l-s on all cærds. (artificia¡ Brs)

l-s on a¡.l cærds æd B' s of zn and ext. Ðd
scale factor

TÀEI,E 2. 7 SI'I'IMARY OF .R FÀCTOR DÀTÀ ¡'OR TIIE SCHOLZITE RAT'T¡M¡CNTS

Details of rcdet ðd refinerent lr

Zn (neutral atom scattering fâcto¡s)
Zn + Ca (Deutral atom scatteti¡g facÈors)

least-squùes wl,th Lsotropic Brs (neutral atoG)
1-s on ilisotropic tenp. factor of zn

I-a on split ca aton

I-a wíth isotlopic Br s (ionised atore)
l:s wit-h anis. Zn, 03

l-s sith ísoÈropic.B's
I-s wlth ilfs. zn, 03

o.64

o.56

o.193

0.137

0.113

o.173

o. 0969

0.152

o. o8s

L2

o.2L9

o.157

0.133

o,L92

0.114

0.181

o.097

5, 056

3.59

3. 01

4. 46

2.63

4.31

2.44

o

o. 75 - 0.80

o.64 -0. 76

o.36 - O.46

o.26

o.20

0.185

o.22L

0.428-0.608

0.393

o.329

0.44r
o.244

o.204

o.186

o.L77

o.150

o.164

o. 15l.

0,275 2.15

0.350

o.495

3.99

4. 98

0.200

o.r77
o.168

o.138

3.202

2.9J8

2.694

2.305

o. r45

o.144

o.224

o.202

0. J.79

0.146

o. 139

o.102

o.146

0.141

1.143

t. o7I

o.162 .1. o75

0.149 r.219

0.186

o.143

0. 140

0.104 o.a22



TÀBI.E 2. g POSITIOT.¡A', ÀI{D TIIERMÀT¡ PÀRAMETERS IN THE SCHOLZITE MÀIN CEI.T. IICR THE ÀVERÀGE STRUCTURE ÀND FOR THE STRUCTJRE PÀCTOR

I,EAST SQUÀRES (SFI,S) ÀND DTS RtrINE,IENTS IN SPACD GROTIP PbC2I.

Av.Mal¡ cell(fr1=0.o97) SFIS (lbtal tlata:8.=0.144)
I

SFLS (ttnseared data:.?I=O.lO2) DLS

ÀtoB l_ZB

-.0003
o.t264
0.0595
o.0167
o-0247
0.0480
o. 0986
o. 0694
o. L664
0. 2 931
o.2262
0 . re34
o. 1914
o.2L47
o -2653
o.236L
0. 3 330
o -4597
0. 3928
0. 3500
0.3580
o. 38I3
0.4319
o.4027
-. o00 3
0.0595
0.0167
o.0247
0. 04s0
o. 0986
o. 0694
0. 1664
o.2262
0.1834
o.1914
o-2L47
o.2653
o-2361
o. 3330
0.3928
o.3500
0.3580
0.3813
o.43L9
o.4027

0.1884
o.2493
0.4391
o.4404
o.4443
o -4502
o.24AA
0.1285
0. 1884
o.2493
0.439L
o -4404
0.4443
o.4502
o.24SA
0 .1285
0. 1884
o.2493
0 .4391
o.4404
o.4443
o.4502
o.24AA
0. 1285
0. 3116
o .0609
o.0596
0. 05 57
0.0498
o.25L2
0. 37r5
0. 3116
o. 0609
0. 0596
0.0557
0.0498
o.2512
0. 37r5
0.3116
0.0609
0.0596
o. 055 7
0.0498
o.2512
c.37t5

0.230r (3)
-o.o06s (s)

0.3s77 (8)
0.288 (2)
o.438 (2)
o.053(2)
0. 349 ( 2)
0. 164 ( 1)
0.2850 (4)
0 .4804 (s )

o.0060 (3)
0.I259(3)
0.0613(7)
0.0r3 (r)
0.029(t)
0. 039 ( r)
0.097 ( r)
0.0s6 (I)
0.1675(3)
o .2934 (A',t

o.22L2(7')
0_191(I)
0. 192 (r)
0.203 (r)
o. 261 ( r)
0-2403 (9)
0.33r2(3)
0.4601 ( s)
o .3es4 ( 7)
0.338 (r)
0 .362 (1)
0.383(2)
0.434(r)
0.403 (1)
0. oo22 ( 3)
0 .0600 ( 7)
o -o22(L',l
0. 0r7 ( r)
0. 050 ( 1)
0.094 (r)

u

.066(2)

.L625 (21

.2282(7)

.1e7 ( 1)

.1e0 (1)
-222(Ll
.269(r)
.242(2')
.3323 (3)
.39re (7)
-342s (9)
.34e(Ì)

0.re4 (2)
0.2s0 ( 2)
0. 44r ( 3)
0.440(3)
0.446 (6)
o.462 (6)
0. 2s3 (6 )
o -L27 (4)
0 .201 ( 2)
o -255 (2)
0.438(3)
o.447 (4',t

o.436 (6)
o.477 (6',t

0.2s9 (s)
0.136(4)
0 .196 ( 2)
0.260(3)
0. 449 ( 3)
0.4s4 (s)
0.468 (6)
o.462(-ll
0.241 (5)
o.r4s (5)
0.313 (2)
0.063 ( 3)
0 .0s6 ( s)
o.os9 (s)
o. 0s1 ( 6)
0.260 (s)
o.379 (9)
o.324(21
0 .0s8 ( 3)
0. 070 ( 4)
o .053 ( 6)
0 .093 ( 6)
o .246 (61

0. 380 (7)
o.327 (2')
o .074 ( 3)
0 .075 (4 )
0. 069 (6)
0. 066 (s)
0.25r. (6)
o.376 (71

1. 36 (tO)
0.3s(12)
o,6s (l8)
r. r (5)
0.6 (s )
0.7(s)
0.7(s)

-o.7 (4)
1. re (ro)
o.8 (r)
o.4 (21

-0.6 (4)
0.s(s)
1.3 (6)
o.3 (4)

-r.4(3)
r.30 (r0)
2.L(2Ì,
o.A (2)

-0. I (4)
0.s(s)
1.8 (6)
0.4 (4)
0.2 (s)
l-. r9 (e)

-0.04 (r0)

o. res (2 )
o.246(2')
0.441 (4)
0.44 (r)
0.44 ( 1)
0.473 (9)
o.254(9'
o.130 (9)
o. re6 ( 2)
o -248(21
0. 44s (4)
0.439 (9)
0.44 0.)
0.44(r)
o -244 (g',)

o. r38 ( 9)
0. 186 ( 2)
o.252 (3)
0.436 (4)
0.45 (r)
0.46(1)
0.47(1)
o.23'1 (91

0. Is6 (8)
0.3r2(2)
0 .059 (4)
0.0s7 (s)
0.03s (8)
o. os (1)
o.25 (1)
0.383 (8)
o.320 (2)
o.060 (4)
o.06 (r)
o. 06 (l)
0.07 (r)
o -244(8)
0. 370 ( 8)
o.3243 (2)
0. 06s ( 4)
0. 069 (9 )
0.07 (r)
0.05(I)
0.25 (1)
0.3e (r)

-.0006
o-1267
0.0597
o.oL42
0.0333
0.05 25
0 .0969
0. 06s5
0. 1654
0. 2935
o.2264
0. 1803
o.2007
o.2172
o -2636
o.2346
o. 3323
0.4601
0.3931
o,3474
0. 3659
0. 3849
0 .43I0
0.4010
-. oo17
0. 0597
0.0126
0 .0337
0. 0506
0.0970
o.0674
0. 1654
o.2264
0.1807
0.1993
o -2193
o.264L
o,2345
o.3323
0. 3931
0.3469
o.3676
0.3853
o .4299
o - 4019

0.1898
o.2502
o -4394
o.4394
o.4376
0. 3713
o.2466
o.L294
0. 1874

Í
o.2252(A'

-0.0085 (9)
0. 3s8 ( 2)
0.290 (4)
o.430 (4)
o.os4 (4)
o. 3s9 (4 )
o.L62(4)
0.282S(8)
0.4810 (9)
o.L52(2)
o.235 (3)
0. 073 ( 3)
0.4ss(4)
o.r6s(4)
0.34I (4)
0.2133(8)

-0. oos ( r)
o.343(2')
0. 268 ( 3)
o. 416 ( 4)
0.038 (s)
o.327 Gl
0. 148 ( 3)
0.79s0 (7)
o.658 (2)
o.726 (3't
0. s88 (3)
0.964 (6)
0 .6ss ( s)
0.8s3(4)
o.737s(7)
0.85r (2)
o.773(3)
0.933(4)
0.ss7 (3)
0.844 (4)
0.656 (4)
o.774L(9)
o.643 (2''
0.712 (3)
o -572(41
0. 934 ( 3)
0.64s (5)
0. 840 (s )

u

0.0092 (5)
0.r.255 (8)
0. 062 (r-)
0.018 (3)
o.o22 (31

0 .044 ( 3)
0. 10s ( 3)
o.0s4 (3)
0.1651 (4)
o .2es6 (7)
o.223 (rl
0.r87(3)
0.r9s(3)
o.22O(3',)
o.263 (41

o .24O (41

0.3300 (4)
o.4s77 (9)
0. 3e4 ( L)
0.346(3)
0.360(3)
o.379 (4\
0.4 28 ( 3)
0.4r2 ( 3)
o .000I ( 6)
0.060 (2)
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2.9 DISCUSSION OF THE MAIN CELL STRUCTURE

2.9.I ToPology

As expected from the retative intensities of the a- and b-t1pe reflec-

tions, the structural differences between the aristotype a¡rd hettotype are

not large. Detailed examination of the structural parameters presented in

tal¡Ie 2.8 indicates that the biggest dísplacements parallel to the d-' b-

and c-axes are 0.33, 0.31 and O.2gR respectively, while most of the remainder

are consideralrly smaller. The overall topology of Lhe main cell structure

is therefore essentially identical to that of the average subcell' Yet

the differences are sufficient to satisfacÈorily account for the b-type

intensities. fn fact, the R, value of o. L44 fot the entire (observed)

data set may be broken up into values of o. IO3 and 0.206 for the a- and

b-type data respectively (the equivalent values with the unobserved reflec-

tions included in the calculation are 0.I35 and O'285)' Although indicat-

ing that the agreement between l]lol and l¡'cl for the 4-type data has worseneC

slightly over the fit at the completion of average subcell refinement

(fiI = o.og7), the acceptable level of agreement for the much larger b-t1tpe

data set npre than compensates for the increase in 4-type R factor'

A r:nit cel1 diagram of the total data main celI refinement is given

in figure 2.9, incorporating artificial thermal parameters assigned in

the manner described at the conclusion of structure factor least-squares

(section 2.7.L). When the atom contact distances and angles for this nodel

are exarn-ined in detail (table 2.9), it can be seen that all the polyheclra

are somewhat more distorted than their counterparts in the average subcell

(table 2.4). This irregularity is, however, not surprising when con-

sideration is given to the nature of the refinement. During main cell

structure deterrnination it was pointed out that Èhe "heavy" zn atoms

dorninate the intensity distribution of the difference reflections' Tlre

positions of the displaced Zn atoms (and ca and P to a lesser extent) '

are therefore e>çected to be more accurately deternrined: the smaller
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relative errors on the parameters of these atoms, along with their more

realistic temperature factors (table 2.8), confirm this suggestion. The

O atom displacements, on the other hand, are more affected by the "fine

structure" of the observed intensities (i.e. measurement errors and/or

disordering), and this is reflected in greater standard deviations for

their parameters, the failure (in many cases) to produce physically reason-

able temperature factors, and the irregular shapes of the resultant co-

ordination polyhedra. Nevertheless, some degree of confídence in the

signs (if not the magnitudes) of the displacements of all the atoms from

their average sturcture positions is instilled by the fact that 38

æ-coordinate, 30 y-coordinate, and 30 a-coord.inate displacement signs are

consistent between the total- data, and unsmeared data refinements. As

expected, it is the O atoms which dispJ-ay the greaÈest deviation in this

regard.

However, in spite of the O atom distortion, the individual polyhedron

averages are reasonably consistent and show good agreement with equivalent

contact distances in chemically similar compounds, thereby adding a certain

Ievel of confidence to the results. In fact, the most encouraging aspect

of the refinement is that the distortions present ín the average subcell

are repeated quite closely ín the main cell structure, despite the consider-

able displacements experienced by most atoms. For instance: almost all

the POn groups have one very short P-O bond (about 1.49R); all the ZnOn

groups ha,ve one O-Zn-O angle considerable larger than the average (about

12Oo); and the Ca octahedra all have at least two very short O2-O2

distances (with correspondingly smaller O2-Ca-O2 angles), representing

the shared edges of these polyhedra.

Although the absolute magnitudes and signs of the displacements may

be obtained from table 2.8, the exact relationship between the main ceIl

(F, = 0.144) model and the average main cell npdel is not obvious from
t-

tabulated data of this kind. Consequently, e-axís projections of both

structures have been presented together in figure 2.10 in order to facilitate
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the comparison.

2.9.2 Structural Disorder

In the case of the average subcell refinement several conclusions

were drawn concerning the origin and effects of the scholzite structural

disorder by a comparison of the total data and unsmeared data models

(section 2.6.2). An examination of the two main ceII structure factor

refinements presented in tabte 2.8 soon indicates that the models are

again different, but that the significance of these differences has been

reduced by the rather high standard errors associated with the unsmeared

model parameters (correlating with a smaller observations : variables ratio

in this data set). Thus, rather than using the results of the structure

refinement to explain the disordering phenomenon, an attempt has been made

to account for the smearing theoretÍcally.

- Streaking of intensities in crystal structures is well known

(Brindley et aL., 1950,; Gryder et aL., 1958; Takéuchi and Donnay, 1959;

,Jagodzinski, L954¡ Eggleton and Bailey, L965, Jain and Trigunayat, 1970) '

and is generally interpreted as arising from the presence of structural

faults, consisting of random displacement of layers (or other portions of

the structure) frorn their normal positions. In cases where these faults

become ordered (e.g. by vibrational entropy), the concept of. r'artdom d.ís-

placements no longer applies, and a "superstructure" of faulted portions

of the tattice may be produced (Jain and Trigunayat, 1970). The streaking'

under these circumstances, is then replaced (wholIy or partially) by an

additional set of reciprocal lattice points which may be indexed on the

basis of a larger unit cell.

In this sense the scholzite crystal structure may be consídered to

contain two kinds of structural disorder, bottr of which have been res-

ponsible for the destruction of the average subcell periodicity. The first

of these is a result of the displacement of the atoms from their ideal

(i.e. average subcell) positions so as to create a new set of reciprocal
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Iattice points appropriate to the presence of a three-fold superstructure

paraltel to the b-axis. In this case the distortion is strictly ordered

and there is no sigm of smearing of the new (or old) reflections parai-lel

to this direction. It has been the particular concern of the scholzite

main ceII refinement to characterise these displacements and thereby

account for the intensity distribution of the superstructure planes.

The second kind of disorder in scholzite is exemplified by the

smearing of intensities parallel Eo a,x. rn this case, however, a new set

of discrete reciprocal lattice points has not been created, implying that

the structurat faults are random. Under these circumstances the determina-

tion of the origin of the disorder is correspondingly more difficult and

cannot be elucidated by conventional refinement techniques. The situation

is further complicated by the fact that no simple relaÈionship appears to

exist between reflections which are smeared, and those which are not. A

detailed description of the distribution of smeared intensity has already

been presented in section 2.6.2, where its origin qras discussed in reiation

to faults in the stacking of the superstructure unit cells in the ø-axis

direction. The situation is presented in diagramatic form in figure 2.LI:

the cells translate randomly by Lsb parallel to the y direction in Eine Az

plane, while maintaining translations of ø and c paralle1 to the æ and z

directions. In this way a completely random sequence of subcells is

produced in the a-axis direction, the slight differences in structure

between which destroy the periodicity para1lel Eo a*, and produce smeared

intensities for certain reflections.

However, as it stands, this rnodel does not explain the observed

absence of smearing for all reflections of type hko, and f.or hkl reflections

withh +k+L=2n+I (when L= 3,4 and5). Asimilarargumentmay

also be raised against the possibilíty that the smearing arises as a result

of warping of the planes of 03, 04 and 05 atoms in the structure (section

2.6.2). with the proposal of a diz,eet correlation between smearing and

the displacements producing the subcell differences, the hkO cLass would
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not be expected to contain any b-type reflections (since it is unsmeared).

In fact, a large proportion of the most intense b-type planes occur on this

layer. Even with an indirect correlation between Èhese effects (Í.e.

disordered stacking of the subcells) it has already been established that

the major differences between the subcells arise due to atomic shifts

paralle1 to the ø-axis, and therefore the destruction of the periodicity

parallel to q,* would be e>rpected to occur with equal frequency in hko

planes as in any other kínd. This, again, is not observed.

The clue to the solution of the problem lies in the fact that for

the entire hkO class of reflection to be unsmeared, the displaced atoms

must be in phase parallel to the c-axís. Under these circumstances, a

model may be proposed in which the smearing is a result of displacements

of atoms parallel to this axis: the disorder would then be invisible in

(OO1) projection, and the hkO tayer would display no evidence of smearing.

For all other directions in the lattice, the displacements would be visible'

and the corresponding reflections woul-d show disorder appropriate to the

resultant destruction of the periodicity. The smearing is, however, only

produced parallel to a*, and a (100) stacking disorder model is still

required to erçlain this effect: the difference is that random stackirrg

of the subcells themselves is no longer a necessary requirement. However'

this model does not explain the absence of smearing for reflections with

h+k+L=2n+I when Z= 3,4 and5: the effectirnplies thattheatomic

displacements are such that they are in phase for this class of reflection,

but the lack of an equivalent relationship in layers with Z = 1, 2 and 6

makes the elucidation of the cause rather more difficult. The problem

therefore remains unresolved.

At this point fr¡rther evidence from another source may be used to

shed light on the problem. Thermal dehydration e><periments carried out

on scholzite (described in Chapter 7) índicate that one of the two water

molecules in the formuLa u¡rit of this mineral is disordered. In a manner

analogous to that proposed by lak6uchi and Donnay (1959) in relation to
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the disorder present in hexagonal CaAlrSirO, (which, incidentally, bears

a close structural relatíonship with the ß phase of anhydrous scholzite -

Czaya, 1972), it is possible that the boundaries between the disordered

Iayers in scholzite pass through the planes of Ca octahedra paralle1 to

(100), altering the Ca coordination, while leaving the remainder of the

strucÈure essentially intact. Under these circumstances the water molecules

bonded to the Ca atoms suffer positional disorder which is then reflected.

in the thermal (and x-ray) experiments. The stacking vector (Dornberger-

Schiff, 1966) relating these layers must, of course, be perpendicular to

the ø-axis, and must leave the (001) projection of the structure unchanged

(thereby accounting for the absence of smearing in hkO reflections), while

maintaining atomic displacements parallet to the e-axis (in order to

produce smearing in remainder of the planes) . V'Ihen the framework is

examined it ca¡r be seen that the action of the required stacking vector

may be represented by a pseudo mirror plane or c-g1ide plane perpendicular

to the a-axis. In this respect the mechanism is simÍlar to that suggested

by Taxer (1970) in his discussion of the problem.

An alternative, but perhaps related, mechanism involves the presence

of two coexisting structural models within the scholzite framework. Stout

and Jensen (1968, p.366) describe the production of smeared intensities

due to the presence of two distinct mod.els within the one structure, and

suggest that the individual atoms in each may be recognised in Fourier

maps simulataneously. In fact, as described in section 2.5, tuwo models

for P and O positions were observed in early Fourier synthesis of the

scholzite unit cell, although only one could be successfully refined at

that tíne. Nevertheless, the possibility remains that both structures

exist (perhaps in unequal amounts) within the lattice. Moreover, the

characteristics of each model are consistent with the requirements of the

scholzite disorder, in that the a-coordinates are different but the (001)

projections are identical. These two models can in fact be produced by

the operation of a stacking vector similar to that advocated above, and
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in this sense, the structures observed in the Fourier maps may represent

the direct observation of the OD layers in the scholzite framework. The

mecha¡¡ism correlates with the fact that eight of the nine main ceIl asym-

metric unit atoms having physically unreasonable thermal parameters are

associated with PO4 groups.

The fact that the smeared intensity generally shows a rapid falloff

with increasing distance from the indexed reciprocal lattice points

(along festoons parallel to the ø-axis) is an indication that the changes

to the structure produced by the stacking faults are not large, <lr that the

faults are not contrnon. Thís may explain why the alternative POn model

observed in Fourier naps could not be refined.: since they exist simul-

taneously within the lattice in different amounts (with the refined model

dominating) they would have to be allocated separate occupancy factors

ín proportion to their prevalence in order to account for the observed

intensíty disËribution. No such refinement was attempted in the time

available.

2.9.3 Possibilities for Further !'fork

As discussed in earlier sect-ions of this chapter the true main cell

slanmetry of scholzite is almost certainly P2I/b. The use of a successive

approximations approach to the determination of displacement signs in

this space group necessitates a return to the average structure (Pbcn)

refinemenÈ since point group 2¡^ is a sr:bgroup of mmm, but not of mm2.

However, in the Iíght of the tevel of refinement already carried out in

Pbc2., , the disordered properties of the observed íntensities, and the

extremely time consuming nature of this method, a reappraisal of the struc-

ture in the monoclinic space group did not appear to be warranted.

An alternative approach could involve the use of the Partial

Patterson Function, described in detail by TaJ<6uchi (L972). This method

has been used with considerable success in the determination of a number

of superstructures (Frueh, 1953; Buerger, 1956; Tak6uchi and Horiuchi,
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1972). It relies on the solution of a specific Patterson Function,

calculated using only the supercell (difference) reflections, in order to

determine the directions and mag,nitudes of the atomic displacements from

their corresponding locations in the su.bstructure. Although offering a

different approach to the subcell and pseudosymmetry problem, this method

must still contend with the disorder in the scholzite observed intensities,

severely lÍmiting its advantage over the trial-and-error method.

However, the Antisymmetric Function of Qurashi (1963) offers Ëhe

chance of a solution independent of the d.isorder. In this method, informa-

tion about the displacements of atoms from their high symmetry positions

is obtained by the examination of a Fourier synthesis carried. out using

only those main cell reflections which violate the symmetry of the aristo-

type structure. In the case of scholzite these data are iullre 75 hkO

reflections which have h + k = 2n + I (i.e. those violating the n-gtide

plane extinction rule), and as pointed out previously, these hka refLectio¡rs

are unsmeared. Despite this advantage in the original phasing of the dif-

ference reflections, the subsequent use of three-dimensional data would re-

introduce the effects of the smeared. intensities, and the associated refine-

ment problems.

2.IO CONCLUSTONS

In the tight of the discussion presenÈed in the previous sections it

is not suggested that the scholzite crystal structure has been solved in

full: the high resid,ual factors and numerous unreasona-ble thermal parameters

are indicators enough of this fact. Despite the obvious disadvantages of

data collected photographically, it is the belief of the candidate that

little additional information could be obtained by the collection of a

more precise data set (e.g. by single crystal diffractometry): the severe

smearing of observed intensities parallel lo a*, and the dual pseudosymmetry

(ínvolvirrg both the c- and. n-glide planes, as well as the presence of a

marked sr:bstructure), combine to produce problems in structure determina-

tion which lie outside the boundaries of normal refinement procedures.
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With an estimated precision in the observed intensities of 5c" at the com-

pletion of data reduction, and with about 50% of the reflections losing

up to 60% (and averaging I0%) of their intensity as a result of smearing,

the minímum meaningful residual obtained from any refinement can be expected

to be in the vicinity of 0.10. Although space group Pbc2, does not represent

the true symmetry of the scholzite main cell, it is consistent with the

intensity distribution and with the average subcell symmetry, and must

represent a very close approximation to the actual situation. Considerilg

tlrat refinement in this space group has proceeded to O.I44 in the analysis

presented in this thesis, it is suggested that any further structural studies

ín either pbc2', or in P2I/b, would produce only marginal improvement ín

the final model. The limitatíons do not necessarily lie in the accuracy

of the observed data, but in the nature of the scholzite structure itself,

the disorder in which suggests that a unique solution (in terms of the atomic

coordinates within the conventional unit celI) does not exist.
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CHAPTER 3 THE CRYSTAL STRUCI'UR¡ OF HOPETTE ,zD (PO .4H o

3.1 ABSTRACT

The crystal structure of the hydrated zinc orthophosphate rn-ineral

hopeite, zn3(Po4) 2.4H2o, has been sorved by the Heavy Atom method from

9L7 Ní'-f.iltered CttKo d.aiua and from I42l- graphíte-monochromatiseð. MoKo data,

collected independently on two equi-inclination counter diffractometers.

The data sets were refined by full matrix least-squares to Rl = O.O4O7

(Rz 0.048) and .R, = o.0360 (R, o.o4r) respectivery. The structure

is orthorhombic, Pnma (No. 62), a = 10.597(3), b = rB.3rB(B), c = 5.031(r)R

and Z = 4. The Zn atoms occur in two crystallographically distinct sites,

one six-coordinated, and the other four-coordinated, the framework structure

being d.ominated by the presence of sheets of face-sharing occupied and

vacant octahedra perpendicular to the b-axis. Evidence for the existence

of o- and ß-mo¿ifications (Spencer, IgOg) of this mineral ís discussed.

3.2 TNTRODUCTION

The mineral hopeite, znr(POnl 2.4H2O, was originally found about lB2O

sparingly associated with hemimorphite in the zinc nr-ine of Altenberg,

Germany. ft was later found abundantllz on bone breccia in a limestone

cave in the Broken Hirr mine, zanbia, and was divided into two forms,

ct- and ß-hopeite, from consideration of its thermal and optical charac.ters

(Spencer, 1908).

Named after Thomas Charles Hope (L766-LA4Q, Professor of Chemistry

at The University of Edinburgh, hopeite crystallises with tabular {OfO}

to prismatic [oor] habit. (plate 3.1), the crystals occurring s1ngly or as

tufted or divergent aggregates, and exl¡ibiting perfecÈ {OfO} cleavage.

Hopeite is classified by Palache et aL. (1951) as an hydrated normal

phosphate, AB2(eon) ,.nlHrot but Wolfe (1940), further subdivided the minerals

of this type into families according to the number of water molecules present.
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Plate 3.1 Hope ite
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This was based on the discovery that those species containing the same

number of water molecul-es show certain definite similarities, which are

only slightly modified by the cations and radicals. Hopeite therefore

falls within the orthorhombic group of this A3(PO4) 2.4H2O family.

A structural investigation of hopeite was carried out for the first

time (using synthetic material) by Mamedov et a,L. (1961). The first

structure analysis of natural material was undertaken soon after by

Gamidov et aL., 1963). Tlro further studies were undertaken by Liebau in

1962 and 1965, but all four analyses involved refinement in two dimensions

only. A number of other workers (Kleber and Belov, 1962; Wo1fe, I94Oi

Uugemach, -1910) concentrated on morphological aspects of the nr-ineral .

In view of the incomplete structural information available, the

suggested (Gamidov et aL., 1963) presence of a pseudoperiod of b/z (with

the resultant possibility of a subcell structure problem analogous to the

scholzite situation), the controversy surrounding the existence of c- and

ß-modifications, and the relevance to the Reaphook Hill phosphate deposit,

Flinders Ranges, South Australia (in terms of the occurrence of its dimorph,

parahopeite, at that locality), it was decided to complete a npre detailed

refinement of hopeite as part of the general study of zinc phosphates and

arsenates being undertaken in this thesis.

It was not until refinement had been completed that details of three-

dimensional crystal structure analyses of this species by Kawahara et aL"

(1972, L973) came to my attention. Their anal-yses were, however, carried

out on synthetic material and concentrated on characterisation of the q,-

and $-forms of the nr-ineral .

3.3 DATA COLLECTION AND DATA REDUCTION

Several fragments of hopeite from the Broken Hill mine, Zambia,

were obtained from the South Australian Museum (specimen number C3566).
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Preliminary examinatíon of x-ray oscillation photographs and morphologry

of these crystals confirmed that hopeite crystallises in the orthorhombic,

dipyranr-idal class |* ,^ 2/^, ourt determination of the space group was

delayed until after data collection was completed. No evidence, of an

x-ray, optical or compositional nature could be produced to indicate the

presence of the zonal growth structure of o- and ß-forms, suggested to occur

in specimens of this mineral from Broken HilI (Spencer, 1908). !'folfe (f940)

also found no evidence of the two modifications in his study of material

from the same locality.

A sample of hopeite was powdered and mixed with about 5% by weight of

pue Si to act as an internal standard. This mixture was mounted on a glass

slide and placed on a Philips x-ray diffractometer equipped with a focussing

monochromator (curved. LiF crystal) and proportional counter tube. A

diffraction spectrum was obtained, using CUJ{' rad.íation, over the range

20 = 15o - 8oo, and converted to a form suitable for the least-squares

determination of cell dimensions following the method of Evans et aL. (1963).

Final values obtained by this method, along with other physical constants

for hopeite are given below:

a.=IO.597(3), b=

Volume of unit cell

Molecular weight

Density (calc. )

F (000)

z

18.318 (8) , e = 5.03I(1)Â

e?6. 6oR3

458.11

-23.14 gm cm -

896e

4

Two cleavage fragrments, approximating to cubic shape of d.imensions

0.20 mm and 0.25 mm, were selected from the material available and mounted.

on glass spindles about |.h.e a- and c-axes respectively. The moderate

-1Iinear absorption coefficients for boHin CuKo Q27.56 cm *) and, ItIoKo

-'l(79.49 cm -) radiation (values for mass absorption coefficients were obtained
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from Champion et aL., 1968). and the size of the crystals selected

suggested that a.bsorption corrections would have to be applied to the

diffracted intensities. No evidence for the presence of a pseudoperiod
A

o¡ "/Z could be detected on preliminary x-ray photographs.

3.3.1 CUK Data Collection

The two crystals were used to redetermine the hopeite lattice cons-

tants on a semi-automatic Buerger-Supper nqui-inclination x-ray diffracto-

meter (subsequently to be used for intensity measurements) using a pinhole

collimator. The lattice repeats were caLculated from the d,I component of

high order (O>OOo¡ zero layer reflections using N¿-f)Jtcered Cu.Ko radiation.

Results obtainedweïe: q = 10.599(1), b= 18.307(2), c=5.O29L(5)R.

These values were considered to be instrument dependent and were only used

during the data colLection process.

. Details of the diffracÈometer, its data collection routine, and the

subsequent data reduction process are given in Appendix IIIa. Using the

a-axis mounted crystaI, reflections for layers h = O + 6 were measured

along lines of constant L, varying k through * and - values within a

machine-Iimited range of Y = 10 - 1400. Mechanical limitations on the

machine also restricted. U to values less than about 45o. Because of the

space group rrncertainty at this stage, one quarter, rather than one eighth,

of the limiting sphere was measured, space-group-absent reflections being

removed subsequentiy on the basis of unobserved reflection tests.

The c-axis mounted crystal \¡ras used to generate reciprocal layers

hko + hk|, representing a maximum ¡t value of 37o. The k ind,ex was again

allowed*and-va1ues.

Interpretation of the paper tape output from the diffractomer and

application of Lorentz and polarisation corrections was accomplished using

the program FDPTP (Appendices I and IIIa), written for the IBM 1130 cornputer

at the Flinders University of South Australia.
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A total of 60I out of the 3847 reflections measured had a rav¡

intensity less than 2.5 times their calculated standard deviation (based on

counting statistics), and were therefore considered to be unobserved.

Exarnination of this distribution confirmed the presence of an n-glid.e plane

perpendicular to the ø-axis, and an a-glide plane perpendicular to the

c-axis, but left an ambiguity concerning the symmetry associated with the

b-axis. These results are consístent with the centrosynmetric and non-

centrosymmetric spare groups Pnma and Pn2ra respectively, but it was decided

to delay the application of statistical tests, in order to distinguish

between them, until after data reduction. The systematically absent reflec-

tions appropriate to the presence of the glide planes, and a small number

which were observed to have imbalanced backgrounds, were removed from the

data set, leaving a toÈal of 3248 intensities, of which 173 were accidentally

absent.

- Details of the data set, along with .R factors, calculated on the

basis of counting statistics, appear in table 3.1. Fluctuations in the

intensity of monitored reflections were withín 2% of the average.

3.3.2 MoK Data Collection
--ü

Following the completion of data collection and. preliminary data

reduction on the mineral hopeite as described above, the University of

Adelaide took delivery of a semi-automatic Stoe two-circle x-ray diffracto-

meÈer fitted with a graphite monochromator. In víew of the availability

of two already oriented single crystals, and a set of collected intensities

to act as "standardsr" it seemed that the ideal method of setting up and.

checking the Stoe system would be to repeat the data collection on hopeite

with the new equipment.

A set of intensities was collected from both hopeite crystals, using

monochromatised MoRo radiation and the o scan technique. Details of the

diffractometer and its data collection routíne are given in Appendix IIIb.
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A total of. l.476 intensities were coll-ected from the a-axis crystal' on

Iayers OkL'> I2kL, while the c-axis crystal yielded 1321 reflections from

layers hkO'> hkø. 97% of these reflections were obtained from the positive

octant of the reflecting sphere.

TABLE 3.]- HOPETTE DATA SETS

Ouantitv

Radiation:

Collection device:

Geometry:

Technique:

Total refs. recorded

ø-axis:
@-axis:

Cli{
-----û

/Vi filtered

Two-circle di f fractometer
(Buerger-Supper)

Equi-inclination

Ø-scart

MoK
-{,

Graphite monochromatised

T\¿o-circle di f fractometer
(Stoe)

Equi-inclination

(l)-scan

1893 (7 layers)
L954 (5 layers) 3847

]-476
L32L

(13 layers)
(8 layers) 2797

Max. sin O,/À tR-t), 0.60 (max.poss. = Q.648) 0.89 (rnax.poss. = L.4O7)

No. refs.
after editing: 3248 (173 ur¡obs. ) 2674 (162 unobs. )

No. unique refs.
after merging: 9]-7 (69 unobs. ) L42L (88 unobs. )

.R factcr (AULAC)

corrected for abs: 0.037
not corrected for abs: 0.043

0.019

No software for the interpretation of the diffractometer output was

available a¡d. so the appropriate packages had to be written before the

results of the data collection could be assessed. Information for each

reflection, punched in ASCII code on the paper tape output by the diffracto-

meter, h/as converted into BCD card images on mag'netic tape usi-ng the program

AUPTR, written Ín part by the cadidate (Appendix I). Further processing of

this raw data was then executed using AUPTP (Appendix I), written entirely

by the candidate. This program calculates the intensity, corrected for

Lorentz and polarisation effects, and its standard devíation, for each
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reflection. Its other functions include testing for unobserveds and back-

ground imbal.ance, monitoring of standard reflections, editing, and calcula-

tíon of .running-sums of statistics. The data is output in the form of

punched cards or single or blocked binary magnetic tape. A more complete

description of both AUPTR and AUPTP is contained in Appendix IIIb. Both

programs are in current use for the routine processing of information

collected on the Stoe system.

Details of the data set, with corresponding.R factors calculated on

the basís of counting statistics, appear in tabte 3.I. No sigmificant ftuc-

tuation or drift in the monitored reflection intensities was encountered.

Systematic absences not automatically rejected on the basis of counts

accumulated during a preliminary scan of the reflection were subsequently

edited from the data set, as in the case of the Cu data.

Numerious problems, both in the setting up of the Stoe system

itself, and. in the subsequent paper tape programming, !ìrere encountered

during data collection and during the prelíminary data reduction. The

success or othe::r^¡ise with which these problems were encountered and. overcome

became apparent when the two data sets were simultaneousty carried through

the refínement stages.

3.3.3 Data Reduction

At this point an absorption correction was implemented in view of

the rather high linear absorption coefficienÈ, for both Cu and, Mo rad,iaEion,

and the relatively large crystal sizes.

The coord,inates (æryrz) of the corners of each "face" of the two

crystals were determined relative to a¡r arbitrary origin within each

crystal under a binocular microscope, the graticule of which had been

graduated with a mícrometer slide. The equations of the bor:ndary planes of

the crysta1 were calculated in the form Aæ + BA + Cz + D = O, by solution

of a set of four si¡nulataneous equations for each face. The coefficients

A, B and C are not, in this case, proportional to the Milter Indices fu,
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k and Z since the planes represent general faces and the hopeite celJ-

repeats a, b and. c are not equal.

Absorption corrections were then appliec1 to t-he dat-a coll-ected from

each crystal with bot'h CuKo and MoKo radiation, using a local modification

of the program ABSCOR (Appendices I). A summary of these results,

for each data set and each crystaf is given in table 3.2.

TABLE 3.2 SUMMARY OF ABSORPTTON CORRECTTON RESULTS FOR HOPETTE

d-axis crystal c-axis crystal

Number of planes defining the crystal:

3 6
) 5.211 9.587Crystal volume (cm x

path length range (cm x to2):
transmission factor range:

97

10

CltK0

MoKq
path length range (cm x to2):
transmission factor range:

o.654 -1.450
o.l-384-0.2857

1.014 -I.601
o.2684-0.3690

o.7r7 -1.718
0. 1004-0. 2305

L.256 -2.69
o.2023-0.2902

Using AULAC (Appendices I and TI), the data sets were then each placed

on a constant scale utitising the large number of reflectious which were

conìmon to both crystals. During this process symmetry equivalent reflections

were moved into the positive octant of the reflecting sphere and averaged'

along with multiple measurements of the same reflection. An indication of

the precision of measurement may be obtained by the statistic

R = X lr-r*""rrlllXt*."r,1 (appenaix rr): values of 0-037 and 0.019 were

obtained for the Cu anð, Mo data sets respectively, while the corresponding

value for the unabsorption corrected Cu data was 0.043. These results

indicate that the precision of the data increased with the application of

an absorption correction, and that, as expected, t'he MO data set is more

precise than the Cu seE.
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3.4 STRUCTURE SOLUTTON AND REFTNEMENT

The N(z) test of Howells et aL. (1950) and the P(y) test of

Ramachandran and Srinivasan (1959) were applied to t},e Mo data, using the

program SUSTATI (Appendix I), in ar¡ attempt to discern the presence or

otherv¡ise of a centre of slrynmetry in the hopeite structure. The resulÈs of

both tests are presented in figure 3.I and indicate quite conclusively that

the distribution of tJ.e observed intensities subscrjJces to point group mnrn

rather than m2m. The space group ambiguity obtained during systematic

absence analysis is thereby removed and the s}'mmetry of hopeite is

Pnma (No. 62), or more fully, p 2r/n 
"/^ "ru, 

otl- An overall scale factor,

deÈermined by SUSTATI from a Wilson Plot (Vlilson , 1942), rtras later used in

the Ínitial structure factor calculations.

Harker Sections (ou¡) and (rün) were calculated, usíng the program

FORDAPB (appendix I) for each data set, and were found to be essentially

idéntical. It was therefore concluded that the Stoe instrument and associated

software had produced a data set which was compatible with that from the

established system, and that there were likely to be no major differences

between the structures obtained from each.

With chemical formula Znr(PO4) 2.4H2O and Z = 4, hopeite has an asl¡m-

metric unit of atoms which may be represented as ZnI.S(PO4).2H2O, with the

result that there must be at least one zn atom in a special positíon. This

effect was anticipated to cause problems in the interpretation of Patterson

maps due to the introduction of false slrmmetry and "ghost" images.

Because of the higher precision of the Mo d,ata set, demonstrated by

statistics from AULAC, and the less severe a-bsorption suffered by this

radiation, it was decided to proceed with refinement of the Mo data alone

for the present.

3.4.1 Mo Data Refinement

Several possible Zn atom positions were located on Harker Sections
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(\un), (u\u) and (uu\) but interpretation of these peaks was difficult in

view of the effect of the Zn atom in a special position, and (as it was

discovered later) of the close proximity of the other Zn atom to the plane

U = \. Both these factors resulted in the presence of a number of spurious

and ambiguous peaks in the Patterson maps.

A combination of trial-and-error and successive structure factorl

Fourier synthesis techniques v¡as eventually successful in eliminating all

but one combinatíon of Zn atom positions.

The program FUORFLS (Appendix IV) was used for al-l structure factor

calculations, the Zn atoms being input with neutral atom scattering factors

obtained from MacGillavry and Rieck (1968) and based on the Thornas-Fermi-

Dirac Statistical Modal. They were assigned isotropic temperature factors

of 1.O in each case. One Zn atom was located at the general position

(O.14, 0.50, 0.18) and the other in the m-symmetry position (0.26, \,0.07),

giving the correct number (1ã) of Zn atoms required for the asymmetric unit.

WíE}: 422 of the scattering matter located, the F, factor had the value 0.48.

In subsequent Fourier synthesis maps, the presence of the first Zn

atom in a position with A = O.50 resulted in a nunrlcer of possibilities for

the location of the P atom. These alternative sites were examined in relation

to the cleavage and external morphology of the mineral in the hope that son'e

clue could be obtained as to the more like1y positions, but no useful

information was obtained. However, calculation of Zn-P distances on the

basis of a bridgíng O bond arrangement indicated that one P position was

more like1y than the others. Inclusion of this atom, with the Zn atoms

(now representing 55% of the scattering matter located) in a strucÈure factor

calculation resulted in an R, value of 0.40. A subsequent Fourier map,

usi:rg the Zn atoms and the newly found P atom to phase the reflections,

indicated the presence of seven additional peaks of the appropriate height

for O atoms. Two of these peaks were positioned on the mirror plane at

U =\ anð,y = t, giving a total of síx O atoms (the correct number for the

asymmetric unit), all at a-bout the right distances from the Zn and, P atoms
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(2R and 1.5ff respectively). with o and P atoms assigned isotropic tempera-

ture factors of 1.0, and scattering factors for neutral atoms based on

Sel-f-consistent or Variational lfave Functions obtained from MacGillavry and

Rieck (1968), the.R, factor was 0.33. This value dropped to 0.23 when

minor adjustments were made to the positions of aII atoms, and to the

temperature factors of some O atoms, on the basis of a difference synthesis

map.

Least-squares refinement (using FUORFLS) then began, incorporating

the fult data set of L42I reflections and statistical weights assigmed by

AULAC. TVro cycles, varying coordinates and scale factor, v¡ere completed

(rl- = 0.103, R^ = 0.107, n = 28, G = 6.26), followed by three cycles on
L¿

scale factor, coordinates and isotropic temperature factors (AI = 0.076,

R = 0.094, n = 38, G = 4-921, at which stage the model had converged.
2

Before anisotropic refinement was commenced. the'symmeÈry relations

among the coefficients of the anisotropic temperature facùor were determi.ned,

using the method of Levy (1956) , f,or the three atoms in special positions.

For these atoms ß'!2 = -ßr, and B'23 = 'ß23, implying that the coefficients

should be fixed with ßr, = ß23 = O. Trrro cycles with anisotropic refinement

(n = 82l. resulted in convergence with.R, = 0.058, R2= 0.07I, G = 4.208.

Aplot of lf"l against lf.l revealed that, for the intense reflections,

lfol *"= systematically smaller than lf.l in a way which could be e>çIaíned

by the presence of secondary extinction. Release of a semi-empiricaÌ

isotropic extinction parameter in least-squares (Àppendíx IV), along with

scale factor, coordinates and anisotropic temperature factors (n = 83)

produced convergence in three cycles wíth P, = 0.0526, R2= 0.060 and

G = 3.625. A calculation of bond distances and angles using the program

BLANDA (Appendix I) confirmed that the model was chemically reasonable' one

Zn atom being surrounded by an octahedral array of O atoms, and the remainingt

two cations (Zn and P) being in tetrahedral- coordination.

A difference map calculated from this data was dominated by a nurnber
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of residual peaks of electron density f. OeR-3 situated around the Zn atom

positions. It was concluded that the application of the semi-empirical

extinction correction, although apparently successful in the sense that the

agreement between l¡"1 and lf.l for low angle reflections improved, may

have tended to a-l:sor:b the effects of "ionisation" errors or H atom scattering

at the expense of correcting for the extinction itself. An attempt was

therefore made to apply an extinction correction according to the method

of Larson (1967) and also according to the method of Coppens and Hamilton

(1970) . Starting values for the new extinction parameter t Ç t lrlêtê calculated

(prior to refinement with the program FUORFLS) from the I50 most intense

Iow angle reflections.

Both extinction modefs failed to converge due to extremely high

correlations between scale factor and ø. In addition, there was a sigmificant

increase in the standard errors associated with all parameters, and in the
a

value of aù.üL¿ as a function of lf"l. It was concluded that residual errors

Ín the low sinO,/À data produced an effect which approximated to the presence

of extinction and that these errors would have to be eliminated before any

further progress was made.

Although errors in the attenuator factors of the Stoe diffractometer

could systemaÈically effect the intense (low angle) reflections in a manner

which may approximate an extinction effect, these factors had been carefulJ.y

checked during data coflection a¡¡d were for¡nd to be constant to within 3å

of their manufacturer's quoted values.

As suggested above, errors in the estimated "ionisation" of the atoms

can result in the presence of residual peaks at atom positions in difference

synthesis maps, although the term "ionisationr" as used in this context' is

not meant to imply that an ion of any partícular charge exists in the struc-

ture, but rather that the atoms have suffered a net charge loss or gain,

relative to the neutral state, as a result of the redistribution of bonding

electrons. lvith this idea in mind, scattering factors were obtained from
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MacGillavry and Rieck (1968) fot Zn and o while the value of foP

was calcutated at the appropriate intervals of sinO/À from the tabulated

values for Aso and As3+, using the expression

f op3*
"o

0o
P As fooo"3*3

o0f,o Ifo

This calculation was based on the fact that the outer sheIl electronic con-

figurations of As and P are identical (both ='nt) . The Zn2+ arrd P3* .rrtrr.=

were then corrected for the effects of anomalous dispersion (for centro-

symmetric crystals this alters the magrnitude of Fc, but leaves the phase

unchanged).

Using the parameters from the ÃI = 0.058 model (no extinction colrec-

tion) and the new scatteríng factor curves, two cycles of least-squares

refinement produced convergence at Fl = 0.0523, R, -- O.060, G = 3.548

(n = 82), with the standard errors of all parameters smaller by a factor to

two. Changes to positional and temperature parameters v¡ere mincr, but

significant, the temperature factors all tending to smaller values. However,

difference maps showed that the major residual peaks were still present at

the heavy atom positions.

A change to the moïe recently determined scattering factors of Cromer

and Vüaber (1965) and anomalous dispersion corrections of Cromer (1965)

for the same ionisation states of all atoms, produced a further drop in

.R valuesr Rt = O.O5O9, R2 = 0.058, G = 3.47I. T\uo cycles of refinement

on the empirical extincÈion parameter and the remainder of the matrix,

gave a converged model with,R, = 0.0488, R2= 0.053, G = 3.147, but ilif-

ference naps revealed essentialty no change to the position and relative

rnagnitudes of the residual peaks at the sites of the heavy atoms.

Atomic coordinates and temperature factors are a function of the

position of the nucleus and, as such, are primarily determined by the

scattering due to inner shell electrons. James (1958, p.128) has pointed

out that the smaller the distance of any particular group of electrons from

the atom centre, the slower the decrease in the scattering factor of that
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charge distriJcution as a function of sinO/À. In other words, the inner

electrons are more sigmificant scatterers, relative to the outer shel1

electrons, as sin0/1. increases, whereas the outer she1l electrons have their

major influence in the low sinO/À region. Effects due to bonding electrons

and ionisation are therefore witnessed preferentially in the low angle

diffraction data, whereas effects due to position and Èhermal motion of the

nucleus are best seen by an examination of the high order reflections.

The problem may also be considered in terms of the Debye effect¡

the more distant a recíprocal lattice point from the origin (i.e. the higher

the order of the reflection to which it corresponds), the more the intensity

associated with it is diminished by thermal movement (James, 1958, p.203).

This also implies that the effects of thermal vibrations are more obvious

in high angle refl-ections that in those at low angles.

The hydrogen atom, with no shell of "inner" electrons suffers a rapid

falI-off in scatt-ering proficiency wiÈh increasing sinOrzÀ and therefore

makes its maximum (relative) contribution at low angles.

The situatíon is summarised in figure 3.2.

20

Outer shel-I electrons
bonding effects
ionisation
hydrogen atoms
extinction

fnner shel-l efectrons (nucl-eus )

thermal motion
positionaÌ parameters

l5

l0

5

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 t.2 1.4 1.6
sínO/À,

Figure 3.2 sinoTl dependence of atomic parameters

1.8
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In the light of this information, an atÈempt was made to isolate the

effects of ionisation and H atom positions by calculating a d'ifference

slmthesis using the 167 reflections with sinO/l' <0.3. The resultant map

displayed a large negative region of electron density at the position of

the octahedrally coordinated, Zn2 atom, while the tetrahedrally coordinated

ZnI atom position was occupied by a large positive peak. These effects ca¡t

be interpreted as indicating the presence of too much scattering matter at

the Zn2 site (or an underestimated temperature factor), and too little

scattering matter at the Znl site (or an overestimated temperature factor).

However, in view of the fact that ijne Zn2 atom had already been assigned a

larger temperature factor than ZnI (L.74 and 0.86 respectively during

isotropic refinement), the peaks weïe attrjlcuted to inaccuracies in the

ionisation of the atoms. This engendered the idea that the dissimilarity

between the two Zn atom environments in the difference maps may have been

reflecting the effect of the crystal field on the "ionisation" of the atoms.

l¡tre hopeite framework was therefore analysed in detail in an attempt

to distribute shared electrons in hybrid orbitals between each atom of a

particula:: bonding pair in the ratio of their relative electro-negativities'

Eor Zn and O this ratio is 1.6 : 3.5 (Paulíng, 1960), and as a result the

electïons \¡¡ere considered to be positioned about 0.7 of the distance from

Zn to O along this bond. This is in agreement with the 658 ionic character

proposed for the Zn-O bond on the basis of electro-negativity differences

(pauling, 1960). Although only representing a first approximation ít was

considered thaÈ this method would act as a rough guide to the degree of

"ionisation" e>q>erienced by the Zn atoms within the framework- Because of

the difference in the nature of the polyhedra around the two Zn atoms, and

their different linkages to the rest of the structure, the octahedral and

tetrahedral atoms were calculated by ttris method to have suffered a net

Ioss of about 3% and lk electrons respectively. Considering that *-he

final difference map was determined with Zn atoms in the +2 oxidation state,

this result is in grood agreement with the calcul-ated net electron losses'
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i.e. too much scattering matter at the octahedral Zn position, and too litt1e

at the tetrahedraL Zn position. Vlith half as many oct-ahedral sites as

tetrahedral, the net charge loss for the Zn atoms in the asymmetric unit

under the new ionisation model is +3, i.e. identical with the net charge

loss in the case of +2 oxidation states assigned to each Zn atom.

By processes of extrapolation and interpolation from the Cromer and

Waber (1965) scattering factor tables, corresponding curves were obtained

for Zn atoms in the +3|a and +1|s ionisation states. One cycle of least-

squares refinement (n = 83) reduced the .R factors to -R, = O.O475, R2 = 0.050'

G = 2.95'7, but peaks in a suJ¡sequent difference map (Iow angle data only),

although smaller in magmitude by a factor of 2O%r \¡rêr€ essentially unchanged

in position and sign.

Jellinek (1958) has drawn attention to the fact that certain errors

in the observed intensities produce characteristic effects in difference

synthesis maps. If extínction or absorption errors remain uncorrected in

the data, their appearance in a difference map resembles that of a residual

temperature factor error (Buerger, 1960, p.609). Ttre absorption errors

occur in all reflections with approximately the same percentage effect, but

theír absolute magnitude is greater for the more intense, low angle, reflec-

tions. Since the intense data is associated with the heavier scatterers,

the errors will tend to accumulate aror¡nd the heavy atom sites in the dif-

ference naps. Extinction, on the other hand, is more pronounced for the

íntense low angle data in the first place, with the result that the errors

will again be displayed predominantly at the positions of the bigqer scat-

terers. fn this sense, the structural parameters relating to H atom

positions, bonding electrons and ionisation, depending largely on the low

angle reflections, are the ones most seriously influenced by the systematic

errors in l¡"1.

Jellinek (1958) suggested that if accurate non-hydrogen atom positions,

temperature factors and scale factor, (which are essentially independent of
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the low angle data for the reasons discussed above), have been <letermined

from moderate and high angle reflections, a subsequent difference synthesis

of the low angle data will reveal these systematic errors. If corrections

are then applied for these errors, a more accurate model for the H-aEom

positions and ionisation, etc. r rTìêy be derived from a new low angle slmthesis.

In the case of the hopeite data it was not considered that absorption

or extinction were the major contributors to the errors in the low angle

data. AULAC statistics had already confírmed an overall increase in precision

following the application of the corrections for absorption, and the position

of a large positive peak at the Znl atom site is not consistent with the

underestimation of a temperature factor produced as a result of a residual

extinction error (Buerger, 1960). Nevertheless, it was considered that the

residual errors, whatever their causer ilây have affected the atom positíons

and temperature factors by the inclusion of the 1ow angle data in the

refinement. An attempt was therefore made to eliminate the influence of

this data by a re-determination of Èhe positional and thermal parameters

using only tJ:e high angle reflections.

Using the data for which sinO/À >0.40 (IL74 reflections, or 83% of

the total), the atomic coor:dinates, scale factor and. anisotropic temperature

factors were released for two cycles of least-squares. The data converged

to a model with Fl = 0.0361' fr, = 0.058, G = 3.787 (the increased value of

G is a function of the smaller number of reflections used). As expected,

the major parameter changes involved temperature factors, and the distribu-

tion of the ,R factor as a function of sinO,/À became much flatter. The

t
function au,ù)L¿ as a function of lf"l increased sígrnificantty for the more

intense reflections, indicating that they were perhaps too heavily weighted

in the earlier refinements. One cycle with only the empirical extinction

correction parameter released, and using the ful-l data set, had very little

affcct on the model or .R factor statistics.

However, when the ful-I matrix of pararneters was released in a cycle
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on the entire data set, the parameters and Ã factors all immediately

returned to their values prior to the high angle refinement. This was

considered to be further evidence for the suggestion that the low angle

data v¿as incorrectly weighted: as soon as this data is included in the

refinement the model immediately returns to a condition whereby the effect

of the moderate and high angle data on the temperature factors (in par-

ticutar) is swamped. This is not surprising since the weights assigned to

the intense data are expected to be somewhat optimistic. Dr:ring the process

of merging the data into a set of unique diffracted intensities, AULAC

(Appendix II) assigns a lower standard deviâtion to those reflections

which are averaged compared to the values assigned to ones of eguivalent

intensity which are not. fn the sense that the intense data is, in general,

measured more often than the weak data (e.g. only moderate to high intensity

peaks are used as monitored reflections on the equi-inclination layers),

the intense data will therefore have somewhat lower estimated measurement

errors. In addition, no correction was made during data reduction for

the effect, described by Stout and Jensen (1968' p. 456) as "instrumental

instability," wherein the standard deviations of the more intense reflections

are preferentially increased relative to those of the weaker ones' over the

cor:nting statistics values.

To ïemove the overwhelming ínfluence of the low angle intense data,

without eliminating them from the refinement attogether, unit weights were

assigned to all reflections, in spite of theoretical objections (Cruickshank,

1965). A full matrix refinement, using the complete data set,

converged in two cycles to a model with R1 = 0.0360, R2= 0.041, G = 2.318,

a veLT frat distribution of both aÐ'üL2 us'ltol *a R us' síno'/À' and standard

erroïs which were a factor of two l-ower than before. Comparison of these

parameters with those from the model with low angle reflections excluded

(F = 0.0361) showed that they were equivalent within their standard errors.
I

Difference slmtheses on both the full data set and on the low angle

data were much reduced in relief, the maximumpeak density being 0.7øeR-3,
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buÈ the major positive and negative peaks were stíl-I positioned in the

immedÍate environmenLs of the ZnI and Zn2 atoms respectively. It is interest-

ing to note that difference maps for the fuII data, and sinO/À >0.40 data,

were now almost exactly equivalent in appearance, whereas, prior to unit

weight refinement, they were generally quite different. Thís demonstrates

a greater overall consistency of the model in its fit with the observed

data for different regions of reciprocal space. Chemically reasonable

H atom positions could not be located from these syntheses, in spite of

the decreased peak intensity.

In summary:

1. The large residual peaks which accumulated around, the heavy

atoms in earlier difference maps were a result of the dominat-

ing inftuence of incorrectly weighted low angle data.

2. The effects of these reflections could be removed by their

exclusion from the least-squares refinement, or alternatively,

by the assigrnment of unit weights to all reflections.

3. The temperature factor coefficients were the parameters most

affected by these processesr but the resultant models were

equivalent within caiculated errors.

In the light of the improvement afforded to the model by the elimina-

tion of the excessive influence of the low angle data, the processing

program AUPTP was modified to incl-ude an extra factor in the algorithm

for the calculation of standard deviations, designed to account for

"instrumental instalrility" (Stout and Jensen, 1968). llt¡is parameter can

be determined prior to data reduction, by art examination of the fluctuations

in ¡nonitored reflection intensities and is d.escribed in more detail in

Appendix IlIb.

With the large residual errors now eliminated, least-squares cycles

were run on the frrll data with neutral atom scattering factor curves
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(R, 0.0371 , R2 = o.o44, G = 2.480) and with zn2*, P3+ .rrd of* 
"'-,rrr."

(R, = 0.0366, R. = 0.043, G = 2.389). fn both cases unit weights wereLZ

used, and convergence was reached after one cycle. Difference maps revealed

slight increases in electron density, but vrere esscntialty unchanged. It

therefore appears that differentiation between the ionisation of the two Zn

atoms (i.e. oxidation states of 3h and lLs) results in a better agreement

between the observed and calculated models, but the improvement is only

marginal.

At this point the question arose as to whether hopeite is a completely

ordered structure. There are, as discussed in section 3.5, four octahedral

sites per asymmetric unit, located on the mirror plane aL y = t, (with an

equivalent set aE y = \¡ - AII evidence had hitherto suggested that the

octahedrally coordinated Zn2 atom occupied only one of these sites, but in

view of the apparent excess of input scattering matter still observed in

difference maps at the Zn2 location, it was thought that this atom may be

disordered to some extent between one or more of the alternative three

octahedral cavities. However, an examination of these cavities in Fourier

and difference maps from the .R, = 0.0360 model, and a least-squares cycle

in which the occupancíes of the four sites were released simultaneously,

failed to reveal any evidence of disorder in the Zn2 atom. The occupancy

factor for the Zn2 octatredron did in fact drop to 0.970 during this process,

but the occupancies of the other sites turned negative, and the results were

interpreted as having no physical meaning.

In the absence of an accurate chemical analysis of the mineral, the

residual peaks could be e>rplained by non-stoichiometry or by the presence

of atoms other than Zn substituting in the octahedral anð,/or tetrahed.ral

sites. Therefore, as a test for vacancies and/ot sr¡bstitution in the Zn

atom positions, the occupancies of both the octahedral and tetrahedraL Zn

sites were released duríng fuII matrix least-squares refinement of the

El_ = 0.0360 model. the occupancy of the tetrahedral site dropped to
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0.984(3) and that of Èhe octahedral site to 0.874(4) during one cycle' but

the changes to all other parameters (except for some temperature factor

coefficients) were smaller than their associated standard errors. The F

factor statistics dropped to F, = 0.0264, R2= 0.03I, G = 1.738 (n = 85),

and the distrjJcution of aU.uA2 rs. l.Fol ana of F as a function of sinO,/À

were much flatter than before. An equivalent cycle using scattering factors

appropriate to Zn2I f.or both atoms produced occupancies of 0.986(3) and

0.869(4) for ZnL and.Zn2 respectively, wÍth Fl = 0.0263 and Rr= O.O3O,

suggesting that the changes ín occupancy were independent of ionisatíon

effects. Difference maps computed from these n¡cdels displayed a maximum

in residual electron density located at the Zn2 atom site 1f. fel-3) while

the peak at the Znl site had almost vanished.

It was assumed that the change in the Znl site occupancy was a mathe-

matic effect, but the significant change in Zn2 síte occupancy night

reþresent a physically meaningful situatíon produced by substitution of a

Iighter element in the site. On the basis of the chemistry of the Broken llill

deposit in Zambia, from which the hopeite specimens were originally collected'

these lighter elements could be Cu, Fe, Mn or IvIg. If substitution in the

octahedral site did occur there would need to be 12% of the Zn2 atoms

).
replaced by !1g-+, 44l. replacement by *2*, and an even higher percentage

for the ,,heavier" Fe2+ or Co2* ions, in order to accou¡rt for the observed

occupancy change. Converted to weight percentages of Mg and Mn in the

hopeite structural formuta these amounts correspond to about 3% MgO and

8% MnO.

polished mor:nts of hopeite, Reaphook HilI zincian collinsite and

scholzÍte were pïepared, coated with carbon, and placed in the evacuated

chamber of an Etec Scanning Electron Microscope. Secondary x-rays produced

by bombar<lment of the minerals with a 20 kV electron beam were collected

and displayed by a Packard Energy Dispersive Anatyser attached to the

microscope. Scholzite from Reaphook Hill is known to be essentially pure
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CaZnr(POì 2.2H2O 
from deÈailed electron probe microanalysis (Chapter I),

while zincian collinsite contains 10.O% ZnO and 6.5% MgO. These minerals

were used as "standards" during the subsequent qualitative analysis of

hopeite using the electron microscope.

The x-ray spectrum from scholzite clearly showed peaks corresponding

to the presence of Ca, Zn and P. No significant background fluctuations

were observed in the vicinity of the characteristic Ko peaks corresponding

to Cu, Fe, Mn and Mg. On the other hand, peaks correspon<ling to Zn and

Mg (and P) were easily recognised in the spectrum when zincian collínsite

was placed r:nder the electron beam. A comparison of these spectra indicated

two points: firstly, the relative heights of Zn peaks from scholzite and

collinsite were in the ratio of their elemental percentages in the approp-

riate minerals and, secondly, the peak heights for Zn and Mg in collinsite

indicated that at least I4 ZnO and MgO could be detected by the instrument.

ïhe spectrum from hopeite, however, displayed no suggestion of the

presence of any elements other than Zn and P. In the light of the above

discussion, therefore, it is concluded that sr:bstitution of Mg, F€, Mn or

Cu for the octahedral Zn2 al'om in the hopeite crystal structure is not

taking place in sufficient amou¡rt (if at aII) to produce the observed

change in the apparent occupancy factor of this site during least-squares

refinement.

(While in the evacuated specimen chamber of the electron microscope

the surfaces of the hopeite crystals were examined for any signs of dif-

ferences in relief which may have been indicative of density changes

attributable to the presence of o, and ß modifications of the mínera1 as

described by Spencer (1908) and discussed in section 3.7.2. No such

indlcations \^¡ere observed) .

The suggestion that the difference map peaks are a result of non-

stoichiometry (e.9. vacancies in the Zn2 site), still remains essentially

rrnanswered. An accurate density determination was not attempted in vierv of
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the range of density values (3.05 t 0.05) observed by Spencer (1908) in

natural material . ft may, howeve-)î, be sigmificant in this corrtext that

a calculated density, based on least-squares cell dimensions and an ideal

formula, is outside the upper limit of this ïange, namely 3.14 9m.*-3.

The results of these experiments suggest that the,R, = 0.0360 model

should be quoted as final. Details of the structural parameters appropriate

to this model appear in section 3.5, while a list of l¡"1 and lf.l, boÈh x IO,

is given in Appendix VIb. A discussion of the structure is delayed until

the refinement of the Cu data has been described in the next section.

3.4.2 Cu Dat'a Refinement

With the knowledge that the Patterson maps computed from the Cz data

hrere essentially identical to those from Mo, a return to the Heavy Atom

Iocation stage for the former data was not deemed necessary. lherefore,

using the final parameters from the converged R, = 0.0581 Mo d.ata model

(no extinction parameter yet applied), a preliminary structure factor cal-

culation was completed on iutre Cu data using neutral atom scattering factor

cu-rves. Ttris run confirmed that the model \^ras an appropriate one from which

to start refinement, and an approximate scale factor was obtained by inspec-

tion of the list of ltr'"l and lf"l. An attempt was then made to refine

scale factor, coordinates and anisotropic temperature factors by least-

squares using the fult data set of 9J-7 planes and counting statistics

weights. Holr/ever, several physically unreal temperature factors arose as

a result of Èhe effects of high correlation coefficients between the as yet

inexact scale factor and the temperature factor coefficients. A return

was therefore made to the final converged Mo isotropic temperature factors

(El = 0.076), while l-eaving the coordinates at their Fl = 0.0581 values.

fsotropic refinement proceeded satisfactorily to convergence at Æ, = O.0829,

fr^ = 0.119, G = 5.18 (n = 38), but subsequent attempts to refine this nodel
¿

with anisotropic temperature factors again produced. physically meaningless

thermal ellipsoids (for the same reason as before).
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To remove these high correlations a return was made t,o the isotropic

starting rnodel and refinement was then carried out on scale factor and

coordinates alone. This produced an Ã, factor of 0. O94I' which dropped to

O.0760, when isotropic temperature factors were released, and. subsequently

to 0.0728 when coordinates and isotropic temperature factors v¡ere refined

simultaneously. Release of anisotropic temperature factors, coordinates

and scale factor converged the data in two cycles to a model with

Ãl = O.0620, R2= 0.075, G = 4.926 (n = 82). No further trouble with

t'non-positive-definite" temperature factors $IaS encountered..

2+Scattering factor curves for Zn , and 01- were obtained from

MacGillavry and Rieck (1968) and corrected for anomalous dispersion due

to CyK radiation. Three subsequent cycles of least-squares refinement
C[

converged at ,R, = 0.0597, R2 = O.O72, G = 4.748. It is interesting to note

that almost no change in atomic coordinates was produced using the new

(dÍspersion-corrected) scatÈering factors, whereas the thermal vibration

parameters, almost without _exception, decreased sigrnifÍcantly when compared

to their previous values. This is due to the fact that the Af' component

of the scattering factor (having the value of -1.7 fot Zn) is a result,

primarity, of effects relating to the inner shell, more tightly bound

electrons and, as such, is virtually independent of sinO. Its effect is

therefore greater at high sinO than at low sinO, relative to the uncorrected

value of f Temperature factors, being determined mainly by rnoderate to
'o

high angte data, therefore had to decrease itr order to produce the same

scattering power at a given point in reciprocal space.

An attempt to refine a Larson (1967) extinction parameter for this

data set produced unacceptabte distributions of au.u|2 us. lf"l and of Ã

as a function of sin1/\, and vüas therefore abandoned'

Difference naps computed from the ÃI = 0.0597 model bore no similarity

L.o those calculated from t)te Mo refinement at an equivalent stage, even in

the regions of the heavy atoms. Despite the fact that the maximun positive

3+
P
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peak had an efectron density of I.g.R-3, several other peaks had intensities

and positions appropriate to their identification as possible H atom sites,

and to test Èhis suggestion their coordinates were submitted, along with :

those of the remainder of the asymmetric unit aÈoms, to the program BLANDA

for the calculation of bond lengt]¡s and angles. Although confirming that

t]¡e Cu data framework was essentially identical to the Mo model, none of

the proposed sites were found to constitute physically realistic H atom

positions.

fn the light of the improvement afforded to the Mo data set by the

use of scattering factors after Cromer and I¡Jal¡er (1965) a¡rd anomalous

dispersion corrections after Cromer (1965), these factors were substituted

for those of MacGillavry and Rieck (1968), and a least-squares cycle

executed on coordinates, scale factor, anisotropic temperature factors and

the empirical extinction correction. The model converged to .R., = O.O547,

R^ = O.O94, G = 4.I7O (n = 83). ,1, factors for low angle reflections in2I
the forms {nOO} dropped from O.I4 to 0.06 (reflecting the effect of the

extínction coïrection), but a plot of aù.üL2 against lf"l i¡¡dicated (as

in the case of Et.e Mo data) that the low angle planes were weighted far

too heavily relative to the moderate and high angle planes. Consequently

a unit weighting scheme was applied for two cycles of least-squares refine-

ment, and the model converged to Ã, = O.O4O7, R2= 0.048, G = 41.83 (n = 83).

The drop of 0.014 in.R, with the application of unit weights may be compared

with a drop of 0.015 at a corresponding stage in the Mo refinement. The

very large value for the standard error in an observation of unit weight

(Gl for the Cr,¿ model is a function of the fact that the intensities were

not placed on an absolute scale during data reduction. Ttre scale factor

applied by least-sguares refinement had a value of about g.f implying

that the weights (representing the reciprocals of the variance of the

observations) were, on average, rnuch smaller than unity. This contrasts

with the Mo darua set, where the intensities were adjusted in AUPTP such

ttrat they were approximately on an absolute scale prior to refinement. The
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change to a unit weighting scheme in the case of |.tre Cu data therefore

produced a marked increase in the weights (by an amount equal to the scafe

factor) with subsequent increase in the value of G. On the other hand, the

equivalent change for the Mo data (least-squares scale factor = 1.02)

produced virtually no alteration in the average weight applied to the observa-

tions, with the result that G remained at an acceptable leve1.

A difference synthesis calcuÌated from the full data set for the

¡9, = 0. O4O7 Cu model showed a systematic arrangement of positive andI
negative regions of electron density dividing the ø-axis ínto halves' the

b-axis into twelfths and the c-axis into tenths. Allowing for sign reversals,

this distribution of density corresponds to a wave with amplitudes of. Iat

Þub, and I c parallel to the ceII edges, and hence to a plane with Miller

Index (1.65). An examination of the list of observed and calculated

structure factors showed that the (165) plane had lf"l = l:64l-, lf.l = 666

and that it was the seventh rnost intense peak in the list. It was obvious

that this reflection was dominating the dÍfference maps, thereby preventing

any reasonable interpretation of the residual peaks in terms of H atom posi-

tions, etc. It was consídered to be a badly determined plane and was

excluded from all subsequent least-squares calculations, but its removal

from the difference slmthesis maps did not assist the location of positions

corresponding to hydrogen atoms, despite an overall decrease in the residual

electron density.

According to Rollett (1965), when the standard error in an observation

of r¡nit weight (G) does not converge to a value close to unity with purely

statj.stical weight-s applied to the data, random counting errors d.o not

consitiÈute the only sigmificant errors, and the weighting scheme should

then be correspondingly adjusted. Consequently an attempt was made to

correct for additional sources of inaccuracy in the data by nodifying

the weights accord,ing to the algorithm 02(r) = o2(t) + PF.ï2, where

f = lrol', and PF represents an "instrumental instability" parameter.
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Ttris erpression j.s a modifícation of a similar algorithm presented on

page 456 of Stout and Jensen (1968). Values for PF of 0.06 (Rl 0.0498,

-R^ = 0.113, G = 0.955) , O.O4 (0.0489, 0.I10, 1.076), O.o2 (O.O474, o.LO2,
¿

1.335), 0.01 (0.0461, 0.095, 1.613), 0.005 (0.0450, 0.088, 1.897) and

-0.008 (0.0453, O.37, 3.678) were tested, but all produced changes to

coordinates and temperature factors of less than 20 (and, in npst cases,

Iess than 10).

In a further attempt to correct for the fact that the data is not

on an absolute sca1e, a constant weight of 0.1was assigirred to each reflec-

tion (instead of the previously tried unit weights), but some atoms refined

with physically meaningless thermal ellipsoids and this sêheme r^'as therefore

abandoned. Several cycles of least-squares refinement were also executed

in which the function minimised was Xz,ltlMl')', instead of the normal

function mlnfl', ¡oa the models converged with sigrnificantly higher values

of .R in all instances.

Despite these changes Ín weighting scheme none of the resultant

models v¡ere considered to be superior to that obtained with unit weights,

either in terms of Ã factor statistics or in residual electron density.

For this reason, and also because it allows a more clirect comparison with

1l-}:,e Mo refinement, the unit-weighted, Fl = 0.0407 model is presented as

the final refinement of the Cu data-

A list of lf"l and lf"l, both x 10, is given in Appendix vrb.

3.5 STRUCTURE FIGURES AND TABLES

lthe figures and tables of structural parameters are collected

together in this section preliminary to the discussion in sections 3.6 and

3.7 .

Table 3.3 presents the statistical details of the converged Mo and

C¿,¿ nrodels, while table 3.4 contains the corresponding atomic coordinates
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and anisotropic temperature factors. For reasons which will become obvious

in section 3.6, bond rengths and bond angles for 1-Ine Mo moder only are

given in table 3.5. A unit cell diagram of this nodel is presented in
figure 3.3.

TABLE 3.3 DETAILS OF CONVERGED HOPEITE MODELS

CuMo

Total number of reflections:

No. refs. included in least-squares:

Ratio of observations to variables:

No._ refs. with sinO/À >0.04:

Rr

Rf (totat data)

R,

R, (total data)

T42L

I42t

17. I

IL74

0.0360

0. 038

0.041

o.o42

o.702

2.3r8

59 15

60r5

917

916

11.0

891

o.0407

o.447

0.048

o. o83

1. I25

4r.8

8t1

7T!T2

Standard deviation
electron density (

of

"R-
t),

Standard error in an obs. of
r:nít weight (G),

Ext. param. (.-2 * to6),

Ext. param. x scale factor
(¿'2 x 106):



TABLE 3.4 ATOM]C COORDINATES AND TEMPERATURE FACTOR COEFFICIENTS FOR HOPE]TE - CZZ A}üD MO MODEI,S

u á ß11 ß 22 ß 33 þ T2 Þ 13 ß23

L4268( L2)
14272( 4)

499L5( 7)
49e1s ( 3)

20788( 2s)
2078L( 9)

208 (13)
Le7 ( 4)

76
90

4)
1)

e22( 64)
7e0 ( 18)

- 6( s
- 2( 2

5
1

Ie)
6)

- Is (r1)
- ls( 4)

26376( 20)
26368( 7)

\
\

07300 ( 43)
07286 ( Is)

374 (2r)
33s ( 7)

158
156

7)
3)

1468 ( 9s)
1362 ( 30)

0
0

- 53( 3s)
- 39( 1r)

0
0

39711 ( 23)
39710 ( r0)

40602 (r2l
4057e( 6)

22ss21 A9)
22s6L( 22)

240 (22)
228( 8)

51(
62(

7)
3)

744 (IOO)
768 ( 36)

7 (10
r0( 3

- rs( 37)
- 17( 13)

17 (2r)
16( 8)

looo6 ( 89)
1003r( 41)

s7er2 (4L)
57e38 (20)

42830 ( rs3)
42863( 72)

953 (9e)
87s (42)

82 (2L)
111 (ro)

e3e (300)
983 (121)

126 (39)
1r1 ( 16)

-237 (L43)
-207 ( s7)

-106 (67)
- 94 (2e)

33682( 76)
33666 ( ¡S)

66eL6 (43)
669s8(22)

33677 ( 173)
3373s ( 81)

43O (73)
394 (33)

L37 (24)
1s6 (11)

23s8 ( 36s)
2478 (Ls7)

76 (36)
64 (r4)

174 (r38)
r4s ( s4)

s6 (7e)
46(3s)

3Or52( 67)
30rs6 ç z9)

4s99r(4L)
4se7L(Le)

36018 (L47)
3se43( 63)

232 (6r)
24s (26)

ts4(23)
131 ( ro)

1096 (279)
100r (r08)

s6 (3r)
se (11)

-213 (r15)
-148 ( 38)

- 3s (70)
-LLO (27)

LO6s2 ( r0o)
10645( 46)

2*4
224

25764 (-24)
25783 (102)

306 (e2)
330 (3e)

178 (34)
173 (ls)

e68 (3ee)
1130 (16s)

0
o

-r19 (169)
- 87( 64)

0
0

3se97 ( 73)
3se98 ( 33)

32800 (3e)
32748 (L8)

28374 (Ls )
28375( 68)

486 (7r)
s02 (30)

80 (20)
83( 8)

1371 ( 307)
126s (118)

-80 (32)
-78(r2)

-r87 (r24)
-26r( 47)

27 (67)
62 (28)

o2s35( 67)
02480( 30)

42180 (38)
42163 (L9)

r43r4 (166)
L4362( 7s)

283 (64)
2r9 (27'.)

63 (20)
e3( e)

24L4 (343)
2428 (r42)

-2O (29)
-2e (Ll.)

t89 (r27)
8e ( 46)

- 82(7r)
-ro2 (2e)

1r433 (103)
Lr427 ( 47)

\
à

34s05 (243)
34735(r07)

237 (e2)
226(4L)

246 (42)
269 (20)

1861 (488)
16s3 (192)

0
0

l.46
L64

183 )

67)
0
0

Atom Data

Znl (tet) Cu
Mo

CV

Mo

Cu
Mo

Cu
Mo

Cu
Mo

Cu
Mo

Cu
Mo

Cu
tr^
I'JU

Cu
Mo

Cu
Mo

Zn2 (oct)

P

o1

02 (H2O)

o3

04 (H2O)

o5

o6

07 (H
2
o)

P
'ÈLNPositional parameters and anisotropic temperature factors x 105. The eïroï in the final figure is indicated in parenthesis.



PO tetrahed.ron

TABLE 3.5 BOND DTSTANCES AND A}TGLES FOR HOPEITE - MO MODEL

ZnO tetrahedron

P-01
03
05
06

01-03
05
06

03 05
06

05 06

1.518
1.566
1.516
L.532

ZnI - 0l
03
03'
06

01

1.901
L.984
L.997
1.919

3. 082
3.131
3. 328
3. 115
3.204
3. r87

Zn2 -

02 - o2l
o4
05
o7

04 05
05 05'

o7

Average

ZnO octahedron

2.169 (x2)
2.O99
2-O45 (x2)
2. 101

o2
o4
05
o7

Average 1.533 Average 1.950 Average 2.LOs

2.510
2.502
2.528
2.529
2.466
2.482

03

03'

03
03'
06
03'
06
06

2.946
2.878 (x2)
3.064 (x2)
3. 0o4 (x2)
3.o23 (x2)
2.839
2.983(x2)

2.974

85. 56
84.7tt (x2)
93.25 (x2)
89 -4O (x2)
93.70 (x2)
87.9r
92.OI (x2)

L72 -07*

Average 2.503

01-P-03
05
06

03 05
06

05 06

Average =

Average 3.175

108.91
111.14
TTT.92
110. 25
105. 48
108. 99

01 -ZnI-03
031

03

03'

Average

oor04 02-Zn2-02'
'04

05
o7

04 05
05 05'

o7
04 07

Average = 89.

o6
03
06
06

106. 86
L2L.25
ro2.94
110. 34
108.91

109.45

All distances given in R;
All angles given in o;
*Excluded frorn average.

LOg.22

ÞÀ
Oì

98
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3.6 COMPARTSON OF THE TVIO MODELS

As can be seen from table 3.4, the two hopeite data sets produced

models having parameters which are equivalent to within one standard devia-

tion, in all but five of the 81 cases. Three of these unequal parameters

are 9r, values, one is a ßr, value and the fifth is a y coordinate. The

standard errors of the Cu parameters are, on average, two times those of

t-}:re Mo parameters, presumably because of the smaller number of reflections

measured in the Cu set.

The equivalence of the tvro sets of structural parameters determined.

from independently collected data, the large ratio of observations to

variables in the least-squares refinement procedure (tabLe 3.3) and the high

precisíon of both sets of experimentally determined lfol values (tabte 3.1),

all suggest that the parameters are physically meaningful. Moreover, the

product of the empirical extinction parameter and the scale factor for each

data set is the same to within one standard deviation (table 3.3), lending

support to the validity of the extinction correction applied in the final

stages of refinement: had this parameter been absorbing systematic errors

ín each of the data sets then one would not expect the two values to be the

same for data collected with different equipment and radiation.

Time forbade detail-ed comparison of the two sets of parameters and

tJle possible detection of systematic errors using half-normal probability

plots (Abrahams and Keve, I97I¡ Abrahams, 1974).

The aim of this dual analysis was to use the information contained in

the first-collected data set (Cu) as a blueprint for the installation and

testing of the Stoe diffractometer and its associated electronics and soft-

ware. From the above discussion it appears that the two refined. models are

idet.tical and, ín fact, that the Stoe results (in terms of Ã factors and

parameter standard errors) are superior to those determined using the Buerger-

Supper system. These two facts suggest that the aim of the analysis has

been successfully accomplished.
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3.7 DTSCUSSION

3. 7. I Descr of the Structure

The gnit cell diagram for the Mo refinement is given in figure 3.3.

It can be seen that hopeite is a framework structure dominated by

the presence of sheets of distorted face-sharing octahedra of O atoms,

lying on mirror planes perpendicular to the b-axis at y = O.25 and' y = 0.75.

One of the three Zn atoms in the formula unit (Zn2) is completely ordered

into one quarter of these octahedra, the remaining three quarters being

vacant. Two of the six O aÈoms of each occupied octahedron are shared

between Zn2 and a tetrahedrally coordinated P atom, while the remaining

four atoms aïe interpreted as water nplecules. Midway between these sheets

are zig-zag chains of corner-sharing O tetrahedra, oriented parallel to

the c-axis, and occupied by Znl atoms. The PO4 groups serve to connect

these chains to each other, and to the Zn2 oc1ua}:.edra, vía shared corners,

to produce a framework structure with strong layer character.

Since the 02 atom, bonded to Zn2, is probably a water molecule' the

ZnOn chains may also be connected to the octahedral sheets by hydrogen bond-

ing between the atoms 02 and 06 (attached to P and Znl). The separation

between them is Z.7O6R, i.e. close to the mean value (2.75f), and well wit-hin

the range (2.4g - 3.15R), of O-H-...O distances in inorganic compounds

(Pimentel and McCfennan, 1960). It is possibte that the H atoms also

participate in extensive hydrogen bonding betv¡een some or aÌl of the O atoms

constituting the vacant octahedra, wherein the O atom separations range

from 2.839Â to 3.738R.

The dimensions of the Zn2 octahedron are given in table 3.5' and may

be compared with those of the three unoccupied octahedra by examination of

the Schlegel diagrams given in figure 3.4. These diagrams are a very useful

method of representing a convex polyhedron in a plane projection' and have

the advantage of enabling the direct comparison of polyhedral interatomic

distances within the same crystal, or between different crystals, without
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the necessity of resorting to ta-bular data. They are constructed by choos-

ing a centre of projection such that the projection of one face completely

contains the projections of all other faces (Schlegel, 1883; Sommerville,

1929). In general, a Schlegel diagram can be formed for any polyhedron of

genus zero (Coxeter, 1948), i.e. the family of closed convex polyhedra with

no holes.

(2.0se)
o4 o4

19

2.8 2'839

o
1.¡
a,

s

(2.1 6e)

(2.100

946

occupied

2.

2.s,

(2.f 6e)

02

0ccupied and vacant octahedron interatomic
0-0 distances in hopeite shown as Schlegel
diagrams (tfre Zn-O distances are gjven in
parentheses ) .

.94

l.J

2.

ûJ

2, 2

Fìgure 3.4
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As expected., the shared faces are considerably smaller in area than

the unshared faces for all octahedra, and the occupied octahedron is

smaller, overalf, than the unoccupied ones. It is anticipated that any

impurities in the hopeÍte crystal structure would substitute for Zn2 in

Lhe occupied octahedron, or move directly into one of the unoccupied octa-

hedra, leaving a deficiency of Zn2 in the former site. Both of these pos-

sibilities have already been considered in section 3.4.1 in relation to

the presence of residual peaks in difference slmthesis maps.

The tetrahedral-Iy coordinated ZnI atom has each of its four O atoms

shared with a P atom, prod,ucing a tetrahedral tetradentate array, sandwiched

between the octahedral sheets. l\,.lo of the o>rygen atoms (O3) are also shared

with another Znl atom and are therefore in trigonal coordination. These

cations subtend angles of I27.78, l-i-:6.79 and I15.O9o at the 03 atom, whích

Iies only 0.07R out of the trigonal plane, and is therefore in aln¡cst regular

coordination.

The POn tetrahedron has one corner shared with the Zn2(U group,

sharedtwo shared with a single Znl tetrahedron, and the fourth corner (O3)

with two ZnI tetrahedra. The 06 atom (as discussed above) may also be

involved in hydrogen bondinq to the 02 atom of the Zn2 octahedron.

The octahedron sheets, and the diffuse Znl and P tetrahedron sheets

sandwiched between them perpendicular to the b-axis, readily accou¡¡t for

the excellent (01-0) cleavage and tabular habit displayed by the mineral.

The presence of t}:e zig-zag chains of ZnL tetrahedra parallel to the c-axis

aceounts for the [OOf] elongation.

It is well known (Hartshorne and Stuart, I97Oi Phillips, I97Ii

Bloss, L97Ll that the degree of polarisation of an atom depends on its

atomic number, its bonding relationship to surrounding atoms, and the

presence and direction of a time-varying electric fierd. The prane of

maximum polarisation generally corresponds to the plane of maximum atom

density' while the direction of minimum polarisation is usually perpendicular

za) qoz
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to this plane. The atoms in sheet or chain structures are therefore most

strongly polarised in the plane of the sheet or the direction of tha chain.

Íhe polarisation of an atom strongJ-y affects the velocity of light ..,.-.ns-

mitted by that atom, the velocity generally decreasing with increasi¡g

polarisation of the atom. fn the case of hopeite, Iight waves transmitted

parallel to the b-axis vibrate parallel to the structural sheeÈs, increasing

polarisation already present. Hopeite, therefore, wou1d. be expected to

have a relatively higher index of refraction paralle1 to the b-axis, ancl

indeed, this is the case (Palache et aL., 1951) .

3.7.2 Structure Analogues

There are six phosphate minerals which, on the basis of their

chemistryr Iûây be placed in Wolfe's (1940) classification of minerals of

the type A3(PO4) 2.4H2O. Three of these minerals are Zn phosphates (hopeite,

parahopeite and phosphophyllite), characterised by the presence of four-

and six-fold coordinated cations. Two of the remaining species: anapaite,

CarFe(Po4) 2.4H2O, containing Ca and Fe in seven- and. six-fold coord.inatíon

respectively (Rumanova and Znamenskaya, 1961), and ludlamite,

(Fe,Mg,l"ln)3(PO4) 
2.4H2O, with the cations ín six-fold coordination only

(Ito and Mori, 1951; Abrahams, 1966), appear to bear no structural relation-

ships to the Zn species. The final member, switzerite, (lln,Fe)3(Po4) 
2.4H2O

(Leavens and llhite, 1967), has a crystal structure which is as yet unknown,

but on the basis of x-ray powder diffraction data, also appears to be

structurally unique within this chemical group.

The three Zn phosphate species, on the other hand, have closely

related atomic frameworks. Kurnbasar and Finney (1968), and Chao (1969),

in independent determinations of the crystal structr:re of parahopeite,

Znr(PAl 2.4l12Ot showed that it bore a cl-ose reseñblance to the structure

of phosphophyllite, Zn2(Fe,t{n) (Po4) 2.4H2o (Kleber et aL., 1961), and also

to that of hopeite, its dimorph (Gamidov et aL., 1963; Liebau, 1965).

However, their discussion of these str:uctures was based on data extrapolated
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in the third dimension in the case of the latter two minerals. A detailed

comparison of the crystal structures of these minerals is presented in

Chapter 4, followinq refinement of the phosphophyllite framework, and in the

tight of the three-dimensional structure analysis of hopeite described in

this chapter.

As pointed out in section 3.2, hopeite from Broken HilI, Zambia, was

divided into two forms, cx and ß. by Spencer (1908), on the basis of dif-

ferences in density, optical characteristics and thermal behaviour. The

mineral was interpreted as being composed of regular intergrov¿ths of these

two modifications in an analogous manner to that of cr- and S-zoisite

(Termier, 1898). Subseguent to this study, the relationship between the

forms has been discussed by Takahashl et aL. (1972), Kawahara et aL. (L972,

L973), Goloshchapov and Filatova (1969) and Nriagu (1973), using x-ray,

optical and thermal properties.

' V{hile most of these authors confirm the existence of two forms dis-

playing different optical and/or thermal properties, there still remains

some considerable doubt as to the differences (if any) in x-ray characteris-

tics. Kawahara et aL. (1972) reported dissimilarities in powde:r diffraction

spectra for material synthesised at different temperatures., supporting the

evidence of Goloshchapov and Filatova (1969) who succeeded in differentiat-

ing various forms of synthetic material on the basis of density, optics and

thermal properties. Indeed, with differences in density of the order

reported by Spencer (1908), one would ex¡rect consideral¡le structural varía-

tíon, but I¡lo1fe (1940) and a re-examination by Kawahara et aL. (1973),

failed to detect any sigrnificant difference between the o,- and $-forms

during x-Tay examination.

As already indicated in section 3.4, the candidate was also unable

to demonstrate any optical or x-ray evidence for the existence of two species

in natural material from Broken HiIl. Ho\^¡ever, the results of thermal

dehydration e>çeriments carried out on natural and synthetic material
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(discussed in detail in Chapter 7) indicate that a number of unique modifica-

tions of hopeite occur which dísp1ay significantly different thermal charac-

teristics but which are indistinguisha-ble when examined, either as single

crystals or as powder, by x-ray diffraction. The thermal differences are

interyreted as arising from variations in the nature of the coordination

of water withÍn othen¡ise essentially identical structures (i.e. differences

in hydrogen bonding). They are probably produced during crystal growth by

slight variations in pH artd/or temperature.
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CHAPTER 4 THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF PI{OSPIIOPHYLLTTE
Zn (Fe Mn) (Po .4H o

4.I ABSTRACT

As published, the crystal structure of the hydrated phosphate mineraL

phosphophyllite, Zn2(Fe,l4n) (PO4) 
2.4H2Ot contains several unusually short

atomic distances. The framework has been refined using the method of

Distance Least Squares to produce a new architecture which is internally

more realistic and which readily explains the observed similarity of its

powder diffraction pattern with that of the mineral hopeite. The reLation-

ships between the new structure and those of other members of the

A3(PO4) 
2.4H2O 

family of rninerals are discussed.

4.2 INTRODUCTTON

The mineral phosphophyllite is one of three monoclinic species within

the Ar(PO4) 2.4H2O fanr-ily as classifed by V{olfe (1940), the others being

ludlamite, (Fe,Mg,l"In) 
3 

(PO4) 
2.4H2c^ 

and swj-tzerite, (Mn,Fe) 
3 

(PO4) 
2.4H2c^.

It was origi.nally found as a secondary mineral in a pegmatite at Hagendorf,

Bavaria, about 1920 (Laubmann and Steinmetz, 1920), and has since been

identifíed at Palermo, New Hampshire (Moore , L973). and at Reaphook HiJ-I,

South Australia (HiII and Milnes, 1974), but it remains a very rare species.

Named ín allusion to its being a phosphate with a perfect cleavage,

the mineral is reported to crystallise in space group p2I/c (nunber 14)

withø= 10.25, b = 5.09, c= 10.518, ß= 12OoI5' and.z=2 (wolfe, L94o¡

converted from kX r.¡nits). Crysta1s occur v¡ith thick tabular {fOO} habit,

have perfect {too} cleavage, and are conunonly twinned on {rOO}. The

morphology has been amply described by Laubmann and Steinmetz (1920),

Steinmetz (1926), Palache and Berman (1927) and Kleber (1935).

Geometrical relationships between the unit cells of phosphophyllite

and the compositionally similar mineral hopeite were recogrnised by Steinmetz

in 1926, and expanded by VÍolfe (1940), who proposed the transformation
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formula, phosphophyllite to hopeite: OOL/ZOI/OIO. Vtith a ß angle of about

J.2Oo, the retation between the cells is approximately the same as that

between primitive and orthohexagonal unit ceIls. In fact, I.IoIfe (l-940) $/as

able to show a close relationship between the cleavages of the two rnilterals

whích, when added to the close similarity of their x-ray powder diffraction

patterns, suggests that the crystal structures are very símiì-ar. Further

interest in tJ:e structure of phosphophyllite was prompted by the similarity

between its powder diffraction pattern and that of phosphosiderite

(metastrengite), observed by Strunz (L942).

A crystal structure determination of phosphophyllite was eventually

carried out by Kleber et aL. (1961), and following the solution of the

crystal structure of hopeite (Mamedov et aL. , L96L; Gamidov et aL., 1963;

Liebau, L962, 1965; Kawahara et aL., L972¡ 1973; Takahashí et aL., L972) the

previously implied affinities lvere readily explained. Crystal structure

analyses of parahopeite (the triclinic dimorph of hopeite) by Kumbasar

and Finney (1968) and Chao (1969) allowed further comparisons within the

A3(PO4) 2.4H2O farnily to be made.

However, despite these determinations, there still remains considerable

confusion in regard to the detailed relationships bctrveen thcse minerals.

Early studies of the hopeite crystal structure were based on two-dimensional

data, and were further complicated by the then uncertain character of the

ct- and $-forms of the mineral (supposedly corresponding to natural and

slmthetíc varieties). Several of the determinations were later found to

be incorrect and the sÈructure remained in a state of uncertainty until

the three-dimensional- analyses by Kawahara et aL. (1973) and the candidate

(Chapter 3) were completed.

Adding to Èhese diffículties is the fact that the phosphophyllite

structure was also determined from only two-dimensional data, with t}re A

coordinates estimated on the basis of interatornlc distances within the

inferred coordination polyhedra. No three-d.imensional analysis of this

mineral has yet been carried out, with the result that all comparisons with
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other structures have been made on the basis of this essential-Iy two-

dimensional model. However, as pointed out hy Gamidov et aL. (1963),

and demonstrated independently by the candid.ate in the next section, several

very short o-o contacts are obtained when the Kl-eber et aL. (1961) coordi-

nates are used in a calculation of bond lengths. One of these short

contacts arises from an apparent typing error (E}:e y coordinate of HrOII

should be -0.17 instead of +0.17), but theothersresult from the untikely

sharing of an edge between a ZnOn and' a POn tetrahedron.

Garnidov et aL. (1963) proposed that the spurious atom contacts

could be eliminated by arrangj.ng the y coordinates of phosphophyllite to

fit the hopeite structural plan. AIl subsequent comparisons between the

minerals were then based either on the original (probably) incorrect

phosphophyllite structure, or on an assemblage of atoms which had already

been made to fit the hopeite framework. The situation has been further

complicated by the fact that the c-axis of hopeite (equivalent to the b-

axis of phosphophyllite and to the e-axis of parahopeite) is very short

(5.03R). This has meant that contacts between potyhedra have been difficult

to depict when the structure is projected on to the (00I) plane (or the

(010) plane in the case of phosphophyllite). Projections of the structures

have therefore continued to imply the existence of shared edges between

Zn and P tetrahedra, ar¡d also between Zn tetrahedra, which do not exist in

tJ:e light of the mosÈ recent structure determinations (at least in the

cases of hopeite and parahopeite).

fn view of the suggested relationships between phosphophyllite

and hopeÍte (as well as parahopeite and metastrengite) it was decided thaÈ

a reappïaisal of the phosphophyllite structr:re v¡as in order as an adjunct

to the crystal structure determination of hopeite presented in Chapter 3.

4.3 UNTT CELL DIIVIENSIONS AND CONTENTS

AttempÈs at isolaÈing single crystals of phosphophyllite from

Reaphook Hill were not successful in view of its intimate association, on
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a microscopic scale, with other cryptocrystalline phosphate species. In

addition, materiat of sufficient quality was not available from Museum

collections in either South Australia or Victoria. The candidate therefore

had to be content with information al-ready present in the literature,

namely the ASTM powder diffraction data and the atomic coordinates given by

Kleber et aL. (f961).

Using the 39 powder diffraction lines presented for phosphophyllite

on ASTM card. 17-474 (collected by the Department of Geology and Mineralogy,

University Museum, Oxford, England, in 1965, using a 114.6 mm diameter

camera), cell dimensions (and reflection Miller Tndices) were determined

by a least-squares process in space group P2V^ using the computer program,c

CDIM (Appendix I). Using egual weights for aII reflections, the cell

dimensions converged in five cycles to the values¡

= 10.264(5), b = 5.084(3), c =

= t2oo1o (2)' , vol. = 473.5(3)R3,

10.4e6 (4) R

thereby displaying little variation from the values presented. for this

rnineral by WoIfe (f940) based on !,Ieissenberg measurements. The correspond-

ing list of calculated d spacings and Miller Indices is presented in table

4.r.

Using the analytical data presented by Steinmetz (L926) the struc-

tural formula may be calculated (on:the basis of eight O atoms in the

fårmula unit) as:

'nr.g6fu"o. 76'ho. 31) 
(Pr. 

or¿oa) 2' 4'06 H2o

The mineral therefore bears quite close chemical similarities to both

a

ß

switzerite, (*2.23,Fe'. 
77) @O4)

ludlamite, (Fe rI4g,l"ln) 3 
(PO4) 

Z.4HZ

monoclinic members of the A3(PO4

2.4H2O 
(Leavens and White, 1967), and

o (Palache et aL., 1951), the other two

) r.Auro family of phosphate minerals.

If the deviations in atomic ratios of Zn and (FerI'In) from values of 2
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TABLB 4.1 LEAST SOUAR-ES REFINEMENT OF ASTM POWDER DTFFRACTION
DATA FOR PHOSPHOPHYL¡ITE

dob= , dr1 calc
I,dobs /,,hkL d hkLcalc

I
5
4
4

3.44
2.825
2.640
2.602
2.536

2.445

2.285

2.2r7

2.O5).

2.O33

I.977
I.932
l.897
r.832

I.813

1.774

80
10
T4
95

70
100

16
25
18

8.873
5.248
4.537
4.4TT
3.627
3.6l-2
3. 405
2.829
2-624
2.600
2.542
2.448
2.446
2.444
2.29L
2.288
2.222
2.2I8
2.2L8
2.OsL
2.036
2.033
2. 030
2. O30
1. 973
1.931
1.896
I.826
I.823
1.8r4
1. 814
I.775
r.775

I.72L
I.696
1.669

I.634

1. 613

1.596

1.56r

r.544

1.519

1.483

I.459
L-440

1.375

L.345
r.335
1. 328
1.320

r.720
L.696
1.67r
I.654
I.634
1.633
L.614
1. 613
r.613
r.596
1.559
1.558
1. 545
1.543
1.520
1.519
1. s19
I.479
L.479
1. 455
L.44L
1.415
T.4I4
1.413
I.374
r.374
1.353
1.337
I.328
1.320

85

L.4T4

100îoz
oo2-rro
111*
itt
ro2
TT2
2o+
013
o.2.o
o2L
lzt
lzo*
stzlzz*
311
400
o22*
302
Boz
ãto*
22L
lzz
r04
2ts5r:
lzd*
B:-a
411
222*-dzz
500*

14l

10t

25t

,utl
T2
20

18 
I.I

.I

4
4
6

6

206
5rs
4,zo
5ro
313*-roo
2t4
2zs*
lzz
322
124*
4zs
5ro
42I*-rg:
arr
2s:*
600*
033
Ézo
zzø
224-qzz*
4I3
5L2t,lza
4z+
ltt
êtz
1tø

.24

.53

.40

3.62 T2

6

4

I

10

18

20

4
4

.l
L

6l
6
2
4
4

* Most likely index of the group.
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and 1 respectively in the phosphophyllíte formula are accepted as valid,

then it appears that the excess (Fe,I4n) may be contained within the deficient

(tetrahedral) Zn site of the structure, thereby rendering unnecessary the

recalculation of the formul-a to give exacLLy 2 atoms of Zn and I atom of

(Fe,ìtn). Even with this assumption there still remains a deficiency in

the cation content as determined by Steinmetz (1926), but reanalysis of

the mineral was not possible because of a lack of material of sufficient

purity.

4.4 CRYSTAI STRUCTURE EXPERIMENTS

The collection of a new data set of diffracted intensities from

phosphophyllite for the purpose of crystal structure analysis could. not be

attempted because of the inability to obtaj-n síngle crystals of the material.

Moreover, the absence of a lisÈ of observed and calculated structure factors

in ttre published structure determination by 1C-eber et aL. (1961), precluded

refinement of the æ and z coordinates on the basis of their data.

As stated in section 4.2, estimation of y coordÍnates in considera-

tion of the hopeite framework (as attempted by Gamidov et aL., 1963)

incorporates an undesiral¡Ie bias in the final result, and defeats the

purpose of the e>çeriment.

The problem therefore reduces to the objective estimation of the

y coordinates of the ato,ms in the absence of any diffractíon data' but

with a knowledge of moderately accurate (F = 0.20) æ and z coordinates.

The optimisation of interatomic distances within a framework of atoms

located in two-dimensions, but onlyknown inaccurately in the third-

dimensi.on, would seem to be one method of solving this problem. In this

regard the technigue of Distance Least Squares, discussed at length in

section 2.7.2, was considered to be directly applicable, although, to the

candidate's knowledge, its use in a situation of this kind has not previously

been attempted.
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4.4.I Distance Least Squares Refinement

The use of DLS to refine the phosphophyllite frar,rev¡ork immediately

presents a problem in itself: should one asslrme that the æ and ¿ co-

ordinates, determined from observed structure factor data, are sufficiently

accurate to allow them to be fixed while only the y coordinates are varied

in the least-squares adjustments, or should all three coord.inates be allowed

to vary? In the latter case, there is a distinct possibility that the

æ and a coordinates will wa¡rder significantly from their experimentally

determined positions, thereby negating the results of the Kleber et aL,

(1961) refinement. On the other hand, these coordinates have only been

determíned to an accuracy represented by an -R value of 0.20, and it could

be argrred that their release in DLS refinement is therefore justified.

It was decided to attempt an analysis under both sets of conditions in

order to resolve this problem.

Prelíminary examination of the Kleber et aL. (1961) model for phospho-

phyllite (unit ceIl diagram given in figure 4.1, incorporating arbitrarily

assigned isotropic temperature factors) revealed the u¡rlikety situation of

a shared edge between the POn and ZnOn tetrahedra. Using the coordinates

assigned to these atoms the O2-O4 distance is only 1.353Â, representing

a value considerably less than the O-O distances (2.5088), and sma1ler, even,

tlran the P-o distances (1.536R), occurring in Po4 groups within si¡n-ilar

structures. In additj-on, a number of other distances are obviously in

error, a situation which had already (as discovered later by the candidate)

been pointed out by Gamídov et aL. (1963).

Since the ¡nethod of DLS is unable to change a particular topology

of atoms once it has been established by the set of "error" equations set

up by the user (Viltiger, 1969), it was clear thaÈ the shared edge would

remain intact during refinement. llowever, in order to test whether DLS

couÌd produce shifts in coordinates such that interatomic distances became

nore acceptable within this framework, the initial refinements proceeded
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using the published model as input. The prescribed P-O and Zn-O distances

for the pOn and ZnOn Letrahedra were the same as those used in the DLS

refinement of scholzite described in section 2.7.2, but the O-O distances

of these polyhedra were lengthened or shortened from their ideal values

accord.ing to whether they were involved in shared or r¡nshared relationships

with each other. The shared edge length was chosen as an average of the

O-O distances in a ZnOn a¡d a POn tetrahedron, and the corresponding un-

shared edges were lengthened in a rnanner which maintained the overall sum

of edge lengths within each polyhedron (Drits, 1971). the (Fe,l4n)-o

distance was assigned a weighted average (according to the relative

abundance of Fe and Mn in the octahedral site) of Fe-O and l"fn-O distances

calculated for Fe2+ arrd Mrr2+ ion= in the low spin state (Shannon and

prewitt, 1969). The O-O distance in this octahedron was calculated from

the (Fe,M¡:r)-O value assuming a regular polyhedron. The weighting scheme,

as in the case of scholzite, was chosen to be proportional to the electro-

static bond strengths of the various atomic contacts. These input dista¡ces

and weights are sununarised in tal¡1 e 4.2.

TABLE 4.2 DLS PRESCRIBED BOND LENGTHS AND VfrEIGHTS FOR PHOSPHOPHYLLÏTE

(Fe,l4n) -O

Zn-O

P-O

o-o (re,un) oct.
o-orrr,P tet, shared

O-O- unsharedzn teE.

o-o- unsharedP tet.
o-o isolatedZn ,1l-eL.

Distance tRl Weight

2.O8 0.33

r.954 0.50

1.536 r.25

2.94L o.1

2.849 o.r

3. 305 o.I

2.394 o.1

3. 191 o.1

o-on tet. isolated 2. 508 o.I
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Initial cycles of DLS refinement involved the release of al1 three

coordinates of every atom except (Fer}4:r), whích remaj-ned fixed at ttre

origin of the unit cell. ftre number of "observed" distances amounted to

85, and the number of adjustable coordinates was 24, giving an observations :

variables ratio of 3.54. However, the (Fe,l,ln) octahedron is bonded to the

remainder of the framework via shared O atoms (in trans confíguration) with

POn groups. Therefore, at least one of the other atoms coordinated to

(Ferl4n) ha<l to be fixed in order to prevent uncontrolla-ble rotation of

the octahedron a.bout the bonded axis during DLS refinement. Since changes

to the y coordinates were of primary interest, only the æ and a coordinates

of the H2O(1) atom were fixed in order to prevent this rotation. This

reduced the number of variables to 22, and increased the observations :

variables ratio to 3.86.

The coordinates converged in nine cycles to the values presented

in column four of ta.b1e 4.3. Ihe initial standard error of 0.0824 reduced

to 0.0051-, representing a sigrnificant improvement to the regularity of all

coordination polyhedra. When compared to the Kleber et aL, (1961) co-

ordinates, given in column three of the same table, it can be seen that

only minor changes occurred in the æ and a coordinates, the maximum shift

being 0.061æ (0.63R) for the 02 atom. However, i-iine g coordinates, as

expected, display quite considerable movements from their input values.

lfhe nrost notable change occurred to the gt coordinate of H2O(2), which

moved from 0.17 to -O.Ig7, representing a total shift of 1.87R. As

pointed out by Gamidov et aL. (1963) this coordinate probably represents

a typing error for -0.17 in the original study. Nevertheless, the large

shift assigned to the H2O(2) atom during DLS refinement demonstrates the

ability of the method to effecÈ quite sign-rificant., yet meaningful, changes

to input coordinates, and lends credence to the accuracy of the smaller

shifts given to the other atoms. Zn, P, Q2, 03 and 04 also suffered

quite large changes to their y coorclinates.



TÀBI,iE 4.3 DT,S REFI}IEMENI RESUI,TS

Fe

?,fL

Atoúr

03

rr20 (1)

Coordi¡ate

&r! tã

I
z

t
g

z

Kleber et, dL. lL96L,

0rOrO

0.500

0.78

0.148

0.317

o.21

0.000

0.159

0.34

o.467

0.344

0.50

o.019

0.333

o.46

0.390

0.415

0.39

0. rss

0.002

0.33

0.129

o.183

o.17

0. I88

O, .*r ." t¡r *I"¡.r ¿t ¿Z'. (1961)

D'Ls (E,a,z, DLS (.t/)

Or0rO (fixed) -

o.A95

0.560 0.802

0.161

0.323

0.339

0. oî0

0.315

0. r80

o.272

0. 283

0.63Ì
0. oI4

0.611

0.358

0.180

o.394

0.361

0.455

0.181

o.L42

0.441

0.002 (fixeit)

o.328

0.129 (fixedl)

'0.326

0.164

-0.197
o.L97

02 atoD lnput at a - O.9L

DLS (t,g,z) DDS (Y)

0.510

0.693

0.158

o.774

319

481

0

0

o1 u

z

u
z

u

c
z

v

u

E

0.315

o.22L

0.000

0.149

o.29L

0.459

0.370

0.937

0.007

0.324

o.L27

0.378

0.411

0.359

o.149

0.312

0. I81

-0.170
0.184

0.31?

o.27L

1.018

o.432

0.310

02

0.357

o4

ts
Oì(¡Hzo(2' -0.184 -0.160
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fn order to test the effect of varying only the y coordinates of

the atoms, while keeping the Kleber et aL. (1961) structure-factor-deter-

mined æ and z coordinates constant, another DLS refinement was carried out

with the same 85 observational equations, but with only the eight A co-

ordinates as variables. This nrn had a¡r observations : variables ratio

of 10.63, and converged in five cycles to the model presented in column

five of table 4.3. The initial standard error of 0.O75 decreased to

O.O4I, again demonstrating an improvement in the regularity of the. poly-

hedra within the framework (although not as marked as the improvement

rendered by the full-matrix refinement described previously). H2O(2)

suffered the biggest change in y cootdinate, again moving to a positíon

indicative of a typing error in the pr:blished value, but on the whole, the

shifts were smaller than those obtained from the (æ,ArZ) refinement. In

fact there are considerabfe differences between many of the converged' y

coordinates in the two DLS models, especially for Zn, 03 and 04. This

obviously illustrates the effect of allowing the coordination polyhedra

to "flex" in three dimensions, rather than constraining the adjustments

to one di¡nension.

Both models are considered. to represent possible alternatives to

the Kleber et aL. (1961) frannework: the overall topology is unchanged,

yet both contain a far nore consistent set of interatomic distances for

each polyhedron and, moreover, these distances are more compatible with

those in equivalent polyhedra in related structures. However, the (æ'A'z)

model is much less d.istorted than the y-onIy model, as a result of the

increased (and more realistic) ftexibility granted to the framework during

three dimensional refinement. fn addition, the release of æ and z co-

ordinates has resulted in only minor deparbures from the structure-factor

values, thereby maintaining the agreement between observed a¡td calculated

diffraction data. The DLS (æ,yrz) model is therefore presented as the more

favourable alternative to the published framework.

NeverÈheless, as stated in Pauling's (1929) third and fourth rules
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determining the structure of complex ionic crystals, the sharing of an

edge between tetrahedra remains a highly r:nlikely situation. The insta-

bility of the arrangement in phosphophyllite is further exaggerated by

the high charge (+5) on P, and by the fact that Zn has a radius ratio ín

respect to O which is already close to the limit tolerated by tetrahedral

coordination. Therefore, the framework around the Zn and P atoms was

examined in an attempt to d.iscover an alternative configuration which

eliminated the shared edge, but which left the (010) projection of the

structure intact (i.e. ín accord with diffraction evid.ence). In fact, if

t-}re y coordinate of the 02 atom in the asymmetric unit is changecl from

0.50 to about 0.90 it ceases to be bonded to the P atom from the positive

y-direction and, instead, is then bonded to ít from the negative direction.

This amounts to an inversion of the orientation of the PO4 group, whereby

it now participates in a corner sharing relationship with the ZnOn groups

(via 02 and 04 atoms) instead of edge sharing. Unlike the changes suggested.

by Gamidov et aL. (1963), no recourse to the topology of hopeite has been

made: the new framework may be considered to be merely an alternative

interpretation of the original two-d.imensional data.

With tetrahedron edges no longer shared Ín the new model-, a return

was therefore made to the o-o distances appropriate to "isolated" pon

and ZnO, tetrahedra used in the DLS refinement of scholzite (presented
4

in table 4.2). The new framework necessitated the calculation of a new

set of error equations, thís time totalling 86, and DLS refinement was

carried out once again on both the full matrix and on y coordinates only.

The results are summarised in columns six and seven of table 4.3, represent-

ing convergence in eight and five cycles respectively.

Not unexpectedly, the standard errors of both refinements were

reduced by sigmificantly greater amounts upon elimination of the shared

edge constrai¡¡t: 0.0811 to 0.0018 for (æ"A"2) DLS, and 0.073 to o.oo27

for y-only DLS. For the full matrix refinement, the changes made to

r and z coordinates were, for the most part, even smaller tha¡ those
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produced previously, adding a certain amount of confidence to the resultant

¡nodel. Moreover, except for 03 (the position of which is strongly in-

fluenced by the change made to O2), and HrO(2) ' l}:le y coordinates are all

remarkably close to their input values. Overall, therefore' this model

deviates only marginally (except for 02, 03 and H-O(2)) from the published

framework.

The y-onty DLS results again show some disparity with the y coordinates

produced by full matrix refinement, particularly for the 03 atom but, as

e>çIained previously, this is to be anticipated when polyhedron flexibility

is constained to one dímension. Nevertheless, the agreement between the

two models is much closer ttran that obtained for the equivalent two refine-

ments of the shared edge framework. Both these models are proposed as pos-

sible alternatives to the Kleber et a.L. (196I) structure-

For the reasons outlined in the earlier discussion, the non-shared-

edge (ærArz) DLS model is considered to be superior to that produced by

refinemenL of y coordinates only, and also to be n:Ìore acceptable than either

of the shared-edge DLS models. It represents a framework which no longer

requires the sharing of an edge between ZnOn and POn tetrahedra, has far

nþre realistic and more urriform interatornic distances, and has an (0I0)

projection which is essentially identical to that of the published structure.

In the light of these results the new model is expected to produce a fit

between observed and calculated diffraction data which is at least as

acceptable as the agreement obtained by Kleber et aL. (1961), and is

therefore presented as the refined structure of phosphophyllite. A unit

cell diagram of this refinement (again incorporating arbitrarily assigined

isotropic temperature factors) is given in figure 4.2, w}:rlJ-e table 4.4

describes the appropriate bond lengths and angles.

4.4.2 Powder Diffraction Analysis

Despite the success of the refinement undertalcen in the previous

section, there is still a possibility, however unlikely it may seem, that
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PO tetrahedron

TABLE 4.4 BOND LENGTHS AND BO¡qD ANGLES FOR PHOSPHOPHYLLITE

- ÐLS á MODEL 02 CHANGED

ZnO tetrahedron

P-01
o2
03
o4

01-02
03
04

02 03
o4

03 04

1.536
1.536
1. 536
1.536

2.479
2.486
2.53l.
2.522
2.5L9
2-5I3

Zn-02
03
o4
o4'

02-03
o4
o4l

03 04
04 1

04 041

1.955
r.955
1.955
L.954

3. 101
3.L72
3.22t
3. 188
3-t72
3.227

Fe-01
H2o (1)
H2o (2)

Average =

(Fe,l4:r) octahedron

2.o79 (x2)
2.o78 (x2)
2.080(x2)

2.O79
Average r. 536 Average 1.955

Average 2.508

01-P-02
03
o4

02 03
o4

03 04

Average =

107.61
108.04
110.92
110. 34
110. 14
109.75

Average 3. 181

02 - Zn - 03 108.07
04 110.96
o4t 1o8.72

03 04 108-49
o4t ro9.27
04' LO9-27

04 041 rrr.27
Average = LA9.46

01

0r'

01
H2o (1)
H2o(1)'

Average

01

H2O (1)

Average

H2o ( 1)
H2O(1)'
H2o (1)
H2o (1) '
tr2o (2)
Hzo(2)
r12o (2) '

= 2-9Lg

3.004
2.792
2.907
2.783
2.94L(x4)
2.94L(x2)
2.94o (x2)

a
¿lt

Fe - H2o(I)
H2O(1)'
H2o (2)
H2O (2'

= 90.0

88.73(x2)
9L.27 (x2)
90.0 (x4)
90.0 (x4)

All dista¡rces given Ín
All angles given in o.

¡-{o

IO9.47
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the shared-edge model for phosphophyllite is correct. To test the theory

further an attempt was made to distinguish J:etween the two mod.els using

the intensity data given in the ASTM powder d.iffraction file.

This data consÍsts of 39 raw intensities coliected. on a 114.6 mm

diameter powder camera (with [tht-flLEered, FeKo radiation) using the

calibrated strip method and, as such, was not considered to be of the

required quality or quanÈity to carry out a least-squares refinement of

the phosphophyllite structure. However, the main point of conjecture does

not concern the framework of atoms as a whole, but merely the two alternative

y coordinate values for 02 (and 03). It was hoped that the two mod.els

would produce sets of calculated structure factors which were sufficiently

different to al1ow meaningful comparisons with the observed data.

As a by-product of the least-squares refinement of the phosphophyllite

unit celI dimensions, the program CDIM had assigned unique Miller Tndices

to npst of the observed intensities. However, in addition to the normal

multiplicity effect, many of the non-s)¡nmetry equivalent reflections over-

Iap, or else occur very close together, in the powder diffraction pattern.

This problem is quite common for mínerals with moderate unit ceI1 dimensions

and low symmetTy, and is illustrated in the case of phosphophyllite by the

CDIM results presented in table 4.1: the groups of bracketed reflections

represen'b planes which, on the basis of their calculated d-spacinçls. are

indistinguishable in retation to the observed. values, and which form an

overlapping set in the powder pattern. Depending on the wiilth of the

diffraction lines, a number of other reflections can also be anticípated

to overlap' making the r:nique assignment of Miller Indices to the observed

intensities an almost impossible task without prior knowledge of the

structure. Al.though having severe imptications at a later stage of the

analysís' this effect is not serious during the application of Lorentz

and polarisation corrections since the overlapping intensities have, by

definition, essentially identícal 20 angles. A set of observed structure

factors was therefore calculated from the raw (ASTM) intensities, Io, using
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the relationship:

lPlrlrfl = (ro,/M- LP) L

where M = the multiplicity factor fot .hkL in the powder method,

and Lp = Lorentz - polarisation correction

= (1 + cos22O),/(sinO. sin2O)

Usíng the Milter Indices calculated by CDIM to have d-spacings

closest to the observed values (indÍcat,ed by an asterisk in table 4"L),

a structure factor calculation was then carried out using the Kleber et aL.

(1961) coordinates, neutral atom scattering factors for Fe, Za, P and O,

and symmetry transformations appropriate to the space grouP P2L/c. From

these results a number of low angle, unambiguously indexed (i.e. non-

overlapping) reflections were used to calculate a scale factor which, when

applied to the data, produced an Ã factor of 0.413. Exarnination of the

lf'"l and lf.l values indicated that several of the observed intensities,

in addition to those already implied from the CDIM results, represented

the overlap of a number of different individuals. Ttre observed intensity

of each of these reflections was then modified appropriate to its

(catculated) contribution to +-he sum cf the calculated íntensitÍes of Èhe

members of its overlapping group. This procedure automatically biasses

the results in favour of the input model, but on the assumption that the

errors introduced are random, it was hoped that a valid comparison could

still be made between the proposed alternative models. An .R factor cal-

culation at this point gave a value of 0.208, and an equivalent calculation

with 02 assigned a y coordínate of 0.90 instead of 0.50 (i.e. unrefined,

non-shared-edge model) produced an .E factor of 0.234. The difference

between tJrese values was not considered to be sufficiently sigrnificant to

enable a distinction to be made between Lhe two frameworks.

However, using the atomic coordinates resulting from full matrix

DLS refinement of each of these models (i.e. the coordinates i¡t columns
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four and six of table 4.3)r.R factors of 0.510 and 0.276 were obtained for

the shared-edge and, non-shared-edge frameworks respectively. Although

higher in value than the .R factors produced from the unrefined, data (since

the observed intensities were not adjusted empirical.ly to favour one model

or the other), the difference in this case is significant and suggests

that the non-shared-edge model represents a superior atomic framework

in terms of the powder diffraction data. fn this sense the results are

in agreement with the conclusions reached on the basis of steric effects

(section 4.4.I), and add a further level of confidence to the rejection

of the Kleber et aL. (1961) model in favour of the DLS refinement with no

shared edges.

A list of lf"l and l.t'.l values, both x 10, for the two DLS models

is presented in table 4.5.

4.5 STRUCTURE ANALOGUES

As stated in section 4.2 the relationship between the unit ceII

geometry of phosphophyllite and that of hopeite, when combj.ned with sirnila-

rities in composition, cleavage and x-ray diffraction pattern, suggest that

the two minerals have closely related crystal structures. Using the refine-

rnents of hopeite a¡d phosphophyllite completed in this thesis, and presented

in figures 3.3 and 4.2 respectively, the detailed relationships become clear

for the first time. However, despite the fact that the unit ceIl diagrams

have been placed in an orientation in which they may be most easíIy

compared, the deÈails of the structural parallelism are obscu¡ed by the

different posítion of each unit cell origin relative to the atomic frame-

work.

Therefore, in order to display the structural equivalence more

clearly, analogous portions of each framework have been outlined with dashed

lines in each unit cell diagram. In addition, a list of the coordinates of

the atoms in each of these areas is presented in table 4.6: bottr sets of

coordinates have been referenced to the hopeite unit cell in figure 3.3,
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TABLE 4.5 LTST OF OBSERVED AND CALCUI.ATED STRUCTURE FACTORS

FOR PHOSPHOPHYLLITE

Eo

22.O
L3.4
18. 5
2L.9t
15. 4
56.4
48-9*
36.4
32.5
29 -3*
18.7*
5.0*

23.4*
41.0*
13.0*
44.5
10.4*
15.0
42.4
18.6*
6. 5*

30.4
2L.8
17.9*

DLS-O2 changed
(non-shared edge)

DLS-KIeber
shared edqe)

Fc

32.1
30.7
30. 0
16. s
36.7
18. 3
30. I
49.2
35.2
5.2
8.0

26.6
2.O

40. 0
5.r

35.2
11. 1
0.5

17.5
L2.3
16. 5
2L.5
36.7
33.8
20.2
L4.7
L2.9
17.s
0.6

18. 3
59.2
9.8
3.8

22.5
6.9

19. 3

15. 4
4.7

2L.4

Fc

3r. 6
18. 7
27.4
25.r
14. 0
22.6
49.5
35. 9
42.5
33. 6
29.9
4.r

L2.5
39. I
10.0
36.7
9.2
4.2

44.8
26.7
9.2

22.8
17.5
r0. 5
].4.2
4.I
5.6
4.8

15. I
9.5

52.3
33.4
20 -9
T7.I
L4.9
3.3

12.o
5.6

25.7

16. 1*
18. 3*
7.L*
g. g*

r0.6*
2r.3*
60. 9*
25.5
25.7
18. 9*
16. 3*
4.2*

19.0
26.9
27.O

100
t02
002
110
11I
r02
112
,o4
oI3
o20
120
122
022
302Aro
104Zrs
5r-3
224
222
500
2o6
5ls
42o
313
t2s
322
124
421
233
600
Ézo
326
432
512
434
1L7
6L7
1t6

hkL

R o.276 R 0.510
1 l-

* Implies that a modified lf'o I vafue has been assigrned to this reflection-
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TABLE 4.6 COMPARTSON OF ÀTOMTC COORDTNATES TN EQUTVALENT PORTTONS

OF THE HOPEITE AND PHOSPHOPHYLLITE FR?IMEWORKS

Structure Atom

H

P

H

P

H

P

H

P

H

P

H

P

H

P

H

P

H

P

H

P

Znl-

Zn

Zn2

(Fe,I4n)

P

P

01

o2

02 (H2o)

Hzoz

o3

o4

04 (H2O,

H2O(1)'

05

01

06

03

07 (H2O)

H2O (1) "

= Hopeíte

= Phosphophyllite

0. 3573

0.3500

0. 2363

o.2547

0. 1029

o.0960

0.1003

o.0764

0.3367

0.3480

0.1984

0.1966

0. 1064

o.1267

0.1400

o. 1386

-0.0248
-0.0301

0.3857

o.3827

a_

o. 9991

1.0916

o. 7500

o.6678

0.9058

o.9402

0. 9203

o.9e74

0. 8304

o.824L

o.9597

1.0235

0.7500

0.6661

o.8275

o.7966

o.92L6

0.9481

0. 7500

0.6695

<r

0.7078

0. 7lB8

o.5729

0. 5256

o.7256

o.7462

o-4286

o.462L

o.3374

0.3552

0. 8594

0,8841

o.2578

o.2L37

0.7838

o.7348

0.8564

0. 8990

0. 8473

0.8375

H

P

I
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those of phosphophyllite having been transformed from their monoclinic

unit cell values using the geometrical relationship with the orthorhombic

hopeite ceII. the remarkable structural similarity between the two minerals

ís quite obvious from this tab1e. In fact, the biggest difference between

any of the coord.inates is O. 7R (y va1ue for ZnL,zn).

Returning to the framework itself in the light of this information,

it is clear that the tetrahedral portions of hopeite and phosphophytlite

are virtually identical: both structures contain zíg-zag chains of corner-

sharing ZnOn tetrahedra related to each other by a two-fold screw axis, and

bonded into a diffuse sheet by bridging tetrahedral PO4 groups. The major

difference between the structures involves the manner in which the POn

tetrahedra are bonded to the octahedrally coordinated atoms: in hopeite

the two bridging O atoms 
.between Zn, and P form a cl:s relationship within

the octaheclron, whereas in phosphophyllite the equivalent relationship is

ttvr¿s. Nevertheless, the structures are sufficiently alike to produce a

set of closely related x-ray powder diffraction lines, and to display

completely analogous cleavages.

As discussed by Kawahara et aL. (1973), if the planes contaíning

the centres of symmetry and two-fold screw axes, passinq through the

(Fe,I4n) atoms in phosphophyllite, are replaced by mirror planes, it is

possible to generate the hopeite framework in Íts entirety. fn this serrse

the structure of hopeite may be interpreted as micro-twinning of phospho-

phytlite unit cells.

In contrast, the K1eber et aL. (1961) model (figure 4.1) is markedly

different from hopeíte in tt¡e vicinity of the tetrahedrally coordinated

Zn and P atoms. Although possessing an almost ídentical (010) projection

to the (001) projection of hopeite, there are sigrnificant differences in

the y coordinates of several atoms (section 4.4.I) which woul-d be expected

to produce a set of powder diffraction intensities consíderably different

from those of hopeite.
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As pointed <¡ut in section 4.2, the crystal structure of parahopeite

is of interest in the context of this discussion, firstly, because of its

close compositional similarities to phosphophyllite and, secondly, because

of its dimorphous relationship to hopeite. A unit cell diagram for para-

hopeite is presented in fj-gure 4.3 (using coordinates averaged from deter-

minations by Kumbasar and Finney, 1968' and by Chao, 1969). Although

certain portions of the structure are very similar to parts of the hopeite

framework, its overall topolog¡¿ is quite distinct.. The octahedrally co-

ordinated Z,n atom in parahopeite is connected to the remainder of the frame-

work in a tz,a"2s configuration (as in phosphophyllite), whereas in hopeite

iÈ has a c¿s relationship. yroreover, in parahopeite the connecting O atom

is shared between three polyhedra (Zn(urO) nOr, ZnOn and POn), whereas in

its dinrorph it, forms a simple bridge between zn(HrO)4OZ *d PO4 groups.

Other díssiruilarities between the two structures are discussed in

Chapter 8, in relation to the differences in their infrared spectra.

In the sense that phosphophyllite has an essentially identical

ZnOn - POn framework to that of hopeite, but has the same tnúts configura-

tíon around its octahedrally coordinated atom as parahopeite, it may be

interpreted as a hybrid of the other two minerals. Vüith this in mind, the

absence of hopeite at the Reaphook Hill phosphate deposit, despite the

occurrence of parahopeite and phosphophyllite, is very surprising, especially

since the símultaneous precipitation of scholzite and hopeite was observed

during slmthesis e><periments in the Ca-Zn-PO4-H2O system (discussed in

ChapÈer 6). Sínce the analogous octahedral site in parahopeite from

Reaphook Hill has the ability to accommodate a variety of different cations,

including Zn, Ee, Mg and l4n (Chapter 1), it is possible that F.2* in

tlpe phosphophyllite has been replaced by zn2+ in material from this

locality (as in the case of Reaphook HilI zincian collinsite). If a

zincian form of phosphophyllite does exist, then it would imply that the

forms (parahopeiÈe and phosphophyllite) being capable of extensive ionic
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?

01

b

01

Figure 4.3 Unit cell diagram for ParahoPeite
(wi th 50% probabi I i ty thernlal e1 I 'i psoì ds ) .
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sr¡bstitutions in their octahedral sites.

As discussed in section 3.6.2, the minerals anapaiter CarFe(PO4) 2.4H2O'

Iudlamite, (Fe,Mg,l"In) 
3 

(PO4) 
2.4H2O, and switzerite, (*2. 

23,FeO. 7?) 
(PO4) 

2. 4H2O

are also members of Wolfers (1940) family of the type A3(PO4) 2.4H2O. The

first two species have crystal structures which are r¡nrelated to those of

hopeite, parahopeite or phosphophyllite and, while its structure is as yet

undetermined, switzerite seems to be similarly unique. However, if its

formula is rewritten in the form l,lnr(FeO.7.7,WO.n) 4.PoA)2.4H2o' then

switzerite bears a remarkable resemblance to the detailed formula of phos-

phophytlite, Zn.,.86 (Fe'.76,h0.31) (Po4) 
2.4H2O, the only real difference

being in the replacement of zn2+ by Mn2+.

In fact, the manganese (II) ion is quite capable of existing in

tetrahedral coordination: indeed, most commercially used phosphors are

m¿rnganese-activated zinc compounds wherein l4rr2* iorr= have been substituted

for some of the z.r2* ions in tetrahedral surroundings, as for example in

?.n2sío4 (Cotton and !,Iilkinson, 1966) and Cl-znr(Po4), (Calvo, 1965).

Therefore, in an analogous manner to the 7'n2+ arrd. (Ferl'In)2+ sites in

phosphophyllite, it is possible that there are trvo crystallographically

distinct catíon sites in the switzerite structure, oiie tetrahedraily co-

ordinated and occupied by Mr.2+, and the other octahedrally coordinated and

containing (rer¡¡n)2+. In ttris sense the structures of switzeríte and

phosphophyllíte may be quite similar, despite the differences in their

x-ray diffraction patterns. The pale pink colour reported by Leavens and

White (L967) for fresh switzerite is, however, indicative of a predominance

of ¡ln2+ in octahedral coordination (Cotton and Wilkinson' 1966). A

detailed crystal structure analysis is obviously needed to resolve the

probì-em.

The relationship between metastrengite, ne3+{eon) (H2o)2 atd phospho-

phyllit.e has been described by Moore (1966) using the Kleber et aL. (f961)

model for the latter mineral, but the explanation is equally valid in
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the light. of the new refinement: the similarity between the powder data

of both minerals is a resrrlt of the existence of subcells within the phospho-

phyllite framework which bear striking similarity to pieces of the meta-

strengite structure (if the water molecules are ignored).

4.6 CONCLUS]ONS

The crystal structure of phosphophyllite, as proposed by K1eber

et aL. (1961), consists of a framework in which tetrahedrally coordinated

Zn and P share an edge. This highly unlikely arrangement has been eliminated,

wíthout change to the structure-factor-d.etermined æ and z coordinates, by

the alteration of the published y coordinate of the 02 atom, foltowed by

Distance Least Squares refinement. Ttre resultant structure is identical,

except in the vicinity of'the octahedral sites, to the atomic arrangement

of the mineral hopeite, thereby e>çlaining the close similaríties between

observed powder diffraction patterns, and the relationshíp between ceII

geometries. fn fact, the phosphophyllite framework may be considered as

a combination of the tetrahedral portion of hopeite with the octahedral

portion of parahopeite, and in this sense constitutes a hybrid of both

structures. It is probable that the three species form a trimorphous

group incorporating quit.e extensive ionic substitution in the octahedral

site.
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CÌLAPTER 5 THE CRYSI'AL STRUCTURE OI' ADAMITH' Zn (AsO ) (ou)

5.1 ABSTRACT

The crystal structure of the basic zinc orthoarsenate mineral

adamite , Zn2(AsOn) (OH¡ , has been solved by Direct methods ancl refineci by

full-matrix least-squares to .R, = 0.0402 (RZ 0.0302) using 1448 equi-

inclination counter data recorded with graph-ite-monochromatised MoKo

radiation. The structure is orthorhombic, Pnnm (tlo. 58), a = 8.306(4)'

b = 8.524(6) t c = 6.043(3)Â and Z = 4. Isotypy with andalusite and the

members of the olivenite group of minerals is confirmed, the Zn atoms

occurring in both six- and five-fo1cl coordination. znOn(OH), octahedra

share edges to produce chains parallel to the c-axis, and share corners

with edge-sharing ZnOn(OH) trigonal bipyramids in the a- and b-axis direc-

tions. AsOn groups connect the two Zn polyhedron types to produce a

dense framework structure in which aII O atoms and OH groups are trigonall.y

coordinated.

5.2 INTRODUCTION

Adamj-te, classífíed as a basic zinc orthoarsenate, is a secondary

mineral, found in the oxidised zone of ore deposits containing prirnary

zinc- and arsenic-rich minerals (Palache et aL., 1951) . It was oríg-tnally

found at Chañarcilto, Chile, prior tc 1866 and has since been identified

at a number of other localities.

Named after Gil-bert Joseph Adanr (1795-1881), a French mineralogist

who supplied the first specimens for examination, adamite crystallises in

the rhornbic dipyramidal crystar class 7* '/^ 
2/^ *idn variable but simple

habit (plate 5.1), commonly el-ongated paraltel to [OfO]. The mineral has

a good {fOf} and a poor [OfO] cleavage and an uneven fracture. D-ifferences

in colour (gener:ally pale greenish-yellow), cell dimensions and density

reported by various workers have been attributed to various amounts of
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Plate 5.1 Adamite
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2+Cu, Co or Fe-' in substitu'Eional solid solution (urose et aL., 1948) .

The nrineral had already been suggested to be a member of the

olivenite gr-oup of secondary minerals on the basis of syirunetry, cell

dj-mensions and composition, but this relationship was not confirmed until

Kokkoros (1937) reported a two-dimensional crystal sEructure analysis of

the species (using less Èha¡r 100 x-ray reflections). Other workers

(Strunz, 1936; Heritsch, I94O¡ Richmond, I94O¡ Mrose et aL., L94B) have

concentrated on physical and morphological properties.

The members of this group include olivenite, Cu2(asOn) (OH¡, libethenite,

Cur(Pon) (oH), eveite, w2(Àson)'(ou¡, and adamite. They have a closely

similar atomic arrangement (in spite of the markedly <lifferent cond.itions

of formation), to that c'f the high temperature mineral andalusite,

A12SiO5 (Strunz, 1936; Heritsch, L94O¡ Moore, 1968), and are characterised

by the presence of Zn in both five- and six-fo1d coordination. A partíal

series extends between olivenite a¡d libethenite by substitution of P for

As, and a series extends from adamite towards olivenite by substitution of

Cu for Zn. Adamite has a dimorph, paradamite (Finney, 1966), which is

triclinic and isostructural with the minera-l tarbuttite, Zn (Po ) (OH)
4

fn view of the comparitive rarity of five-fold coord.inati.on in

phosphates and the sparsity of detailed information concerning five-fold

coordinated. Zn, it was decided to complete an accurate structure analysis

of adarnite as part of a general study of zinc phosphate and arsenate cryst;rJ-

chemistry.

5.3 DATA COLLECTTON AND DATA REDUCTION

A sample of adamite from Cap Gar:onne, near Hyères, France, was made

avail-able by the South Australian Museum bui prelirninary single crystal

x-ray oscilfation photographs of several fragrnents reveal.ed that the

cryst.als were composed of several closely alligrned parÈs, givi.ng rise to

multiple spots on the film. The aggregation of smaller crystals ín sulo-

2
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paralle1 orientation is typical of the Lùteage stz,ucture of crystals

(Buerger, L932, L934). This habit, characteristic of some varieties of

the mineral (Patache et aL., 1951) made it impossible to isolate inclividual

crystals from this sample.

A specimen of well crystallised, coLourless material frortr the Ojuela

mine, Mapimi, Durango, Mexicor was kindly supplied by Mr. J.E. Johnson from

his private collection, and provèd to be suital¡Ie for crystal structure

determinatiorr. Material from this locality is reported to be essentialJ.y

Enre Znr(Àson) (oH) by Mrose et aL. (1948).

A calculation of the linear absorption coefficient for this rn-ineral

(195.1 "^-1 ror MoKo rad.íation) revealed that in order to keep x-ray absorp-

tion errors in the data to a mÍnimum, very small crystals would need to be

used. Stout and Jensen (1968, p.68) indicate that a cornpromise betweerr

greater alrsor:ption with increaçed crystal size (proportional to ,o"-Ut,

where f_ is the incident intensity of x-rays, ì.1 is tt¡e linear a.bsorption
o

coefficient, and. t is the distance through rvhich the x-rays pass) and

greater diffracted íntensity (the number of diffracting planes increases
))

with t-) is reached when , ='/V. The optirnum crysta1 climension for adanite

is therefore 0.1 mm. With this in mind two fragmenÈs of (roughly cubic)

d,imensj-ons 0.095 and 0.097 mm *.ì" *"*ted on thin glass fibres about the

a- and c-axis directions respectively. This was accomplished with some

difficulty, however, since the small crystal size and sr:b-conchoidal fracture

meant that morphology and cleavage were of little assista¡rce.

Several preliminary Weissenberg equi-inclination films were recorded,

and indicated the suitability of these crystals for clata collection" Syste-

rnatic absences confirmed the space group as Pnnm (No. 58) or, more fully,

p 2rt 2r., 2, L2
'n 'n 'm' 'Zn'

Insuffici-ent material was available for the determínation of cell

dimensions using the porvder method, and so the approprj-ate data was obtaine<l

from the two single crystals using a Stoe two circle diffractometer (sub-
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sequentl)' to be utilised for intensity mee-surements). Using graphite

nonochronatised MOKO radiation, 75 measurements on high and, Iow angJ,e

reflections 1vere recorded, and the resul-ts refined by the method of l-east-

squares rrsing a local modification of the computer program SUUCLS

(Appendix I), and incorporating corrections for absorption and eccer¡tricity

within the specimen. These results, along with other physical constants

for adamite are given below:

a = 8.306(4), b = 8.524(6) ¡

Volume of unit cell =

Molecular weight =

Density (calc. ) =

F (000) =

'z-

e = 6.043 (3)

427.85R3

286.68

Â

-34.450 gm cm

536 e

4

Details of the Stoe two-circle diffractometer <lata collecti<¡n

routine are given in Appendíx IIIb.

Using the a-axis mounted crystal , a quadra¡t of reflectiotls for each

of the layers h = O + 1I was collected, usj-ng a 0.8 mm diameter collintator"

Counter slits were varied from 2 Lo 4 mm in width as a function of equi-

inclination angle. A standard reflection for each layer was monitored at

intervals of 20 - 30 refl-ections. In fact, it was these monitored reflec-

tion intensities (output by the Teletype) rvhich initialty drew attention

to a serious fault in Èhe system: fluctuations in counts of up to a factor

of four were detected in ïemeasurements of the standarcl planes. these

fluctuations appeared to be intermittent a¡d' we::e associate<l with changes

in the computer timirrg of counting periods. The changes were sufficientllz

infrequent to allow data collection to proceed in parallel with atternpts

to locate the problem, but were not sufficiently frequent to alLol rapid

diagnosis of the fault. In fact, it was only after data collection on

this mineral had been completed that the origin of the tirning fluctuations
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h¡as l-ocalised to a faulty (temperature dependent) integrated circuít in

the computer ínterface.

In the course of this work a total of- 22 layers was coll.ected: in

some cases several layers were measured w:j-thout troul¡le, but in others the

tining changes occurred with a frequency which necessitated their complete

remeasu-rement, or the recollection of certaín portions of them. In the

latter case the poorly measured parts (indicated by variations in the

monitored reflection intensities, by the comparison of s1'mmetry related

reflections, or by severe background imbal.ance) were later selectively

removed from the data set. Fortunately, most of the changes in timing were

by powers of two and were easily detected, but several itrstances of more

subtle changes were observed, and the possibility remains that this e:r.ror

could represent the limiting factor in the final accuracy of the data- Tj-¡ne

did not permit the recollection of the entire data set subsequent to the

location of the fault.

Since the diffeïences in timing between layers varied randcnly,

estimation of the absotute timing scale for each layer (necessary for clat:a

reduction) was not possiJcle. Consequently an additional data set, more

complete than rvould otherwise have been necessary to supplertlent the a-ax:'-s

data, was collected about the c-axis crystal for the purpose of interla.yer

scaling of the first collected set-

For the c-axis crystal, layers hkO -> hk10 were measured, mosL over

a quadrant of the reflecting sphere. Timing change dj.fficulties for this

data were, of course, still present at this stage, and necessitated the

measurement of a total of 13 layers. Editing of badly measul:ed portion.s

of reciprocal space \das carried out in an analogous manner to that uncler-

ta]<en in the case of the a-axis data.

Before removing the crystals from the diffractometer, their orienta-

tion with respect to the collected diffracÈion intensities was notecl as a

preliminary to the application of absorpticn corrections using tlte program
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ABSCOR (Appendix I) . Hovrever, in view- of the -irregula:r nature of the frag-

ments, it was antícipated that difficulty would be experienced in the

description of crystal boundary planes for the absorption correction routine.

Consequeutly 10 second counts (with static¡nary counter and crlzstal) were

made at 1Oo intervals in üJ for several basal reflecticns along the axis

al¡out which each crystal was mounted. This data was then in a forn ready

to be used for the application of an empirical absorption correction foll,ow-

ing the method of Sletten and Jensen (1973).

The results of this e>çeriment are plotterl in figure 5.1 as the

ratio of maximum (I*) to minimu¡, (fo) counts accumulated at each value of

0J. The graphs indicate that the ø-axis crystal produces a smaller variatj-on

Ín intensity as a functio¡r of t¡ than does the c-axi.s crystal , but that the

overall fluctuations are consistent for different values of ¡.r (i.e. dif-

ferent reflections) within each crystal. The maximum ratio of I* to Io

occurs at û) = 24Oo for reflection (OO2) measured on the c-axis crystal

Although modified during data reduction, absorption in the crystals can

therefore be expected to produce a considerable variation in structure factor

amplitudes as a function of tr-t and ¡t (to a lesser extent). It was a.¡rticipated.

that this empirical correction would only be applied should no improvement

in the agreement between symmeÈry equivalent reflections be obtained dur-itrg

stanclard absorption correction procedures using ABSCOR.

Lorentz and polarisation corrections were applied to these data sets

using the program AUPTP (Appendix IIIb), incorporating the calculation of

standard clevj.ations as a funcLion of cou¡rting statistics. A summary of

the resuLts is given in table 5.1. The higher.R factor for the c-axis data.

reflects the conclusions reached earlier, on the basis of empirical absorp-

tion measurements, that this axis suffers more severely frorn absorpÈion

than the a-axis.

Those layers showing continuous tirning changes, and sections of other

layers displ.aying short term fluctuations, \^rere removed from the data set
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en masse. A systematic analysis of the remaining data revealed that the

Íntensity of monitored reflections deviated a maximum of. L2% from their

average value for any Ia1's¡. No significant, consistent drift could be

detected.

As a check on whether the timing changed (and then subsequently retur-

ned to its prior value) between the monitored sta¡rdard reflections, the

full data set was merged into one unique set by use of the program ÄULAC

described in Appendix II. This step would, under normal circumstances,

have been taken after the application of absorption corrections, but by

comparison of the intensities of those reflections which had been measured

more than once, ít was possible to edit data which had been effected by

timing changes not obvious from the previous analysis. Slmünetry equiva.lent

reflections were not merged during Èhis process until- after editíng had

been completed, since it was not possi-ble to isolate (except in severe

cases) the differences in intensity produced by timing changes from those

produced by differential absorption in the crystals. Care was taken to

ensure tha.t edited planes constituted a minority in any given equivalent

group. A suÍùîary of the results of the merging of un-absorption correcte,l

data appear ín table 5.1.

Both crystals were then characterised by Ehe three-dimensio¡ral

coordinates of their corners, following the method outlined in section 3.3.3

in preparation for the application of absorption corrections. This procedure,

as e>çected, proved to be difficult owing to the irregular nature of the

fragments and the fact that the end of each crystal attached to the glass

needle was engulfed in the adhesive agent (aral.dite), and rvas therefore

invisil:1.e. À computer program PLÀNE (Appendix V) was written to calculate

the equations of the planes defined by every set of three vertices on each

crystal . At the same time their l'liller fndices, and distance from an

arbitrary orj.gin within the crystal , were calculated. For those crystal

"faces" defined by three vertices only, the nurnber of possible plane

eguations is, of course, one. However, several faces were dcfined by 4
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or 5 vertices, and because of their irregularity, the number of equaticns

(representing various combinations of the vertices in se+-s of three) inc-

reased to 4 and lO respectively. Tn these cases, plane coefficients were

averaged and the "plane of best fít" was used as input to ABSCOR

(Appendj-x III) for the application of absorption corrections. The data

was then merged to produce a unique clata set of 1472 tef.Lections by means

of the program AULAC. A summary of the results appears in table 5.1

TABLE 5.1 DETATLS OF DATA COLLECTION AND DATA REDUCTTON

a-axLs c-axis Total

No. of layers collected:

No. of refl-ections collected - total:

- without sYstematic absences and
monitored standards:

.R for al.l ref lections - output by AUPTP (%) :

-B for obs. refs. only - output by AUPTP(%):

No. of layers after timing-change editing:

No. of reflections after editing:

No. of unique reflections I

I auuc merging
No. of unique unobserveds J

No. of planes used in crystal definition:

Volume of crystal (c*3 x 107),

Before absorPtion corrections

- error of fit:
- average Ã factor(?):

After absorption corrections

- error of fit:
- average Ë factor(%):

22

T2

3513

3643 3388

303r 2939

1.53 2.56

1.35 r.93

2637 262L

8. 558 9. r50

19

98

703r

5970

I.98

L.70

31

5?,58

L472

202

6.93

4.57

IO. 18

4.'t3

It can be seen that the absorptiou corrected da-ta set has a higher

error of fit than the uncorrected data and that the average -R factor

obtailed is also higher. This indicates that the application of absorpti.on
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corrections has decreased. the precision of the data. However, on the

assumption that the systematic er.rors due Èo absorption have been correctly

removed it is possible that the random errors due to rndetectecl timing

changes have been j.ncreased in the process. lt was hoped that these errors

would become obvious (if present) at a later stage, and consequently the

absorpt.ion corrected. data was used throughout the ensuing analysis. À

return was made to the uncorrected data at the concLusion of refinement.

lfhe data was then submitted to the program SUSTATI (Appendix I) for

the calculation of overall scale and temperature factors which coulcl be

used as starting values during least-squares refinenent. This program

also carries out N(z) andP(y) tests for the detection of an inversion centrcr

i¡r the structure. The results of this plot appear in figure 5.2 and indicate

that the point group is indeed mmm. An equivalent check on the full data

set (in which symmetry equivalent reflections were not averaged) produced

closely sj-milar distributions and justified the averaging of the symmetry

related planes ur¡dertaken earlier. In both cases, 22 ranges of sin 0/À

were calculated, each being occupied by an average of 85 and 210 refl-ections

respectively. Ttre mmm-type data set of 1472 merged reflectíons h/ss use'f

throughout all subsequent structure analysis e>rperiments.

5.4 STRI]CTURE SOI,UTTON AND REFINEMENT

Adamite, with formula Znr(AsOn) (OH), Z = 4 and space group Pnnm

possesses arì asyrtrnetric unit composed of Zn(asOn)O.S(OH)0.S. The As atonr

and at least one O atom must therefore occupy speciaì- positions in the unit

cell, Despite the high symmetry possessed by thÍs mineral, and the preserrce

of a nunrl¡er of atoms in special positions, it was decided that an aÈtempl-

would be made to solve the structure by Direct methods. ft was anticipated

that these conditi.ons would cause trouble in the statistical- anal.ysis of

the clata for the assignment of phases and defir¡ition of the origin.

For the calculation of normalised structure factors (E values) from
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the structure factors (F's) obtained as a result of data reduction

described above, a local modificatio¡r of the program FAME (Appendix I) was

used. This program also computes quantities showing the statistical dís-

tribution of t-he calculated E's, and has a facility for rescaling. Details

of these statistics appear in table 5.2, and illustrate once again, the

presence of a centre of symmetry in the structure. Deviations from the

ideal values probabl-y result from the presence of heavy atoms (As and Zn)

in the unit ceII and the fact that they are not distributed randomly in

tJris volume (Rollett, 1965, p.152).

TABLE 5.2 FAI\.18 RESULTS

V'lilson plot least-squares J-ine
each containing approximately

(15 intervals jn sin 0/À,
100 reflections) gives:

0.855
0.302

Theoretical

Sca1e factor (for F's):
Overall temperature factor:

Quantity

Average l"l
Average E2

Average l"'-tl
Percentage E >1

Percentage E >2

Percentage E >3

Calculated from Rescaled Vt.P.
Vlil-son Plot

0.811

I.012

0.986

27.79

6. 18

o.20

(ffi).82 = 1.0 Centric Acentric

0.806 0.798 0.886

1.000 1.000 1.000

0.980 0.968 0.736

27.54 32. 00 37.00

5.98 5. OO 1.80

o.20 0.30 0. o1

The lists of scaled and unscal-ed E values v¿ere then processed b¡,r

MULTAN (Appendix I) for the calculation of phase relationships, definit.ion

of origin and determination of phases for the computation of an E nìap.

Using a'tescaled deck" (au.n2 =1.O) of E values from FA.lnfE' and proba-

bility and E value acceptance leve1s of 0.90 and 1.5 respecLiveJ-y, MULTAN

faíled to define an origin an<l did not run to completion. Repeated attençt"s

at MULTAN execution using various combinations of unscaled and rescalecl

E value lists, number of interactions, probability and E value accept-ance
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levels, and type of refLections used for the starting set of phases all

fai.led to produce a properly defined origin.

The pr:oblem amounts to the select-ion of one or other of the eight

centres of slmmetry in the prinritive u¡rit ceII as the origin. A change of

origin from one centre to another will affect the phases, but not the mag-

nitudes, of the calculated structure factors, and so no one is to be

preferred over another. A change of origin does not alter the sign of

,hkL ít h + k + L = 2n, and the phase of this type of F is therefore

structure inuarí.ant, in the sense that íts phase is independent of the

choice of origin. !{hen h+k+ L=2n + I, the sign of rhkl does depend on

Èhe choice of origin, and the phase is then said to be struct'w,e semí-

Ða,rinnt (Buerger, 1960, p.573). An origin may therefore be arbitrarily

specified by assigning phases to three structure factors whose ind.ices are

"linearly independent" (Hauptman and Karle, L954). In other words, in the

same way that no reflections having indi ces which are all of even parity can

be used, so no combination of two or three reflections whose indices add to

eee (e meaning even) is an allowed combination for origin definition.

An examination of the 400 reflections with largest E values (FAME

output) revealed that only t'*-o linearly independent reflections had cont-

ributors to the X, relatíonship. All other reflections which possessed

contributors were linearly dependent, and in most cases v¡ere of the ty-ae

eee, thereby accounting for the lack of origin definition in IIÍULTAN.

Karle a¡rd Karle (1965) explai.n this effect, and the resultant dif-

ficulty in builcling up a set of ínitial signs. in terms of the presence of

ato¡os in non-ra¡dom positions in the unit cell.. This non-randomness is

reflected ín atomic coordinates which are simple fractions of the cell edges,

or in differences between atomic coordinates which are nearly equal to

simple fractions. The term raticnal rkpendence ís coj,ned for this

property of crystals. As descrj-bed earl.ier, certain of the atoms ín the

adamite unit cell are in special positions and would be expected (according
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to Karle and Karle) to produce a disturbance of the distrj-bution of E

values such that conÈributors for the required nu¡nber of structure semi-

variants do not arise. This effect, discovered after the compJ.etion of

structure refinement. was compounded by the presence of rational dependence

rel.ationships among tåe atomj-c coordinates of six of the seven non-hydrogen

atoms itr the asymmetric unit. It ís therefore not surprising that attempts

at automatic origin and inital sign definition were unsuccessful.

The situation is further complicated by the high symmetry of the

adamite space group which resulÈs in the systematic extinctj-on of the clas-

ses of reflection okL and' hoL for which (k t- L) and (h + L) respectivety

are of odd parity. The nurnber of structure semivariant reftections a-vail-

able for origin definition is thereby reduced.

As a result of these effects it was obvíous that an origin would ha.¿e

to be defined "by hand" in order to enahle MULTAN to complete its task of

producing sta::ting sets of signs for the application of the Tangent Formu1a.

Using the method of Lonsdale and Grenville-WeLls (1954) for the

selection of three reflections to which arbitrary sigrns may be allocated

in ord.er to define the origin, the reflections (595) , (734) and (475), with

E values of 2.55,2.17 and 1.60 respectively, were chosen. These reflec-

tions obey the required parity arithmetj-c rul-es in that no combination o.'

two or three of them have their indices sunrming to eee, and in add.it-i-on

represent the set of such planes having the highest combined E values frorn

the FAME results. They were each assigned a phase of 0o and input to MtïLTÀìl,

which then successfully ran to completion using the 300 reflections with

largest E values"

Phases were assigned by the I, formula to a total of 35 reflections,

consisting of the three input origin-defining planes, and. àn additional

32 reflections rvhose probabiliÈI'of having a positive phase v¡as )0.95 or

<0.05 (the latter phase therefore has a 0.95 probability of beirrg negative).

These reflections constituted the starting set and vrere supplemented bir an
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additional three reflections chosen to give a good start to the Tangent

Formula, but whose phases were initially unknorvn.

Tangent Formula refinement converged in I cycles to produce a set of

182 phased reflections suitable fcr the calculation of an E map (i.e"

a Fourier synthesis in which the coefficients are Ers rather than Frs) using

the program FORDAPB (Appendix I).

Because the E's correspond to completely sharpened atoms, the peaks

on the map v¡ere expected to be very sharp and a grid spacing of O. ZÂ atorrg

the ø- and b-axes was chosen. The c-axis sections were chosen at similar

intervals. Although little or no significance can be attached to the

relative heights of peaks in E maps (Stout and Jensen. 1968, p.337), bhe

seven highest peaks produce<l were significan+-ly bigger than the remainder

and were interpreted as representing the positions of As and Zn atons. The

largest peak, at (O.25L, 0.249, 0.,50), situated on the mirror plane at

z = O.50 was assumed to be the As atom by analogy with the position of P

in the structurally related mineral libethenite (Bragg and ClaringLrull,

1965). The second híghest peak, at (0.0, 0.0, 0.241, \{as attributed to a

Zn atom on the two-fold axis passing through the origin of the unit cell-

(analogorrs to Cu in the libethenite celI). The third peak was obr¡iously

the symmetry related. Zn atom on the two-fold axis passing through æ = 0.50,

I = 0.50. The fourth and fifth most intense peaks produced an ambiguity

in that they were both positioned on the mirror plane at z = 0.0 and rep-

resented atomic sites with their æ and / coordinates interchanged. Again

by analogy with libeÈhenite, the pcrsi¿1e¡ (0.135t 0.364, 0.0) was chosen

for the second Zn atom. Peaks six and seven were equíval,ent to the fjrsÈ

Zn atonì tralslated one half a unit cel1 in the æ and y directions.

These three atomic sites constituted the required number of heawy

atoms for the adamite asymmetric unit ancl a stn:cture factor calculatj-c¡n

was therefore executed u-sing the program FUORFLS (Appendices I and IV).

The irrput value for the scale factor was as calculated by !-AlG, and the
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l-9 7.

Scattering

factors fot i/.n2+ were obtai¡red from Cromer and Waber (1965) , aud factors

for As3+ were calculated from Cromer and Wa-ber (1965) Aso values by sub-

tracting the difference between Aso and As3+ given in MacGillavry ancl

Rieck (1968). These scattering factors were corrected for anomal-ous dis-

persion according to Cromer (1965).

Ar¡ initial structure factor calculation produced an Ã, value of

0.342. A least-squares cycle on scale factor (FI = 0.215, n = L) and

another cycle on scale factor and coordinates (ÃI = O.25I, n - 6) were

then executed using the fuII data- set of 1448 reflect-ions, each weighted

ín accordance rvith its standard dev-iation (calculated from counting statis-

tics and subsequently modified during AULAC). It should be pointed out at

this stage that 24 reflections were lost from the initial data set of L4l2

during tape handling procedures: these planes were mainly of the type (OkC)

and were not re-included in the data set. Only minor changes to positiorral

parameters v¡ere produced as a result of least-squares adjustments (maximun

shift = O"fSR), confirming the sharpened nature of the E map originally

calculated from the MULTAN output.

A subsequent Fourier synthesis, calculated using the 11C0 planes with

u"/ro )0.3, produced four non-input peaks with intensities between 0.14

and 0"10 of the Zn peaks. In view of t-he fact that an O atom should have

a scattering power about 0.10 that oÍ. Zn, these four peaks were interpret-ed

as arising due to O atoms. The remair¡der of the Fourier peaks were of

significantly lower intensity and were ignored. Three of the four peaks

were positioned on mirror planes at (0.086, O.I42, 0.50), (0.L25, O.I2B'

0.0) and (0.393, O.O97, 0.050) and the remaining peak was in the general

position (0.267, 0.357, 0.274), thereby giving the required 2\ O atoms in

the adamite asymmetric un-it. A comparison of these O atom positions with

those in the libethenite unit cell indj-cate that the structure is analogous

to that- of adamite, although the refevant figure in Bragç¡ and Claringbull

(1965) appears to be drawn wíth left-handed. axes and the similarity is not
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Ímmediately obvious. Returning to the original- E map it was apparent that

several O atom positions were included among the ten most intense peaks

calculated, and that- the Direct method had been successful in locating

almost the eutire asymmetric unit. There ü¡ere, however, a number of addi-

tional peaks present in the E map which were equivalent to As, Zn and. O

atoms referenced to different origins wittrin the rrnit cell. These "ghost"

peaks are probably the result of rational dependence among the atomic co-

ordinates which has compounded the effects of atoms in special positions

to produce remnant ambiguities in origin and phase definition.

A structure factor calculation for the entj-re as)znunetríc unit was

executed utilising the Cromer and Waber (1965) scattering factors for O-1

and with isotropic temperature factors cf 1.0 for all O atoms (Ãf 0.184).

It was followed by a least-squares cycle on scal-e factor and aI1 coordinates

not fixed by symrretry (Ãf 0.158, R2 = 0.113, n = I5), and then by a cycle

on scale factor, coordinates and all isotropic temperatuxe facEors

(äf 0.075, R2 = 0.061, n = 22). A difference slmthesis revealed the

presence of only a few residual peaks, the most intense of which v,'as locatecl

at the As atom position, having an appearance which could be explained

in terms of a¡r anisotropic temperature factor effect. This conclusion was

confirmed by an increase in the value of.R as a function of sin 0/À.

The remainder of the least-squares cycles were therefore executed

with the atoms assigned anisotropic temperature factors. However, some

of the coefficients in the expression for the anisotropi.c temperature

factor (Appendix IV) suffer restrictions on their values when an atom

occupíes a special position in the unit celI. Using the method r-¡utlined

by Levy (1956) it was calculated that for atoms on the mirror planen and

on the Lwo-fold axis in adanr-ite, ß13 = ß23 = Or and consequently, these

coefficients $¡ere held. constant d.uring the subsequent refinement. The

parameters converged in three cycles to a model with Ãl = 0.A45, R2 = O.O4f,

n=45andG=2.J.98.
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A set of bond riistances and angles v¡as calculate<1 as a check on the

viability of the e>çerimentally obtained framework, and revealed that the

i¿wo Zn atoms and As atom were in six-, five- and fou::-fold coordination

respectively. These polyhedra were quite regular and ccrresponded. to

octahedral, trigonat bipyramidal and tetrahedral shapes. A difference map

was almost featureless except for a region of moderate negative electron

density -in association with the Zn atoms. This was interpreted as an

indication that the oxidation state of Zn was *1 instea,o of +2 and the

appropriate scattering factor curve was therefore used throughout aII

subsequent refinement procedures. Examination of the low sinO data at

this point showed sysÈematic deviations which, although slight, \,/ere

attributed to secondary extinction.

fV¡o further cycles incorporating an empirical. extinction correctj-ou

parameter in the matrix (appendix IV) resulted in convergence with

R = O.O44, R = 0.035, ft = 46, G = 1.886.I 2

l-rom a consideration of the adarnite asymmetric unit contents the

hydrogen atom j-n the formula unit must occupy a special posit-ion. Tn

fact, it can only occur on the two-fo1d axis, or on the mirror plane at

z = O.0 or z = 0.5. However, the tv¡o-fold axis runs through the centres

of the shared edges of an infinite chain of ZnOU oc'Eahecira, alid therefore,

in order to occupy a specíal positíon on this axis, the proton would have

to exist inside the octahedron or ona stiar:eil edge. Baur (I97?.b, 1973) has

pointed out that this is an unlikely situation, and it j.s therefore co¡rclu,-led.

that the proton is positioned on one or other of ihe mirror planes. With

this in mind,'difference maps were produced using both the full data set

and that daÈa for which sin 0,/À <0.4. The Iow angle synthesis was

expected to accentuate those structural. and electronic features which most

strorrgly influence the low angle data, nantely, extinction, bonding, oxJ.da-

tion state and H atom posítions, rvhile the complete data set is more

influenced by coordinates and temperature factors (Jellinek, 1958). The
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ful"Idata set produced residual peaks of deirsity about 3.0 and Z.Sef-'3 in

associat-ion with six- and five-fold coordinated Zn atoms (ZnI and. Zn2)

respectively. These peaks were attribubed to inaccuracies in the scatter-

ing factors and,/or ionisation of the atoms. The l-ow ang.le data. produced

difference synthesis with residual peaks of density O.Oe8-3 lying within

the coordinatíon spheres of Zn and As atoms. These peaks were attributed

to bonding effects between the cations and anions. It is possible that

the rather high residual electron density is a function of inaccuracies in

the absorption corrections, although the effect is not serious since the

anisotropíc temperature factors refined without difficulty.

An examination of the detailed .R fact-or information output by tJ-e

least-squares program indicated that the weighting scheme may not be

ideal, despite a lov¡er .R, factor when compared to Ãr, This was suggested

by increasing values of Au.uA2 as a function of lf"l. As demonstrated in

Appendix III, the standard deviation assigned to the raw peak íntensj-ty

is the minimum value determined by the counting statistics; in the program

AULAC some account is tal<en of the agreement of the symmetry equivalent and

multÍply measured reflections, such that o for these planes is mcst commonly

less than that of a "once only" observatíon of comparable intensity. Many

of tåe weaker high angle reflections are t'once onlyt'observations, ancl as

such carry a relatively higher standard deviation. Coupled with the

alread.y over-optimistic o values assigrned to the most intense data from

coirnting statistics, the result is a rel.ative over-weighting of the most

intense (Iow-angle) data. An additional factor should have been included

in o to take account of the random errors not represented by counting stati-

stics (Stout and Jensen, 1968, p.456) during the data reduction stage.

fn an attempt to eliminate this rveighting scheme problem, F{IORJ'LS

was executed on the refined parameters with unit weights assigned to aII

reflections. Ful1 matrix least-squares ref--inement produced a converged.

model with l?, = o.o4l, R2= 0.048 and G = 2.125. Changes to all ccordinates

and most temperature factor coefficients were small-er than the standard
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errors of the parameters (which increased marginally from their values in

the statisti.cs-weighted refinement). However, the increase in .R as a

function of sin 0/À was considerably dininished, indicating that a better

thermal vibration model had been obtained for the data. Difference syn-

theses on the fuIl data set and on the data with sin 0,/À <0.4 gave residual

peaks of maximum density 2.3 and o.geR-3 respectivery, with the mosÈ

intense peaks again associated with heavy aLom sites and associated bonds.

In view of the marginal improvement afforded to the data by a r:nit

weighting scheme, and the theoretical- objections to the use of such a

scheme in the late stages of refinement (Cruickshank, 1965), this ¡nocle of

weighting v¡as abandoned.

Despite the appearance of a number of large resiclual peaks at heavy

atom positions and within their coordination spheres, one peak consistently

arose in association with one of the O atoms shared between Znl- and Zit2.

Being approximately tR from the 02 atom on the zero level of the unit ceLl

(i.e. on the mirror plane), this peak displays properties characf-eristic

of a proton bonded to 02, although the evidence is not supported by tem-

perature factor data from the isotropic refinement (02 has B = O.B15R2,

compared to values of O.79L, 0.959 and 0.942 for the other three O atoms).

NevertheLess a proton was placed at this position in the ceII and assignecì

neutral atom scattering factors according to stewart et a'1,. (1965), and

an isotropic factor of 3.3. Least-squares cycles on the coordinates of

this atom converged without difficulty, but the temperature factor rose to

13.3 with a sÈatistical weighting scheme, and became negative usj-ng a

unit weighting scheme. These results were interpreted as indicating that

this position probably represents an accumulation of residual rand.om erïors

in the data, rather than a physically mearringful atom site. However, j-n

a description of the structure of the analogous mineral eveite (Moore,

1968). the corresponding O atom is in fact described as the oH group and

the possibility remains that the 02 atom is bonded to a proton after all.'

For this reason, the dj-fference-ma[Fsuggested (but not :refined) H atom
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position has been included in the final list of atomic coordinates

(table 5.4).

Vtith the dubious absorption correcÈions applied during data recluctíon

being a possible cause of the large residual peaks present in differer:ce

maps, the merged, un-absorption corrected. data was refined by fuIl matrix

least-squares using the ÃI = 0.044 model (non hydrogen atom) parameters as

input. Unobserved reflections were excluded from this (and all succeeding)

refinement since a¡r examination of the observed and calculated structur:e

factors from previous runs indicated that a large proportion of these

reflectj-ons had Fo > Fc. This effect was probably caused by a mis-setting

of the unobserved test parameter in AUPTP (Appendix IIT) during d.ata redue-

tion,

After three cycles with statistical weights applied to the data,

the nodel conrrerged with F, = O.O427, R2 = 0.0309, G = 2.29I. On the basis

of the R factor data this appears to be a better model than thaÈ obtained

from the alrsorption corrected data, but there was virtually no change to

the appearance of difference maps, with residual peaks of density up to

S.Ze8-3 still associated with heavy atom sites. It \,/as therefore con<:lucled

that absorption effects were rrot responsible for these peaks, and for thís

reason the application of the empirical absorption correction, descr-ibed

in sect-ion 5.3, \^¡as not attempted..

To test the possibitity that the scattering factors of Cromer an.f,

lVaber (1965) were not appropriate for this structure, the model was refined

wit.l. neutral atom scattering factors (calculated from Self-consistent or

Variational Wave Functions) given in MacGillavry and Rieck (1968), cor-

rected for anomalous dispersion as before. One cycle of full matrix least-

squares refinement, using the un-absorpb,ion corrected data once again

land in allthe remaining refinements), produced values of O.O4O4, O.O3O0

and 2.234 for R,-, RZ and G respectively, buÈ there was only marginal

improvement j-n the di.fference maps.
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However, the residual peaJ< associated with 02 was again recognised

in these maps and another attempt at refinement of the peak as a hydrogen

atom was made. One cycle of ful1 matrix (n = 49) least-squares, followed

by another cycle varying only the coordinates and isotropic tempeïature

factor of H (the other parameters had converged after the first cycle),

resulted in full convergence with slighitly lower .R factors and. an acceptable

distribution of au.uY2 us, l¡ol, but the H atom had moved to wittrin o.5l of

the 02 atom. rts physicar rearity was therefore rejected and it was

removed from the refinement. A final cycle of least-squares produced.

convergence with Ãl = O.O4O2, R2= 0.0302, G = 2.230 a¡rd refinement was

halted. A summary of the results is presented in table 5.3.

TABLE 5.3 DETATLS OF CONVERGED ADAMTTE MODEL (UN-ABSORtrTTON CORRECTED)

Ær

R,.

Total number of reflections

Number of refs. included in final cycle:

Ratio of observations to variables:

Number of refs. with sin 0rzÀ > O.O4z

(tota1 data)

Rz

R, (total data)

Standard deviation of elect-ron densíty:

Standard error in an obs. of rrrit weight

Extinction parameter x IO5,

r472

l-270

27.6

1100

o.0402

o.050

0.0302

o.03I

2.230

5e (4) e

r. zseR-3

(G) z

-2

A final difference map showed a sj-milar distribution of residual-

peaks to those above, but on the basis of the experiments described j-t is

concluded that they are not a function of weighting scheme, extinction,

scattering factors or absorption, They are probably a result of ran¿om

errors present in the observed data. Although not obv-ious from a comparison of
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individual obser:ved and calculated structure factors, it is likely that

subtle changes in the timing of counting periods during the measuretnent

of díffracted intensities, which escaped detection during data reduction,

may be responsible for this effect.

The residual peaks all occur around the heavy atoms, i.e. at Iow

values of sin 0/À, and are therefore expected to be produced by errors

which are pïesent predominantty in the low angle data. The peaks measured

at ]ow angles, whether of large or small intensity, vlere scanned over a

larger interval- of o than high angle refl-ections and were therefore

counted for longer periods of time. Vfith the knowledge that the timing

facility of the interface to the diffractometer was faulty during data

collection. it is reasonable to conclude that these low angle peaks were

more tikely to be influenced by changes in the timing than the high angle

peaks, measured for shorter periods. It is therefore suggested that the

environments of the hear4z atoms reflect these errors in the low sin 0 region.

A list of lf"l and lfcl, Uottt x 10, is given in Appendix vrc.

5.5 STRUCTURE FIGURES AND TABLES

l.he figures and tables of adamite structural pararneters are coll.ectecl

together in this section preliminary to the discussion of section 5.6.

Tabte 5.4 contains the refined atomic coordinates and anisotropic

ternperature facto:ls, whíle table 5.5 presents the set of bond lengths arrd

bond angles appropriate to this model. A unit. cell diagram of the

structure is given in figure 5.3 (with the 02 atom relabelled as OH).



TABLE 5.4 ATOMTC COORDINATES AND TEMPERATURE FACTOR COEFFTCTENTS FOR ADAMITE

ó

\As

Atom

ZnL

Zn2

01

02 (oH)

03

2s046 (6)

0

L3482 (7)

07601 (43)

ro792 (48)

39600 (48)

268s4(29)

o.20

u
,¿-

24394(5)

0

36423(6)

14475 (42)

12681 (39)

10633 (38)

36rs2 (2e)

0. 13

Ê'r.

181(s)

s2e (8)

267 (7)

308 (48)

3s0 (47)

328(4e)

408 (3s)

7e (4)

260 (6)

128 (6)

2r5(3e)

114 (34)

83 ( 3s)

277 (s3)

Êtt

286 (4)

311 (10)

444 (r2)

237 (64)

see (74)

L2se (e4)

3e0 (s3)

oÈtz

-r4 (s)

-1se (7)

-1(7)

-e3 (64)

6 (4r)

-16 (3e)

-ee (27)

0

0

0

0

0

0

-ss (27)

a
Y2zÊr¡%,

24737 (tO)

Positíonal parameters and a:risotropic temperature factors x 105 (except H)

The error in the final figure is indicated in parenthesís

0

0

o

0

0

0

0

t
0

\

o4

H

27782 (37J

0

ir3 ( 33)

No
(.rl



AsO tetrahedron

TABLE 5.5 ADAMITE BOND LENGTHS AND ANGLES

ZnI octahedron Zn2 Erigonal bipyramid

Average L.682

As-01
03
o4

01-03
o4

03-04
04 - 04,

1.678
1.684
1. 682 (x2 )

2.678
2.788 (x2)
2.767 (x2
2.685

Znl - 0I
o2
o4

2 -062 (x2)
2.051(x2)
2-26L(x2)

2.L25Average

Average

2.772
3.o37 (x2)
3. 057 (x2 )

3.2I2 (x2)
2 -809
2.933 (x2)
3.L24 (x2)

3.026

01 - Znl - 01 84.4?
02 95.L9(x2)
04 89.87 (x2)
04' 95.85 (x2)

02 02' 96.42
04 81.63 (x2)
04' 92.72 (x2)

04 04' I80*
Average = 90.L2

Average 3. 056

o2 7,n2

Zn2

03

o2
03
031
o4

Average 2.O28

02 -03

2.036
L.999
2-O79
2. OL3 (x2)

2.876
2.823 (x2)
2-504
3.552 (x2)
3.007(x2)
3. 358

01 -01
o2
o4
o4'

02 - o2l
o4
04'

031
o4

o4
03
o4
04
04

Average 2.746

01-As-03
o4

03 04
04 04'

Average = 109

105.60
Ll-2.L6 (x2)
110. 55 (x2 )
105.91 03

03r
o4

03
03r
o4
03r
o4
o4
04.

90. 91
166.63*
92.82 (x2)
75.72

L23.28 (x2)
94.55 (x2)

r13. 02

49

All distances given in R

Ail angles given in o

* Excluded. from average

Average equatorial
Average axial

= 119.86
= 94.23

t\)o
Ol
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5.6 DESCRIPTION AND DTSCUSSTON OF THE STRUCTURE

5.6.1 Topology

Aside from minor differences in coordinates, the adamite crystal

structure (figure 5.3) is identical to that of andalusite (Burnhanr and.

Buerger, 1961), and the members of the olivenite group of rnineral-s (Bragg

and Claringbull, 1965). The Zn atoms are equally divided between two

kinds of environment. The Znl atoms occur in elongate octahedra which

share "equatorial" edgres to produce infinite chains (coincident with the

two-folcl axes) in the c-axis direcÈion. These chains are lj-nked to one

another by sharing corners rvith AsOn tetrahedra and with trigonal bipyramj-ds

coordinating Zn2 atoms. The trigonal bipyramids alternate with the

tetrahedra to produce ladders running parallel to the c-axis, the former

polyhedra constituting Èhe "rungs." In fact, the trigonal bipyramids also

share an edge to produce discrete ZnrOU groups within the framev¡ork.

In detail (table 5.5 and figure 5.3), the octahedron consists of a

Znl atom at the centre of an approximately square planar array of tlo O

atoms and trvo OH groups (previously referred to as 02) at an average distance

of 2.0571. one of the shared octahedron edges is 2.SOSR in length and is

composed of two OH groups, each in trigonal coordination with two Znl

atoms and a Zn2 a1om¡ the other sharecl edge is 2.772R long and consists

of two Ol atoms, each bonded to two Znl atoms and an As atom. The un-
ô

shared edges are significantly longer (3.0374) than either of the shared

edges. The remaining two O atoms of the octahedron occur above and below

the square plane at a distance of 2.26IR and are likewise shared betrveen

three atoms (ZnL, Zn2 and As).

Tlne Zn2 atoms are in slightly accentric positions within slightly distcr-

ted trigonal bj.pyramids. The three O a'toms in the trigonal plane subtend

angles of 723.28o(.x2) and I13.O2o at the Zn2 atom and occur at an average

distance of 2.008Â. Two of these O atoms (Oa¡ are shared with As ancl

ZnI atoms, while the other atom (03) is shared witl¡ As and Zn2. The vertex
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atoms of the pyramids are 03 (shared with As and. Zn2), and the OH group

(shared with two Znl atoms). They occur at an average distance of 2.058R.

The shared eCge l¡etween the ZnO4 (OH) groups is considerably shorter

(2.5048) than the average value for the unshared edges (3.1258), and, as

in the case of the ZnI polyhedron, is contained within one of the mirror

planes in the uni.t cell. This polyhedron is discussed at greater length

in secÈion 5.7.

The As atom is bonded to four O atoms to produce an essentially

regular tetrahedron with mirror symmetry. AIl of the O atoms are in

trigonal coordination, two shared with Znl- and Zn2, one with ttuo Znl' a.nd

the last wíth trvo Zn2 atoms. The average As-O distance is I.6B2R.

It is interesting to note the orientation of the thermai vibration

ellipsoid of the Znl atom in relation to its enclosing coordination pofy-

hedron: the major axis of the ellipsoid is parallel to the major direct-i.on

of elongation of the octahedron and is an illustration of the physi.cal

reality of the anisotropic temperature factor coefficient refinement in

this structure.

2+The Zn-' ion has a filled d-shell of electrons and therefore cannot

lower the symmetry of its environment by a splitting of its degenerate

ground state (Jahn-TeIIer effects). Paramagnetic studies of Mex-ican

adamite by Seed et aL. (1972) and by Hutton et aL. (L9721 have clernonstratecl

ar )+
that Cu'-, and to a lesser extent Feo' , may substitute into both the

octahedraL Znl- site and the trigonal bipyramidal Zn2 si.|ue in this structure

Both these ions are capable of distorting their crystal fields by Jahn-

Te1ler effects but have been detected only at a level of 28 ppm (for Cu)

by x-ray fluorescence. This amount of Cu is, of itself, j-nsufficient to

cause the octahedron distortion, It is therefore concluded that the

Znl octahedron is distorted as a resul-t of steric effects in the iattice

and not in consequence of crystal fielcl stabilisation considerations.

The occurrence of ai.l of the O atoms and OH groups in trigonal co-
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ordinaÈion, aïìd the presence oÍ. zn i¡r both six- and five-fotd coordinatj-on

explains the high density of adamite (4-45 Sm.*-t). The elongated habit

parallel to [Oof] is explained by the presence of the chains of octahedra

and ladders parallel to the e-axis, while the lack of perfect cteavag. i,,

any direction and the uneven to sub-conchoidal fracture is to be expected

from the tightlY knit framework.

5.6.2 Structure Analogues

As stated Ín section 5.2, and confirmed by the structure analysis

presented j"n section 5.4, adamite is isostructural with the olivenite

group of minerals and with andalusite. In addition, the species

Cor(AsOn)(OH) has been found as mixed crystals with adamite' anC a corl-

tinuous seríes exists between the synthetic compounds (Keller, 1971):

similarity of cell dimensions and x-ray diffraction patterns suggest that

this material may also be isotypic with adamite. It is therefore apparent

that the adamite structure type may accoflìmodate a numbet of differeirt

cations within the five- and six-folcl coordinated sites in its framervork,

including Zn, Cu, Mn, Co and 41, as well as allowing the substitution of

p for As in the tetrahedral positions.- A comparison of these species is

given in the following table:

Radius of cation tRl
llineral Formula a e

CN=5 CN=6L

adamite Zn

olivenite Cu

libethenite

eveite

2
(Ason) (oH)

(Ason) (oH)

(Po4) (oH)

8.31 8.52 6.O4 0.68

8.64 8.24 5. 95 0.65

o.745

0.73

0. 73

o. 82 (HS )

0. 735 (HS)

0.53

2

co2

wz

7.47 8.31 5.83 0.65

(AsO ) (oH) 8.57 8.77 6.27
4

Co, (Ason) (oH) a-28 8. 54 6 -06

andalusite AITSiOU 7 .76 7 .90 5.56 0.48

(The cation radij- were obtained from shannon and Prewitt, 1969)
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It is obvious from this table that the adamite structure can

maintain its topologry under a wide variation of cationic radii, despite

its relatively close-packed naÈure. Not unexpectedly, the complete sub-

stitution of the relatively large Mn2+ ion for Zn2I in the structure

type to produce the mineral eveite (Moore, 1968) has the effect of sig-

nifÍcantly increasing the dimensions of the octahedron and trigonal bi-

pyramid, but leaves their overall shapes remarkably constant' This

increase in size apparently causes an increase in the leve1 of strain within

the framework, since the AsOn tetrahedron in eveite is quite considerably

distorted compared with its equivalent in adamite. In fact, Mrr2+ *.y

represent the maximum size of divalent cation which can be accommodated,

within this structure tYPe-

Paradanr-ite is the dimorph of adamite (Finney, L966) and is iso-

structural with the mineral tarbuttite, Znr(POnl (OH), containing two

crystallographically distinct- Zn atoms in five-fold coordination (Cocco

et aL., 1966). The adamite composition can therefore exist in either the

orthorhombic (adanite) or triclinic (tarbutti.te) structure Èypes. In view

of the ability of zinc arsenates to exist in either of these forms, and

the generally recognised ability of As and P to mutually substitute

(at 1east in part) in crystal structures (e.g. libentheníte - olivenite) '

it is somewhat sgrprising that a zinc phosphate with the orthorhombic

adamite structure has not as yet been found in nature.

5.7 PENTACOORDINAT]ON

5.7.r General Discussion

Five-fold coordinated molecules and ions are of considerable interest

since they are known with trigonal bipyramidal (6m2, O3h), square pyramidal

(4mm, C4rr), and intermediate (mm2, Crrr) stereochemistry (figure 5-4). In

addition, many intermediate or transitÍon states in organic and inorganic

reactions have pentacoordinate geometry. In fact, I'ILU comPlexes were
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originally consider:ed to be quite rare, and as a result receiverl scant

atte¡ttion in the literature. More recently they have been characterised

for a variety of electronic states l-hroughout the Periodic Tabl-e.

The two dsp3 sets of hybridised orbitals generally assumed to be

responsible for pentacoordinated complexes (Cotton and Wilkinson, L966),

may produce either trigonal bipyramidal (TBP) or square pyramidal (Se¡

arrangements, depending on the d oribital used. However, the sets are

each íntrinsically non-equivalent, even if the five aEoms bonded are

identical. fn the case of the TBP the orbitals drz, sr P*, Py.td P,

conibine to gíve two equivalent "axiaI" orbitals an<l three equir.zalent

"equatorial" orbitals, but those in rfifferent sets are not equival-ent.

Sirnilarly, fot the SP geometry. the orbita-l-s d*r-yrr sr P*r Py ttd P"

combine to produce four equivalent "basal" orbitals, but no one of Èhese

is equivalent to the unique axial orbital. In practise, these hybrids

appear to have very little directional character, with the result that

only rarely j-s a close approach to either of the ideal TBP or SP con-

figurations attained.

Despite the fact that the TBP and SP arrangemenl-s possess obvj.ousi-y

different symmetry elements, they are strikingly similar v¡hen viewed down

the two-fold axis of the TBP and the four-fold axis of the SP. fn fact,

potential energy calculations carried out by Kepert (1973a), involving

the mininisation of the total ligand-ligand repulsion energ'y (obtaine,f by

summing over all donor atom-donor atom repulsions), demonstrate that there

is no potential eneïg.y barrier between the two ideal stereochetnistries along:

the "reaction coordinate. " Therefore, in add.ition to tbe comparable

stability of these isomers, there is also the possibility of low activation

energies leading to rapid intramolecular interconversion. Berry (1960)

has pointed out that the interconversion requires only a bending process,

and since this constitutes a genuine vj.bratíon for an MLU specj-es' there

is the possibility that the lifetime of the ground state geometry for a

pentacoordinate compound or ion rnay be verl' short.
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As demonstrated by Kepert (1973a), the relative stabilities of the

stereochemistries (TBP and SP) j-s changed if the ligands are not identical-.

For example, potential energry calculations indicate that, for the M¡rL4

species, an increase in ihe cation : anion radius ratio (R) from values

less than unity to values greater than unity changes the stable species

from SP to TBP, and ultimately to the tetrahedral configuration. For

compounds of stoichiometry *å": the sta-bIe stereochemistry is again

dependent on the value of the radius ratio: for R ( 1, TBP geometry is

favoured, while for R > 1 the planar-triangular coordination is preferred.

Kepert (1973b) has also clescribed the effect of bidentate ligands: with

progressively increasing "normal-ised bite" of the bidentate, the irregular

TBP geometry is favoured over the rectanguJ.ar pyramidal configuraEion.

In the liqht of this discussion it would appear that pentacoordinate

structures are potentially non-rigid in a stereochemical sense, and that

the geometry may be primarily determined by the constraints introduced by

the steric requirements of polyfunctional ligands, particularly when these

ligands are buIky.

5.7.2 Pentacoordinated Zinc

Considering that t}re zn2+ ion is capable of existing in both four-

fold and six-fold coordination, the occurrence of pentacoordination for

this ion is not surprising. Table 5.6 lists the various type and number

of. Zn coordination polyhedra presenÈ in those Zn phosphate species whose

crrystal struc+-ures have been documented in the literature (excluding

those compounds in which zn2* h^" only partially sr:bstituted for other

cations). It can be readily seen that this cation may assume a variety

of d.iscrete, and also ¡nixe<l, coordinations within these structures, and

furthermore, that pentacoordination is quite conmon.

As expected from the discussion in section 5.7.1, most of the five-

fold coordination polyhedra have geometries somewhere between TBP and SP,

but in several insta¡ces the distortion is so severe that the leve1 of the
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coordination itself is ambiguous. By enlarging or decreasing the radius

tímit of the first coordination sphere from the generally accepted value

of l-.96 - 2.118 (Brehler, 1969), the polyhedra may be considered to be

octahedral (or trigonal prismatic) or trigonal planar (or tetrahedral)

respectively.

TABLE 5.6 ZN COORDINATION IN PHOSPHATES AND ARSENATES

Zn coorclirtation
Species Reference

Six Five Four

Hopeite

Parahopeite

Spencerite

Scholzite

Legrandite

Tarbutt-ite

Adamite

Stranskiite

Zn PO

znr(Pon) 2.4H2o
1

1

2

2

2

2

This study : Chapter 3

Chao (1969)

Fanfani et aL. (r9i2)

This study : Chap'l-er 2

Mcl,ean et aL. (1971)

cocco et aL. (l-966)

This study : Chapter 5

Calvo and l,eung (1969)

Calvo (1965)

Stephens and Calvo (1967)

Calvo (1963)

Calvo and Stephens (.1-968)

Calvo and Stephens(1968)

n) r.4uro

2 
(oH) (AsOn)HrOZn

3

4
o 1+1Zn (oH) (PO4) 

2. 3H

l r.z*ro

2

PO

2

CaZn

I

2

I

I

t

I

2

I+l+1

I+1zn, (Pon) (oH)

Zn, (Ason) (oH)

,(Asol,

3@oì 2

E 
(Po¿) 

z

: (PO¿) 
z

2eo4) 2

2@o4) 2

CuZn

d,-zn

9-zn

y-zn

CdZn

ZnCd

L+2

1+1 I

2

I

I

Adamite appears to be an example of a structure contain-ing a

relatively undistorted trigonal bipyramid, despite the presence of two

kinds of ligands (i.e. O and oH) and the sharing of a polyhedron edge

(equivatent to a bidentate ligand). The distance and angular characteris-

tics of this polyhedron have been illustrated in figure 5.5 using a Schlegel

diagram an<l a stereographic projection (of the bonds) respecÈively. In

this case the almost regular TBP configrrration is quite surprising since
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this geometry normally becomes stable only in polyhedra with bidentate

ligancl ,,bites" larger than 1.3: the corresponding vaLue in adamite is

1.25 ancl the geometry is accordingly expected to be of intermedj'ate

character between sP and TBP. It is obvious in this case, as in many

oÈhers, that the stereochernical problem of pentacoordinatíon has yet to

be resolved, and that ster.ic requirements of the frameworlc appear to be

ôf primary concern in the determination of Èhe final shape of this essen-

tially non-rigid polyhedron. In fact, the pentacoordinated species may

only represent a compromise situation, prevaiting in those frameworks which

are unable to accommodate lower or higher coordinations because of steric

hindrance or other crystal-chemical effects. fhe zn2+ l:on is particularly

susceptible to this level of coordinatj-on because of its ability to exist

in either tetrahedral or octahedral configurations'
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CHAPTER 6 PHOSPHATB SYNTHBSTS

6.1 ABSTRACT

Synthetic scholzite, CaZnr(PO4) 2.2H20, and hopeite, Znr(pOn) 
2.4H2O

have been prepared by crystall-isation from hot aqueous solutions of. CaCLrr

ZnCl, and H-PO,. In addition, hopeite has been obtained by diffusion cf

ZnCl, through a silica gel containing 
"¡Po4, 

and also by hydrothermal crystal-

lisation. Tertiary zinc phosphate dihydrate and apatite have been observed

in rninor amounts. The morphology, x-ray diffraction data, and thermal

dehydration characteristics of these cornpounds are described and compared

with natural material (where possible).

6.2 INTRODUCTTON

The discovery of parahopeite, znr(zn,Ee,MrnrMg) (po4) 
2.4H2o single

crystals and zincian colLinsite, car(Mg,zn) (pol2.2H2o crystar clumps at

Reaphook Hirl., south Àustraria, has been reported in chapter r and by

Hill and Milnes (I974). vlith accurate single crystal structure deterrnj.na-

tions of pure parahopeite, znrzn(Po4) 2.4H2o (Kumbasar and l-irrney, 196g;

Chao' 1969), and of magnesian collinsite t CarMg(PO4) 2.2H2O 
(Brotherton ei aL.,

1974) available for comparison, it was hoped that crystal structr:re analyses

of the intpure material would alIow a study of the crystal chemical effects

of substituEion of a nurnber of other cations for Zn ald Mg respectS.veJ.y.

However, the chendcal inhomogeneity observed in both these specj-es at:

Reaphook Hill makes them inappropriate for single crystal x-ray diffraction

experiments. Moreover, the extremely fíne grained. nature of the zincian

collinsite also precluded its use in this regard,. Ttre suggestion therefore

arose of preparing suitable single crystals of these minerals slmthetically.

In fact' the tendency of many naturat phosphates to be very fine grained

makes the study of techniques of synthesis of crystals for structure

determination an attract--ive proposition in its own right.

Compared with the many ntethods reportecl for the synthesis of anhydrous
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phosphates, and the rerated. arsentaÈes and vanadates (for exampre:

Calvo, 1963; Gopa1 and Calvo, 1971-), techniques for the preparation

of hydrous Zn phosphates have not been commonly published,

evidently due to their greater difficulty.

Schulten (1904), Mamed.ov et aL. (1961), Goloshchapov and Filatova

(1969), Kawahara et aL. (L972, 1973) and Nriagu (1973) discuss the crystal-

lisation of hopeite from solution at various temperatures and pH values,

while Palache et aL. (1951), and Goloshchapov and Filatova (1969), report

methods for the formation of parahopeite. Tarbuttite has been synthesised

at 19OoC and 12 atm. by Thilo and Schulz (1951), and. a cobalt arsenate

analogue of this mineral has been prepared from aqueous solution at normal

pressures by Keller (1971). However, as far as the candidate is a\årare, the

minerars scholzite and collinsite have not been synthesised.

It was hoped that in addition to providing specimens of the minerals

themselves, a study of crystallisation within the Ca-Zn phosphate system

would provide information about the conditions required for the formation

of collinsite and parahopeite in relatÍon to scholzite, a situation which

is particularly relevant in terms of the paragenesis of the Reaphook Hill
phosphate mineralisation. rt was also of interest to discover whether

slmthetic forms of scholzite display disorder of the same kind and degree

as that so characteristic and constanÈ in natural material.

Slmthetic forms of the mineral hopeite were of additional interest

in view of the continuing conjecture as to the presence or otherwise of

c- and ß-modifications in natural material from Broken HilI, Zambia

(Spencer, 1908), and also for the characterisation of its stability field
in relation to its dinrorph parahopeite.

6.3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS ÀND RESULTS

The investigations presented in this chapter have been concerned

with attempts to synthesíse members of the dimorphous series hopeite-
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parahopeite, ZnrZn (PO4) 
Z.4H2O, as well- as the-: mineraLs zincian col-l-insj-ie¡

CarZn(FO4) ^.2H2O 
and scholzit.e, ZnrCa(POì 2.2H2O by reacf-j-oirs of the

chlorides (or: sul-phates) of Zn and Ca with phosphoric ar:id j-n aqueorls

solution. The reactíons proposed for the formation of the various mineral-s

are as follows:

3ZnCL + 4H
20

+ 2H3PO4 Znr7.n(Poì 2. 4H20 + 6HC1 (1)
2

hopeite-parahopeite

ZnCL, + 2CaCI, + 2H2O + 2H3PO4 CarZn(Po4) 2.2H2o + 6HCI Q)

zinc-ian collinsite

2ZwCL + CaCI 2H2O + 2H3PO4 znrca(Pcì 2.2H2o + 6HC1 (3)

scholzite
2 2

+

Materials used were all of AR grade h¡ut their proportions in bhe:

initial solutions exerted only rninor control on the reaction products.

Since the phosphates in the a]:ove ec¡ratíons are soluble in excess acid

their precipitation could only be accomplished by the conlrolled addition

of a1kali. l'he acidity of the solutions was therefore monitoreC at c:rtr.<:iaL

stages of the reactions using a Prazisions*pH-rneter (model E 510). Iden-

ti.ficatj-o¡r of the products was carried out by x-ray pov;der diffraction on

the filterecl, acetone-dried precipitates.

In the Ca-free system illustrated l:y equation (1), crysta-llisation

of hopeite as thin subhedral plates up to 2 n¡n across with (010) faces

dorninant (figure 6.1) coflìmences at about pII = 2.0 only minutes after gentll'

warrning the solution on a water bath. The pll must then be continually and

gradually adjrrsted upwarCs usÍng NaDH to prevent resolution of the crystals"

A rapid increase in pÏi rlue to the addition of excess N¿ìOH causes the

flocculat-ion of a white arnorphous precipitate v¡hich rerna.ius in this state

even after aqeing for several- months aÈ room temperatu::e. Dialysis c¡f the

amorphous pr:ecipitate agairrst ctj stilled water effectively removes the
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unwanted reaction products (tr¡act), and ageìng of this soltrtion for four

days at about BOoc on a water bath produces a polycrysta.rline aggregate

of zinc phosphate dihydrate, zn3(Po4) 2.2H2Q. Ilydrothermal crystall-isation

of the dialysed amorphous precipitates was attempted using a stainless

steel (type 316) "cold seal" pressure vessel; samples were he.l-d at 20Ooc

and 15 bars PH,O for three days, but did not result in the formation of
either hopej-te or parahopeite. rn fact, parahopeite was not detected at

any stage of these experiments, and so clearly requires conditions as yeÈ

unattained for its formati.on.

Crystallisation in the system conÈaining both Z¡ and Ca is more

complicated. rn sorutions in which the zn:ca ratio is 1.0 or greater

precipitation of subhedral hopeite plates together with euhedral scholzite
prisms (figure 6.2) conmences at about pH = 2.0 after warming the solut-ion

on a v/ater bath. As in the case of the ca-free system, the pH has to be

slowly increased to prevent resolution of the crystals. rn fact, each

batch of crystals was filtered out of the solution at the moment crystal-
Iisation ceased and resolution commenced, prior tc adjusting the pH with
NaoH. at pH values above about 4, fine grained schol_zite crystal_r-i_ses as

the don-inant phase, although in one experiment with a solution containing

a znzca ratio of 1.0, znr(pon)2-2H2o and hopeite crystarlised together in
the pH range 4.2 - 4.5.

In solutions containing a Zn:Ca ratj.o of 0.3 or less, the first phase

to appear is scholzite. This material begins to crystallise, upon gentle

warming, at pH vaÌues of about 3 and is joined by hopeite as the pH is
raised" Both continue to form trp to pH ahout 6, although scholzite is gre

last phase to appear from this system. At no stage was zincian collinsite
detected ín these products, although finely crystallised apatite was fou¡d

in some residues- Attempts at hydrothermal crystallisation of the dialysed

amorphous precipitate procluced by rapid neutralisation with NaoH resulted in
the formation of rnicrocrystal-line hopeite on1y.

It therefore appears that growth of these phosphates proceeds stepwise
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gel, and within a few days the Znclr-HaPOn interface had moved several cm

down from the gel surface, leaving a number of elongate, very thin' crystal-

plaLes in the region above. Over a period of several weeks these crystals

grew to lengths of up to 2 cm but remaj-necl extrenely thÍn (figure 6- 3) .

They were subsequently identifíed as hopeite by x-ray powder diffraction.

The addition of CaCl, to the ZnCl, supernatant solution above the gel

produced a similar assemblage of hopeit-e crystals, but collinsite and

scholzite could not be grown, despite variatioi't of both the acidity and

density of the gel.

6.4 MORPHOT,OGTCAL X-RAY AND THERMAL CHARACTERTSTTCS OF THE

SYNTHETIC M]NERALS

6.4.I Scholzite CaZn (PO ) o

Slmtheticscholzite occurs with a number of characteristic habits:

eJ.ongate wedge-shaped rods, radiating clusters of rectangular platelets'

and anhedral , multiply fractured crystals (figrrre 6.4). On the other harr'd,

natural scholzite from Reaphook Hill and the type locality in Bavaria,

disp1-ays only two (quite distinct) habits: pseudohexagonal needles, and

elongate plates (Chapter 1; strtnz and Tennyson, 1956 The maximum

dimensÍon of the slmthetic material ís about 0.2 rnm. Many crystals display

sector twinning or occur as paired intergrowths. All show paraliel extinc-

tion, high birefr-ingence and high relíef. Electron-probe microanalyses

(incorporating the same e>rperimental conditions, and instrument, as described

in section 1.4) of several synthetic scholzite crystals have been averaged

to give the analysis Ín tal¡Ie 6.1; it ís consistent with the ideal formula.

The x-ray powder diffraction pattern of synthetic scholzite ís given

in table 6.2 anð. is similar to that of naÈural material (table L-2) - It

was obtained with a 119 mm diameter powder diffraction camelîa anð' CuKo

radj.ation. Least-squares cell dimensíons were cletermined frorn Ehis pattern

using the method of Evans et aL. (1963) and are in reasonable agreemellt
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with t-hose obtained from natural material (table 1.1), although the di.f-.

ferences seem to be significant in terms of Èhe cal"culated. errors:

a, e = 6.688

TABLE 6.1 ELECTRON-PROBE MICROANATYSES OF SYNTHETTC SCHOLZTTE AND HOPEITE

17.115 (1s) b 22.reg (21) (4) I

Scholzite Hopeite Scholzite Hopeite

ZnO

CaO

P zos

39.26

13. 15

38. 48

50.93

0. 11

34.76

1. 86

0.91

2"09

2.7L

0.0I
2-t2

2.72
Zn

Ca

P

TotaI
Hzo
by dif-
ference

90. 89

9. 11

85. 80

]-4.20 3.9 6.8

Atomic ratios calculated on ar¡ ignited basis of 8 o:rygen atoms for botlr
scholz.ite and hopei.te, using averag'es of 6 and 5 spot analyses ïespecti-vely.
Analyses are given to within cal-culated cou¡rting error.

In the deterrnination of the cell dimensions of natural scholzi-l-e,

systematically absent reflections appï:opriate to the space grouF p2l/b

(ø-axis unique) were excludecl from consideration <luring the least-squares

fitting of calculated to observecl d-spacings. Under these circumstances the

reflection with d-spacing 7.66?, (table 1.2) was the cause of some concern/

since it could only be indexed as (210). However, in order noË to presuppose

the symmet-ry of the synthetic material, symmetry restrictions were not

applied during r:efinement of the powder diffraction paLtern of the synthetic

crystals. This allowed. the gene:latio¡r of calcul-ated reflections of the

1uypeokL with k = 2n+ L, and.4Oowith h = 21,t* lt andas a result, the

"tr:oublesome" peak in the synthetic spectrum (d = 7.6378) was able to be
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indexed as (03ù), with a significant improvement in the fit. Ir: additicn,

the 4.930Â and 4.4058 peaks (ivhich did nc¡t appear in natural material dif-

fraction patterns) could be indexed as (031) ancl (050) respectively, again

in violation of the b-glide plane extinction rule.

In fact, the presence or otherwise of the (030) reflection in

!{eissenberg photographs of natural crystals could not be estabiished beca-use

of beam trap positioning, but the (031) and (050) reflections were certainly

absent. Peaks corresponding to all Èhree of these reflections rdere quite

obvious in some powder photographs of slmthetic material, but in others were

faint or missing. The question therefore arises as to whether the b-glide

plane is present in the synthetic scholzite crystal structure. With cell

dimensions as guoted above, the d-spacings of these planes fit very badly

to calculated values (as evidenced by the ?.668 peak in natural material)

unless the b-glide restriction is relaxed. Release of the interaxial angles

during least-squares refinement of the ceII dimensions ::esulted in insig-

nificant departures from orthorhombic shape (relative to calculated errors)

and did nothing to improve the fit. In acldition, no correlation could be

made between the presence of these peaks and the conditions under v¡hich

the corresponding baEches of scholzite crystals were prepared. The extremely

small size of the crystals precluded their selection for individual study

with Vleissenberg or precession photography

ft is therefore concluded that all samples of synthetic schol-zite

may not disptay the symmetry of natural material, altÏrough the shape and

size of the unj-t celLs are the same. This is noÈ surprising in r¡iew of

the extreme pse'rrdosymmetry possessed by the structure (outlined in Chaptet 2l:

slight changes in the conditions of fornation may well be enough to influence

atomic posiÈions in such a way as to decrease or intensify the approxÍma-

tion to the b-glide within the deticately balanced framework, v¡j-th

consequent changes to the i-ntensity distribution.

In Chapter 2 it lvas proposed that stackirrg faults parallel to (100)
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are the cause of the smearing of x-ray diffraction j-nteirsities in t-he

4* direction. It was aLso established that the \^¡ater molecules in scholzite

are associated with distor+-ecl Ca octahedra lying j-n sheets parallel to

(100). Vüith the synthesis of the mineral taking place in aqueous solution

and being crítically dependent on pH, it was felt that further information

concerning all these effects could be obtained by a comparison of the thermal

dehydration characÈeristics of synthetic and natural material.

Details of the techniques and results of these cìehydration experiirrents

are gíven in Chapter 7. In summary, there appears to be no difference

betv¿een synthetic and natural material in so far as the loss of water frorn

the crystal structure Ís concerned: both display the release of one water

molecule of the formula unit (commencing) at about I3OoC, with the remaining

molecule lost in at least two stages, commencing at about 27OoC. The associa-

tion between the stacking d.isorder and the multiple stage release of the more

tightly bound water molecule has already been made in section 2.9.2.

Synthetic material ís therefore expected to display a similar set of

diffuse refLections parallel to ø*. The presence of a si¡n-ilar subcell-

structure ís suggested by the higher relative intensity of powder diffractjorr

reflections wj.th k = 3n (in fact, planes of this type donuinate the diffrac-

tion pattern). However, no further light could be shed on the enigmatic

b-gIide plane, and therefore the detailed space group symmetry of the syn-

thetic scholzi-te main cell remains undetermined.

6.4.2 te Zn PO .4H o

Hopeite prepared by crystallisation from aqueous solution on a water

bath occurs as well formed, very thin plates, either alone or as radiating

clusters (figure 6.1). No twinning or íntergrowth is observed, but the

(010) su.rfaces of the plates contain rectangula:: pits alligrned with their

longest axis parallel to [OOf]. These pits are interpretecl as resultíng

from the preferential di.ssolution of the crystal at the point of inter-

section of structure imperfections with the surface, and confirm, by their
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Shapeanclorientation,Eheorthorhombicsymmetryofthefra¡rework.The

maximum dimension of the crystals is 2 mm, although their thickness rarely

exceeds O.OI mm. Electron-probe microanalyses of several s1'rithetic hopeite

crystals have been averaged to give the analysís in table 6.I. It is

consistent with the ideal formrrla except for a sJ-ight excess of P and the

presence of some ca (not surprising since these particular crystals were

precipitated from a Ca-Zn system) '

Hopeite prepared by diffusion of the reactant solutions through a

metasilicate gel are essentially identical to the material descríbed above'

but displa)'no etch pits and are, in many cases' extremely elongate

(figure 6.3).

Natural hopeite from Zambia has been described in detail by spencer

(1908) and Ungemach (1910) and the description will not be repeated here'

Acomparisonbetweenthemorphologyofnaturalandsyntheticmaterial

(prepared using the method of schulten, 1904) has been made by Kleber and

Belov(]|962).Asimilarcomparisonforthesynthetichopeiteprepared

using the methods outl.ined in section 6.3 could not be made in view of

the fact thaÈ the only form procluced is severely flattened on {OtO}'

the crystals being so thin that prism faces are not visibte ' even rurder

high magnification.

The x-ray powder diffraction pattern of slmthetic hopeite (obtained

using cuJ{o radíation and a I19 mm diameter camera) is identical to that cf

natural materiat deterrnined by the candidate (as describecl in section 3'3)'

Both of these patterns are pÏesented in table 6.2, indexíng and calculated

d-spacings havíng been determined by a least-squares process following the

method of Evans et aL- (1963) ' However, the patterns for natural material

given in the AS1M Powder Diffraction FiIe and by v'rhitaker (1973) oiffer

significantlyfromthesespectrawhenexaminedindetail.

Least-squares cell dirnensions for synthetic material were determined

from the powd.er diffraction pattern, and also from 24 reflections col-lected



from a single crystal using a Philips 4-circle diffractometer. These

values are presented in table 6.3, where they may be compared with the

corresponding values obtained by the candidate for natural material using

a 2-circle diffractometer and also a powder diffractometer (section 3.3).

The agreement between all four determinations suggests that there is no

difference in the size or shape of the synthetic and natural hopeite

unit cells.

a

10. 66

LO.64

10. 64

ro.62

ro.64

10. s9o (s)

LO.629 (2)

10.s97(3)

r0. see ( 1)

r0. s86 (4)

10.608

þ_

18. 36

]-8.32

18. 36

18.43

18. 35

18.2e0 (e)

18.339 (3)

18. 318 (8)

18.307 (2)

18" 314 ( 7)

18.316
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c

5. 04

5.03

5.04

5.02

5.04

s. 010 ( 3)

s.040(1)

s. osr (1)

s.02e1(5)

s.o2B (2)

5.032

TABLE 6.3 CELL DTMENSTO}TS FOIì HOPETTE tRl

Source

AST}1

Wolfe (1940)

Mamedov
et aL. (1961)

Liebau (1965)

Kawahara
et aL. (te72)

Kawahara
et aL, (1973)

Whitaker (1973)

9'lhitaker (1973)

This study

This study

This study

This study

ItÍaterial Method

N Powder camera

N Weissenberg

Pov¡der diff.
4-circle diff.

Powder diff.
2-circle diff.
Powder cõrmera

4-circle diff.

S

S

c

s

N

N

N

N

S

s

naturalN

Vteissenberg with
Si int. std.
4-circle diff . I0.553 (2) tB. 199 (4) 5.031(1.)

s synthetic

Hovrever, there is some considerable variatj-on ín the cell dimensions

for hopeite reported in the literature: a sunmary of these val-ues has been

included in table 6.3 for compari-son. It is possible to understand the

disagreement in the first five entries in '¡iew of thê methods of determina.-

tion, but not so for Èhe remaining entries. The values of Whitaker (1973)

and Kawahara et aL. (1973), although apparently of Ïrigh precision, differ
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by up to 20 times the sum of the qucted errors, leaving some <loubt as to

thei.r accuracy, and indeed, the validity of these errols. On the other

hand, the four determinations in the present study agree much more closely

(and in fact, occtlr within Idhitaker's spread), and suggest that they are

more accurate, as well as being of equivalent precision-

It was reported in Chapter 3 that no traces of an intergrowth of

c- and ß-nodifications of hopeite, as descrilced by Spencer (1908), could

be detected by the candidate, either optically or with x-rays, in samples

of material from Zambia. This view is not shared by atl students of the

PZO' - ZnO - HrO system (C,oloshchapov and Filatova, L969¡ Takahashi et aL.,

1972¡ Kawahara et aL., L972), although most rvorkers support the existeltce

of two forms of hopeite clisplaying different thermal dehydration propelties,

Nevertheless, the characterisation of these forms remains in a state of

disarray: Takahashi et aL. (L972) suggested that the o-form of hopeite

occurs in nature, while the ß-forrn corresponds to specimens prepared in the

Iaboratory. On the other hand, Goloshchapov and FíIatova (1969) seem to

have been a-ble to prepare both forms, while the material synthesj.sed by

NrÍagu (1973) has been identified as c-hopeite.

It is unfortunate that the distinctíon between the modificat-ions has

been based on the dehydration "curves" obtained by Spencer in 1908 by

heating the samples for one hour in an air oven at various temperatures.

With the availability of accurate Differential 'Iherrnal and Thermal GravimeÈríc

Analysis apparatus. the possibility has arisen for the re-definition of the

various forms of hopeite on the basis of dynanr-ic clehydration data. To

this end DTA and TGA experiments on natural and synthetic forr¡s were

undertaken by the candidate, the details of which are given in ChapÈer 7.

The r:esults of this work indicate that there is essentially no dif-

ference between the thermal dehydration properties of synthetic and natural

hopeite: both <lisptay multiple DTÀ a¡rd TGÀ peaks correspcnding to the

release of water molecules in several stages. Weight loss calculations

demonstrate that non-integral numbers of water molecules are lost at ceri-ain
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of these temperatures, -implying that the samples consist of a mixture of

at least two different modifications. The positions of non-hydrogen atoms

in the structures are identical, as evidenced by x-ray powder diffraction

(Vtolfe, L94O¡ Chapter 3 of this study), and by crystal structure deter:mina-

tion (Kawahara et aL., Ig73l. The different thermal responses of the

various forms of this mineral must therefore concern only the hydrogen

atoms in the structure, i.e. they differ only in the nature of their hydrogen

bonding schemes. In fact, the weight loss associated with certain DTA

and TGA peaks varies from sample to sample and suggests that the ratio of

the mocl-i-fications within the mixtures is variable'

In the Iight of these results it is concl-uded that the cx- and ß-forms

of hopeite described by Spencer (1908) represent the coarse intergrowth of

two modifications of the kind discussed. above. Using Spencer's data'

Goloshchapov and Filatova (f969) claím to have characterised the dehydratiou

of the 0- and $-species in their study of synthetic rnateriaL. Holever. DTA

and TGA experiments carried out Ìry the candidate on a variety of speci'mens

of natural material frorn Zambia (obtained through the courtesy of the

South /rustralian Museum, the Geologry Department of tt'.e University of

Melbourne, and the Bureau of Mineral Resources), and also on a number of

synthetic specimens (sections 7.4.3 and 7 "4.4) do not indicate the unique

plresence of either of the species described by Goloshchapov and Filatova.

It is therefore possible that these workers succeeded in preparing yet anothe:

two rnodifications of hopeite, which are similar, but not identical, to the

species occurring in natural hopeite.

Ttre number of different fonns of hopeíte r.ay therefore be guite

large, each possessing a unique dehydration curve due to the presence of

a unique scheme of hydrogen bonding, probably produced in response to

f1uetuations in pI{ and/or temperature during crystaltisation- Detailed

crystal structure analysis, incrrrporating neutron diffractiorr for the

determination of hydrogen atom positions, orr a number of these species may

be the only way of substantiating these proposals'
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6.4.3 Zn^(PQ^)^.2H^O
-J.--+-Z

A morphological descriptiou of thís material was not possible because

of the extremely small size of the crystals produced. Tn fact, its presence

in the synthetic residues was only índicated on the basis of x-ray powder

diffraction. The d-spacings (table 7.2) compare well wj-th those for material

prepared by Katnack and Hummell (1958) fron the reaction of H,PO* with a

water slurry of ZnO. Least-squares cell dimensions could not be determinecl

since the symmetry of the unit cell is as yet undocumented.

The results of DTA and TGÃ experiments carried out on this species

are presented in detail in Chapter 7. In summary, it is apparent, that

armost arl the h'ater (L.gA morecures) is lost in one step (at 298oc).

Comparison of the DTA curve v¡ith that of Znr(PO4) 2.4H2O indicates that

the dihydrate may be one of the intermediate products formed during the

dehydration of hopeite, in agreement with the fíndings of Kawahara et aL.

(1e72).

6.5 CONCLUSTONS

Although attempts at the synthesis of the chemically inhonrogeneous

phosphate species occtrrring at Reaphook HÍIl were unsuccessful, the

minerals hopeite and scholzite were preparecl by crystallisation in sodium

metasilicate gel and/or from aqueous solution. Às a result of these

experimertts some insight has been ga-tned as to the environmental conditions

required for the formation of these minerals in the Ca-Zn-P-HrO system.

Whereas hopeite for¡ns as well-crystall.j-sed material quite readiiy

from Zn or Ca-zn systems at pH>2, scholzite precipitates at somewhat higirer

pH in less rvel-l crystallised form. Col-tinsite and parahopeite, although

expected for these systems, do noÈ appear at any stage. fn view of the

strucburel similarities between hopeite and parahopeite (section 4.5), the

abserrce of Ehe latter species during these experiments is particularly

surprising. For similar reasons, the absence of hopeite in association

with the scholzite and. parahopeite at Reaphook HilI is equally puzzting.
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The basic Zn phosphate m-ineral tarbu.ttite was, of course, not produced

under the acidic conditions prevailirrg in the experirnents, although it

does occur as a major phase at Reaphook Hil-l'

In the light of the seguence of mineral deposítion proposed for

the Reaphook HiIt phosphate deposit on the basis of mineral assemblages

and chemistry (outlined in chapter 1), and the results of the syntheses

described in this chapter, severaf suggestions can be made co¡rcerning the

pH and temperature of the nr-ineralising solutions at that' locality' By

analogy with the experimental conditions reported by KeIIer (197I) for

the formation of Cor(ason) (OH), tarbuttite, the Zn phosphate equivaleirt

of this material would be expected to crystall'ise from solution at about

loooc and pH B. The original mineralÍsation at Reaphook HiiI is therefore

suggested as having taken place r:nder environmental conditions of this

kind. The subsequent formation of scholzite must have been accompanied kry

a decrease in the prevailing pH to values somewhat below 7' with temper:a-

tures probably stj.Il in the vicinity of 80-1OOoC. At this level of acidity

the pre-existing tarbuttite (r:nder the influence of the new solutions) ' was

dissolved, supplying an additional, a]-ready localised, source of zn fot

the fo::mation of parahopeite (and the associated collinsite) " The aþsence

of hopeite indicates that the pH of the solutions remained at a level aho'¡e

4 - 5, while the formatio¡l of phosphophyllíte at a la'ue stage of the

paragenesis suggests that the temperature of the mineralising solutions

remained around IOOoC (Moore, Lg73), th::oughout the depositional hristory

of the deposit.

Despite significant differences in x-ray powder diffraction patterrrs,

interpreted as arising from changes in the symmetry of the unit ceII'

natural and synthetic specimens of scholzite clisplay identical thernal

dehydration characÈeristics, indicative of disorclering in the coorclination

of the rnore tighl-Iy bound. water molecule. Natura.l and synthetic hopeite

crystals have identical x-ray diffraction properties, and shor¡ sirni'Iar

mult.ipJ-e stages in their dehydration. In fact, a trrrnber of nodificatior:s
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exist simultaneously, on a sub-microscopic scale, within hopeite crystals,

each displaying a unique set of hydration energi.es, and indicating the

presence of a similar number of unique hydrogen bonding schemes rvithin

otherwise identical non-hyclrogen atom frameworks. lltre g ancl ß r¡odifÍcations

described by Spencer (1908) are understood to represent two of these forms,

the domains of which have reached microscopic scale.
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CHAPTER 7 TI{ERMAL ANAIJSIS

7.I ABSTRÀCT

Differential Thermal and Thermal Gravimetric Analyses have been

carried out on the major phosphate rruinerals occurring at Reaphook Hill,

and also on the rninerals adamite, hopeite, type parahopeite, and

slmthetic Zn (PO 2H The thermal characteristics of scholzite and
3 2

hopeite are compared with those of synthetic forms of the minerals in an

attempt to obtain further information concerning the structural disorde:r

in schol.zite and the o- and ß- forms of hopeite described by Spencer (I90Si.

7.2 INTRODUCTION

Interest Ín tr\e therrnal- dehydration characteristics of the Reaphook

HilI phosphate minerals was originally aroused during electron-probe nuicrc-

analysi-s of these species (reported in Chapter 1).

As a routine check on these anaJ-yses, "water by difference" was ca-l-

culated for each mineral. This value was then converted tc an equivalent

number of H atoms in the formula unit, and compared with the number gíven

in the ideal formula. The results confirmed that no siginificant quantity

of any element remained undetermined in the rn-inerals, but gave no indicaÈion

as to the role of the water molecules (or hydroxyl groups) within the crystal

structures. Thermal analysis is capable of providing information of this

kind.

fn addition, refinements of the scholzite average subcell arrd main

cell structures suggest that the structural disorder and subcell problem

are associated with the 03 (water) atom bonded to Ca. It was therefore

hoped that a detailed study of hydration energies would provide further

inforrnation about the part playe<l by water roo-lecules in the architecture

o.f the scholzite crystals.

A study of the thermat dehydration of hopeite was pl:ompted by

4 20.
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confusion in the literature concerning the characterisa.tioÌr (and, indeed,

the existance) of O- and ß-forlns of this mineral, and also by the desire

to compare its hydration energies with those of its <1imorph, parahopeite'

The dehyclration characteristics of tarbuttite were studied, along with its

arsenate analogue, adamite, in order to ascertain the influence of substitu-

tion of As for P within the respective structures on the temperature of

water release,

Synthetic forms of scholzite and hopeite were included in these

e>çeriments to allow a comparison to be made with their natural equivalents'

7.3 METHOD ¡\ND APPARATUS

The techniques of thermal analysis cover the investigation of all t'he

various measura-I¡Ie changes, either physical or chemical , Ëhat occur rv-ith

rise in temperature, e.91. evolution or alrsorption of heat, thermogravimetry,

dilatometry, gas-evolution analysis, decrepitation' electrical conductivity'

thermoluminescence, specific heat and the chemistry of phase chanEes'

However, the experiments described in this chapter have been limited to

the first two techniques, namely Different-ial Thermal Analysis (DTA) and

Therrnogravimetric Analysis (TGA) .

llhe method of DTA is a simple one. It consists of simultaneously

heating two separate samples, an unknown and an inert mat-eria!, and recorcl-

ing the evolution or absorption of heat by the unknown relative to Èhe

standard, The difference in temperature between the two samples (usually

measured wj,th a thermocouple), is recorded during heatíng at collstarrt rate'

and is plotted against actual temperature'

There are a nr:rnber of changes that take place on heating which give

rise to evolution or absorpÈion of heat. Reactions involving crystallisa-

tion, oxidatj-on and some other chernical reaclions are exothermic, whereas

phase changes, dehydratíon, deconposition and crystalJ-ine inversions are

generalJ-y endothermic" The differential temperature, v/hen plotted aqainst
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temperatureofthesaniplergivesacurvethatisreproducibleforthe

sample in quesbion, and from one apparatus to another, in a qualitative way'

Quantitatíve data require greater standardisation, particularly in terms

of sample hol<ler, heating rate, thermocouple junction sizes, particle size'

packing tightness and sampJ-e weight (MclaughJ-ino 1967¡ Garn, 1961-)'

Descriptions of different types of DTA instruments have been given by

llackenzie (1957) and lvendlanclt (1964), while the mathematics of the process

(relating the area under the DTA peak to the amou¡lt of reacting material'

and thus to the heat of reaction), has been described by sewell (1957)

and Wend.Iandt (L964) -

The method of TGA involves a study of the Ioss in weight of a sul¡-

stance (relative to an inert standard) as it is being heated' unl'ike the

older ,,stepped" methods, where constant weight lvas attained before the

temperature was raised, samples are now generally heat'ed at a constant IaÈÉ'

as with DTA. The conbination of TGA with DTÀ offers considerable aclvantages

since an endothermic effect occurring with a weight loss may iruned.iately be

designated as associatecl v,rith gas evolution (e'g' UrO or COr) rather

than a phase change or crystalline inversion' etc'

The e>çeriments described in this Chapter v'ere, f<¡r the most part,

carried out at the Division of lrlineral Ctrernistry, C'S'I'R'O" Melbourne'

The sample and stanrLard were coiltained in platinum crucibles' symmetrically

disposed within a ceramic block (wíth lid) , mounted' on a thernroflex

balance, and surrounded by a cylindricat heating oven' Each of the crucibles

was in contact with one junction of a ptrl}3å Rh r. Rh thermocouple, colnec+-ed

to a Rigaku simulataneous DTA/TGA thermo-analyser' In order to a'djust the

thermal characteristics of the sample to those of the standard

(0.5 gn AR c[-412O3), 2OO mg of the unknown was mixed (by gentle grinding)

with 3oo mg of c[-.4l2o3. Although peaks are sometimes displaced to ].ower

temperatures by this process, many workers have reported that dilrrtion in

Èhe region 25>" sampl-e - 75e" inert diluent, gives superior: quantitative data
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(webb and Heystek, 1957¡ Mclaughlin, -1961), as well as assisting the

evolution of volatiles. For Ehe latter reason the samples h¡ere packed

only to "finger tightness." Thermal behaviour of each sample was measured

from ambient to about lOOOoC, usíng a heating ratc of lOoc/minute (determined

e>çerimentally to give the best compromise between peak height and a rapid

return to equilibrium following completion of the reaction - Speil et a7-.,

f945). The only control exerted on the environment of the sample was via a

thin layer of Alro, placed above it in the platinum crucible: this

rneant that the atmosphere was partly self-generated duríng volatile evolu-

tion.

fn some instances the synthetic species were not produced Ín sufficient

quantity to allow the use of the C.S.I.R.O. inst::ument, and for these mat-

erials a Rigaku-Denki simultaneous DTA/TGA thermo-microanalyser in the Chenica-'1-

Engineering Department at l'4onash Universíty r/\¡as used. This instrument

allowed. sample weights in the range 10-50 mg. Its description is essentiaily

identical to that of the "maclo" apparatus at C.S.I.R.O. Prior Eo the

collection of data on the phosphate samples, the "micro" ínstrument was

calibrated using a number of materials with well-determined characterisÈic

temperatures, íncluding calcite (dissociation temperature = 894oC),

dotomite (first dissociation, to calcite, at ZSOoC), metallic Pb (¡nelting

poínt = 32goc), and Ca oxalate hydrate (water loss at 2OOoC). The experi-

mentally determined temperatures were very close to the documented values

and demonstrate the accuracy of response of the rnicro apparatus over a wide

range of temPeratures.

In addition to the synthetic species, the nr-icro apparatus was used

to <letermine the dehydration curves for natural scholzíte and hopeite,

(originaLly collected at c.s.l.R.o. ) , firstly to facílitate compa::isons with

the synthetic material curves (determíned only on the m.icro apparaLus),

and secondl-y, to allow indirect calibration of the C.S.f.R.O. instrument,

which had not been checked previously with standards. In general it was

found that the agreement between the two instruments for lTteasurements on
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the same samples were guite good, especially in terms of peak shapt:s, refat-ì-ve

peak heights, and temperatures of reaction above 259oc. For reactions

occurring below about zsooc the c.s.I"R.O. instrument gave tenrperatures j'n

vari.ance with the micro apparatus. but the deviations were neither large

(for the most part) nor systematic, and no corrections were therefore

applied"

The results presented in section 7.4 incorporate temperatures

determined at maximum DTA peak height. Although other metÏ¡ods exist for

the measurelnent of temperatures corÏesponding to thermal effects (e'g'

ttre "characteristic temperature" of Murray and. Fischer, 1951), which have

been claimed to be less subject to variation than "peak" values (Webb

and Heystek, 1.957), the accuracy of the temperatures deternr-ined on various

standards for the micro apparatus suggested that the use of these methods was

qnwarra¡rted. However, t-he micro apparatus lras the facility for measurirrg

Differential Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (DTGA) curves, and for thermal

effects corresponding to weight changes in the sample, the reaction tem-

per:ature may also be obtained from these cuÏves. In general, for the

samples analysed in this study, the DTGA peak temperatules are betrveerr 10

and 2Oo lower than the corresponding ones measurecl from the DTA curves'

The dehydration products were cooled to ambient temperature for examirra-

tion by x-ray diffraction at the conclusion of each e>çeriment. and the

products identified have been used to propose decomposition and dehydration

reactions. No stepwise "quenching" was attempted'

E:çerimental parameters for each instrument used in the detennination

of thermal dehydration curves presented in this chapter are listed in

table 7.1.
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Macro Micro
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(c. e)

Speci nwei t (mS)

Sta¡rdarcl

Diluti n of samPle

Atmospher

Heating rate (oc,z*itt.)

Thermocouple
-mVrane

DTA sensi ivitY in
uv 1oclinch)

TGA sensitivity (*S)

Chart speed (mm/nuin. )

I90 - 210

cr-Al2o3 or Zircon (zrSiOn)

Yes (2 : 3)

SeIf-generated

10

PL/I-3Z Rh ?). Pt
2T

50 (0.9) or r00 (I.9)

50 or 100

5.0

20-30
cx-AI203

No

Air
5orI0
Pt/I3z Rh ?r. Pt
10

20 (0.4) or 50

5

2 5

7.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

7.4.r Natural Scholzite -2H o

The thermal dehydration ch¡rracteristics of naturat scholzite from

Reaphook Hill, soutTr Australiar âIê displayed in figures 7.1 and 7'2,

representing curves obtained using the rruicro and macro instruments

respectivelY.

Both figures indicate dehydration in three major stages with endo-

thennic peaks in the DTA curves accompanying TGA weight lOsses at corres-

ponding temperatures. Converted to molecules of water, the lowest tenpera-

ture peak ïeplesents the loss of one water molecule in a single step' but

the other H2O group in the formul-a unit is released in a tnultiple stage

pïocess: about o.2 H2O is released in a broad, slowly accelerating step,

while the remaining 0.8 H2o is lost sharply at a highel temperature' A

surnmary of these events is presented in i'abLe 7'2'

Exanrination of the temperatures obtained for equivalent events

measured. on the two instruments in several runs indicates that the micro

instrument consistently records somewhat lower temperatures than the
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TABLE 7.2 SUMMÄRY OF THER¡4AL CHARACTERISTICS OF SCHOLZITE

Description of Event (t)1IA Peak) Temperature (oc)Compound

Nat. Scholzite
(Reaphook Hill)

Nat. Scholzíte
(Reaphook Hill)

Syn. Scholzite

Syn. Scholzite

Molecules H o

r.04
o.23

o.79

2.06

1.00

0. 13

0.80

I. 93

t

1.98
0

o

1.06

o.r4
o -24

o.80

Dehydration (sharp)

" (diffuse)

" (sharp)

Dehydration (sharp)

" (diffuse)

" (sharp)

Crystallisation of o-CaZn2(Poù 2

Crystallographic inversion: cLÊ ß

Melting (commencement)

Me.lting (peak)

Dehydration (sharp)

Uncertain (very weak)

Dehydration (diffuse)

" (doublet)

Dehydration (sharp)

" (sharp)

" (diffuse)

" (sharp)

170

336

396

227

353

406

689

924

970

LO25

7.2

7.3

7.4

168

t96

320

380

o4

18

76

160

194

324

396

NJ

C¡

2.24
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c.s.I.R.O. apparatus, although the values converge at higher T. This

effect is not explained, but is assumed to be related to sample si'ze

and tÌ¡er*,ocouple characteristics. fn the light of the calibration affordec

to the micro apparatus, the values from this instrument are likely to be

superior.

The sample in figure 7.2 was taken to higher temperatures in order

to study thermal effects subsequent to dehydration. However, early

experiments in the scholzite-Alro3 system indicated a large exothermic

peak at lotsoc forlowing the onset of melting at 97ooc. x-ray di'ffraction

analysis of the products resulted in Èheir identification as znAlron

(gahnite) and AlPOn, indicat-i-ng that a reaction had taken place between

the scholzite dehydration products and the O1ZO: "inert" standard (a

number of small residual peaks in the powder pattern rernained tlnidentified,

but probably represent a ca-phosphate phase). The experiment was repeated

w-tth zircon (ZrSLOn) as a diluent in place of AlrOt: the result in this

case was a-.cazn2(Po4)2 (ASTM 20-248), indicating that ¡ro reaction with

the zircon had occurred, and there.fore that aII features of the DIA/iTGA

trace could be interpreted in terms of thermal effects of scholzite alone '

It is this trace which is presente<1 in flgute 'l'2'

Fo1lowing dehydration, an exothermic peak occurs at 689oC, probably

representing crystallisation of the rJ,-caznr(Po4) 2 Phase identified above

by x-::ay diffraction, The work of Kr-eidler and l{ununel (1967) on phase

equil.ibria in the car(Pon) 2 - zn3(PO4)' slzstem suggests that c¡-caznr(Pon),

is the stable form of this compound up to 87OoC and is therefore in agree-

ment wit| this conclusion. A small endothermic peak at 924oC may represent

crystallcrgraphic inversion of t--he û,-form to the ß-fcrm of' caznr(Poì 2,

although the temperature is significantly higher than the value of 870 t

25oC quot-ed by the a1:ove workers. O¡ the ot¡er hand, melÈing of thi's

compound, accompanierl by a large endoÈhermic peak beginning at 97OoC and

peaking at :ÌO2A}C (ancl reappearing as an exothermíc peak at 982oC on

coolinq) occurs at a significantly lower temperature than the literal-ure
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value (1048 I 5oc).

The dehydration DTA peaks -in figure 7.I differ in detail from those

in figure 7.2, noL only in terms of temperature, but also in the presence

of two very small "shoulder.s" on the 396oc peak. Although making no

reference to the multi-stage release of the second water mol-ecule from

scholzite in his study of the mineral, czaya (L972') demo¡rstrated that the

HrO groups are driven off in two steps at 188 and 402oC. He was also able

to show that the low I lÀlater molecule is released without destruction of

the scholzite crystal structure. The multiple DTA peaks observed above

zoooc in figures 7.1 and 7 -2 are therefore interpreted as represenÈing

disordering of the more t.ightly bound water molecule within the scholzite

(and nronohydrate) crystal structure rather than the presence of a nuÏiber

of different phases of the monohydrate. The smearing of diffracted

intensities paraliel to 4* and the presence of a subcell structule vrithin

the scholzite framework (discussed in chapter 2) suggest that th-e disordered

release of the high T v¡ateï molecule may be assocj'ateC with these effects'

The 03 (water) atom has atready been characterised as playÍ'ng a

major role in the smearing and subcell problems in view of its large

anisotropic "temperature" factor and DLS displacement parameters: it is

therefore quite likely that this atom has different atomic environment's

in different parts of the scholzite main celI (probably produced. by stacking

faults passing through the planes of Ca(nro)ro4 groups)' each o¡re affect-

ing its hy<lration energy and producing a characteristic peak in the DTA

curve. The broad, diffuse peak at 336oc probably represents one series of

water molecure environments which have a limited, but continuous ::ange of

hydration energies, requiring temperatures between 210 and 36¿oC for their

release. In this sense the series of disordered dehydrations may be

directly related to the smeared x-Ïay intensities'

czaya (:1972) discussed the dehydration of scholzite in terns of

a shrinking of the ø-axj-s, accompanied by the conversion of all trigonally

coordinated O atoms into bridging environments" In this sense he support-s
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the v¡ork of Kreidler and Humrnel (1967) in suggesting that the compound's

ß-Caznr(Po4), and hexagonal BaAJ-rSirOg are isostructural" The latter

rvorkers have also suggested that there "may be isostructtrral relationships"

between monoclinic BaAlrsiro, (celsian) a-nd u-caznr(P)n) ,. llherefore tl:e

relationships between the 0- and ß-forrns of dehydrated scholzite may be

similar to those between the monocliníc and hexagonal forms of BaAl 2Sí2O8'

The structure of the monohydrate of scholzite has not been solved, but

from the work of czaya (l:g72) it is likely to be closely related to that

of scholzite.

In the light of the above discussion, the thermal behaviour of

schorzite from ambient to lloooc may be described by the forlowing set of

eguations:

(i) dehYdration,

caznr(Po4) 2.2H2o 
rzooc caznu(Po4) z'Hzo + H2o t

CaZnr(PO4) Z.HZO
2:.:o - 396oc CaZn (PO

(ii) crystatlisation,

CaZnr(Po4) 
2

689oc
->

U,-CaZn PO

(iii) crystalline transformation,

2 4
+H o+

2. 2

2 24

0-CaZn (Po
2 4 2

c 
B-caznr(Po4) 2

9240
->
+-

(iv) melting beginning at 97Ooc'

7.4.2 syn thetic Scholzite

Thermal characteristics of two samples of synthetic scholzibe,

prepared by precipitation from aqueous solution (as descril¡ed in chapter 6) I
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are presented in fi<;ures 7"3 a¡rc1 7.4 (obtained using the rnicro-analysis

instrument), The results are sunmarised in table 7.2.

Both traces demonstrate the same basic features as those obtained frcm

natural material: the low temperature loss of a single molecule of water

to produce the monohydrate, followed by the release of the second molecule

in trvo stages, the first of which occurs over a continuum of temperature.

However, in detail Èhe DTA traces differ among themselves, and are also

different from natural material.

In fiqure 7.3 the highest ternperature DTA peak is a closely spaced.

doublet, whereas in figure 7.4 (and in natural material) the peak is single,

fhere is, however, no change in the corresponding weight loss and it is

possible that the "sing'le" peaks are in fact very closely spaced doublets.

In addition, a small peak, variable in magnitude, aPpears on the high

temperature side of the low energy peak in DTA traces of synthetic material,

but is completely absent from analyses of natural material. This peak

produces an excess of water in relation to the ideal fomula for scholzite

(table '1.2) , and nay represent the release of trapped (non-crystalline)

water following formation of the monohydrate.

Nevertheless, from this analysis it is concluded thaÈ s1mÈhetic

scholzite has dehydration characteristics essentially identical wiLh those

of naturaL material and therefore possesses equivalent water molecule

environments. ff, as suggested in section 7.4.I, the diffuse DTA peak

at 336oC is a result of disorclering in the position of one of the v¡ater

rnolecules in naturaL material, then its presence in the analyses of

synthetic forms implies that one molecule is similarly disordered i¡¡ this

structure. Synthetic scholzite is therefore expected to display a similar

set of smeared x-ray diffraction intensities parallel to a*.

Natural Hopeite, Zn .4H o7.4.3

The thermal mj-cro-analysis presented in figure 7.5 was carl-ied out
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the non-integral water molecule l-oss from scholzite Ís a function of dis-

order in the nort-hydz,ogen a.tom framev¡or:k (reftected in the smearing of

diffracted intensities, and in the presence of a subcell structure): the

number of mol-ecul-es of water: lost at each stage of dehydraticn, despite

being non-integral, does not change from sample to.sample in this case since

the modifications are mixed continuously and randomly on an atomic scale.

fn any case, the continuum of temperature over which waEer is released from

scholzite differs markedly from the sh4rp DT'A peal<s obtained from hopei.te,

and is certainly not characteristic of the presence of a small number of

discrete modificaticns.

The sample in figure '1.6 was raised to a temperature of about lOsOoC

but the DTA trace is vi::tually featureless above 4OOoC. A very b::oad

endotherm at 82OoC rn;ry represent a crystallographic inversion of the

o-form to the ß-form of Znr(PO4)r, although Katnack and Hummel (i958),

worki-ng on the anhydrous s)zstem. report the inversion occurring a-' 942oC.

A broad exotherm at 89OoC rernains unexplained. x-ray powder dj-ffraction

carried out on the products indicated a mixture of ZnAlrOn (Sahnite) and.

A1PO4, imptying that the exotherm at lO4OoC may again re.oresent the result

of reaction of OIZO: with the sample. Evidence for the third phase of

Znr(Pon) r, generally called y, containing divalent cations in octahedral

coordination (whereas the o- and $-forms have aII cations in tetr:ahedral.

array) , and stabiliseil by the addition of M.2+ , *g2* and cd2+ (Ka+;nack

and Hummel, 1958), \ôras not observed.

7.4.4 Syn thetic Hopeite

Four dehydration curves for synthe,tic hopeite (prepare<l as described

in Chapter 6), are presented in figures 7.7 to 7.10 in order to illust¡:ate

the considerable variation in thermal .properties of samples preparecl under

essentially ttre same experirnental conditions. The results are sumnarised

ín table 7.3.
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The experiments illustrated in figures 7.7 to 7.9 were carried out

on the micro-analysis instrument and display a number of common features.

Dehydrab.ion takes place in three steps at about the same temperatr:re in

each of the three cases, but the number of water molecules released during

each stage varies from sample to sample. In the order presented, the

figures show a systematic decrease in the water lost at the low (=tZgoC)

and high (=Zg7oC) temperature steps, while the weight lost at =177oC

increases markedly. This sequerìce may be correlated rvith a parallei

decrease in the pH of the precipitating solutions from about 4.0 to below

2.O. As in the case of natural hopeite, the non-integral number of water

molecules released at each step suggests the presence of mixtures of several

modifications of the material within the samples, the proportion of ruhich

as illustrated in the figures) can vary continuously. In fact, the three

diagrams may be interpreted in terms of mixtures of onl.y two species, wj-th

the dehycration curves of the "e¡rd members" corresponding to figures 7 "7

and 7.9 (discounting the smaller DTA peaks). Under these circumsÈances

the two modifications have a common hydration energy, represented by a

DTA peak at 128 +' 6oC, but lose the remainder of their water at dj.fferent

temperatures, namely L77 + 7oc anð. 297 + 3oc.

Figure 7.10 gives the thermal dehydration characteristics of yet

another sample of synthetic hopeite nreasured on the macro-analys-is instru-

ment at C.S.I.R.O. Tn this case a-lmost exactly two molecules of water are

lost at each of the temperatures 170 and 288oC, corresponding to the tlo

higher-temperature peaks in the previous samples (studied with the micro-

analysis instrument). In the light of this information, there rnay be

three separate phases represented irr the figures (instead of two), each

Iosing their water at two temperatures from the set 128, 177 and 2g7oC.

The thermal characteristj.cs of natural hopeiEe, described -in section

7.4.3, show at least one dehydration peak in coÍìmon with synthetic material.

(at 2g6oc), but the similarity ends there. rt is appar:ent that natural

material also displays a number of <1iffe::ent modifications and that they
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too, may exist in various proportioirs in different samples from the same

locality. Goloshchapov and Filatova (1969), Kawahara et aL. (1972) and

Nriagu (1973) have obtained DTA curves which display l-ittle reseniblance

to those presented for synthetic material in this thesis. Moreover, these

workers have al-f interpreted their results in terms of the existatrce of

only two species, corresponding to the o- and $-forms of the mineral

described ori-ginally by Spencer (1908) '

The present work implies that both natural and synthetic rnaterj.al ca¡t

exist in at l-east three, and possibly many more, configurations involving

identical non-hydrogen atom framewcrks. The particular form produced in

nature, or in the laboratory, may depend on the specific conditions of pI{

andr/or temperature in existance at the time of precipitation' In fact' the

ability of the structure to incorporate a nufiber of different hydrogen

bonding schemes is not surprising when consideration is given to the sheets

of vacant and occupied octahedra of o atoms and Hro groups paralle-]- to

(o1o) withir, the hopeite framework (chapter 3). subtle changes in the

'tL
clustering of HrO groups around Zn"' in aqueous solution, produced by

variation s in Zn2+ and/or H* concentration (in conbination with temperature

variations), could quite easity result ín the crystallisation 'cf phases

with diffelîent proton positiorrs, and therefore with different hydration

energies. It is possible that these variations produce non-uniformity in

optical properties as a result of changes in the polarisability of pl;rnes

within the laÈÈice, thereby correlating rvith differences in birefr-ingence,

2V and indicatrix orientation observed by Spencer (tgog) in natural material'

These results may explain why hydrogen atoms could not be located

duríng refinement of the crystal structure of hopeite (chapter 3), despiÈe

the high precision of the data: if the crystals used for daba collection

consist of a mixture of differently hy<lrogen-bonded forms, tJten the j-nforma-

tion cont-:ained in the structure amplitudes cQncerning proton posit.ions

would be averaged over a tìuIriber of nndels. The detail would therefore dis-

appear inLo the background of rar-rdom errors, preventing the location of
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positions cor-responding to a unique rnodel.

7.4.5 U3GoaLz¿\2g

The thermal characteristics of this material- (obtained during attenpts

at the prepar:ation of hopeite, described in section 6.3), are clisplayed in

figure 7.1f and table 7.4, Almost all the water is lost in one step at

Zg}oC. A comparison of this DTA curve with those obtained for natural and

syntlretic hopeite suggests E}.at Znr(PO4) 2.2H2O may be formed as one of the

intermediate compounds during the dehydration of that minera-l-. In fact,

the peak at about Zg6oC is the onty dehydration effect common to all species

of tropeite. Nevertheless, the number of water molecules lost in the

2gO - ¡OOoC stage of the hopeite dehydration in general fall-s welt

short of the value 2.0 required for the sole presence of the dihydrate,

a¡rd it is clear that, if it does exist in that system, it is rnixed with

other forms which release their H.O at different temperatures.
z

On the basis of the results outlined in the previous three sectiorrs

it is oh¡vious that a number of equations irlustrating the water loss fzom

the various forms of hopeite may be formulated, many of which may have some

validity. Hoi^¡ever, in the absence of x-ray diffraction identificaticrr of

the intermediate products, and with the knowledge that the calculation of

water moLecule loss at each stage has littl.e sigmificance when ¡nixtures of

different forms are present, it is doubtful whether the equations would

have any direct application to the real systems.

7.4.6 Par ite Zn Zn PO .4H o

The dehydration of natural parahopeite from Broken HilI' Zanbia,

(obtained ttrrough the courtesy of the National Museum of Victoria), is

illustrated in figure 7.12 and. summarised in tal¡le 7.4. Non-integral

nturibers of water mofecules are lost in thr:ee stages, suggesting (a-s in

the case of hopeite) that the sample is composed of a mixture of phases

with diffe.rerrt hydration energies. A repeat arralysis, trsing the nicro-
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TABT,E 7.4 SUMMARY OF TITERMAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SPECIES IN SECTIONS 6.4.5 - 6.4.9

Compound

Syn. zn, (Pon) 
2-2H2O

Nat. Parahopeite

(Zambia)

Nat. Parahopeite

(Reaphook HilI)

Nat. Zincian Collinsíte
(Reaphook Hill)

Nat. Tarbuttite
Reaphook HilI)

Nat. Aoar.ite
(Mexico)

Dehydration (weak)

" (sharp)

Dehydration

Description of Event (DTA Peak) Temperature (oc) Molecules H o

I.94
L.94

o.46

2.I3
I.34

3.93

o-72

3. 33
4. 05

o.L7

0. 05

L.79
2.OL

I.00

6.r2

6.13

6.L4

6. 15

tt

220

294

148

¿J)

297

236

299

546

151

18r

382

4L4

585

960

574

960

568

857

960

Dehydration

" (with high T shoulder)

Crystallisatíon of c-Zn, (Poì 
2

Dehydration (broad, diffuse)
?l

It

tt

tl

doublet

Crystallisation
Melting (cormnencement)

Dehydratiorr (broad)

Melting (commencement)

DehydraËion (sharp with Low T shoulder)

Crysta't l-ographic inversion
Melt-i-ng ( commencement)

þ$
Or(f

6. 16 0.96
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analysis instrturrent, on a different portion of the sample from Z,ambj-a, gave

an essentially identical trace, the DTA peaJ<s occorring at temperatures of

i-44, 24O and 2guoc respectively. 'Ihi:s, in contrast to hopeite, ín which

the phases are of sufficient size to ca-use different ratios of the componenls

to be sampled (and, in fact, to be observed on the microscopic sca1e,

according to Spencer, 1908), the correspondíng phases in parahopeite are

sufficiently smal1 to escape detection optically or by "sampling error"

in DTA. X-ray powder diffraction spectra of this material are identical

to those qucted in the ASTM diffraction file, and it is (again) concluded

that the phases differ onl.y in the positions of their hydrogen atorns. The

peak at =2gOoC probably represents the dehyclration of Znr,JAl2.2H2O,

although the associated non-integral waÈer loss implies thaL this phase is

not present alone (as with hopeite).

A thermal analysis of parahopeite from Reaphook HilI, South Australia,

of compositíon Zn r(ZnO . 24,Fe O. t7,hO. 07,¡490. 42 ) 
(PO3 ) 2. 

4H 20 (chemical

analysis discussed in Chapter 1), is illustrated in figure 7.I3, and di.ffers

significantly from that of Zambian material. The water is now lost ín only

two steps, corresponding in temperature to two of the DTA peaks in the

previous samples, although differing markedly in the number of molecules

released in each step. There is no trace of a third peak at =150oC, but

a "shoulder" on the high temperature side of the 2ggoc p..t .ppàars at

about :45oC in these specimens.

In vj.ew of the different composition of the Reaphook HiIl samples in

relatj-on to the "pure" Zn parahopeite from Zambia, these variations are

noÈ surprising, especially since the foreigrn atoms sr¡bstiÈute into the

octahedral site of the parahopeite structrrre, and it is this site which

is coordinated by the water molecules (Kunbasar and Finney, 1968; Chao,

l-969) . The (preclominant) t"Ig2+ ion is srnaller than zn2* (shannon

and Prewitt, 1969), with the r:esult that its substitutÍon for Zn woulcl

be expected to enable the octaherlron to contract somewhat, thereby drawing

the water molecules closer and bcnding them more firmly. This effect could
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explain the disappearance of the low ternperature (i.e. low hydration energy)

peak in DTA traces of Reaphook Hill parahcpeite, and also the appearaltce

of the higher temperature shoulder at S45oC.

The DTA trace above 4OOoC is virtually featureless, except for the

presence of an exotherm at 546oC, probably representing cryst-allisation of

o-Zn, (Po4) , from the products of dehydration (although no such peak was

observed in the hopeite trace). X-ray powder diffraction of the mar:erj"al

cooled from lOOOoC revealed. the presence of AIPO. and ferroan gahnite,

(zn,Fe,M9)AlrOn, indicating that reaction of Znr(PO4), wj-th AIZOS diiuÈant

had taken place.

7.4.7 Zincian Collinsite Ca .56'zn}.4 ) (Po 2H o

The dehydration of zincian col-Iinsite from Reaphook HiII' South

Australia (figure 7.14 and ta-bl-e 7.4), is dominated by the rel-ease of I.B

molecules of water in two stages at 3E2 and 414oC lproduci-ng a broad cloubleL

j.n the DTA curve). The loss of 0.2 molecules over a range of tempetr:ature

between 130 and 3OOoC may repïesent the release of adsorbed v¡ater tr:apped

along grai.n boundaries within the microcrystalline crusts characte:listic of

the material at the source locality (Chapter I).

In a crystal structure deterntination of pure Ca2l{rg(POì2.2H2o

(magnesian collinsite), Brotherton et aL. (I974) have demonstrated that
.,L

the Ì"1g'' site is surrounded by a tetragonally distorted octahedral arra.y

of oxygen atorns, the two water molecules occupying positions significantly

closer to the Mg2+ ion than the remaining four (phosphate) oxygen atoms

(in the equatorial plane). fn fact, the Mg-OH, distance in this mineral

is 1. gglï, compared Lo Zn-OH, clÍstances of 2.17 and 2.105R in the cases of

hopeite and parahopeite respectively. Thjs shorter distance may be respon-

sible for tjre higher dehyd-ration temperatures of zincian collinsite (which

contains a signíficant- proportion of Ug2+ replacing Zn2+), when compared

with the values for the other two species. Tn this sense. a comparison

of the dehydration characteristics of the rnembers of the isostructural.
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fa-irfieldite group of minerals, namely fairfj-etdite itself (Fanfani et aL.,

1970) , type collinsite (Poitevin, J-g27), cassidyite (ldhrite et aL. , \967) ,

and magnesian coll-insite (Sridge and Pryce , I974), would be of consj-derabie

interest in establishing the effect of substj-tution of variotrs amounts of

¡4n2*, F.2*, Ni2+ and l"rg2+ r.=pectivery for zn2+ within the octahedrar

environment in the structure type.

fn addition to the changes accompanying dehydration, the DTA curve

of Reaphook Hill material reveals an exothermic peak at about 585oC,

probably representing crystal-Iisation of the arrhydrous phase of collinsiLe'

Melting cornmences at about 96OoC, followed by reaction v¡jth AI2O3 dilutant.

7 .4.8 Tar:buttite Zn (PO ) (otl

Tarb¡ttite from Reaphook Hill dehydrates in a single s'Eep at 574oC,

and the product begins to melÈ at 96OoC (figure 7.I5 and table 7.4).

Otherwise, the DTA trace is completely featureless.

During a strucLure determination of this mineral Cocco et aL. (l-966)

were able to locate the protons by a consideration of electrostatic

equilibria and O-O distances. The results of their work indicate that

the O atom released dur.ing dehyoration is borrded to three Zrt atoms, each

in fíve-fold ccordi¡ration. This situation differs markedly from thai occur-

ring Ín the minerals previously studied in this chapter in the sense that

the O atoms released in those cases were bonded to one catíon only. LlnCer

Èhese circr¡nstances the energy required to dehydrate tarbtrttite is expected

to be considerably J-arger than the corresponding energi-es for the other

minerafs, The thermal evidence supports this suggesticn.

7 .4 "9 Adarnite , Zn sO ) (oH)

The crystal structule of a<fa¡n-ite frorn Dutango, Mexico, has been

described in Chapter 5. Its dehydration cha::acteristics are pl:esented in

figure 7.1-6 and tabl-e 7.4, and. indícate the release of the "water" in one

st-ep at 568oc (althouç¡h the DTA peak has the suggestion of a shoulcler on
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Figure 7. 15 Natural tarbuttite from
Reaphook HilÌ (macro)
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the low temperature side). Melting cornrrences at about 96OoC

possible crystallographic inversion at 857oc.

265.

, foJ-lol:ì-ng a

As in the case of tarbuttite, the relatively high temperature required

for water evolution is a function of its tightly packed framework crystal

structure: the OH groups in adamite are again coordinated by three Zn

atoms (two in octahedral, and one in five-fold coordination), and require

a great deal of energy to force their release. In fact, the mineral

an<lalusite, isotypous with adamiLe, is stable up to temperatures of lsOOoC

(l{east, L972) before it transforms into a mixture of AtrOa and SiOr. llhe

similarity in the dehydration temperatures of tarbuttite a¡rd adarn.i-te

confj-rm the results of x-ray structure determination in associating the

OH groups with Zn rather than P or As respectively.

7.5 CONCLI'STONS

The thermal behav:lour of natural and synthetic schol-zite crystals

is identical: the monohydrate is produced by the sudden release of one

water mofecule at about 17OoC, while the anhydrate forms as a result of

the release of the remaining HrO group in two steps at about 330 an<l 395oC.

Ttr.e shape of the DTA peak at 33OoC indicates disorder in the coordinaLion

of the higher energy rnolecule, correlating with x-ray diffraction evidence

in tÌ¡e form of smeared sub- and super-lattice intensj-ties.

Dehydration of natural and slznthetic hopeite specimens proceeds aÈ

a number of different temperatures, varying from sarnple to sample, and

incorporat.ing the loss of dÍffering, rron-integral numbers of water molecules

at each stage. The results are interpreted as indicating the presence of

mixtr:res of various modifications of the species, dissirrilar only iu the

nature of the hydrogen bonding within otherwise identical atomic frameworks,

and therefore identifiable only by thermal (and perhaps optical) properties.

Thermal analysis of Znr(PO4) 2.2H2O indicate that t-his species na)' be one

of the .intermediate products formed during dehy<ìration of hopeite (and

parahopej.Èe).
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parahopeite, probably by virtue of its similar crystal structr:re to

that of hopeite (particularly in tenns of water environment) ' displays a

similar array of DTA peaks correspond-ing to non-integral water loss and

is therefore interpreted as consisting of a similar collection of different

modifícations. However, in this case, sample variability is minímal,

suggesting that the different forms are present on a much smaller scale.

Srjcstitution of smaller ions for zn2+ ín the lattice produces a no"/ement

of DTA peaks to higher tempeïatures and confirms the control- of the cations

on hydration energies, over and above the influence of different hydrogen

bonding schemes.

Zincian col-Iinsite dis^olays no evidence for the presence of different

modifications of the sort found in the tetrahydrates of Zn. Holever' the

substitution of a significant amount of t"tg2+ for Zn2+ in the six-fo1d

coordinat-ed site produces an increase in tlte temperat,ure of release of

H^O when compared to that of hopeite and parahopeite, again ::eflecting
¿

the srnaller síze of the fc¡rrner ion and its influence on hydration energies.

The higtrer dehydration temperatures of tarbuttite and adamite are

indicative of the greater strength with which the OH groups are bonded in

these dense.r crystal structures, and markedly distinguish them from normal

hydrated phosphate species. There is little chauce of alternative hydrogerr

bondi.ng schemes and consequently no structura.l disorder is observed"
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CHAPTER 8 INFRARB D ABSORFTION SPECTROSCOPY

8.1 ABSTRACT

Infrared absorption spectra have been obtairred. for the nr-inerals

scholzite, zincian collinsite, hopeite, parahopeite, t¿rrbrrttite and adamite'

in the first instance to characterise the crystat field of the phosphate

(or arsenate) groups, water molecules and hydroxyl- groups, and secondly to

study the effects of various Zn coordinations on the vibrational frequency

of the Zn-O bond. The scholzite spectrum is of particular interest in

terms of the structural clisorder witnessed in x-ray diffraction and thermal

dehydration experiments. The influence of chemical inhomogeneity on the

spectra of zincian collinsite and parahopeite is also notecl.

8.2 INTRODUCTTON

Water associated with crystals may be empirical-Iy divided into tivo

types on the basis of its behaviour upon heating: one t-ype is released

,,1_, or belov¡, llooc (catled nro-, and. çfetrerally adsorbed on crystal

surfaces), while Èhe other is lost above ltgoC (catl-ed I{2O+).

The Latier type may take several forrns depending upon its particular

role in the crystal structure. In the fj-rst case' the primary function

of the water molecules is to coorclinate t-he cations, thereby surrounding

them with a "neutral shell" which increases their effective raclius and

enables their charge to be distributeC over a greater volume' Cations cf

this kind commonly arise when highly charged species are dissofved in

polar solvetìts, and the primary coordination sphele is quite often retaineO.

in the solid state \47hen crystallisation of the compound occurs' In such

crystals the water molecules play an essential- part in determining the

stability of the structure as a whole, and connot be removed without its

complete breakdown. It is referrecl to as cooTdind.t¿ng Uater ot Uater of

erys'baLLisatíon. Depending oil the relative number of water molecules and

cations present in the formula unit the cations may be wholly or pa.rtialì.y
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coordinated bV H,

respectively.

o groups, giving rise to catíonie ox onioníc i')e'Ler

In some compounds more water molecules are available than are requ-ire<i

to coord.inate the cation: in this case the excess water is not directJ-1'

coordinated to cations at all, and is referred to as at?uctw'aL uater. If

the HrO groups in these species merely occupy interstices in the lattice,

then their function may be so trivial as to allow their removal without

breakdown of the crystal structure. Under these circumstances the water

is termed zeoLitic Uater (an allusion to the role assumed bY HrO groups j-n

the class of compounds of the same name), and may Lre driven in and out of

t].e lattice, without change to the anisotropy or transparency of the

crystal, at temperatures between IOO and 25OoC. Its removal is, however,

accompanied by a decrease in specific gr:avity and refractive index, and

Ín this sense is different from adsoTbed úateT (H2O ), which is released

without changre to any of the properÈies of the compound. Intenlage? üQte?,

found in materials possessing a marked sheet structure (e'g' clay minerals),

may also be removed over a wide range of tenperatures without disruption

of the framework, but there is a corresponding increase in specifj-c gravity

and refractive index.

Many hydrated salts contain water molecules which are present ill ¡¿

variety of roles, namely coordinating and structural, but the situation

may be further complicated by the effects of hydrogen bonding and the

formation ot hydz.oæoniwn íons 
"rO*, 

In addition' manv minerals contai¡-t

(OH)- groups of various types strongly bonded into positions which are

essential to the stability of the framework of the structure as a who1e.

These groups are generally driven off at higher temperatures than cther

forms of,'waterr" alìd their release generally involves the complete break-

down of the crYstal framework.

In the light of this discussion it is apparent that "water" in

crystal structures can fulfil a rvide variety of roles. The characterisaticrt
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of these roles in any particular compound is of great concern in tlre cletailed

description of the crystal structure, crystal chemistry, and genesis of the

species: .indeed, Êley (1954) has cotnmented that doubts concerning the true

amount (and function) of water in mineral analyses are prol:ably Èhe com-

monest cause of r:ncertainty in calculatj-ng the unit ceIl contents. Even

with an accurate guantitative determination of the water content of a

mineral, the individual properties of the O H groups themselves, and

their influence on certain properties of the compound as a whc¡1"e, may not-

be discerned. This is because, short of the direct determination of proton

positions by neut-rorì or very accurate x-ray diffract-ion, the nature of the

oxygen-hydrogen groups can only be inferred from indirect methods of

investigation, namely, thermography, weight loss, char¡ge of refract.ive

index, solubility, and a variety of crystal-chemical calculations in-

corporating the minimisation of electrostatic energ-y and consideration of

bonding geometry, etc.

Although in some cases excellent agreement has been obtained between

inferred and observed proton positions on the basis of these indirecb

methods, in most cases no such data is available¡ êÍrd the nature of the

"\nlatertt remains undetermined.

On the other hancl, spectroscopic investigation of hydrated conqcoi:ncls

offers the opportunit-y for the observation of the properties of the

O H groìlps directl.y, without the need to collect vast amounts of dj-ffrac-mn "

tion data. In the case of -infrared spectroscopy, the methoci is simplen

rapid, non-destructive, and requires only small specimens. It is extrerneJ,y

sensitive to short-range (nearest neighbour) ordering, ancl in ¡¡r.is ¡s-cpecl:

contrasts witl'r x-ray diffraction, which relies ma-inly upon longer-raì'rge

ordering and the periodic repetitíon of atoms.

An invesh-ì-gati.on of the infrared a-bsorption characteristics of the

hydrated phosphate minerals already studied by x-::ay and l-hermal teohnigues

and described in earlier chapters of this thesis, was therefore undertaken,
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i¡r the first instance to characterise the proto¡r envir:onments in the

structures in order that the structural formulae cou,Id be written defini-

tively, and secondly, to j.nvestigate structural disorder in the minerals

scholzite and hopeite.

8.3 THEOILY_

Only a brief discussion of the origin of infrared absorption spectra

will be given in this section, in so far as ít relates to their interpreta-

tion. Detaj-ls of the theory and method of molecular spectroscopy may be

obtaj.ned from a large number of literature references, including Hertzberg

(1945), Horni.g (1948) , Davyd.ov (1951) , Born and Huang (1954), Vedder and

Hornig (1961) , M.itra (1962), Lyon (1962) , Bagavantam ancl Venkatarayudu

(1969) and Naka:noto (1970) .

Electromagnetic radiation of different energy leveLs has markedly

different effects upon atomic and nxclecular associations. Higher energy

radiation (visible and ultraviolet) causes t-ransítions between energy leveis

of electrons in outer orbitals of atoms, and gives rise to Raman absorpt-ion

spectra. However, the frequencies of radiaÈion generally absorbed by

molecules or groups of atorns in er1'-stals correspond to Lhe naLural frequen-

cies of crystal vibratiolrs or rotations with which atoms or ions withj.n the

unit ceLl move relatÍve to one another and wllich cause a chanEe ín ttre

dipole mornent in the crystal. They represent transitions between vibratir¡rre,I

leve1s of the rnolecules i¡r the electrouic ground state. In addition tc

the fundamental vihrational frequencies, weak harmonics or orrertones (i.e.

multiples of so:ne funda¡nental), and also "combinational bandg" (arising as

sums or differences of fundamental frequencies) may occur.

The frequencies absorbed are a conpiex function of tite inter-atomic

distances, bond angles and l¡ond forcesn and the relatj-ve masses of the

constituent atoms. In mine.rals, as in other solids, t-he vibratíonal and

spectral characberistics of a group of atoms are furt;.her al.tered by the
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crystal field to which it is atiached (i.e" the secondary sphere of co-

ordination), a¡rd for this reason the assignment of absorptions to specific

bond ty,oes is an extremely difficult task. Further complications arise

due to the splitting of degenerate levers by a lowering of the ideal

symmetry of certaj.n groups (e.g. non'- in tetrahedral array).

For sinple molecules it is possible to predict the fundamental-

vibration frequencies on the basis of bond. deformation forces and aton¡ic

masses, but in complex solids where the individual groups are large and

not isolated from other gt:oups, the situation becomes far mcre complex"

Some simplification is possible in cases where there are mol-ecules or

complex j.ons in the crystal within which the bond forces are marked.Iy

stronger than those linking them to other individuals (e.g. the iIrO molecule
?-

and POn" group). The vibrations of these groups then appear as ch.arac-

teristic frequencies, which are rerativery tittre affected by theì.r

surround.ings. In fact. under these circumstances, the observed der¿iat:'-ons

of the absorpti.on paÈterns from thr:se expected for the isolated rnolecples

can provide valuable information al¡out the crystal environment (e.g. sii-e

syrnmetry).

8.4 EXPI'RÏMENTA-I, METHOD

Specb:a rvere oríginally recorded for all rnineral-s using a Beckman

moclel L2 Infrared Spectrophotometer irr the Dívision of Mineral Chernistry,

C.S.I.R.O., Melbourne, but the traces proved unsuital¡Ie for detaiied study.

TLre spectra di-splayed in this chapter were obtained on a Perkin-El-m.er

model 521 Grating Infrared Spectrophotometer at the Chemistry Section of

the Division of Soj-ls, C.S.I.R.O., Adelaide.

Samples were prepared by gently grinding approximatety 1.5 mg of

the appropriate núneral witl-r 250 mg of AR grade, dessicator-dried, potassj-,-gn

bromide in art agate rprtar under alcohol. This blend was then vacuum-

pressed for two ntinutes in a tool-steel die at about 6000 psi to form a
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transrucent perlet approxiniateJ.y 12 mm in dia¡neter and I mm thick. A

standard di.sc of I(Br, placed in the reference beam of the instrument,

compensated for energy loss caused by KBr (in the sample pellet) and the

atmosphere in the specimen chamber.

All spectra were recorded under automatic conditi.ons in the regiorr

2OO - 4OO0 cm-l.

8.5 SPECTRAL ASSIGNI{ENTS

The information used. to make the spectral assignrnents presentecl i.n

section 8.6 was obtained. from a number of published studies of individual

phosphorus and arsenic compounds, and from several spectral compilations.

Additional data for the characterisation of the various tllpes of oxygen-

hydrogen groups within the comlrounds, and the effects of hydrogen and

other bonding on the resultant spectra was obtained from a number of more

specialised studies. All of these souïces are listed in a-bbreviated. forn

at the conclusion of this chapter (section 8.8), and are referred to by

numberratherthan author during 'the discussion, in an attempt to ar¡oid.

the repetition of cumbersome lj-sts of ref,erences. Several additione,l-

papers Ìrave been incl-uded in this l-ist vrhich are not cit-ed specificatly

ín the text sÍnce ÈÌrey contain materj.al which has used only in a corroborative

sense.

In view of the structr¡ral complexity of phosphorus compounds the

assignments presented in the literature are mainly the result of empirical

correlatj.on, with additional- eviclence being provided in some cases by

Raman and Mössbauer Spectroscopy. Bven so, rnuch of the data is ambigtrous

and. the assignments made in this chapter are of necessity "weighted averases

Indeed, the variation is not surprising: broadening, splitting, and

frequency shÍfts resuJ.ting from mutual interact.ion of adjacent groupsr

along v¡ith conbinations with long-wave lattice vj.bra'bions and other crystat

structure effects, means that-. "characteri.stic" absor?tions of various

functi.onal groups are not always consj-stent from compcund to compognd,
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especially in regions of spectral overlap.

The miner:als tarbutite, co-l-finsite, parahopeite and hopeite have

not prevjously been investigated by infrared techrr.iques and assignments

for these minerals have therefore taken place by correlation with related

ccrmpounds. The mineral scholzite has been studied by Czaya (1972) but no

spectrum was presented in that work: trvo water absorption bands arou¡td

34OO cm-1 were discussed and agree well with corïesponding peak positions

j¡r the present study. An infrared spectrum of synthetic znr(Pon) n.4H2O,

recorded in the Sadtler Research Laboratories using the same technigue and

a similar irrstrument, is al-most identical to the trace for hopeite, bui

no interpretation of the spectrurn has been published. The ínfrared spectruin

of adamite was determined by Ke1ler (1971) as part of a study of the

isomorphous synthetic cornpound Co, [oule""uJ and is identical, in the

region below 25OO cm-I, to that obtained for adamite in this study,

although, once again, no vibration assignnents were made. l'hese comparisoäs

indicate that the instrument and technique utilj-sed in the present ínves;tig.e-

tion have been applied with sufficient precision to allow the interpr:etaÈiol

of all spectra to proceed in detail "

8"6 RESULTS AI$D D]SCUSSTON

8.6.1 Scholzite CaZn PO .2H o

The dominant featrrres of the scholzite infrared absor¡:tion spectrwn

(figure 8.1) involve five broad L.ancìs: three of these may be assigned to

vib:rations of the PO,3- ion, an,L the remai-ning two are attributed to
4

water molecuLes.

The free phosphate íon is an example of a molecular group belonging

to poinl gr,r,rp ã3rn (Ta) . Under +-hese circum-stances two infrared-active

fundamentals ar:e expected (cne stretciiing antf one bending) I, However,

.in crystal str:uctures this mol-ecule m;ry react v¡j th its environment in

such a way that its normal, or ideal configuration is noclified to lower
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sl:mmetry. Since molecular vibratíon modes conform to symmetry reqr.rirements,

the maximum nuriber of unique vibrations occurs when the rnol-ecule lacks (or

has low) symmetry, and the minimurn number occurs when Èhe molecul-e is in

its híghest symmetry form. For non-linear nrclecu't-es there are 3N-6 normal

modes of vibration (i.e. degrees of vj-brational freedom), where N is the

nurù¡er of atonis in the molecule2. The PO,3- ion therefo::e has nine pos-
4

sible vibrational modes. These modes are clistributed ar.ong four sets,

YI, Y2r V, and Vn (distinguished on the basis of their relationship to

the symmetry el,ements of the tetrahedron), vrhich may be endowed, by the

s)mmetry oÍ the moLecule, with triple- double- or non-degeneracy.

Degenerate vibrations necessarily occur only for molecules havíng at least

one rotation axis with n¡cre than two-fold symmetry, and triple degeneracy

can occur only if a molécule possesses more than one three-fold axisl.

The mol-ecular subgroups produced by the action of various external- forces
?-

on tÌ¡e PO,' ion are listed in table 8.1, along wíth their respective
4

nrmiber of infrared-active vibrational modes2' 3.

3-
TABLE B.I VTBRATIONS OF THE PO ION AS A FUNCTION OF MOLECULAR SY¡II'IETRY
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f'he spectral- activity of a molecule j-s also dependent orr whether or

not a change in its dipole moment is produced: if the vibrational motion

of the participat.ing atoms produces no separation of the centres of

positive and negative charge, then the vibrational mode will be inactive

in the infrared. Moreover, in some cases, removal of the degeneracy may

not be resolved in the spectra because of the low magnitude of the split,

or the low íntensity of one cornponent. Nevertheless, it is theoretically

possible to obtain information about the molecular site syrnmetry by deLernrin-

ing the number of distinct vibrations present in the infrareC spectrun"

The four fundamental vibrations of the tetrahedral- nOr3- ion are

described.l ." o".,rrring at frequencies of 1017 (v3) . 938 tvrl , 567 (V4)

and 42O (v) cm-l, but as described above, these bands nray be split into

nine modes by a lowering of the site symmetry of the ion. In fact, the

site symmetry of the phosphate ion in scholzite (Chapter 2) is I (Cr),

and all nine vibrational modes should therefore be v-tsible in the spectlum

(i.e. zero deget"t.."r. The peaks in figrure 8.I confirm this suggestl.on,

with three V, vibrationsh at 1100. 1O5O and 1OOO cm 1, a sin9l.e V,

vibrations aE 925 cm-I, three V, vibrations4 at 635, 580 and 540 cm 1,

and two rather diff.use V^ modes s at 32Oand 280-1. However, the V, band

?-
of the Po4' group is sr:bject to the i¡rfluence of. Lattice modes (no::malIy

present at freguencies below 300 cm-l, but often appearing at higher

frequencies as combination bands with internal mode"l), -trd must therefore

represertt only a tentative assigTnment in this study. Table 8.2 summarises

the vibrational modes for the Pr- 3-J4- group in scholzite"

The presence of a shoulder peak on the high frequency side of v,

at 955 .*-1 t.*.ins unexpl-ained, since the structure does ¡ot pçssess

P-o-P 1inkages6t7r8 or p-o-H groupsGrT. Ilhe latter conclusion is also

confirmed b]' the at¡sence of P-o-H stretching vibration bands between 2550

and 3OOO 
"*-1 

t 
'7 '9 ' l0 a¡.l by the narrow band of absorption coïrespondi-ng

to the v, mocles for pon3-: in fact Hpon2- 
"nd 

H2po4r- absorb over a much

wider ïange than Pon3 owj-ng tc the presence of both p-o and p-og bonds in
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their structure, and the distr¡rbing effects of strong hydrogeu bond-s

formed by their hydroxyl groups',7,lt. llhe shoulder may, however, be

due to effects of the zrLOA - POn framework on specific P-O vibrations

within the PO,- gr:oup: this assigrrment is discussed in detaì-l in section
4

8.6.3, where several other shoulder peaks associated with both Va and V,

vibrations in the hopeite spectrum are considered.

3- 3-
TABLE 8.2 COMPARTSON OF PO AND AsO VIBRATÌONAL MODES

fnfrared Active Modes ("*-1¡
Mineral V V V V

3 1 2

Scholzi.te

CoIlinsi te
Hopeite

Parahopeite

Tarbuttit-e

1100

1095

1100

1100

1085

880

105C 1000

-99O -1070 1005

r045 1020

1010 955

820 795

925

935

945

950

910

730

635

580

635

645

600

530

580 540

570 550

-585-
570 550

585 580

380

335

350

350

320

290

31.5

300

Adanite s10 47A (380) (320)

4

The presence of iu}re ZnOn tetrahedron in the scholzite crystaf structure

is indicated by a zn-o vibration mode (sprit) at 415 
"'n-r 

t2, b"t' th"

Ca-O abso::ptions do not appear within the same range of frequencies scan-

ned I 3, i 4 in view of the large interatonric distance between the atc,ms, and

:resultant low force constant4.

The water molecule iras nine degrees of freedom. Six of tLrese cor-

respond to translational and rotational oscillations of the mofecule as a

whole (termed external vibrations), and occur at frequencies befov; 900 cnt-l ; s,

where 'bhe1' ¡n¿t interfere rvith those due t-c P-O stretching and bending vibra-'

tions o¡ the phosphate io¡t15. The other three d,egrees of freeclom correspond

to ínternal vibrations of the water molecule and are perturbed fo::ms of +-he

vibratj.on of the free HrO group (Ut 3652, Y, = )-54O and V, = 3'165 "n,-f 
t).

The stret-ch.ing frequencies (V, and Vr) of wate:: of c:rlzstallisation genera.l-1-1:

occur in the range 37OO to 2900 cm-l whc:re they may easily be confused with
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stretching vibrations of the hydroxyl groupGrlIrl3,l6,l7, especial-Jy since

the latter vj-brations are consíderably displaced (to lower frequencj-es)

by hydrogen bonding and other crystal lattice effects2't3. In fact, the

O-H stretching vibration region often extends between 25OO and 4OOO cm-l,

overlapping with water molecule stretching bands and also lvith metal-O-H

deformation (bending) víbrationsr6. This region may therefore present an

extrernely complicated form in crystal hydrates, especially when (OH) and

HrO groups âïe both present. Hol¡/ever, the internal ben<ìing (V) víl'¡ration

of water molecules does not appear to move far from the region 1670-

1590 cm-I I s. There is rarely any overlap at these frequencies anci con-

sequentl-y, the presence of generally broad bands in this portion of the

spectrum can be used as a criterj-on for the presence of water molecules.

On the other hand-, the presence of O-H stretching frequencies with little

or no absorption near 1640 cm-l establishes the presence of constitutj.onal

hydro>ryI groups. In structures which do contain water, however, the roreselìce

of constitutional hydroxyl groups renains uncertain. Un1ess additiona.l

information ís available from a different source (e.9. ther-mal dehyclration

experiments), the water must be removed prior to the collection of the

spectrum in order to detect, with certainty, the pi:esence of both speci.es in

the origínaÌ structure.

The infrared spectrum of scholzite clemonstrates the presence of water

molecules by the appearance of,a broad peak (possibly a doublet) at

-11640 cm -, corresponding .'o the V, Lrending mode" In the regiorr of stretch-

ing vibrations there is a broad. composite band of alrsorption with maxima

at 34OO and 3320 .*-1. This result is in very good agreement with the

values of 3420 and 3350 
"*-1 

gi-rr.n by Czaya (Ig72) in his study of scholzite,

and may l:e interpreted as indicatíng the presence of two unique water

molecules in the scholzite structure. The thermal effects <lescribed in

Chapter 7 favr¡ur this suggestion. The absence of absorp+-ion bands at

frequencies higher than 3450 .*-1 irrdicates that no compJ-eteJ-y free O-H

stretching occurs and ttrat extensÍve hydrogen bonding exists within the
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structure6. Never:theless, the difference in frequency between the dual

-lpeaks (BO cm ') agrees well with the difference between the V, (symmetrical

stretching) and V, (antisymmetric stretching) frequencies of H-O-H groups

-'t(lO4 cm-'). It is therefore possible thaÈ these peaks both correspond to

the V, and V, bands of the water molecules, shifted to lower frequencies

by hydrogen bonding effects.

The broad, diffuse nature of these bands could be indicaÈive of

disorderllrl4 in the scholzite crystal structure, the presence of which

has already been suggested by x-ray and thermal evidence in Chapters 2 and

7. lllris interpretation is not surprising since the structural disorder has

been correlated. with the water molecules bonded to Ca, and stretching

vibrations of Ca-O-H groups absorb in this regionlG. The sharp peaks j-n

the same band may therefore be interpreted as resulting from the presence

of more than one type of hydrogen bonding in the crystalsG. As discussed

earlier, the frequencies of stretching vibrations of hydroxyl groups depend

considerabl.y on the strength of the hydrogen bonds in which they participate.

This leads to a correlation between the O-H frequency and the O....OH dis-'

tance obtainable from x-ray data, A nrunber of investigationsl2tr9'20t2!'22'23

have been devoted to studying the relationship of the hydrogen bonded O-H

stretching freguency (and associated frequency shift) to the corresponding

O-O distance. The resultant graphs ena-ble the estimation of the lengths

of hydrogen bonds from spectroscopic data, The relati-onships appear to

work wetl for intermolecular hydrogen bonds'0, b,rt in intramolecul.ar bond's

the terminal atoms are frequently at some arbitrary distance imposed by

the molecular geometry (and are therefore involved in bent hydrogen bolrd

configurations), with the result that the relationships are genera-1ly not

strictlY obeYedr 2 
' Ls 

'20 .

On the assumption that the two schoizite absorption bands around

-134OO cm - represent Va and Va modes of HrO stretching vibration then these

peaks must have been shifted by ::2 crn-I and 356 "*-1 t."pectively from

their ideal positiorrs under the influence of hydrogen bonding in the
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structure, Using the published graph of Au us. bond distarr".Ie this shifL

corresponds, on average, to an O....OH distance of 2.83R, and' is in good

agreement with the observed (03-03) distance of 2.79Â obtained by x-ray

structure analysis of the average subcell of scholzite (Chapter 2) - This

result suggests that the O....OH bond in this mineral may, in fact, be

linear.

llowever, if the two peaks in the spectrum represent two distinct

hydrogen bonded OH groups then the graph of UOH t s. bond distancelt *.y

be used to calculate O....OH dístances corresponding to each of the two

groups. In this case, separations of 2,81 and 2.85Â are obtained, agaj.n

in good agreernent with the average subcell separation (which may be interp-

reted as an average disÈance in the two hydrogen bonded groups by virtue of

the x-ray refinement). this ambiguity in the interpretation of the dual-

peaks in the scholzite spectrum therefore remains unresolved"

a.6"2 Zincian CoIl j.nsite 
' Ca Zn PO 2H o(l¿

The infrared absorption spectrum of collinsite (figure 8.2) like

that of scholzite, is composed of five broad bancls. thr:ee due to the eOn3-

ions, and the remaining two due to the FI2O groups. However, the spectra

are consíderably different in detail.

According to a crystal structure determination of the pure Mg end.

member of the collinsite "series" (Chapter l) by Brotherüon et aL. (L974),

the site symmetry of the ,Ont- molecule is I (Cr), once again irnpllzing the

presence of níne infrared-active vibrational modes. In reality, however,

only eight peaks are observed in the iollinsite spectrum (summarised in

table 8.2). Two of the three V, modes have apparerrtly coalesced into a

-1single, broad peak at 990 cm *, while the r:emaining V, mode occurs at

1095 cnr-f . The V, vibration absorbs at 935 cm-l; the three Vn ittodes occur

at 580 , 57O and 550 cm-I; and the two diffuse bands at about 335 and ZgO ct¡'-l

rnay be ascribed to V, modes. The small- shoulder on the low frequeircy side

of the V, absorPtion band may be compared wíth a similar peak in the
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scholzite spectTum. Its origin could be related to framework effects

acting on the vibrational modes of the PO,3- group (discussed in detail.4"
in section 8.6.3), but a more likely explanation is presenÈed later in

this section in relation. to Èhe pïesence of acidic HPO42- groups.

If, as suggested in Chapter I (and assumed above in relation to the

site symmetry of the eon3- group), zincian collinsite is isostructural with

the pure Mg end member, then the Zn (and Ug) atoms in this structure occupy

a water-coordinated octahedral site (in contrast to the scholzite situa-

tion, where Zn is in tetrahedral coordination). The Zn-.O vibration at

4f5 cm-l in the scholzite spectrum ís therefore not e>çected. to be present

in the collinsite trace, and indeed, is noÈ observed (confirming the assign-

ment of the band in scholzite). Similarly, the absorption band at 765 cm-I

in the collinsite spectrum, but absent in the scholzite trace, must be

associated with the change in coordination of the Zn ions from four- to

six-fol-d: it cannot be assigned to P-O-P bending harmonicsG sínce the
?-

structure contaíns isolated 
"O4" 

groups. The coordinatíon change suffered

by Ca (síx- to eight-foLd) is not expected to influence the spectra since

vibration modes for Ca ions in high coordination occur outside the range

scanned.l2 t!3.

In fact, assignments for six- (and eight-) fold coordinated ions are

difficult to rnake, in the first instance because of a general lack of

information in the literature with which tc correlate results, and secondly

because of the little documentecl, but very important influence of atonic

mass, bond angle, hydrogen bonding and "covalency" of the atoms on the

vibration frequencies of X-o and X-o-H groupst2,t3. Nevertheless, sufficient

information is availa-bIe to allow at least qualitative estÍmation of co-

ordination and chemistry changes on the infrared spectra. In fact, the

absorption band at 765 "^-1 in the colli.nsite trace may be explained by

consideration of effects of this kind.

An octahedral Zn atom coordinated to water molecules displays

Zn-O-H bending vibrations in the vicinity of IOSO "*-1 
t'. ïn the zinc.ian
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collinsite structure lvlg substitutes for 56% of the Zn in this site

(Chapter Ì), and the vibrational frequency of the bonds in this group would

therefore be expected to be different from those corresponding to a pure

Zn-O bond. Because of the non-directional (i.e. ionic) nature of the bonds

between ¡,1g2+ rtd (oH¡-, the Mg2+ íon has little effect on the motion of the

(Off¡- groups, the vibrations of which reduce to librations of the hydroxyl

ions as a whole, relative to the cationr2. As a result, absorption bands

due to O-H vibrations in Ca and Mg hydroxides always fall in tJre region

-'lbelow 4OO cm '. However, with the greater directional character of the

zrr2* io.r" balancing this effect in the octahedral site in collinsite, the

"average" or statistical arrangement of the ions in and aror¡nd the (MgrZn)

octahedron woul<1 be appropriate to the presence of an atom with absor.otion

characteristics intermediate betwe en zn2* and Mg2+. T.ne t,esuLtant víbra-

tional mode of the (Mq,Zn') -O-H group rvould therefore occur somewhere between

those corresponding to the llg and Zn "end membersrt'namely, between 400

-'tand 11OO cm *. Similar frequency shifts have been described in relation

to substitutional effects in pyromorphite and sulphate minerals2'4 ' 
s, while

further evidence for the suggestion is provided during discussion of the

parahopeite spectrum in section 8.6.4

The observed a-bsorption bancl occurring at 765 .*-I in the zincian

collinsite spectrum is therefore assigned to a vibrational mode of the

(tvtg, Zn ) -O-H group .

The higher frequency abso::ption bands are due to the water molecules

presenÈ in the collinsite structure, but the situation is somewhat more

complex than that occurring in scholzite. In the first instance, there are

two widely separated peaks arouncl 1610 and 1505 cm-I. The high frequency

peak is easity explained in terms of the bending vibration (V2l of a water

molecule, but if the 1505 cm-l band is similarty interpretecl then it

represents the l-owest bending frequency recorded for the H2o groupr2'24.

These vibrations norrnally occur in the narro\^r range it670 - l59O cm-I

with the l-o¡vest frequency documented outside these límits being 1560 cm-l,
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for CuCI, .2H2O2s. Thermal analysis experirnents described in Chapter 7

confirm the exis'bance of two structurally distinct (althouglt closely

related) water molecules in the zincian collinsite lattice, and lend

support to Ehe assignment of boÈh peaks as HrO (VZ\ vibrations.

The stretching modes for HrO are again depressed in frequency. a

broad band centred at 2950 cn-l having several high (3380 cm-I) and Low

(22OOt 2380 and 2600 cm-I) frequency shoulders. The broad and diffuse

nature of these bands coutd be a result of either structural disorderll'14

or compositional variationlT (discussed in Chapter 1). It is interesting

to note in this context that the nOnt- absorption bands are also rather

broad. However, the shift to lorver frequencies is certainly a result of

the presence of quite extensive hydrogen bonding within the collinsite

framework. Using the appropriate (AV¡ graphre orr". again, and. considering

only the broad peak at about 2950 cm-l, a shift of this order (about 800 cm-I)

coïresponds to an O....OH dístance of 2.715Â. Brotherton et aL. (Lg74) have

suggested that one of the nOnt- o>rygen atoms participates in hydrogen bonds

with the two water molecules. Using their coordinates. the observed

hydrogen-bonded O atom separations may be calculated as 2.613 and 2.5718,

representing a considerable deviation from the value obtained from spectral

neasurements. However, these results give an excellent indication of

the effect of the degree of linearity of the hydrogen bond on the accuracy

of the determinations using the above graph: the first of these bonds has

an O.,..H-o angle of 1700, and shows closer distance agreement with the

spectral va1ue, while the second bond has an angle of 1540, and shows cor-

respondingly greater deviation.

The shoulder peak at 3380 .*-1 .oold represent a long hyd::ogen bond

(2.848) vibration mode, (zn,Mg)-o-H stretching mod.es, or stretching frequen-

cies of absorbed waterr7,26. rn the light of the extremely fine grained

nature of zincian collinsit-e "crusts" from Reaphook HiIl (Chapter 1) '
the incolporat-ion of water molecules between the grains is not unlikely'

and is substantiated by the low temperature (130 - 3OO 
oC) release of
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water observed during thermal analysis e>çeriments (Chapter 7).

The row frequency shourdeï peak occurring at 2600 cfr-l, arthough

possibly due to the presence of a short hydrogen bond (2.62R'), falls within

the range of absorption frequencies generally attributed to P-O-H stretch-

ing vibrationsG rTrt0 rllrls. Therefore, despite the absence of direct bond-

ing of OH groups to P in this structure (according to Brotherton et aL.,

lg74) the peal< may be explained on the basis of a close association of the

hydrogen atoms of the HrO groups with the O atoms of the nOrt- ions: in

this sense the P-O bond may be considered to have some acidic character.

The shourder peak at 9ro "*-r on the eon3- v, vibration mode, may then

represent a P-O-H bending vibration, thereby substantiating the assiginment

in the former case.

The shoulder peaks aE 22OO and 2380 
"r,iI 

r"nl-in unexplained, but

may correspgnd to particular sets of very short hydrogen bonds (in the

vicinity of 2.53 and 2.58R respectively), or the effects of structural

disorder. No evidence for vibrations associated with the Ca coordination

polyhedron were witnessed within the range of frequencies scanned.

8.6,3 te, Zn PO .4H o

The infrared absorption spectrum of hopeite is presented in figure

8.3a, and the Sadtler Research Laboratories trace of slmthetic Znr(PO4)2.t'H2

is given in figure 8.3b for comparison.

From the crystal structure analysis presented in chapter 3, the

?-
site symmetry of the POr- group is again f (Cf) with the result that nine

vibrational modes are expectect in the absorption spectrum. In fact, only

eight bands due to nO*'- were observed: their frequencies and correspond-

ing vibrational assignments are listed in ta-ble 8.2 and compare well with

the correspcnding bands in scholzite and collinsite. Ilov¡ever, the V, and

V, vibrationaf bands in hopeite contain a nuniber of additional peaks'

-1appearing as shoulders at J-I25, 1025 and 930 cm , which represent an

o

"enrichment" of the spectrum beyond the li¡nitations imposed by the site
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syrunetïy of the nont- group.

Any enrichmenÈ of this kind is normally interpreted2'!6 .".r, indj-ca-

tion of the presence of more than one structurally unique group in the

crystaI, possessing either different site symmetrT (and therefore different

degeneracy), or different crystaI fields. fn fact, this effect may be

used as a test for the presence of certain symmetry elements in the crystal

framework (e.9. a centre of inversion). However, neither of these intei:p-

retations apply in the case of hopeÍte since only one unique ,Ont- group

exists in the structure. The extra peaks cannot be assigned to P-O-P

bending or stretching vibrations since the framework does not contain

linkages of this kind, nor c¿u1 they arise by violation of the selection

rules for internal vibrations of the phosphate ion27 since its site syrnm.etry

is already at the lowest possible level (i.e. minimum degeneracy).

The peaks do, however, fall within the range of P-O-H bending

frequencies: the eOn3- ion shares an oxygen atom with the Zn(Hro) 
+OZ

octahed.ron, a-nd as such, may participat-e in extensive hydrogen bonding

with the water molecules of this group. However, the absence of an

absorption band in the ZOOO cm-t region, corresponding to P-O-H stretching

vibrations, suggests that the protons remain associated with the water

oxygen atoms and that no acidic phosphate groups exist.

Nevertheless, the close association of these additional peaks with

the V, and V, vibrational mocles of the 
"Ont- 

ions suggests that their

oriqÍn is somehow related to the vibrations of these groups. In fact,

examination of luhe ZnOn-POn framework within the hopeite crystal structure

(figure 3.3) suggests a po.ssible explanation. Two of the four O atonrs

bonded to tetrahedrally coord-inated Zn are shared with a P atom to form a

normal- bridge, but the remaining trvo oxygen atoms are trigonally coordinated

with two zn aÈoms and a P atonr. T1're trigonally coordinated. O atoms are

therefore hiøh1y constrained in their n.pvements relative to the usual-

two-fold coordinated bridging O atoms in linkages of this kind. Consequently,

the bending and stretching vibration modes of the Zn-O(!rn group, although
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involving bond distances normally considered too large t--o produce absorptior'

in the 9OO-1I5O "o,-1 
t.gion, may be of sufficient "rigidity" to produce

absorption bands which overprint the nOn3- V, and V, modes, thereby giving

rise to the additional peaks observed ín the hopeite spectrum.

The literature contains no information on vibrational modes of OX3

groups of this kind, and therefore the assignment remains purely speculative.

However, a comparison of the hopeite structrlre and spectrum (in the range

-'t2OO-I2OO cm ') with that of its closely related dirnorph, parahopeite (the

spectrum of which is discussed in detail in the next section) adds a

cer"ain amount of confidence to the argument-

The parahopeite structure (Kunrlcasar and Finney, 1968; Chao. 1969)

contains a similar framework of tetrahedrally coordinated Zn and P atoms

sandwiched between sheets of octahedrally coordinated Zn atoms (figure 4.3),

but there are significant differences when the structures are examined in

detail. In parahopeite only one of the O atoms bonded to the tetrahedral

Zn atom is in trigonal coordination: instead of being bonded to three

tetrahedrally coordinated atoms as in hopeite, it is shared between teÈra-

hedral Zn and P, and an octahedrally coordinated Zn atom. This O atom is

therefore much freer to move than the equivalent atom in hopeite, with

the resuft Ëhat the vibrations of the zn:o<:pn group probably occur at

much lower frequencies. Moreor,'er, these absorption bands are expected to

be considera-bly broadened and shifted to lower frequencies through the

agency of extensive hydrogen bonding betrveen the trigonally coordinated O

atom and the water molecules associated with the octahedral Zn atom

of the gl:oup (a situation which does not occur in hopeite).

When the parahopeite spectrum is examined (figure 8.4) it is seen

that no add.itional peaks occur other than the nine normal vibration modes

?-
of the Pon- group. The major spectral d-ifferences between hopeite and.

parahopeite therefore involve the presence of three shoulder peaks in the

V
1

and V
3

bands of the phosphate ion in the hopeite trace, which are noÈ
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present in parahopeite, while the major structural differences involve

the nature of the oxygen coordination within the ZnOn-POn framework. The

suggestion is therefore made that these spectral differences correlate with

the structural differences, and that the hopeite absorption peaks at

IL25, 1025 and g:O cm-I may be ascribed to permutations of the P-O vibrations
?-

of the POn- group, produced by interaction with vibrational modes of an

oðlgen atom in trigonal tetraclentate array with Zn,and P. In fact, the

hopeite structure displays a nunber of very short Zn-O ar¡d P-O bond

d.istances (minimum values of I.9OI and 1.516Â respectively), v¡hich obviously

reflect considerable strain in the tetrahedral portions of the framework,

and which may be correlated with the spurious peaks in the infrared spectrum.

On the other hand, parahopeite has minimum values for bond lengËhs which

are much larger than those in hopeite (I.g25 and I.53OB) and is not strained

to the same extent.

' The above assignment may be referred to as "coupling of molecular

vibrationsr" and although these effects have been described as unimporta¡rt

in cases of spectral enrichment2, they are considered by the ca¡rdidate to

play a part in the prod.uction of the hopeite infrared spectrum.

The remainder of the hopeite absorption peaks are somewhat less

conjectural: the band at 400 
".-1 

p.obably represents Zn-o (tetrahedron)

vibrationsl2, while the broad band. underlying the Vn morfes of ron3- vibration

(including the shoulders at 47O a¡rd 5OO .*-1) may be attributed to libra-

tional motion of HrO grorrp" r 2 
.

The presence of a large peak at 1640 cm-I is evidence for the

existence of H2O groups (V, bending) within the hopeite framework, the

multiple peaks on the high frequensy side of which indicate that a nunrber

of structurally dífferent water molecules occur. This conclusion is

supported by evidence from x-ray and thermal experiments (Chapters 3 and

7). The broad, very strong band centred around 33OO "*-1 i" assigned to

(Off¡- and HrO stretching modes, shifted to lower frequencies from their

ideal valuès by extensive hydrogen bonding around the perimeters of the
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zn(HrO)no, octahedra and within the vacant octahedra sharing faces with

them (Chapter 3). The rninimum o....oH distance d.etermined from the spectru*le

has a value of.2.74Â, which compares favourably with the min-imum o....o

distance in the Zn octahedra determined from x-ral/ crystal structr:re analysis

Q.84R). The peak at 3520 cm-l probably represents a particular H2o group

which has been a-ble to maintain its individuality in a climate of otherwise

extensive hydrogen bonding distortions: it corresponds to an o....oH

dista¡rce of 2.96R and may be associated wiÈh a hydrogen bond. along the edge

of the Zn octahedra. Baur (1973) has indicated that a bonding situation

of this kind is possible for cations with small formal charge and high

coordination.

Thermal analysis experiments on hopeite, discussed in Chapter 7, have

already indicated the presence of a number of differently hyd.rogen-bonded

rnodifications of hopeite, and in this sense, the broad band around 3300 cil l,

is not surprising. The al¡sence of discrete peaks corresponding to vibrations

of the three structuralty unique water nrolecules in the hopeite asymmetric

unit is explained by the varia-b1e ratio of modifications present in all
samples of this material. The natural hopeite spectrum in figure 8.3a may

therefore be contrasted (in this region) with the synthetic Zn, (pon) 
2.4H2O

spectrum in figure 8.3b: in the latter case the shape of the O-H stretch-

ing bands is significantly different, and constitutes additional evidence

for the variabilityofhydrogen bonding schemes within the framework. Hovrever,

the identical appearance of absorption bands in the region of eon3- vibrations

confirms the uniformity of the non-hydrogen atom framework (suggested by

x-ray evidence) for all forms of this mineral.

8.6.4 Par ite Zn Zn -4H o

The Reaphook HiII parahopeite infrared absorption spectrum is presented.

in figure 8.4. According to structure determinations by Kumbasar and Finney

(1968) and Chao (1969), the phosphate group is again in a location with

1 (c1) symmetry and should t-herefore vibrate in nine non-degenerate modes
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in four g=onp=2. The nine observed frequencies in this region have been

allocated among these groups in the manner presented in table 8.2: their

close agreement with the corresponding bands in hopeite is indicative of

the similarity of phosphate group environments in the two structures.

However, as discussed in the previous section, parahopeite displays no

additional (shoulder) peaks in association with the v, and v, modes, the

zl-o<|n vibrations presumably lying outside the range of frequencies scanned

in view of the change in O atom coordination.

Similarity in the environment of the Zn tetrahedron is indicated

by the appearance of a Zn-o vibrational- mode at 4oo cm-I (occurring at
-'t42O cm - in hopeite). This absorption band is not weII documented in the

literature, but also appears in the scholzite spectrum (at ¿t5 cm-I) and

seems to be characteristic of tetrahedrally coordinated Zn (in phosphate

structures). In all three instances Èhe band is observed to be split into

two closely spaced peaks, probalrly representing a breakdown in the degenerac]¡

of the vibrations (most rikelv vr) of the znon6- group in sites of row

symmetry.

?-
The shoulder peaks around the region of PO v vibrations (700 and

4 4
-1510 cm -) may, as in the case of hopeite, be assigned to librational motions

of water molecules. However, the peak at 790 cm-I, requires a somewhat more

detailed discussion. Reaphook HiIl parahopeite, like zincian collinsite

from the same loca1ity, contains a sigrnificant amount of Mg sr:bstituting

for Zn in the octahedral site within the structure. As d.iscussed in section

8.6.2, in relation to the 765 
"m-1 

peak in the collinsite spect¡rm, the

presence of a sigrnificant amount of Mg in the octahedral site results ín

a frequency shift of the Zn-O-H absorption band (normally occurring at
-lÌO9O cm ') to l-ower values in response to the increased ionic character

tL
of the Mg'' ion. In the case of collinsite, 56% Mg in place of Zn was

considered to have depressed this band to a value of 765 .*-1. Using the

same argument for the octahedral site in parahopeite (which is also partly

coordinated by water morecrrles), the 790 "^-1 rbrorption may also be
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attributed to vibrations of the (Mg,ZI)-O-H group. The rnost- pleasing

aspect of this assignment is the fact that parahopeite contains only 47+"

Mg substituted f:or Zn (Chapter 1), with the result that the octahedron has

more rtzn" character than the corresponding group in collinsite: the pure

Z1-O-H absorption band is therefore e>(pected. to be depressed in frequency

to a lesser extent in parahopeihe than in collinsite, and, in fact, this

is observed to be the case when the relative frequencies of the two peaks

are compared (790 and 765 cm-l respectively).

The presence of vrater molecules in the parahopeite structure is

indicated by the rather "blunt" peak at 1610-1690 cÍt-l, corresponding to

the V, bending mode of these groups. The "flat-topped" nature of this

band was repeated in several reanalyses of the mineral, and could be a

result of the presence of a small number of discrete HrO groups which have

approximately equal absorption intensities, but which are not quite resolved.

. The broad asymmetric band of absorption between 28OO and 3600 crn-I

corresponds to the stretching vibration" (Vt and Vr) of the water molecules.

As in the case of the hopeite spectrum, the presence ,of hydrogen bond-ing

between these groups in the coordination sphere of the octahedral Zn atom

is indicated by a shift. in frequency of these bands downwards from the

-l
"isolated" ideal values of 3652 (vf) and 3756 cm - (V3). However, the

appearance of three discrete peaks within the band (at. 3440, 3330 and

-'t3140 cm ') suggests that there are either three distinct water molecules,

or that there are tJrree predominant hydrogen bonding schemes. Thermal

analysis e>rperiments carried out on Reaphook Hitl parahopeite (Chapter 7)

dernonstrate that the mineral dehyclrates in three distinct steps' probably

corresponding to the above absorption band.s. Horøever, the non-integral

num]¡er of water molecules lost at each of the rstages of dehydration implies

that the ÐTA peaks do not correspond to the release of three i.ndividual

H2c) groups, but rather to the loss of three sets of these molecufes each

with a part-icular scheme of hydrogen bonding (and therefore with a uni,que

hyclra.tion energy), mixed in a constant proportion from sample to sample.
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The infrared data must therefore be interpreted likewise.

Using the graph relating hydrogenic stretching frequency to bond

distance for hydrogen bondsl9, th. O....OH distances corresponding to the

three infrared a-bsorption peaks at 3440, 3330 and 3140 "*-I .r. 2.8'l , 2.82

and 2.76Â respectively. These values may be compared with the raage of

O-O distances (3.O72 - 2.7ggï) constituting the edges of the Zn octahedron

in parahopeite (Chao, L969): allowing for the non-linearity of these bonds,

the simiLarity of the values suggests that both the donor and acceptor atoms

belong to the scrme coordination polyhedron (Baur, 1973).

The broad "tail" on the low frequency side of the absorption band

between 28OO and 3600 cm-l in parahopeite may be explained by the chemical

inhomogeneity of specimens of the mineral from Reaphook HiIl (Chapter 1).

Sr:bstitution of the somewhat smaLler Mg2+ ions for zr,2+ in th.

octahedral site would be e>rpected. to produce a contraction of this pollzhedron.

túe resultant shortening of the hydrogen bonds along the edges wouid then

be reflected in a shift of the corresponding stretching modes to l-ower

frequencies from the pure Zn case, thereby producing the observeo asynmetry

of the absorption band. SimíIar asymmetry can be observed in the collinsite

spectrum, although in this case the presence of P-C-H stre+-ching vibrations

has added to the effect. In contrast, the infrared spectra of the chenr-ically

pure hopeite and scholzite display little evidence of asymmetry in ihis

region.

8.6.5 Tarbuttite Zn OH

3-Tarbuttite from Reaphook Hill contains isolated POn groups with

the lowest possjòle site symmetry (Cocco et aL., 1966), and its absorption

spectrurn is therefore expectecl to displ.ay the full set of nine vibrational

modes.' Tl-¡e V3, Vl and Vn modes are quite well resolved (figure 8.5 and

table 8.2), but the l.ow frequency V, modes, normally occurring below
..1

380 cm - ', have been overprinted and obscured by a number of other rela-

tively strong bands (in the r.ange 550 to ZZO cm-l) which have not previously
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been encountered in any of the spectra described in this chapter. The

origin of these additional peaks is discussed below in relation to the Zn

coordination polyhedra in this mineral. Structural studies by Cocco ei; aL.

(1966) demonstrate that the OH groups are bonded to Zn atoms and not to

P, and this conclusion is supported by the absence of absorption bands

corresponding to P-O-H stretching modes in the region around 2600 cn-l.

In fact, the crystal structure of tarbuttite is quite different from those

of the previously considered minerals: the two crystallographically distinct

Zn atoms do not occur in either tetrahedral or octahedral coordínation,

bùt instead are bonded to O atoms and oH groups to produce distorted trigonal

bipyramids. XYU molecules in this configuration (ideal symmetry 6m2 or Dan)

have eight normal vibrations, five of which are infrared active when the

polyhedron is completely regularr. with six aÈoms in the group, 12 non-

degenerate vibrational modes are possible when the polyhedron has íts site

symmetry rowered, as in tarbuttite, to I (cr). No information is given

in the literature concerning the infrared spectra of Zn coordinated in this

manner, and consequentty the frequencies corresponding to the vibrations

of the group can only be inferred by indirect means.

Although working specifically with diaÈomic molecules, Badger (1934)

has discussed the inverse relationship between force constant and the inter-

nuclear distance. Sha¡rnon and Prewitt (1969) give "effective" ionic raCii

for zn2r in four-, five- a¡rd six-fold coordination as 0.60, 0.68 and O.74SR

respectively (based on an 02- radius of 1.40R). The Zn-o force constant

for Zn in five-fo1d coordination is therefore expected to be somewhat

smaller than that for Zn in four-fold coordination. In addítion, the

vibration frequency of a particular bond is dependent on the restoring

forces' measured in terms of the force constant, betrveen the partici-pating

atomsl ", aII other terms (e.g. reduced mass) being invar-iant in the Zn-o

system under consideratÍon. I¡lith tetrahedral Zn-O vibrational modes docu-

mented. at 450-500 .*-1 12 (and observed in the range 4OO-42O.*-l in ahit

study), the equivaÌent vibrations of five-fold coordinated, Zn would be
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expected to occur around or below this range of frequencies.

Further information may be obtained by noÈing the vibrational

frequeneies of several trigonal bipyramj-dal molecules rvhose alrsorptions

have been studied in detair in the l-iteraturel. of Èhese gïoups,

AsF, has the closest relationship to the Zno, sysÈem in terms of bond

length and reduced mass, and displays absorption frequencies in the range

-1809 (v ) to 128 cm (v
75

Using these arguments, the absorption bands observed for tarbuttite

in the frequency range 550 to 270 cm-I, may be assigned to Zn-o vibrational-

modes of the trigonal bipyranid. However, the presence of two crystallo-
graphically distinct trigonal bipyramids in this structure implies that a

unique assignment of the ba¡rds to one or other of the polyhedra cannot be

made. The list of bands occurring in the range includes peaks at 520, 455,

435,4oo,345,34o,335, 320 and 305 cm-1. rt is these absorpLions which

have obscured the v, vibration frequencies of the nont- groups in thj-s

miner:a1.

This leaves only one peak unaccor:nted. for in the low frequency region,

namely a quite intense, narrov¡ band at 8OO cm-l. Peaks prev-iously observed.

at about this frequency in the collinsite and parahopeite spectra have been

assigned to (Mg,Zn)-O-H vibrations within the octahedra of these minerals,

but a similar argument ca¡not be applied to the tarbuttíte spectrum since

the structure contains neither Mg atoms nor six-fold coordinated sites.

The magnítude and "sharpness" of the peak suggests that it is directly

related to vibrations of the framework atoms themselves rather than to

subtle combinations of harmonics2" ot to hydrogen bonding effects in the

(OH)- groups. It is pqssible that its occurïence, like that of the bands

in the 550 to Z7O q,ÏL region, is related to Zn-O vibrations within the

trigonal bípyr:amids in the tarbuttite crystal structure, but no such band

is observed in the absorption spectrum of adamite (discussed in section

8-6.6), the structure of which also contains Zn in trigonal bipyramÍdal co-

ordination with oxygen.
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In fact, if the octahedrally coordinated Zn atoms in adamite are

ignored (and this is not unreasonable sÍnce they will be expected to make

no contribution to the spectrum in the region und.er consideration), then

the two ¡n-inerals have closely related. structures - a result not unexpected

when consideration is given to their compositional similarities. Under

these circumstances, the major structural differences involve the shape of

the Zn polyhedra: tarbuttite contains two crystallographically distinct

trigonal bipyramids, one essentially regular with an average Zn-O distance

of 2.041R, and the other distorted with an average Zn-O distance of

2.æ7R (Cocco et aL., 1966), while adamite contains only one, euite regular,

trigonal bipyramid (possessing mirror symmetry) with an average bond dis-

tance of 2.O28R (Chapter 5). The minimum Zn-o bond distance in tarbuttite

is I.9a1R (in fact, this j-s a bond to an OH group), whereas the shortest

bond in adamite is 1.999R. Zinc in tetrahedral coordination displays an

average contact distance with oxygen of 1.954R (section 2.7.2) a¡rd therefore

the vibrational frequency of the short bond in tarbuttite would be expected

to have a value somewhat higher than Ëhat ascribed to the normal tetrahedral

modes (i.e. 450-5OO .*-1). Moreover, the OH group participating in this

bond is trigonally coordinated, again suggesting a somewhat higher frequency

than would otherwise be anticipated (fotlowing a similar argument to that

presented. in section 8.6.2 concerning the additional peaks in the hopeite

spectrum) .

-1On the basis of this discussion, the 800 cm absorption band observed

in the tarbuttite spectrum is ascribed to a vibrational mod.e of the un-

usually short Zn-O bond in one of the trigonal bipyramids of that structure.

No such peak appears in the adamite spectrum since the bonds are all

significantly greater in length than the average tetrahedraL Zn-O bond,

and would therefore be e>pected to vibrate in the frequency range below
- _'l
550 cm --

-1The large, sharp absorption band at 3420 cm , with only a minor,

diffuse peak at about 1600 cm-l. indicates the presence of (oH)- groups in
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the tarbuttite structure, and the absence of crystal-hydrate waters '73'2).

ïn fact, the small 1600 cm-l peak can be produced by a combination of lower

frequency fundamental-sr3 and does not necessarily suggest that water is

present in trace amounÈs. Thermal analysis of the ntineral (described in

ChapËer 7) also supports the absence of water molecules: the (OH) gïoups

are released in a single step at 5l4oC. These results correlate with the

single, narrow, absorption bar¡d in the infrared spectrum and suggests that

there is only one structurally distinct hydro>q¡l group within the crystal.

The free hydro4¡1 group al¡sorbs near 3zoo "*-1 
bra, as discussed

earlier, its streÈching frequency is displaced to lower values by th.e

effects of hydrogen bonding. A calculation of the O....OH distance appro-

priate to this shiftls gives a value of. 2.841, which is not in goocl agree-

ment with the disÈance (2.76gR) obtained from the structural data of

Cocco et aL. (1966). The large difference between these values probably

irnplies that the corresponding hydrogen bond is bentr2'rst20-

The marked asymmetry of the peak at 3420 .rn-I i" interpretecl as

indicating the presence of Zn-O-H groups in the structure (in agreement

with the x-ray data), with a stretching vibrationr6 frequettcy in the vicinity

-lof 3350 cm *, but shifted to lower frequencies under the influence of

hydrogen bonding, The bendíng modes of this vibrationl6 ate obscured by

?-the Por' group absorption bands.

8.6.6 Adamite, Zn AsO oH)

In contrast to the POr3- groups in the previously described minerals,

the (tetrahedral) asOn3- ion in adamite lies on a mirror plane at

z = 0.50 (Chapter 5). The ideal site symmetry has therefore been lowe::ed

from ã3m (Td) to m (cs), rather than I (Cl), but minimum degeneracy of the

nine possil:le vibrationaf modes is still present ur¡der these conditions

(table 8.1) .

The four fr¡ndamental AsOr3- vibrations have been clocumentedl as

1occurring at frequencies of 878 (v3), 837 (Vt 463 (v4) and 34e (v) cm
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These are lower frequencies than the correspond.ing vibrations of the ,On'-

group since the Às-O system has a larger bond distance and greater reduced

mass than that of P-o. A more recent studyrG of a non-degenerate ason3-

group, reports V, modes at about 895, 860 and 810 cm-I, a V, mode at about

-l'72o cnll, and v* modes at 465, 438 and 425 cm-l (the range of frequencies

scanned did not Ínclude the V, region). In the light of this information,

the infrared a-bsorption spectrum of adamite (figure 8.6 and table 8.2) may

be interpreted as displaying three Vr.bands at 880, 820 and 795 cm-I, one

V, band at 730 ..-1, and three Vn bands at 530, 5lO and 470 cû-1, thereby

confirming the site symmetry as 2 (C), or lower (table 8.1). Although the
?-

peaks at 380 and 320 .*-1 *ry well represent the two V, modes of Èhe Ason3-

group, they are more likely to arise as a result of vibrations within the

trigonal bipyramidal ZnOU groups present in this structure (as discussed

in relation to the tarbuttite spectrum in section 8.6.5). In fact the

reduced number of peaks in the 2OO and 550 cm-I region of the adamite

spectrum (discounting those assigned to the tetrahedral groups), in com-

parison to the same region of the tarbuttite trace, tnây be a reflection of

the different site symmetry of the trigonal bipyrarn-ids in the two structures,

i.e. the m (C_) group ín adamite nay have a greater d.egeneracy than the
S

asymmetric groups in tarbuttite.

-1The aÌ¡sence of alrsorption bands in the 1300 and 2700 cm regions of

the specÈrum confirms the result of crystal structure refinement (Chapter 5)

in indicating that no acidic As-OH groups are present in the structurelG.

The fact that the (oH) groups are bonded to Zn is in turn corroborated by

the presence of a broad, shoulder band at about 1O2O cm-l, arising from

deformation vib¡ations of Zn-o-H gronpsl6. The corresponding stretching

vibrations occur in the 3350 crn-l region where they often overlap with

the stretching vibrations of the (OH¡- groups themselves. IndeeC, the

díffuse band at 34OO cm-l in adamite probably represents absorption due to

ZI-O-H, while the sharp peak at :520 cm-I is due to the (OH)- vibrations

(as in tarbuttite). Both bands have been displaced. to lower frequencies
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as a result of hydrogen bonding or other crystal field effects. They do

not represent distinct hydroxyl groups in the Ìattice since thermal dehy-

dration experiments (Chapter 7) give rise to a single sharp DTA/TGA peak

at 568oC. Moreover, as in the case of tarbuttite, the thermal evidence

indicaÈes that the diffuse peak at 1620 cm-I is a result of a combination

of lower frequency fundamentals, rather than bending modes of water molecules

present in trace amounts rvithin the adamite structure.

4.7 coNcLUsroNS

The infrared absorption spectra of the six minerals examined Ín this

chapter are dominated in the low frequency region by absorptíons due to the

internal vibrations of Pon3 or Aso43- ior,=. All these grroups display

rninimum degeneracy of their vibrational modes, and suggest that their site

slrmmetry ís 2, m or 1, in agreement with the results of crysta1 structure

analysis. Moreover, as expected., the absorption bands due to the tetra-
?- 

)n occur at frequencies between -1 lo"athedral AsOn- ion occur at frequencies between 100 and 2OO cm

than the corresponding nucdels of the eon3- group. Band enrichment in the
?-

"O4- 
region of the hopeite spectrum is interpreted as resulting from the

effects of trigonal tetradentate coordinated oxygen atoms bondeci to P in

that structure. The same mechanism may account for similar shoulder peaks

in scholzite and collinsite spectra.

Spectral differences between the species are mainly a function of

variation in the coorclination of the Zn atoms, and the substitution of

Mg for Zn in the octahedral sites of collinsíte and parahopeite. Tetra-

hedrally coordinated Zn (scholzite, hopeite and parahopeite) is characterised

by a closely spaced doublet at about 415 cm-I (other vibrational modes at

lower frequencies are obscured by the V, absorption bands of the rOnt- groups,

or lie outside the range of frequencies scanned) . Zn in trigonal bipyramidal

coordination produces a number of absorption bands below 550 cm-l (except

for the band at gOO cm-l which is assigmed to the unusually short zn-O

bond in tarbuttite), but again, the full complement of bands is not revealed
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in the region scanned. The 2OO .*-I lor frequency cut-off is also the

reason why absorptions due to Ca-O and Zn-O vibrations (in octahedral

coordination polyhedra) were not observed.

Absorption bands due to deformation (bending) vibrations of the

Zn-O-H group could not be observed in the spectra of hopeite and tarbuttite

since Èhey overlap with the more intense absorptions of Po.3-. However,
4

?-
the AsOn" groups in adamite vibrating at characteristically lower frequen-

?-
cies than PO,- , permitted the ZI-O-H vibrations to be observed in that

4

rn-ineral at about 1O2O cm-I. vüith the substitutíon of the "lighter" and.

'T 'J.rnore ionic Mg'' ion for Zn' ' inparahopeite and. cotlinsite, the pure

Zn-O-H vibration frequency is lowered from the ideal value of 1O9O cm-I

to about 770 cm-l (the frequency shift being dependent on the level of

snbstitution) and the vibrations of the (Mg,Zu)-O-H group were therefore

visible in these species. Scholzite, with its water molecules bonded to

Cê, displayed no evidence of vibrations of this kind within the range of

frequencies scanned.

The remainder of the spectral absorption bands were assigned. to

HrO and,/or (OU¡- vibrations. AII the normal crystal hydrates (scholzite,

collinsite, hopeite and parahopeite) display extensive hydrogen bonding

within their crystal structures, indicated by the presence of broad a¡rd

diffuse bands in the 2500-3700 "*-1 r"giorr. In addition, for some species,

these bands display marked asymmetry, interpreted as resulting frorn com-

positional variations (collinsite and. parahopeite) and structural disorder

(scholzite and collinsite). Moreover, hopeite and parahopeite have spectra

which suggest. in combination with the results of thermal dehydration

experiments, that their frameworks contain a number of structurally unique

water molecul-es and/or hydrogen bonding schemes" AII of these effects

contributed to the concealment (except in the case of collinsÍte) of the

streÈching vibrations of the Zn-O-H groups.

Collinsite is the only species which displays spectral evidence

for the presence of (at least partialty) acidic P-O-H groups: the (Ott)- or
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HrO groups in all the other minerals are only associated with the coordina-

tion polyhedra around Zn (or Ca). This species is also distinguished by

the fact that iÈ appears to contain the lowes.u documented. frequency assj.gned

to H-O-H bending vibrations in crystal hydrate structures (1505 cm 1).

Adamite and tarbuttite, on the other hand, disptay no evidence for

the presence of vrater molecules. The high frequency regious of their spectra

are dorn-inated by a singre sharp peak at about 35oo cm-r (o-H stretching) ,

accompanied on the low freguency side by marked asymmetry (t.arbuttite) or

by a separate, more diffuse band (adamite): both these latter effects are

attríbuted to the stretching vibrations of Zn-o-H groups, rnodified by

hydrogen bonding.

On the basis of these results little change in the structural formulae

of the normal hydrate rninerals is warranted: the water molecules j.n a1l-

structures (except perhaps collinsite) are directly coordinated to the Zn

(or Ca) atoms, with litt1e or no evidence for the pïesence of distinct

(OH¡- groups. In contrast, the basic hydrates tarbuttite and adanúte have

spectral absorptions which are consistent with the exístance of hydro>ryl

groups only, and which ind.icate that they are bond.ed to Zn rather tha¡r P

or As. The structural fornulae of these minerals nay therefore be written

in the form Zn(ZnOH) (PO,) and Zn(ZnOH¡ (asOn) respectively.
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CTIAPTER 9 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSTONS

The research contained in this thesis was prompted by the occurrence

of several uncommon phosphate minerals (i¡rcluding scholzite, parahopeite,

tarbuttite, collinsite and phosphophyllite) at Reaphook HilI, Flinders

Ranges, South Australia. Detailed crystal-chemical studies of these

minerals, and also of a number of other closely related, species, has been

undertaken in an attempt to contribute to the r.rnderstanding of the role

of zinc phosphates in plant and animal nutrition and of their many applica-

tions in industry.

, The work has tended to concentrate on the x-ray crystal structure

analysis of three minerals (namely scholzite, hopeite and adamite), with

supplementary information supplied by electron-probe microanalysis,

synthesis, thermal dehydration and. infrared. absorption spectroscopy

techniques of investigation.

The study of the crystal structure of scholzite from photographically-

collected x-Tay intensity data has presented a number of interesting, if

not unique, problems, caused mainly by the presence of a three-fo1d sub-

structure parallel to b*, and quite severe one-dimensional stackíng disorder

parallel to ax. Pseudosymmetry produced by the translational periodicity

is further complicated by the fact that both Zn and Ca lie in special

positions within the unit cell, necessitating the use of a nu¡nber of r¡n-

conventional techniques (narnely steric hindrance, successive approximations

and optimisation of interatomic distances) during refinement.

The results of this investigation indicate that the atomic displace-

ments from ideal, high-symmetry positions responsible for the superstructure

diffraction effects mainly involve the Zn atoms, and that these displacements

are of compara-bIg magnitude to the r.m.s. amplitude of thermal vibration.

Smearing of the observed diffraction intensities has implied that a unique

solution to the crystal structure does not exist and has resr¡Ited in

uncertainty in the determinaÈion of the "light" atom displ.acements.
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Nevertheless, the reasonabl-e agreement between observed and calculated

data for the main ceII model, and the preservation of framework ir-

regularities from the average sr:bcell refinement indicate that the main

cell structure is as accurate as coul-d be erpected under the circumstances

of structural disorder. In fact, the considerable distortion present in

the main celI, and the inability to define Èhis distortion a. pr,¿ori lnas

resulted in the failure of the method of distance Least-squares refinement

in this case.

The one-dimensional disorder itself is interpreted, on the basis of

x-ray and thermal dehydraÈion experíments, as arising due to the presence

of stacking faults parallel to (100) passing through the planes of

Ca (HZO) , OO octahedra in the r¡nit cell. In this sense the structr:re can

at best be described as delicately balanced, yet it crystallises quite

readily from Zn and Zn-Ca phosphate systems, with similar substructure and

disorder characteristics, over a wide range of stoichiometry, pH and

temperature. fts chemical purity and corçarative rarity are therefore

somewhat surprising.

The mineral hopeite is dimorphous with parahopeite but does not

occur at Reaphook HilI. Natural, synthetj.c and anhydrous forms of this

species have been the subject of a great deaL of research by a large number

of workers since the description of hopeite by. Spencer in 1908. Neverthe-

less, the characterisation of its detailed crystal structure, the existence

of several modifications, and their relationship to parahopeite and phos-

phophyllite have remained in a state of confusion.

As a result of the present study the atomic framework of the nr-ineral

has been accurately refined using two sets of diffractometer-collected

x-ray diffraction intensities, and its rela-tionship to the other forms

of Znr(Po4) 2.4H2O clarified. x-ray experiments indicate that a r:nique non-

hydrogen atom architecture exists, while thermal dehydration and infrarecl

absorption studies demonstrate the presence of a nunù¡er of different
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modifications as submicroscopic and/or microscopi.c intergrowths in both

natural and synthetic material. These forms differ only in the nature of

the water coordination (i.e. hydrogen bonding) and are formed during crystal

growth as a result of slight ftuctuations in pH andr/or temperature. A

similar situation exists for the mineral parahopeite, although in this case

the intergrowths occur on a much smaller scale.

The crystal structure of phosphophyllite, long recognised as having

close x-ray and geometric relationships to hopeite, has been refined in

the present sÈudy by themethodof dista¡rce least-squares. The resultant

framework shows only slight variation from the structure-factor-determined

æ and ¿ coordinates but is far more realistic in terms of atom-ic contact

distances than the published structure. The topology has features in

comnìon with both hopeite and parahopeite and may be interpreted as the

third member of the Zna(POn) 2.4H2O famiì-y of minerals.

' The rnineral adamite, although not found at Reaphook HilI, has a

dímorph, paradamite, which is isostructural with tarbuttite. The indirect

relationship of this species to Reaphook Hill mineralisation, along wit'.h

the presence of Zn in both five-and six-fold coordination (which may be

compared with the mixed, four- and six-fold, coorcinaticn j-n hopeite)

prompÈed the study of its detailed crystal structure. The atomíc arrange-

ment was determined from a set of diffractometer-coll-ected x-ray diffrac-

tion intensities by the application of the Tangent Formula, and confirmed

adamite as a member of the orivenite group of minerals, rn fact, th-ì-s

structure type is quite conmon among a number of phosphate and arsenate

species, the framework apparently being able to accommodate a variety of

cations in both the six- and five-fo1d coordinated sites.

The pentacoordinateð. Zn atom in adamite is surrounded by an essentially

regular trígona.l bipyramidal array of oxygen atoms, the Zn-O bonds in which

have a complex series of vibration frequencies in the region belorv

550 cm-l. Ho\^Iever, comparison with the corresponding infrared absorption
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spectnrm of tarbuttite indicates that the vibrational frequencies of the

ZnOs group may vary widely as a result of the influence of crystal field

effects on the geometry of this essentially non-rigid polyhedron.
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Univ. of Adelaide

R. lrfilson and

R.J. Hilr (r973)

Dept. of Geology

Univ. of Ade]aide

Author

N.lrl. A]cock (1969)

I.lodífied by

R. Furina (1969)

A.1

Adapted
locally by

M.R. Taylor

M.R. SnowA local modifica-

tion of SUFFAC by

G.L. PauI (1965)

J.F. Blount M.R. Snow

Univ. of Sydney

Evans et al. (1963) .f .8. Jones7. CDIM

U.S.G.S



8. DLS

9. FAME

IO, FDPTP*

II FORDAPB

12. FUORFLS

13. MULTAN

calculation of hÏitson plot part of the Dewarr/

to obtain overall tempera- Stone SAP package

ture factor and scale factor;

calculation of normalised E's

least-squares optimisation

of interatomÍc distances

conversion of diffractometer

paper tape O/P to punched.

cards; weighting of raw datai

Lp corrections

ViIliger (1969)

Inst. Krist. Pet.

E.T.H., Zllrich

M.R. Taylor (1971)

School of Phys. Sci.

Flinders Univ. of

South Austral-ia

A.2

R.J. Hill

M.R. Taylor

M.R. Snow

I'1. R. Taylor

compute Fourier summations

with interpolation of peak

heights and positions

structure factor calculation

and least-squares refinement

of crystal structure

parameters

sets up phase relationships

of Frs; finds starting

reflections by application

of f,, formula; calculates

all phases using the

tangent formula

A. Zalkin (1968)

Mod. by rI.A. Ibers,

Dept. of Chemistry,

Northwestern Univ.

A modified version

of ORFLS originally

written by Busing

et aL. (1962)

oRM-TM-305+

Main et a-2. (197I) M.R. TaYlor

Dept. of Physics

Univ. of York, U.K.



16. PUTAB list calculated and observed R.C. Elder

structure factors for Modified bY

publication B. Foxman (1968)

L4. ORTEP thermal ellipsoid plot

15. PLANE calculation of planes

equations from coordinate

data; distance from

origin; indexing

17. SUSTATI execution of N(z) and P(y)

tests; Vtilson plot; overall

_ scale factor and temperature

factor

I8. SUUCLS least-squares determination

of cell dimensions from

diffractometer data

*

A.3

C.K. Johnson (1965) M.R. Taylor

oRNL-3794+

R.J. Hilr (19741

Dept. of Geology

Univ. of Adelaide

M.R. Snow

J.D. Bell (1966)

School of Chemistry

Univ. of Sydney

R.J. Hill

M.T. Barnet (1966)

School of Chemistry

Univ. of Sydney

M.R. Snow

This program written for the IBM 1130 computer; all others j-n

FORTRAN IV for IhC CDC 6400.

+ Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
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APPENDIX II REDUCTTON OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA

Intensities of the integrated photographic data vrere measured using a

Nonius II microdensitometer linked to a Kipp and Zonen tight spot galva-

nometer AL-l-, the linearity of response of this combination having

previously been verified for an optical transmission range of I0-100U. A

value for the plateau density and an average estimate of the local back-

ground were recorded. for each observed reflection on all four films of a

reciprocal layer pack; reflections unobserved on the top film of a layer,

i.e. having a plateau reading not measurably different from the average

background, were marked (U in structure factor tables in Appendix VI), and

included with a background value on1y,

Using program AUFAC, the reflection intensities were scaled to the

top film of each reciprocal layer by a non-iterative least-squares
+procedure' modified to incorporate estímation of the standard. deviation of

each observation. The weighted mean intensity, corrected for Lorentz and

polarization effects but without application of absorption corrections,

was output for each reflection together with its standard deviation.

Individual observations showing large deviations from the mean intensity

of a given reflection were listed and examined for mispunching and mis-

measurement.

' The weighted mean intensities (and their standard deviations) from

AUFAC were input to program AULAC and the inter-Iayer scale factors

determined by a least-squares fitting analogous to that applied in AUFAC.

The weighted mean intensities and sigmas were output in a format suitable

+ The inter-film and inter-layer scale factors were determined by a
least-squares procedure described by Rae lAcl;a Cz,yst," 79r 683 (1965)1,
deveJ-oped by Paul (SUFFAC, a Fortran IV program for the least-squares
determination of film factors) and extend,ed locally by Snow (see
Appendíx I).
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for introduction to the structure factor calcul-ating program (FUORFLS)

and the program for computing Patterson and Fourier maps (FORDAPB).

(a) AUFAC - inter-film scaling

For an observed refl-ection h on film i the scaled intensity is

given as

Background.
lIn xk x L00Spot L^,

IrU D
u

and the standard deviation of the unscaled. intensity, i.e. fu /1,00 , is

rh.
7,

l

_T
h.

u

and
u

oh

o= af
u

dxk

*ffiFua,

lIn

+bxk. (when turoxk¿)

(whenfu..xk¿)o
u 1,

The weighbs, L)L , assigned to the individual observations ín the least-
rL.1'9

squares determination of film factors are assumed proportional to l/o'h.,

the standard deviation of the scaled reflectLon h on the ith ¡it^ leini

o x 100
'L

Here k-. is the scale factor for the i.th tit^ and ELF ^ is the least-squaresLa.
error-of-fit from the inter-film scaling procedure. If the slope, a, is

toosmall or the cuL-off,, c, too high relative to the distribution of

unscaled intensities, the weights applied to the data are largely

independent of the reflection intensity leading to a relative "over-

weighting" of the more intense reflections in the least-squares structure

refinement cycles. AUFAC outputs a new weighting scheme (i.e. d, b, c, d)

after determining the scal-e factors and this can be resubmitted with the

corrected data, thus providing a means of improving the least-squares fit

of the raw data.

For unobserved reflections

Backgnound.
I unoos

o
unoþs

'L

and r , xT/sxÆÑunoÐs a

I xSxL00
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where BGF ís an average value for t-he background intensity fluctuation on

the top film and S and T are constants having the values O.5OO and 0.346

respectively for non-centric film d.ata, and 0.333 and 0.3 respectively for

centric fil-m data (Hamilton, 1955).

The weighted mean intensity of a reflection on reciprocal layer j is

calculated as

-uns Efu
h

/k.) r-''tn
rh 't 4L

Jo
L

2(u.
n /t< )

L

,1,

The standard del' -urls.iation, oi'.- , is estimated from the agreement between
J

multiple observations of a reflection on the individual firms of a

reciprocal layer pack. Unobserved and unreliable reflections were not

includ.ed ín the least-squares determínation of inter-film and inter-Iayer

scale factors.

(b) AULAC - inter-layer scaling

The least-squares inter-layer scale factors, k'
.J

mean intensities from AUFAC such that

are applied to the

1,

for all reflections.

J

but for observed. reflections the standard deviation of the mean intensity

is modified to incorporate the least-squares error-of-fit of the inter-

layer scaling process

--Jtns= l- x K-h: J
.J

For an unobserved. reflection on layer j

= o . xk,unoþs J
õ-..n

7rr.
J

6.
n

,ÆoF-
b

-uns= A. x k.. n. IJJ
x

The scal-ed mean int-ensity, Íh, and its standard deviation , 6h, are then

computed for each unique reflection by a method analogous to that applied
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in AUFAC. -lrlhere unobserved or unreliable reflections occur in combination

with an observed intensity only the observed reflectíon contributes to the

mean.

The observed structure factor and its standard deviation input to the

Ieast-squares structure refinement (FUORFLS) are

lrol = *frh

Ur'n
oF

o
2x lFol

for all reflection types.

An estimate of the precision of the data is output for each layer, j ,

using the relationship:

R.
J

llh _ th .l
:l

rh

Primary references for this Append.ix:

AUFAC and AULAC programs and descriptions (Appendix I).
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APPENDTX III DIFFRACTOMETER DATA COLLECTTON AND REDUCTION

(a) Buerqer-supper Equi-inclination X-ray Diffractometer

The first set of reflection intensities for the hopeite structure

(Chapter 3) were coll-ected using CuKo rað,iation and a Buerger-Supper equi-

inclination diffractometer (on line to a pDp-8,/L computer) with philips

counting electronics.

This diffractometer employs the O (or o) scan technique (stationary

counter, rotating crystar), the operation beíng identical with that

described. by Freeman et aL. lAeta Cnyst.,-Æ16rLAg, (1970)1. Data were

measured over an upsilon (T) range of 15-145", the output being in the

form of a Teletype line print-out and an eight channel binary code punch

tape. The output for a measured reflection consists of the indices hkL,

the scan speed, the peak count and the background count either side of the

peak in q. Reflections having count rates outside the linear range of the

counter were automatically remeasured using either of two aluminium foil

attenuators (with reduction factors of 0.158 and O.026) inserted between

the counter tube window and. the crystal. Two metal slides with circular

holes subtending angles ranging 2.5"-4.0o at the crystar, placed between

the crystal and the counter window, served to collimate the diffracted

beam. The correct choice of aperture is important in keeping the background

intensity contribution to the peak count minimal, and was increased as a

function of the equi-incJ-ination angle, i.r, to arlow for greater beam

divergence: the aperture size for each reciprocal layer was checked against

the intensity profiles of several low order peaks.

The scan range for a reflection hkL is calculated as

A0 = 0l * +n* þU* þn

where 0^ is due to wavelength d,ispersion, Q, to divergence of the x-ray

beam, Þ, to crystaÌ mosaicity and $U allows for possible errors in the
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crysÈal settings. The mosaicity factor was experimentally determined as

1.2o by measuring peak profil-es of several zero layer reflections, but

other constants were assigned the values quoted by Freeman et aL. (1970).

Q, is assumed. constant for all values of sinO (20 = T) but 0^, Þp and öU

are functions of T and p.

In the variable scan-speed data collection procedure a reflection is

initially measured at the maximum scan speed (0.333 deg. 
"."-1). The

control program then performs the following checks:

(i) tests that the reflection count rate is within the linear range of

the counter; in the present 
"u"" 44 was required to be lesspea.K r.ang

t.han 4000. ff this condition was not satisfied an attentuator was

inserted in the primary beam and the reflection remeasured.

(ii) tests for background imbaLance¡

lat- Bzl . 6 (ol + o.o1 (r)

where ou : 677,
If this inequality was failed (perhaps due to the presence of an

intense Laue sÈreak from a lower order refl-ection or non-centering

of the peak in the scan range due to a slight mis-setting of the

crystal) the scan range was incremented by 0.5o and the reflection

remeasured.

(iii) tests luhaE o r/f lies within the specified limits of precision; if

not, a ne\¡r scan speed (0.05 S ô S 0.333 d,eq. =."-1) was calculatecl so

that remeasurement of the reflection at this speed. gave the desired

precision.
2D (Br + Bz) -l

P+ (81 + Bz) deg. sec

where ,RU is the expectation value of the residual ,R,. (Appendix IV)

assuming the experimental errors to be random. For this data

collection process RU was fixed at 2%.
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For a reflection having crystal and counter setting angles 0 and T

respectively, the counter remains fixed at angle T throughout the

measurement cyc1e. The background count, By aE position (þ - +Aþ) is

accumulated. for t/2 seconds where t : 
".#fu.; 

the integrated peak

count, P, is measured with the crystal moving through A$ degrees in ú

seconds and then, with the crystal again stationary, background B, is

determined at l0 + 4L+).

Program FDPTP (Appendix I) was used to calculate the intensity,

corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects, and. its standard deviation,

based on counting statistics, for each reflection. Punch cards of format

suitable for input to the absorption correction program, ABSCOR, and the

inter-layer scaling program, AULAC, were output.

rntensity I - lP - (8, + Br) x 6'

ñ, sean speed _ ôw.here 0' : ------ minitftwn scan speed 0.05

The standard deviation of the peak intensity due to statistical

fluctuations in the counts is given as

L
of=lN+81+BZizxô'

Reftections having f S 1.5o, were excluded from the punch card deck,

while those having 1.5o, < -r S 2.5o, were designated "unobserved" and

their intensities and standard deviations were then recalculated with the

relationshipsf .-^L^:5x2.5 x o-and o- =T x2.5x o-, where.9- unoos f lunob" I'
and ? are unobserved reflection constants given by Hamilton (l-955).

Reflections with ln, - Arl, 3oB were marked (E in the structure factor

tables of Appendix VI) and excluded from subsequent least-squares refine-

ment procedures.

The diffractometer control program had a facility for repeated.

measurement of a rrstandard reflection" on each reciprocal layeri average

values for the background and peak counts for the standard reflecÈion were

supplied and automatically re-determined every 25 ref.Lections testing the
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inequality

lrs - r"l . t,or, +

where J. is the average intensity supplied initially and f- the currentö

measurement.

If the inequality is failed the standard is remeasured and if it fails

again the data collection halts. No such halts ï/ere encountered, although

examination of the raw data revealed that the test was failed on the first

pass several times. Only one set of values was included in AULAC for each

stand.ard reflection on a layer. Despite the apparent constancy of the

monitored reflection intensities there were some obvious examples of

electronic malfunction, and these data were excluded.

The application of absorption corrections to the resuLtant d.ata set

has been described in Section 3.3.3. The corrected intensities were then

scaled using the program AULAC (Appendix II) which generates the observed.

structure factor amplitude, lFol., and its standard deviationr o" ,
o

suitable for the determination of the crystal structure. Although not

essential, the collection of diffractometer data about two or more axes

using'different crystals permits some assessment to be made in the least-

squares scaling procedure of the random errors in the data set (Appendix II).

Primary references for this section:

FDPTP program and description (appendix I)

Freeman et aL. (1970)

(b) Stoe Equi. - inclination X-ray Diffractometer

The second set of reflection intensities for the hopeite structure

(Chapter 3), and also the intensities for the adamite structure (Chapter

5), were collected. using graphite monochromatised MoKo radiation and a

stoe equi-inclination diffractometer (on Line to a PDP-8,/E computer) with

Philips counting electronics.
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-The data collection routíne of the Stoe system is essentially the

samei in principle, to that of the Buerger-Supper instrument, and for this

reason, will not be repeated in detail. In sutnma,ry, however, the backgrounC

is counted for a total of BGCT seconds at each end of a variable scan

range, Ao, which is calculated for each reflection as a function of input

constants and the Bragg angle (Atrl = A + B[sinU/tany]). Depending on the

number of counts accumufated during a pre-set pre-scan time, the background

and step counting times were incremented by up to a factor of eight (INCR),

ott if no more than eight c.p.s. \¡¡ere recorded., the reflection was not

measured at all. In order to keep the intensity within the linear range of

the scintillation counter, a decision was also mad.e at this time concerning

the need to attenuate the incident beam by one, or a number, of seven

filters (reduction factors of powers of two).

As stated in Section 3.3.2, a second set of intensities for the

mineral hopeite was collected, on the Stoe instrument for the express

purpose of facilitating installation and testing of the new systern. Since

no computer prograns were available to read and process the paper tape

output, the appropriate software was written by the candidate during, and

immediately subsequent to, the data collection procedure. The successful

refinement of the hopeite crystal structure, and the identity of the final

parameters rvith those obtained from data collected on the Buerger-Supper

instrument was considered to represent a sufficient test of the instaLlation

oi, and programming for, the new system. The software is now in current

use for the routine processing of data collected on the Stoe instrument.

A description of these programs follows.

(i) AUPTR - Adelaide University Paper Tape Reader

This program, written in FORTRAN IV and COMPASS (Appendix I) reads the

paper tapes (punched in eight channel ASCII code) and produces a set of

BCD card images of the data contained. between consecutive pairs of

"carriage-return" "line-feed" characters (which is normally the information
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for one reflection measurement). The card images are then rewritten on

magnetic tape (with the reciprocal lattice layers, i.e. paper tapes,

preserved and identified by unique labels) for future processing using

the program AUPTP (Appendix I). Printed output consists of a Listing of

all the card images on the paper tapes, i.e. reflection d,ata and user

comntents.

(ii) auprp - Adelaide University Paper Tape processor

This program, written in FORTRAN IV, processes the magnetic tape

output by the program AUPTR to produce a set of Lorentz and, polarisation

corrected intensities (and standard deviations) suitabl"e for subsequent

input to ABSCOR, AULAC and FUORFLS (Appendix I).

Slmbols used in this description have the following meanings:

P no. of counts accumulated during the scan.

BI no. of counts accumuLated in the first background.

82 no. of counts accumulated in the second background.

SCANS scan speed in degr""= =..-1
SVJOM step width in u: in degrees.

SST step scan time in seconds.

BGCT background counting time in seconds.

SCANR scan range in degrees = A + B (sinp/tany).

ATT attenuaÈion factor (powers of two).

INCR BGD and PEAK counting time increment index.

NA attenuator number.

NS number of steps in the scan range = AulrlSWOM.

LN scal-e-factor number.

LP Lorentz-polarisation factor.

TC time spent on counting the peak intensity = SST x NS

TB time spent on counting each of the backgrounds.

PF factor in the calculation of the variance of the intensity

(included to allow for "instrumental instability", Stout and
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CT

Jensen, 1968).

is the Monochromator Bragg angle = 6.08" for MoKo with graphiÈe

crystal.

Bragg angle at the samPle.

Program Logic

A variety of tests are made to ensure that the card images obtained

from the magnetic tape (i.e. paper tape) ' are legitimate reflections.

The card image must adhere rigidly to the following specifications:

(1) Every paper tape, i.e. layer of d.ata, must start with a unique

four-digit label.

(2) If any characters other than numeric, blank, decimal or negative

are encountered on a card image the program ignores this image and

. proceeds to the next. At this stage any card image which has

passed these tests is a valid reflection. However, it must then

pass several more tests:-

(3) The data in one card image must then be in the form

:-48L22l-30354045536L69
I xxl xxx lxxx lxxxxxxxx ixxxxxxxx lxxxx lxxxx lxxxx lxxxxxxx lxxxxxxx lxxxxxxx !-h'k 'I T t¡ NA INCR NS BI P B2

x = any of O + 9, ., -t ot leading spaces-

(4) P and 82 must be greater than zeto t and 1 ) sin >\

ignored. A count is made of the number of reflection images which

are rejected in this waY.

Each reflection passing these tests is then treated as valid and the

following quantities are calculated:

s

The raw intensity (Rr) = P-V ,ffi, (et+ez¡

'(*t) = P*la
TC.
r"l

2
The statistical variance of Rl = o

The background difference : BD = (BI-82)

The variance of BGD = o2 (""o) = (et+UZ¡

(81+82)
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Then,various tests are made:

(1) Background Imbalance Test.

rf the two background are imbalanced so that I BDI > Brr x o (BD) ,

where BIT is the background imbal-ance test parameter (provided by

the user), then the reflection is marked as unreliabte.

(2) Observed/Unobserved Test

If the inequal-ity RI > URT x o (RI), where URT is the unobserved

reflection parameter (provided by the user), is passed, then the

reflection is taken as observed. and processed normally. However, if

the inequalíty is failed then the reflection is taken as unobserved

and the raw intensity and its standard deviation are recalculated.

from

unobs. RI = Sxo(RI)

and unobs. o(RI) = Tx o(RI)

where S and T are the usual unobserved reflection constants given by

Hamilton (f955).

FinaIIy' the corrected intensity and its standard deviation are

calcuÌated:

-1 -1the corrected. intensity (t) = RI x SCANS x LP

the standard deviation of I = o(I)

where:

x ATT

estimate of (mean) mosaicity in
the graphite monochromator

= to2(nr) + (pF x t)211 x scANS x Lp-l x ATT-1

scANS = (sl¡rou) / (sst x 2rNcR)

-1 2L = cos p sinT (M.J. Buerger, 1960, p.I62)

P = #t*(t-sin2p) + sin2pl "or220" + Ksin2p * I - "ir,2p

= polarisation correction for a monochromatised

incident x-ray beam (pers. com. Prof. H.C. Freeman,

1973) with sinp = tanp cosQ,

..,u22o *K=
2

cos2 o,
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A separate list of Èhe monitored reflections on each reciprocal

lattice layer is output for the d.etection of drift, but only the average

ffl2 ana olpl2 are punched, or written at the completion of processing for

each layer. A duruny routine is available for the editing of reflections

(e.g. systematically absent planes). Running sums of lf! ana olPl are

kept and are used to calculate individual layer, and overall, .R factors

(= xo lpltz lr I I .

Punched. cards are produced or magnetic tape written, in the correct

format to be read into other crystallographic programs, €.9. ABSCOR,

AULAC, FUORFLS. Punching of cards for unobserved, reflections may be,

optionally, suppressed..

Data collection parameters

The following list represents the values for the various input

parameters used during data collection for hopeite and adamite on the

Stoe instrument:

hopeite

o. 0r

o.25

6.25

o.8, 0.6

o.o

8.0

0.333, 0.3

2-4

0.8

0. 5-2 .0

adamite

0.01svùoM ( o )

SST (sec. )

BGCT (sec. )

A,B (SCANR)

PF

BIT

S,T (Hamilton, 1955)

Slit width (mm)

Collimator diam. (mm)

Pre-scan time (secs.)

o.25

6.25

may be modified
by INCR

o.7, o.4

0. 04

6.0

0.333,0.

2-4

0.8

I.0-2.0

3
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APPENDIX IV CRYSTAL STRUCTURE REFÌNEMENT

(a) STRUCTUFE FAcToRs

The method of Least-squares was used to refine the initial

parameters, pi, approximating the structure solution. The function

minimized by program FUORFLS (Appendix f) is

þ= X

hkL'

ôó

'hkLL
uhere L = llrol - ¡roll

and D is the weight assigned Èo the observed structure factor amplitude

lPol (Appendices trr and rrr) , l1.l i" ttt. scaled calculated structure

factor amplitude of reflection hkl.

Since the "normal equations"

àE

,f,fnrrzo ú= o ¿ = 7,...m

are non-linean', minimization of D is an iterative procedure, each cycle

resulting in improved. values of the variables, p¿, which must be

reintroduced to subsequent refinement cycles. The refinable variables

are the scal-e factor, a secondary extinction parameter (see berow), the

atomic positional coordinates (æ, A, z)i, an atomic occupancy factor

(multiplier) and temperature factor (s) : the multiplier and temperature

factor(s) of a given atom may not be refined during the same least-squares

cycle. For an anisotropically vibrating atom the isotropic temperature

factor coefficienE, BO ti2), is replaced by the six coefficients

,,e
Bli. = ax"B/4' ßzz = b*''B/4' BBs = e*o 'B/4

B7Z = a*bxcosy*.8/4, BIS = axcxcosyx.B/4, BZS = b*e*cosu*.8/4

and the atomic scattering factor is given by

t'ur, + zhk\12f = foetp{-tnzør, + +k2gzz + ZîLB + ZkLB 3)\,L3 2

f^ beinq the scaÈtering factor for the atom at rest. There are precise

relationships restricting the independence of the six anisotropic

temperature coefficients for an atom occupying a crystallographic
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special position (Levy, 1956).

Both the isotropic and anisotropic temperature factors may be

converted to mean-square amplitudes of vibration , ;, using the

relationship:

B. = 8 n'7,t

After a least-squares cycle the temperature factor coefficients for each

atom are tested for positive-definite form; non "positive-definiteness',

signifies a physically unreal thermal ellipsoid.

Improvement in the reflection-by-reflection agreement between lEol
and lrol witrr successive reast-squares cycles is indicated by the

residual- index

R] = r,L/LlFol

Meaningful changes in -R, as a ïesult of artering the model can be

distinguished (Hamilton, 1965) by a comparison of the values of the

weighted residual, R,), before and after the current cycle;¿

R z = (zur? /tu¡r ol2 lt
The equívalent statistics with the incorporation of unobserved intensities

in the calculation are designated Ãlaoa.l 
"rd R,tot"t.

A further indicator of the refinement progress is the standard erïor.

G, of an observation of unit weight; this is ideally unity for a properly

weighted moder (i.e. where ,hkl = l/o, on an absorute scale) if random
o

experimental errors onry are significant (Rorrett, 1965, p.tl4):

G - (D/(m - Ð)L
where (m - n) is the excess of independent reflections over variable

parameters.

The estimated standard deviation (esd) , oD., associated with a

refined parameter is output, thus permittíng a meaningful evaluation of

the shift magnitud.es of the variable parameters;

o = G.6D. 'L1,
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thwhere b is the i diagonat element of the inverse matrix used in
't '1,

solving the normal equations. op,. t" inversely proportional to the square

root of the number of reflections included in the least-squares cycle and

directly proporËional to their standard deviations, ÕE . However, in
o

comparing structural parameters derived by full matrix least-squares

refinement of X-ray crystallographic data, it should be remembered that

these derived standard deviations have been shown to be too optimistic by

a factor of about two.

In addition to outputting the above parameters and refinement

indicators, program FUORFLS lists Ã, and R, in ranges of (sin0)r/À and

99
average uL"(= Ats.u\") against max. lrol for the data in specified

intensity ranges. These'distributions serve to indicate intensity outliers

and the suitabil-ity of the chosen weightj-ng scheme, which is important in

deriving the correct standard deviations of the variable parameters. For

correctly weighted data .4u.t¿42 should. be constant in ranges of fifty or

more reflections against both max. lrol and (sinO),/À provided the model is

complete; neglect of hydrogen atoms or incomplete anisotropic refínement

can disturb the distribution (Stout and Jensen, 1968; RoIIett, 1965).

The parameter list also includes a refinabl-e secondary extinction

correction parameter. Three alternatives are offered:

(i) empirical (ex¡,

Fo = ssl"(t + r(20) .sq2. I t"l2.nx)-4

(ii) Coppens and Hamilton (1970) (g),

F * = sqF (I - q. f (20).Y 2l'4
ec

(iii) Larson (L967), with the sign of g reversed,

F"r = sø8"(I - g.f (2ø).Fe2)-+

(t + cos42o)
where f(20) = sin2 (1 + cos2Z') and Sq is the scale factor.

Primary references for this section:

FUORI'LS and ORFLS descriptions (Appendix I)
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(b) INTERATOMIC DISTANCES

In this method of refinement a least-squares process is used to

adjust interatomic distances to prescribed values. In doing so, various

parameters may be refined (e.9. atom coordinates, cell dimensions, and in

certain cases, groups of prescribed interatomic distances), provided an

initial- approximate solution is known.

The function minimised by the program DLS (Appendix I) is
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In this context the "observational equation" (i.e. the equation

relating the interatomic distance to the coordinates of atoms m and n, and

to the unit cell dimensions), is called the "error equation", and is

linearised by taking an approximate value ofIrtrn of D as fol]ows:
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The error equations are then written as
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where the parameter changes A{ are variables, and the derivatives are

the coefficients a.O. Under these circumstances X (t,i)2 is the quantity
jt

minimised duríng the least-squares process.

Crystallographic symmetry elements impose constraints upon the general
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matrix of error equations. rf the settíngs recommended in the

rnternational Ta-l¡Ies for X-ray crystarlography are used, then these

relations are of the form ÂE = tAE,, and the two symmetry related atoms

are then defined by numerical indices ui - *lri rf a variable is fixed

by symmetry, U is set to zero-
l_

An error of fit (standard error) is catculated after each least-

squares cycle from the e><pression:

EoF = lolt 1* -')Jä
where (m - n) is the excess of independent error
equations over varia-ble parameters.

Since cell dimensions enter into the calculation of bond distances,

the cell parameters themselves may be refined, and. in some cases it is
possibre to refine prescribed groups of interatomic distances.

The weighting scheme is essentially empirical and may be chosen in

accordance with the required flexibility of the polyhedra. certain

recommended values for silicate structures are given by Meier arld

Villiser (1969).

Primary references for this section:

DLS program manual

Meier and Villiger

(Appendix I)

(Ie6e) .
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APPENDIX V PROGRAYI PLANE

The input for the absorption correction program ABSCOR (appendix I)

reguires the crystal- to be d.efined by a set of planes of the form ar + By

+ Cz + D = 0, related to an arbitrary origin within the crystal. The

distance of the planes from the origin is then given by the expression

D/ (t2 + B2 + c2)t.

In situations where-the crystal cleavage is good, the boundary

surfaces of a fragrnent are generally planar and the planes equations may

be obtained by solving a series of (trivial) simultaneous equations,

incorporating the coordinates of the corners of each "face". This method

was followed. in the characterisation of the crystals of hopeite (Chapter 3),

but for adamite (Chapter 5), the cleavage was poor and Èhe boundary

surfaces were far from planar. under the latter circumstances, the

equations of the planes had to be obtained by solving the determinant:

,-*1

'L
22 -*z - *L
z3-

a - ut

uz - at

us - ut

z -'i.

=Q

*3 - *i. at4
I

where (ær, Uy 1L), (*2, U2, ,Ð and (æ3, A3, rì are the coordinates of

three points on the plane.

Since many of the adamite crystal t'faces" \¡¡ere defined by a number of

verl-ices (which were not exact.ly copJ-anar) , it was considered that the

average plane through all points would be the best approximation to the

crystal surface. Consequently, the FORTRAN IV program, PLANE, (Appendix f)

was written to cal-culate the equations for all possible combi.nations of

the vertices (in sets of three) for each face.

The program also has the facility for calcutating the Miller Index

hkL) of each surface, obtained by rewriting the pJ-ane equation in

intercept form:

æ/a + U/b + z/c = I i.e. Vs/ao t-ka/bo + Lz,/co = L

where ao, bo and co are the unit cell lengths.
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In addition, once an equation has been determined, the (scaled or

absolute) distance of any input point from this plane may be cal-culated

before the next equation is considered. rn this sense, the program is

directly applicable to the determination of the "degree of planarity" of

trigonally coordinated atoms with their surroundings in crystal structures.

A listing of the program is presented, below.

PROGRAM PI,ANE ( TNPUI, OUTPUT, TAPEI=INPUT, TAPE2=OUTPUT )** PLANE - A FORTRAN IV PROGRAM FOR THE CALCULATION OF PLANES EQUATTONS
** T^TRITTEN BY R J HILL 1973

coMMoN Xl, yl_, Zl-, FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, CONSC,A, B, C, SCALE, CELL ( 3 )** READ IN SCAI.E FACTORS AND CELL PARAMETERS
READ(1,6) A,B,C,SCALE,CELL(l),CELL (2),CELL(3)

6 FORMAT (7F9.6)
fI=0
wRrrE (2,9)A,B,C, SC?r,LE,CELL (1) ,CELL (2) ,CELL (3)

9 FORMAT (1H1,2OX*PLANES EQUATIONS*////2OX*A -*F9.6,10x*B =*F9.6r
110X*C = *F9.6/2OK*SCALE FACTOR =*F9.6/2OX*CELL DIMENSIONS ARE *,
2/2OX*AO = *F9.6,8X*BO - "'F9.6,8X*CO = *F9.6///)

** READ IN COORDINATES OF THREE CORNERS OF THE PLANE
OR OF ONE POINT FOR DISTANCE CALCUI,ATION

1 READ(1,2) Xl ,Yl ,ZI ,X2,Y2,22,X3,Y3,23
2 FORMAT (9F8.4)

IF(ENDFILE I) 3,1I
** IF X2 NON ZERO, CALCULATE EQUATION Ot PLANE
** IF NOT, CALCULATE DISTANCE OF POINT FROM PLANE

1I rF(ees xz).cr.0.00000I) co ro r0
CALL DIST
GOTOl

l0 II=II+I
wRrTE (2 ,8) rr , xI ,yI ¡zI ,x2 ,y2 ,22 ,x3 ,y3 ,23

8 FORMAT(//LOX*COORDINATES OF POINTS DEFTNING PLANE NUMBER *I3* - *,
I/3OX,3 (F10. 6, 3X) /3OX,3 (Fr0. 6 , 3X) /3OX,3 (F10.6, 3X) )** CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS OF PLANE EQUATION

FIR-qT= ( (vZ_vf ) * (23_zl_) _ (y3_yf ) * G2_zL) ) *B*C
SECOND= ( (X2-X1 ) * (23-zL) - (x3-Xf) * (22-zI) ) *A*c* (-1. 0)
TH1RD= ( (X2_XI) * (y3_y1) _ (x3_X1) * (y2_yt) ) *A*B
CONST= (FIRST*XI*A) + (SECOND*Yl*B) + (1'HIRD*ZI*C)
CONSC=CONST*SCALE

** IF CONSTANT IS NEGÀTIVE INVERT SIGNS OF A],L COEFFICIENTS
rF(coNsc.cE.0.0) co ro 13
FIRST= (-1. 0) *FIRST
SECOND= (-1. 0) *SBCOND

THIRD= (-1.0) *T'IIIRD

CONSC= (-1. 0) *CoNSc

CONST= (_f. 0) *CONST

13 I^IRITE (2,4) FIRST,SECOND,THIRD,CONSC
4 FORMAT (2OX*EQUATION OF PLANE*,/20X,FL2.5* X*FI2.5* y*Fl2.5,
I* Z = 'kF12'5)** TF SCALING OF CONSTAhIT IS REQUIRED, RECALCULATE
IF(SCALE.EQ.l.O) GO TO 15
TdRfTE (2.L4) CONST

14 FORMAT(4SX*CONSTANT UNSCAT,TID = *F12.5)
** CALCULATE MILLER INDEX OF THE PI,ANE

T5 CALL INDEX
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GOTOl
3 STOP

END

SUBROUTINE INDEX
** ROUTINE FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE MILLER INDEX OF THE PLANE

coMMoN xI,yl, zI,FTRST,SEcoND,THTRD,CONSC,A,B,C,SCALE,CELL (3)
DIMENSION DEX(3)
DEx (1 ) =FIRST*CELL (1 )
DEx ( 2 ) =SECOND*CELL ( 2 )

DEx(3)=THIRD*CELL(3)
** DETERMINE TFiE MINIMUM MTLLER INDEX

22 rF (ABS (DEX (r) ) .cr.ABS (DEX (2) ) ) cO TO t7
TF(ABS (DEX(r) ) .cr.ABS (DEx(3) ) ) co rO 18
DIV=ABS (DEx (1) )

T=1
GO TO 19

17 rF (ABS (DEX (2) ) .¡,r.eBS (DEx (3) ) ) cO TO 20
DIV=ABS (DEx (3) )

I=3
c'o To 19

20 DIV=ABS(DEx(2) )

I=2
GO TO 19' 18 DIV=ABS (DEx(3) )

I=3
** CHECK FOR MINIMUM = 0

19 rF(OrV.t{8.0.0) GO TO 21
DEX(I)=1000000000.0
GO TO 22

** DIVIDE BY MINIMUM TNDEX TO NORMALISE
21 DEX (I) = (rrnST*CELL (r) ) /DTV

DEX (2 ) = (SECOND*CELL (2) ) /DrV
DEX(3)= (THTRD*CELL(3) ) /DrV
WRITE (2,23 ) (DEX (I) . r=1' 3)

23 FORMAT(3OX*M]LLER INDEX OF THE PLANE = ( *3F6.2't )*/)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE DIST
** ROUTTNE TO CALCULATE DISTANCE OF POINT FROM PREDETERMTNED PLANE

coMMoN xl,yl, 21,FrRST. SEcoND,THIRD,CONSC,A,B,C,SCALE,CELL (3)
SNUI'IER=SCALE * ( (FIRST*XI *A) + ( SECOND*YI *B ) + (THIRD* 21 *C ) ) -CONSC
DENOM= (FIRST*FIRST) + (SECOND*SECOND) + (THIRD*THIRD)
DI STSC:SNUMER/SQRT ( DENOM)
DTSTAN=DISTSC/SCALE
wRrTE (2 ,7') Xl , Yl , Zl , DTSTSC

7 FORMAT (3OX*DTSTANCE OF ( *r8.4*,*F8.4*,*F8.4* ) FROM THE PLANE AB
1OVE = *F12.5)
IF (SCALE.EQ. 1. O) RETURN

VüRITE (2,16) DISTAN
16 FORMAT (76X*DTSTANCE UNSCALED = *F12.5)

RETURN
END
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